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exit and the volute outer wall. There is very little information
available about these extra impeller losses. Abramian and Howard
(1994) experimentally proved for a centrifugal pump that a volute
circumferential pressure distortion leads to a decrease of impeller
efficiency. One can therefore conclude that the point of maximum
stage efficiency will not be far from the point of circumferentially
constant outlet pressure.

Calculating the impeller, diffuser, and volute together with an
unsteady three-dimensional viscous flow solver is indeed the best
approach, because of the strong interaction between the compo-
nents. However, this requires a huge amount of computer effort.
Periodicity occurs only every 360 deg so that the numerical do-
main cannot be limited to a few pitches of the rotor and stator, as
is commonly done in axial compressor or turbine stage calcula-
tions.

Results presented in the literature have been obtained after some
simplifications have been introduced. Flathers et al. (1996) made
steady three-dimensional Navier–Stokes calculations with outlet
distortion (frozen rotor model). Hillewaert et al. (1999) made
unsteady Euler calculations with corrections for viscosity. The
present paper, comparing experiments and calculations of the
volute flow with specified inlet boundary conditions, intends to
verify the accuracy of the latter model and to complement the
measurements with more detailed information.

Indeed, the agreement of Fig. 11 is not as good as one would
wish: first, because the inlet conditions are available only at six
circumferential positions. This is insufficient to describe accurately
the large circumferential distortion that occurs near choking mass
flow. Second, by the way the inlet conditions have been specified
in present calculations. Although theoretically correct, they am-
plify the calculation errors. Any underestimation of the static
pressure in the second half of the volute, because of a small
overestimation of the upstream volute losses, results in a local
increase of the radial velocity component. This local increase of
the mass flux also increases the swirl intensity and hence the local
flow blockage and losses in the volute. The result is a further
decrease of the local static pressure. The total mass flow being
imposed this requires a decrease of the mass flux and hence an
increase of the pressure in the first part of the volute. This mech-
anism is responsible for the overly large pressure drop along the
volute circumference and overly high volute losses. The same

problem also occurred in the one-dimensional approach described
by Van den Braembussche et al. (1999) but to a smaller extent,
because of the stronger coupling of the volute with the impeller
flow. Specifying the volute inlet flow angle is a last source of
errors. A local increase of the radial velocity component thus
results in a proportional increase of the tangential velocity. This is
opposite to what happens at the exit of a backward leaned impeller.

The larger circumferential variation of the radial velocity results
in an even larger increase of the swirl kinetic energy because the
latter one is proportional to the circumferential integration ofVr 3.
This error on the incoming swirl kinetic energy is the main cause
of the discrepancies in the volute losses and static pressure rise
observed in Fig. 15.

Except for an increase of radius in the downstream diffuser or
the installation of three-dimensional vanes inside the volute, there
is no mechanism to recuperate the kinetic energy related to the
swirl resulting form the diffuser exit radial velocity (Japikse, 1982;
Weber and Koronowski, 1986). This is also experimentally con-
firmed by the total pressure loss contours shown in the present
paper and by Ayder et al. (1993, 1994). 55 percent of the volute
inlet kinetic energy near choking mass flow is due to the diffuser
outlet radial velocity component. It reduces to 10 percent at the
exit measurement plane and it was observed to disappear com-
pletely farther downstream. The swirl velocity is responsible for 68
percent of the total volute losses at maximum mass flow. The first
step to improving the performance is therefore by reducing the
diffuser exit radial velocity.
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Effects of Inlet Flow Field
Conditions on the Performance
of Centrifugal Compressor
Diffusers: Part 1—Discrete-
Passage Diffuser
This is Part 1 of a two-part paper considering the performance of radial diffusers for use
in a high-performance centrifugal compressor. Part 1 reports on discrete-passage dif-
fusers (shown in Fig. 1) while Part 2 describes a test of a straight-channel diffuser
designed for equivalent duty. Two builds of discrete-passage diffuser were tested, with 30
and 38 separate passages. Both the 30 and 38 passage diffusers investigated showed
comparable range of unstalled operation and similar level of overall diffuser pressure
recovery. The paper concentrates on the influence of inlet flow conditions on the pressure
recovery and operating range of radial diffusers for centrifugal compressor stages. The
flow conditions examined include diffuser inlet Mach number, flow angle, blockage, and
axial flow nonuniformity. The investigation was carried out in a specially built test facility,
designed to provide a controlled inlet flow field to the test diffusers. The facility can
provide a wide range of diffuser inlet velocity profile distortion and skew with Mach
numbers up to unity and flow angles of 63 to 75 deg from the radial direction. The
consequences of different averaging methods for the inlet total pressure distributions,
which are needed in the definition of diffuser pressure recovery coefficient for nonuniform
diffuser inlet conditions, were also assessed. The overall diffuser pressure recovery
coefficient, based on suitably averaged inlet total pressure, was found to correlate well
with the momentum-averaged flow angle into the diffuser. Furthermore, the pressure
recovery coefficient was found to be essentially independent of the axial distortion at
diffuser inlet, and the Mach number, over the wide flow range (from maximum flow to the
beginning of flow instabilities) investigated. It is thus shown that the generally accepted
sensitivity of diffuser pressure recovery performance to inlet flow distortion and boundary
layer blockage can be largely attributed to inappropriate quantification of the average
dynamic pressure at diffuser inlet. Use of an inlet dynamic pressure based on availability
or mass-averaging in combination with definition of inlet flow angle based on mass
average of the radial and tangential velocity at diffuser inlet removes this sensitivity.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Scope. The radial diffuser plays an
important role in establishing the overall efficiency and pressure
rise of a centrifugal compressor stage. Depending on the design of
the impeller and its matching to the diffuser, the diffuser can be the
component limiting the operating range of the compressor between
choke and stall. Radial diffusers can be grouped into two general
classes: vaneless and vaned. High-performance centrifugal com-
pressors (in, for example, aircraft engines) make use of vaned
diffusers. These have a smaller exit radius for a given level of
diffusion and generally a higher pressure recovery coefficient than
the vaneless type, in spite of operating over a relatively narrower
range of stable operation.

Part 1 of this paper is concerned with one special type of vaned
diffuser, the discrete-passage diffuser, developed by General Elec-

tric Company. Its design is characterized by straight centerline
passages, which are circular in cross section (and conical in form)
from the diffuser inlet to the diffuser throat and then transition to
a nearly rectangular cross section between the throat and diffuser
exit (Fig. 1). Between the diffuser inlet and the throat, the inter-
section of the conical passages forms a quasi-vaneless space with
highly swept back cusplike leading edges. The quasi-vaneless
space is designed to diffuse supersonic inlet flow, and the throat
area determines the maximum flow rate of the diffuser. Although
discrete-passage diffusers are used in various centrifugal compres-
sor applications, few data about their design and performance exist
in the open literature.

Even though the impact of the diffuser is well known, the flow
in diffusers of centrifugal turbomachines, which can be severely
distorted in both space and time, is not sufficiently understood for
many design and development purposes. The impact of vaned
diffusers on performance and operating range of a centrifugal
compressor stage can depend upon such parameters as Mach
number, inlet flow angle, turbulence, blockage, and impeller exit
flow nonuniformities. Still more important is the matching of
diffuser to the impeller. Until recently the centrifugal compressor
impeller and diffuser were considered separately in the design
process and the influences of impeller exit flow and impeller–
diffuser interaction were not taken into account. Furthermore,
centrifugal compressor vaned diffuser design has been based on

1 Current address: United Technologies Research Center, East Hartford, CT 06108.
2 Current address: Praxair, Inc., Technology Center, Tonawanda, NY 14151.
3 Current address: General Electric Aircraft, Fan & Compressor Aerodynamics,

Lynn, MA 01910.
Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 43rd

International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Stockholm,
Sweden, June 2–5, 1998. Manuscript received by the International Gas Turbine
Institute February 1998. Paper No. 98-GT-473. Associate Technical Editor: R. E.
Kielb.
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data from single-channel diffuser investigations. The current state
of the art employs empirical information to obtain a good diffuser–
impeller combination. At present, the open literature does not
show clear evidence for the relative merits of discrete-passage-
type diffusers (the subject of Part 1) or straight-channel type
diffusers (the subject of Part 2 (Deniz et al., 2000).

1.2 Background. The diffuser is one of the most compre-
hensively studied components of fluid mechanics. The extensive
literature has been summarized by Japikse (1996, 1984). Most of
the diffuser studies in the open literature have focused on single
(individual) diffuser channels, with comparatively uniform inlet
flows of a largely steady nature. Based on the work of many
investigators, Japikse (1987) concluded that three fluid dynamic
parameters must be known to specify the performance of a dif-
fuser: the inlet blockage, the shape of the velocity profile entering
the diffuser, and the turbulence scale and intensity at the diffuser
inlet.

Blockage is the area equivalent to displacement thickness of a
boundary layer in the diffuser inlet flow area. Based on the
investigations for single-channel diffusers, diffuser pressure recov-
ery decreases as inlet blockage increases. No general convention
has been developed to specify the inlet velocity profile to a
diffuser, although different inlet profiles, simple skewed and/or
highly distorted, have been considered and reported in the open
literature for single-channel diffusers. In most of the investiga-
tions, distorted mean-velocity inlet profiles decreased diffuser
pressure recovery. The influence of the turbulence on the diffuser
performance has scarcely been investigated in the open literature.

The situation is less well mapped and understood for centrifugal
compressor diffusers. Some key points for vaned diffusers in
centrifugal compressors can be summarized as follows:

1 The inlet conditions of a centrifugal compressor diffuser are
determined by the impeller with highly distorted distributions in
both axial (hub to shroud) and circumferential (blade to blade)
directions, and vary with the impeller operating point. Knowledge
about the influence of blockage or inlet velocity distribution for

Fig. 1 Discrete-passage diffuser geometry schematic

Nomenc la tu re

A 5 flow area
AR 5 area ratio (diffuser exit area over

the area at the throat)
AS 5 aspect ratio5 b/Wth

B 5 blockage, defined in Eq. (9)
Cp 5 pressure recovery coefficient,

defined in Eq. (1)
Cpc 5 pressure recovery coefficient

based on availability-averaged
diffuser inlet dynamic pressure,
defined in Eq. (3)

Cpa 5 pressure recovery coefficient
based on the area-averaged dif-
fuser inlet dynamic pressure

Cpb 5 pressure recovery coefficient
based on the diffuser inlet maxi-
mum total pressure

Cpc 5 pressure recovery coefficient
based on the area-averaged dif-
fuser inlet absolute velocity and
static density

L 5 length of the diffuser channel
LWR 5 length-to-width ratio of the dif-

fuser channel5 L/Wth

M 5 Mach number
N 5 impeller rotational speed (revo-

lutions per minute)

Ps 5 static pressure
Pt 5 total pressure

Ptc 5 availability-averaged total pres-
sure, defined in Eq. (2)

Re 5 Reynolds number5 Vb/n
Wth 5 width of the diffuser throat
Zb 5 number of impeller blades
Zv 5 number of diffuser passages
b 5 diffuser depth
ṁ 5 mass flow rate
r 5 radius or radial coordinate, orthog-

onal tox andu
x 5 linear coordinate in the axial di-

rection of the machine
a 5 flow angle, relative to the radial or

meridional direction
an 5 flow angle nonuniformity, defined

in Eq. (8)
b 5 wedge angle of diffuser vane

dm 5 displacement thickness at the dif-
fuser inlet, defined in Eq. (10)

u 5 angular coordinate, orthogonal tox
and r , positive in rotor rotation
direction

2u 5 diffuser channel divergence angle

z 5 local linear coordinate normal to
diffuser channel centerline

n 5 kinematic viscosity
j 5 distance along diffuser channel

centerline
r 5 density

sm 5 mass-flux deficit, defined in Eq.
(10)

Subscripts

crit 5 critical
r 5 in radial direction or radial compo-

nent
s 5 static

th 5 at diffuser throat
t 5 total condition or tangential com-

ponent
u 5 in u direction (circumferential) or

u component
c 5 availability-averaged
0 5 at impeller (swirl generator) inlet

19 5 at impeller (swirl generator) exit or
same as vaneless space-inlet

1 5 at diffuser inlet or same as vane-
less space-exit

2 5 at diffuser exit
3 5 in main collector/plenum
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single-channel diffusers is not directly applicable to centrifugal
compressor diffusers.

2 Studies using a single diffuser channel do not give informa-
tion on the flow mechanisms within the vaneless or quasi-vaneless
spaces of a centrifugal compressor diffuser. Previous investigators
have suggested that the flow phenomena in these regions are
critical factors for stage stability (Hunziker and Gyarmathy, 1994)
and pressure recovery (e.g., Elder and Gill, 1986; Inoue and
Cumpsty, 1984).

3 Additional geometric parameters, compared to single dif-
fuser channel flow, must be considered in the case of a centrifugal
compressor diffuser. These include vaneless space radius ratio,
vane number, geometry and sharpness of the vane leading edges,
and the effect of downstream conditions.

Information concerning the overall performance of different
types of vaned diffusers and diffuser subcomponents can be found
in the open literature (e.g., Hunziker and Gyarmathy, 1994; Haupt
et al., 1988; Clements, 1987; Japikse and Osborne, 1986; Stein and
Rautenberg, 1985; Kano et al., 1982; Rodgers, 1982; Yoshinaga et
al., 1980; Kenny, 1972). A distorted, nonuniform flow field was
observed at the diffuser inlet in almost all of these investigations,
but the influence of flow nonuniformities at the impeller exit on
centrifugal compressor vaned diffuser performance and operating
range has not been adequately investigated. The phenomenon of
nonuniform flow leaving a centrifugal compressor impeller has
been extensively considered in connection with both the study of
the behavior of the impeller itself (jet-wake flow) and the behavior
of vaneless diffuser.

Of particular relevance is a detailed experimental study of
impeller exit flow and impeller–vaned diffuser interaction pub-
lished by Krain (1981). Periodic flow unsteadiness was observed in
the diffuser inlet region with temporal variations of inlet flow
angle, of the order of 10–15 deg, and axial variations from hub to
shroud, of the order of 20–25 deg. In a subsequent paper, Krain
(1984) presented laser measurements downstream of the diffuser
throat. Despite the large periodic unsteadiness at the impeller exit
and nonuniform inlet conditions at diffuser inlet, levels of un-
steadiness decreased rapidly downstream of the throat and the
diffuser revealed a good overall pressure recovery. The CFD
(Computational Fluid Dynamics) calculations on Krain’s centrif-
ugal compressor carried out by Dawes (1995) showed similar
results with no significant influence of the unsteady, circumferen-
tial variation of the impeller exit flow on the vaned diffuser
pressure recovery performance.

Two additional results covering the circumferential variation are
worth noting. Inoue and Cumpsty (1984) focused on the influence
of impeller exit flow unsteadiness and circumferential nonunifor-
mity on the vaned diffuser performance. They found that the
circumferential distortion from the impeller was attenuated very
rapidly in the inlet region of the diffuser vanes and had only minor
effects on the flow inside the vaned diffuser. Earlier Baghdadi
(1976) compared the performance and stability of a radial wedge
type diffuser (i.e., a straight-channel diffuser) using the vortex-
nozzle swirling flow generator (having no moving parts and pro-
ducing stationary wakes into the diffuser) tested by Baghdadi and
McDonald (1975), with tests obtained with the same diffuser in
actual centrifugal compressor stage. Diffuser performance and
stability for the two cases were found to agree within the range of
experimental accuracy. Since the vortex nozzle produced a cir-
cumferentially uniform flow, while the impeller produced a dis-
torted jet-wake type flow at the diffuser inlet, it was concluded that
the vaned diffuser performance is insensitive to the jet–wake
structure of the impeller exit flow and the vaned diffusers were
well able to cope with the flow nonuniformity and unsteadiness
from the impeller. It was suggested that a combination of rapid
mixing and the high frequency of the unsteadiness were responsi-
ble for the observed insensitivity of diffuser to the circumferential
nonuniformities at the inlet.

Numerical methods for centrifugal compressor vaned diffuser

design and detailed analysis of unsteady impeller–diffuser inter-
action are currently under development. Casey et al. (1995b),
Dawes (1995), Dalbert et al. (1993), and Teipel et al. (1992) have
reported on this. The calculations need to be compared with
experimental data to verify their predictive value and there is a
shortage of relevant data in the open literature, which could allow
such a comparison, particularly including the influence of impeller
exit flow nonuniformities on vaned diffuser performance and
impeller–diffuser interaction.

1.3 Objectives. In Part 1 of this paper we examine the
influence of diffuser inlet Mach number, flow angle, and axial flow
nonuniformity on the performance and operating range of discrete-
passage diffusers. Different methods of averaging the measured
nonuniform flow field distributions at diffuser inlet to determine
appropriate diffuser performance characterization parameters are
considered in section 2. The experimental apparatus is described in
section 3 and in section 4 the definitions of performance parame-
ters are given. The experimental results are presented in section 5,
followed by the summary and conclusions in section 6. The be-
havior of the straight-channel diffuser is addressed in Part 2. The
experiments described here were made over a period of about eight
years, beginning with the 30-passage discrete-passage diffuser.
Over this time the procedure was altered and the ideas were
modified. It was therefore not always possible to present some of
the earlier data in the same way as that selected for the later data,
in particular the method used for the straight-channel diffuser in
Part 2.

2 Different Averaging Methods
In examining the effect of inlet nonuniformities, it is first nec-

essary to define what is meant by diffuser performance. A number
of different correlating parameters have been used to characterize
diffuser behavior. Even for single-channel diffusers, many of the
data in the open literature were not based on diffuser inlet (or
impeller exit) traverses. This has resulted in ambiguous informa-
tion on the diffuser inlet conditions. Static pressure is compara-
tively easy to measure in most diffuser configurations using wall-
mounted static pressure taps, but to define the diffuser performance
the inlet stagnation pressure distribution is needed. In some exam-
ples in the open literature, the inlet stagnation pressure is taken to
be the value at the middle of the diffuser depth, while in others an
averaged value is used, normally based on area or mass flow. In
some cases the inlet stagnation pressure is estimated from com-
pressor input power and flow rate. As pointed out by Klein (1981),
there is often not enough information to compare one definition
with another, limiting the generality of the available data. To
establish definitive values of the pressure recovery for a diffuser,
detailed measurements across the inlet, with suitable numerical
averaging across the entire flow field are required.

The pressure recovery coefficient,Cp, defined as the static
pressure rise through the diffuser divided by the inlet dynamic
pressure, is the most frequently used diffuser performance param-
eter. This parameter indicates the fraction of the dynamic pressure
at the inlet of the diffuser converted into static pressure by the
diffuser:

Cp 5
Ps2 2 Ps1

Pt1 2 Ps1
(1)

In Eq. (1)Ps1 andPs2 are mean values of static pressures at the
diffuser inlet and exit. The static pressure at the diffuser inlet and
exit is generally uniform enough so that the problem of defining
the pressure recovery coefficient,Cp, is essentially a matter of
assigning an appropriate value of total pressure,Pt1, for a nonuni-
form diffuser inlet flow.

Previous researchers have presented diffuser performance data
based on various different definitions of the diffuser inlet dynamic
pressure: area-averaged dynamic pressure (Al Mudhafar et al.,
1982, and Bhinder et al., 1984; area-averaged velocity (Wolf and
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Johnston, 1969), mass-averaged dynamic pressure (Masuda et al.,
1971), mass-averaged total pressure (Baghdadi, 1976), and dy-
namic pressure based on the potential core centerline total pressure
(Runstadler et al., 1975, and Dutton et al., 1986). The extent of the
test data from Runstadler et al. (1975) has caused the use of the
centerline velocity to become the most widespread basis of defin-
ing the inlet dynamic pressure.

The different methods of specifying the diffuser inlet dynamic
pressure make the interpretation, comparison, and generalization
of the data of the different diffuser investigations difficult. Fili-
penco (1991) defined the pressure recovery coefficient in terms of
availability-averaged inlet total pressure (Livesey and Hugh,
1966), based on addressing the following question: Given a non-
uniform flow entering the diffuser, what is the maximum static
pressure that could theoretically be attained without external work
or heat interactions? This is the pressure that would be attained in
a hypothetical ideal device through a reversible, adiabatic, zero
work process that ends in a uniform zero-velocity state. Such a
process conserves the net thermodynamic availability of the flow
and an appropriate designation of the final total pressure attained is
the “availability-averaged” total pressure,Ptc.

The availability-averaged total pressure,Ptc, at the diffuser inlet
is defined as:

Ptc1 5 exp3E0

b

ln ~Pt1!rs1Vr12pr 1dx

E
0

b

rs1Vr12pr 1dx 4 (2)

and the availability-averaged pressure recovery coefficient is:

Cpc 5
Ps2 2 Ps1

Ptc1 2 Ps1
(3)

with the denominator defined as the diffuser inlet availability-
averaged dynamic pressure.

Among these different definitions ofCp (or diffuser inlet dy-
namic pressure) mentioned above,Cpc is the most physically
appropriate one to be used as a diffuser pressure recovery perfor-
mance.

A closely similar, but more familiar, parameter is based on the
mass-averaged total pressure at the diffuser inlet,P̂t1, defined as:

P̂t1 5

E
0

b

Pt1rs1Vr12pr 1dx

E
0

b

rs1Vr12pr 1dx

(4)

This can be substituted into Eq. (1) to define the mass-averaged
pressure recovery coefficient.

For an ideal incompressible fluid, the availability-averaged total
pressure is equal to the mass-averaged total pressure. In the present
experiments, the diffuser inlet dynamic pressure based on the inlet
mass-averaged total pressure was in the most extreme case 1.6
percent greater than the dynamic pressure based on the availability

averaged total pressure. This variation is smaller than the scatter in
most of the data, so that the mass-averaged pressure recovery
coefficient is adequate as an appropriate measure. It will be shown
that use of this parameter allows collapse of data at different levels
of nonuniformity to a single curve.

3 Experimental Apparatus

3.1 Overall Test Facility Description. The experimental
apparatus for radial diffuser investigations was designed to provide
a controlled inlet flow to a centrifugal compressor diffuser. The
diffuser inlet conditions accessible included Mach numbers greater
than unity with high degree of swirl (flow angle 63–75 deg
measured from radial direction). Control of the boundary layer
properties on the hub and shroud was possible, giving inlet block-
age up toB 5 0.35 anddiffuser inlet velocity profile axial
distortion. The ranges cover those reported to be encountered at the
diffuser inlet in actual centrifugal compressors by, for example,
Hunziker and Gyarmathy (1994), Japikse and Osborne (1986),
Mishina and Nishida (1984), and Kenny (1972). In these studies
the blockage,B, at the centrifugal compressor impeller exit were
calculated in a range from 0.10 to 0.37.

The facility consists of a specially designed impeller (swirl
generator), which can deliver an axisymmetric, transonic flow into
a test section in which different radial diffusers can be installed.
Some salient facility dimensions are listed in Table 1. Downstream
of the diffuser the flow exits to a plenum, followed by a throttle;
a slave compressor downstream of the throttle valve can be acti-
vated to decrease diffuser back pressure if needed. The mass flow
rate can be varied by the throttle valve and measured by a venturi-
type flow meter located in the rig exit pipe, with a commercial flow
straightener located ten pipe diameters upstream of the venturi.
The overall facility scheme is shown in Fig. 2. The discrete-
passage diffusers, which were supplied by General Electric Air-
craft Engines, had at the inlet a span,b, (in the axial direction) of
9.0 mm and this was selected as the nominal span of the impeller
and vaneless space.

To minimize the wakes of the impeller blades, the impeller
(swirl generator) shown in Fig. 3 has 71 lightly loaded, high-
solidity forward-leaning blades. The design is such as to produce
a static pressure drop through the blade row. The impeller exit flow
circumferential nonuniformity in static pressure does not exceed
2.0 percent of the average inlet dynamic pressure in the worst case
and is considerably smaller than this in most situations. It was thus
sufficient to measure diffuser inlet total pressure and flow angle
axial distributions at only one circumferential location. The im-
peller speed could be varied to 6500 rpm and was measured by

Fig. 2 Overall test facility schematic

Table 1 Facility dimensions summary

Dimension

Impeller Exit Radius,r 19 0.184 m
Impeller Axial Depth,b 9.0 mm
Vaneless Space Radius Ratio,r 1/r 19 1.10
Number of Impeller Blades,Zb 71
Impeller Blade Inlet Angle 237.2 deg
Impeller Blade Exit Angle 64 deg
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means of a digital readout tachometer. No flow instabilities were
encountered in the impeller over the operating range of interest.

The diffuser inlet boundary layer blockage and flow distortion
are controlled using continuous circumferential slots immediately
upstream and downstream of the impeller in the hub and shroud
stationary walls. Each slot is independently connected to a flow
control system through an array of passages and manifolds, so that
air can either be injected or removed from the main flow. Figure 4
provides a schematic of the axial flow injection/suction slots and
manifolds. Using a combination of injection and/or suction
through these slots, a wide range of diffuser inlet blockage and
axial velocity profile distortion may be obtained. The baseline (no
air injection and/or suction) distributions of Mach number and
flow angle at the diffuser inlet, which are almost symmetric about
the axial centerline of the diffuser, are shown in Fig. 5. Figure 5
also shows examples of Mach number and flow angle distributions
with injection and suction. Here,x 5 0 corresponds to the wall on
the same side of the labyrinth seal, which can be seen in Fig. 4.

Two discrete-passage diffusers of similar geometry but differing
in the number of passages (30 and 38) were investigated. Both
were originally designed to work with the same centrifugal com-
pressor impeller in a turboshaft gas turbine engine by General
Electric Aircraft Engines. The salient parameters of the discrete-
passage test diffusers are listed in Table 2.

The test diffusers were mounted in the diffuser housing with a
1.10 radius ratio vaneless space between impeller exit and the
diffuser inlet. Further details of construction and operation of the
test facility are described by Filipenco (1991) and Johnston (1993).

3.2 Instrumentation. The test program includes wall static
pressure measurements along the diffuser centerline, at the diffuser
inlet and exit, and in the vaneless and quasi-vaneless spaces;
temperature measurements at impeller inlet and diffuser exit, as
well as total pressure, and flow angle measurements at the diffuser
inlet.

To determine diffuser inlet Mach number and flow angle pro-
files, a rotatable cylindrical single-hole total-pressure/flow angle-
probe axially spanning the inlet of the test diffuser was used at one
circumferential position (u 5 0 deg). A single hole probe was used
to minimize probe diameter and thus the effect of the probe on the
diffuser inlet flow field. The probe consisted of a 1-mm-dia stain-
less steel tube with a 0.23-mm-dia sensing hole radially drilled
through one wall. With the probe positioned in a crossflow, the

probe is rotated around its axis. For the expected 65–75 deg inlet
flow angle range, the probe was rotated over a range of 40–115
deg in 5 deg steps. The maximum output pressure occurs when the
sensing hole faces directly into the flow and determination of the
flow angle,a, is made by finding the centroid of the measured total
pressure versus flow angle curve. A second-order polynomial fit
through a symmetric subset of the pressure reading versus probe-
angle test data was used for this purpose. A fifth-order polynomial
fit, which represents the pressure distribution more accurately, was
then used to determine the total pressure. Flow angle and total
pressure were measured at 15 axial points. Rated angular position-
ing linearity is to within 0.2 deg and the rated axial traverse
positioning accuracy is to within 0.025 mm. All traverse/angle set
points were approached from the same direction to avoid hyster-
esis error.

One diffuser channel was instrumented with an array of static
pressure taps to measure the static pressure distribution on the
different subcomponents of the diffuser. Since the quasi-vaneless
space of the diffuser is considered to be important in determining
diffuser performance and stability, additional static pressure taps
were placed in the vaneless and quasi-vaneless spaces. The loca-
tions of the static pressure taps in one diffuser channel are shown
in Part 2 (Fig. 2) for the straight-channel diffuser and they are
similar to those of the discrete-passage diffusers. To measure the
circumferential variation of the static pressure at the impeller exit,
10 taps were placed on each of the rear and front walls in the
vaneless space at a radius of 1.05 impeller exit radii. Static pres-
sure distribution at the diffuser exit was also measured with 5 taps
placed on each of the rear and front walls. Measurements of the
main plenum pressure and all steady-state pressures in the diffuser
test rig, including the vaneless space, the quasi-vaneless space and
diffuser channel, were carried out using of a single Druck-type
PDCR-23D65 psid pressure transducer, multiplexed to the various
pressure taps by means of a Scanivalve. The rated combined

Fig. 4 Schematic of axial flow injection/suction system

Fig. 3 Swirl generator blading. Blade number Zb 5 71.
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nonlinearity, hysteresis, and repeatability of this transducer is
within 60.04 percent of full scale.

Temperature was measured at the test rig inlet (ambient tem-
perature), at the exit of the test diffuser at diffuser axial midposi-
tion and at the exit of the venturi flow meter. The Mach number at
diffuser exit is low, typically less than 0.20, so no recovery
corrections were applied to the measured temperature at the dif-
fuser exit. The flow between impeller exit and plenum is assumed
adiabatic and uniform stagnation temperature. Calibrations of the
temperature sensors gave an estimated overall accuracy to within
61 K, or less than 0.2 percent over the temperature range of the
investigations.

Three Kulite high-frequency response pressure transducers were
flush-mounted in the vaneless space and one Kulite high-frequency
response pressure transducer was mounted in the plenum wall for
the monitoring of rotating stall and surge.

Measured mass flow rate,ṁ, and impeller speed,N, were
corrected to 101.3 kPa reference pressure and 288.15 K reference
temperature.

4 Definition of Parameters
Station 0 denotes impeller inlet, station 1 diffuser inlet radius,

station 2 diffuser exit radius, and station 3 the plenum after the
diffuser exit, and stationth denotes the throat of the diffuser. The
axial direction is taken from the front wall wherex 5 0, to the rear
wall wherex 5 b. The flow angle,a, is defined as the angle from
the radial direction. At each steady-state operating point, the
values of the diffuser inlet total pressure profile and flow angle
were measured at one tangential location (u 5 0 deg) and at 15
axially distributed points. The gradients of the flow field parame-

ters are larger near the diffuser walls than the center plane so that
closer spacing was used in the former. Diffuser performance was
assessed in terms of inlet parameters calculated from this traverse
data.

The Mach number profile at the diffuser inlet, M1( x), was
determined from distribution of total pressure,Pt( x), and inlet
static pressure at that position. Using the Mach number distribution
at the diffuser inlet, a mass-averaged inlet Mach number is calcu-
lated. To assess the data consistency, comparison was made be-
tween the measured mass flow rate using the venturi flow meter
and the mass flow rate calculated from integration of the diffuser
inlet traverse data. Agreement was within65 percent, which was
judged satisfactory.

It is necessary to have a consistent and reliable way of defining
and determining the average inlet flow angle to the diffuser. The
average diffuser inlet flow angle,a1, is defined in terms of tan-
gential and radial mass-averaged velocities at the diffuser inlet as:

a1 5 tan21 F V̂u1

V̂r1
G (5)

where

V̂u1 5

E
0

b

r1Vr1Vu12pr 1dx

E
0

b

r1Vr12pr 1dx

(6)

and

V̂r1 5

E
0

b

r1Vr1Vr12pr 1dx

E
0

b

r1Vr12pr 1dx

(7)

Since the mass-averaged tangential and radial velocities repre-
sent the tangential and radial momentum of the diffuser inlet flow,
the average flow angle given by Eq. (5) is termed “momentum-
averaged” flow angle, which is used in all the diagrams in the
entire paper. Another way of defining inlet flow angle is by

Fig. 5 Examples of the axial distribution of ( a) flow angle, a, and (b) absolute Mach number, M, at discrete
passage diffuser inlet: ( E) no injection/suction, ( ‚, ❏) with injection/suction

Table 2 Dimensions of the two discrete-passage diffusers
tested

30 Passage Diffuser 38 Passage Diffuser

Inlet Radius,r 1 0.203 m 0.203 m
Inlet Width, b1 0.009 m 0.009 m
Exit Radius,r 2 0.281 m 0.281 m
Diffuser Throat Diameter 0.013 m 0.011 m
Geometric Inlet Angle 69° 70.1°
Area Ratio, AR 4.29 4.37
Diffuser Length-to-Diameter

Ratio, LDR 8.75 9.44
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mass-averaging of the measured inlet flow angle axial distribution.
In the present experiments differences between the momentum-
averaged and mass-averaged flow angles were smaller than 0.3
deg. This is small, but should not be dismissed as negligible, since
the range of inlet flow angle between maximum flow rate and stall
could be only 5 degrees.

Diffuser inlet flow angle nonuniformity,a n , is defined as the
root mean square (rms) deviation of the local flow angle,a, from
the momentum-averaged value,â:

an 5 Î1

b E
0

b

~a 2 â! 2dx (8)

Based on information from single-channel diffuser investiga-
tions, blockage is generally considered to have an important effect
on radial diffuser pressure recovery, with pressure recovery de-
creasing as inlet blockage increases. The diffuser inlet blockage is
defined as:

B 5 1 2
Aeffective

Ageometric
(9)

In Eq. (9), Ageometric is the geometric area at the diffuser inlet
radius andAeffective is the area effectively used by the flow.Aeffective

was calculated using the static pressure and the mass-averaged
total pressure at the diffuser inlet.

In addition to the average diffuser inlet flow field quantities,
various parameters were used to quantify the severity of the inlet
flow field nonuniformity; inlet flow direction and blockage were
referred to above. Detailed description and presentation of inlet
flow field profiles in terms of distortion and skew parameters of
mass, momentum, energy, and flow angle for the investigated
discrete-passage diffusers can be found in Filipenco (1991) and
Johnston (1993). For the investigations with discrete-passage dif-
fusers the blockage at the diffuser inlet is quantified with the
“mass-flux deficit,”sm:

sm 5
dm

b
5

E
0

b

@~rVr !max 2 rVr #2pr 1dx

b~rVr !max2pr 1
(10)

The parameter,dm, in Eq. (10) is essentially the displacement
thickness at the diffuser inlet and gives the fraction of the mass
flow “lost” relative to the mass flow that would have been attained
if the profile were uniform with a value of velocity and flow angle
corresponding to the local maximum value of mass-flux within the
diffuser inlet. The mass-flux deficit values for 30 and 38 passage
discrete-passage diffusers were 0.13–0.35 and 0.05–0.45, respec-
tively. These ranges of mass-flux deficit, and skew achieved in-
cludes values above and below of those produced by typical
centrifugal compressor impellers. The diffuser inlet Mach number
investigated ranged from 0.1 up to 1.1. The Reynolds numbers
(based on the diffuser inlet depth,b, and the inlet mass-averaged
properties) were in the range of 1.2–9.23 104. The performance
of the impeller was initially measured using a 1.20 radius ratio
vaneless diffuser.

Using the data from the wall static pressure taps along the axial
projection of the diffuser passage centerline, the static pressure
coefficient along the diffuser centerline,Cp(j/L), is defined as:

Cp~j/L! 5
Ps~j/L! 2 Ps1

P̂t1 2 Ps1
(11)

In Eq. (11),P̂t1 is “mass-averaged” diffuser inlet total pressure.

5 Results
A range of operating points along constant corrected speed lines

were set up, from maximum flow rate to the onset of the flow

instability in the diffuser, with various combinations of profile
control slot injection/suction (including no injection/suction) to
obtain a range of diffuser inlet Mach numbers, flow angles, profile
distortions, and skew.

At each impeller corrected speed the minimum flow limit was
marked by the breakdown of the axisymmetric flow regime in the
impeller/diffuser; this was signaled by an audible blowdown of the
plenum through the impeller inlet and also measured with high-
frequency response pressure transducers.

5.1 Diffuser Inlet Flow Distributions. Diffuser inlet tra-
verse data were obtained at corrected impeller speeds of 2000,
4000, and 6000 rpm, first with the inlet flow field as uniform as
possible, generally without slot injection/ suction. The experiments
were then repeated with progressively increased slot injection/
suction to produce increasingly skewed diffuser inlet profiles.
Examples of diffuser inlet flow angle and Mach number axial
profiles are shown in Fig. 5.

5.2 Diffuser Performance as a Function of Inlet Flow An-
gle, Distortion, and Mach Number. For the 30 passage
discrete-passage diffuser, the overall diffuser pressure recovery
coefficient, based on different averaging methods for the diffuser
inlet flow field distributions, is plotted in Fig. 6(a–d) as a function
of momentum-averaged flow angle at diffuser inlet (as defined by
Eq. (5)). The curves, which are for constant corrected impeller
speeds, go from maximum flow rate (on the left) to stall (on the
right). Figure 6(a–d) contains all the operating points, with and
without injection/suction (i.e., some with high blockage and high
skew).

Availability-Averaged Pressure Recovery Coefficient.In Fig.
6(a), the diffuser overall pressure recovery coefficient, based on
the availability-average of inlet stagnation pressure as defined by
Eq. (3), correlates well with the momentum-averaged inlet flow
angle over most of the diffuser operating range, except for the
three leftmost points, which are caused by choking of the diffuser
throat. These points will be discussed in section 5.4. The diffuser
pressure recovery increases monotonically with increasing inlet
flow angle, almost independent of inlet flow field axial distortion
and diffuser inlet Mach number.

Mass-Averaged Pressure Recovery Coefficient.Although Fig.
6(a) is based on availability-averaged inlet dynamic pressure, the
plots would be almost identical if the pressure recovery coefficient
were based on mass-averaged inlet dynamic pressure. (As stated,
the discrepancy between availability-averaged and mass-averaged
inlet dynamic pressure was never greater than 1.6 percent, smaller
than the scatter in the data).

Other Averaging Methods for Pressure Recovery Coefficient.
For comparison, Figs. 6(b), 6(c), and 6(d) show same data as in
Fig. 6(a), but plotted in terms of diffuser pressure recovery coef-
ficient based on alternative definitions of the measured diffuser
inlet total pressure, as mentioned before (see section 2). In Fig.
6(b), the discrete-passage diffuser overall pressure recovery coef-
ficient, Cpa, is based on the area-averaged dynamic pressure at
inlet. In this case, insensitivity to Mach number is still observed
but the increase in diffuser inlet flow field distortion, due to
injection/suction, results in an increase in diffuser pressure recov-
ery. Figure 6(c) shows the data plotted in terms of a pressure
recovery coefficient,Cpb, based on the peak value of the dynamic
pressure at diffuser inlet. There is increased sensitivity of the
diffuser pressure recovery to inlet conditions, with a decrease in
pressure recovery as inlet flow field distortion increases. Figure
6(d) shows the diffuser pressure recovery coefficient,Cpc, based
on area-averaged velocity at diffuser inlet. A strong dependence of
the diffuser pressure recovery performance on inlet flow field
distortion is observed and an increase of diffuser inlet Mach
number is seen to result in an increase of the diffuser pressure
recovery coefficient.

Comparison of Figs. 6(a) through 6(d) shows that use of dif-
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ferent diffuser pressure recovery parameters that have been used
by various investigators for correlating diffuser performance data
can lead to different conclusions on the effect of inlet flow field
distortion and Mach number on diffuser pressure recovery. The
results show that when pressure recovery coefficient is based on
availability and/or mass-averaged inlet total pressure the average
flow angle at diffuser inlet is, overwhelmingly, the most important
variable; inlet blockage, skew, and Mach number have only minor
effects.

Figure 7 presents a summary plot of measurements for both the
30 and 38-passage diffusers and for three constant corrected im-
peller speeds. This plot contains data obtained using the pressure
recovery coefficient based on the availability-averaged inlet total
pressure with and without injection/suction at diffuser inlet. Both
diffusers show the comparable level of pressure recovery and
range of unstalled operation and both are similarly insensitive to
inlet flow field distortion and Mach number.

5.3 Diffuser Stalling Condition. Stall of the discrete-
passage diffuser occurs at a momentum-averaged flow angle
(acrit 5 73.56 0.5 deg) independent, to within experimental error,
of the inlet flow field axial distortion and diffuser inlet Mach
number. Using a total pressure/flow angle probe at diffuser inlet
can change the stall onset of the diffuser and/or overall test rig and
a test was therefore carried out at 4000 rpm with the 38-passage
diffuser in which the total pressure/flow angle probe was removed.
This was with no injection/suction, because with the total pressure/
flow angle probe removed there is uncertainty in inlet conditions;
comparisons without injection/suction are less subject to this un-
certainty. The diffuser pressure recovery was found to be unaf-
fected by the removal of the probe but rotating stall was found to

occur at a mass flow 10 percent smaller than with the probe
present, showing that the blockage due to even this small probe can
have a noticeable effect on diffuser operating range. From this
decrease in mass flow, one can estimate the change in inlet flow
angle, assuming circumferential symmetry and an axial profile
identical to that with the probe present. If this is done the stall point
is increased by 0.45 deg compared to with the probe present.

5.4 Static Pressure Distribution in Diffuser Passage and in
Quasi-Vaneless Space.The static pressure distributions along
the axis of an individual diffuser passage (30-passage diffuser) are
shown in Fig. 8 for two corrected impeller speeds, 2000 and 6000

Fig. 6(a) Availability-averaged overall discrete-passage diffuser (30
passages) pressure recovery coefficient, Cpc, versus momentum-
averaged diffuser inlet flow angle, a.

Fig. 6(b) Overall discrete-passage diffuser (30 passages) pressure re-
covery coefficient, Cpa, based on the diffuser inlet area-averaged dy -
namic pressure versus momentum-averaged diffuser inlet flow angle, a.

Fig. 6(c) Overall discrete-passage diffuser (30 passages) pressure re-
covery coefficient, Cpb, based on the diffuser inlet local maximum total
pressure versus momentum-averaged diffuser inlet flow angle, a.

Fig. 6(d ) Overall discrete-passage diffuser (30 passages) pressure re-
covery coefficient, Cpc, based on the diffuser inlet area-averaged abso -
lute velocity and static density versus momentum-averaged diffuser inlet
flow angle, a.

Fig. 7 Comparison of overall diffuser pressure recovery coefficient
between 30 and 38 passage discrete-passage diffusers
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rpm, for inlet flow angles from the minimum up to that just prior
to stall. The static pressure in this figure is represented by the
pressure coefficient defined in Eq. (11) with inlet dynamic pressure
based on the mass-averaged total pressure. The maximum diffuser
pressure recovery is achieved, for all corrected impeller speeds, at
flow angles just prior to rotating stall. At this flow angle, over 90
percent of the overall static pressure rise occurs within the first 60
percent of the diffuser passage length. This trend of pressure rise
is similar in most other operating points (flow angles) shown in
Fig. 8 except for the choked condition.

For low flow angles, the diffuser pressure recovery upstream of
the diffuser throat (j/L 5 0.40) decreases at 2000 rpm and the
overall diffuser pressure recovery is thus small (see also Fig. 6(a)).
For these cases the diffuser inlet flow angle is less than the diffuser
throat centerline angle and the flow must accelerate as it ap-
proaches the throat. The large static pressure drop upstream of the
diffuser throat occurs at 2000 rpm for the lowest flow angle (a 5
67.9 deg) because the velocity becomes sonic at the throat and the
diffuser chokes.

The three points in Fig. 6(a) with the lowest pressure recovery
values all have low diffuser inlet flow angles, and Mach numbers
at the diffuser inlet, which were between 0.7 and 0.9. For flow
angles smaller than the diffuser centerline angle the flow must
accelerate up to the throat, and for these relatively high inlet Mach
numbers this gives sonic velocity at the throat; one effect of
choking the flow is much reduced pressure recovery. The combi-
nation of low flow angle and high inlet Mach number required the
use of the downstream slave compressor, which was only used for
the tests with the 30-passage discrete-passage diffuser. When the
diffuser inlet Mach number was raised by increasing the rotational
speed of the impeller, but without using the slave compressor, the
inlet angle could not be brought down to the low values required
to induce an acceleration into the throat. At higher impeller rota-
tional speeds than those possible in these tests, choking would be
induced without the need for low inlet angles, and the subsequent
acceleration up to the diffuser throat, just as it can be for real
compressor stages at sufficiently high impeller speeds. For the
38-passage discrete-passage and straight-channel diffusers, mea-
surements with high Mach numbers at the diffuser inlet are all with
the diffuser inlet flow angles equal to or greater than the throat
centerline angle, so that the flow is decelerated as it approaches the
throat; no choking at the throat is therefore observed.

When there is no suction or injection of flow between the

impeller and the diffuser inlet, the average diffuser inlet flow angle
is a function only of the impeller rotational speed and the overall
pressure ratio across the machine. When injection or suction are
applied in the vaneless space, an additional degree of freedom for
determining diffuser inlet flow angle is introduced in our test rig.
Some of the points in Figs. 6 and 7 for which the inlet flow angle
was small were produced by using air injection with fairly high
plenum back pressure. In these cases, a relatively small average
flow angle at the diffuser inlet was obtained at a low average inlet
Mach number and there was no choking of the diffuser.

The static pressure distribution in the quasi-vaneless space of
the discrete-passage diffuser (as shown in detail by Filipenco,
1991) depends on the diffuser operating point (flow angle)
rather than diffuser inlet Mach number, because the distribu-
tions are similar for all investigated corrected impeller speeds.
There is a loading on the leading-edge cusps in the quasi-
vaneless space with a consistent reversal of the loading from
diffuser choke to stall over the range of diffuser inlet Mach
numbers investigated. In addition, at any given operating point,
there is a reversal of the loading across the leading edge cusps
along the axial direction of the passage between the diffuser
inlet and the throat. Near maximum flow rate (low flow angles),
the pressure and suction surfaces of the leading edge cusps near
the diffuser inlet are loaded so higher pressure is on the pressure
surface, while near the throat the loading is reversed. At the
near-stall point (high flow angles), the situation reverses, with
higher pressure on the suction surface immediately at the dif-
fuser inlet and opposite loading near the throat. This trend was
found independent of inlet distortion.

It is hypothesized that mixing in the diffuser inlet region (e.g.,
in quasi-vaneless space and throat region) plays a major role in the
observed insensitivity of the test diffuser performance to inlet flow
field distortion. Filipenco (1991) has presented some basic calcu-
lations to support this. In the diffuser inlet region, the flow under-
goes a transition from a nearly tangential swirling flow to a
channel flow in the diffuser passage. The experimental investiga-
tions by Krain (1984) and Casey et al. (1995a) showed that the
highly distorted impeller exit flow in both the circumferential and
axial directions was almost wholly attenuated after the throat in
channel part of the vaned diffuser, also indicating a rapid mixing
process in the diffuser inlet region (in vaneless and quasi-vaneless
spaces).

Fig. 8 Static pressure distribution along discrete passage diffuser passage centerline (30 passages) at ( a)
2000 rpm, and ( b) 6000 rpm, for flow angles from maximum flow rate to rotating stall threshold
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6 Summary and Conclusions
A test facility was developed for the study of centrifugal com-

pressor diffuser performance over a wide range of diffuser inlet
conditions. The facility allows for inlet Mach numbers up to unity
with inlet flow angles of 63 to 75 deg from radial. Injection and/or
suction in the vaneless space between the impeller exit and diffuser
inlet allows the flow field entering the diffuser to be varied. The
range of diffuser inlet blockage and axial flow nonuniformity
achieved includes values above and below those produced by
typical centrifugal compressor impellers.

Alternative definitions of diffuser overall pressure recovery co-
efficient for cases of nonuniform diffuser inlet conditions were
examined and a definition of diffuser pressure recovery coefficient
based on diffuser inlet availability-averaged total pressure was
found to be most appropriate. The numerical results using avail-
ability averaging agreed closely (maximum 1.6 percent difference
in inlet dynamic pressure) with the more widely used mass-
averaged results. Pressure recovery coefficients based on mass-
averaged inlet dynamic pressure will thus be adequate for most
practical purposes and will be used for presenting results in Part 2
of this paper.

For both the discrete-passage diffusers investigated, the overall
diffuser pressure recovery coefficient based on the availability-
averaged (or the mass-averaged) diffuser inlet total pressure de-
pends essentially on diffuser inlet momentum-averaged flow angle.
The pressure recovery coefficient defined in this way is nearly
independent of inlet flow field axial distortion and Mach number.

The pressure recovery performance of the two discrete-passage
diffusers, tested with 30 and 38 passages, was virtually identical.
For both diffusers, the stable, axisymmetric flow entered rotating
stall at a critical value of momentum-averaged flow angle into the
diffuser, independent of the diffuser inlet flow field distortion and
Mach number.

The static pressure coefficient distribution in the quasi-vaneless
space suggests that mixing in the diffuser inlet region plays an
important role in the observed insensitivity of the pressure recov-
ery performance to inlet flow field distortion.
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Effects of Inlet Flow Field
Conditions on the Performance
of Centrifugal Compressor
Diffusers: Part 2—Straight-
Channel Diffuser
This is Part 2 of an examination of the influence of inlet flow conditions on the
performance and operating range of centrifugal compressor vaned diffusers. The paper
describes tests of a straight-channel type diffuser, sometimes called a wedge-vane dif-
fuser, and compares the results with those from the discrete-passage diffusers described
in Part 1. Effects of diffuser inlet Mach number, flow angle, blockage, and axial flow
nonuniformity on diffuser pressure recovery and operating range are addressed. The
straight-channel diffuser investigated has 30 vanes and was designed for the same
aerodynamic duty as the discrete-passage diffuser described in Part 1. The ranges of the
overall pressure recovery coefficients were 0.50–0.78 for the straight-channel diffuser and
0.50–0.70 for the discrete-passage diffuser, except when the diffuser was choked. In other
words, the maximum pressure recovery of the straight-channel diffuser was found to be
roughly 10 percent higher than that of the discrete-passage diffuser investigated. The two
types of diffuser showed similar behavior regarding the dependence of pressure recovery
on diffuser inlet flow angle and the insensitivity of the performance to inlet flow field axial
distortion and Mach number. The operating range of the straight-channel diffuser, as for
the discrete-passage diffusers, was limited by the onset of rotating stall at a fixed
momentum-averaged flow angle into the diffuser, which was for the straight-channel
diffuser, acrit 5 70 6 0.5 deg. The background, nomenclature, and description of the
facility and method are all given in Part 1.

1 Introduction
In Part 1 (Filipenco et al., 2000), we examined the influence of

inlet flow field conditions on the performance of discrete-passage
diffusers. In Part 2 we present the results of investigations of this
topic for straight-channel diffusers as well as comparing the results
for the two types of radial diffuser. The effects of diffuser inlet
Mach number, flow angle, axial flow nonuniformity, and blockage
on diffuser pressure recovery and onset of instability are ad-
dressed. The test facility, instrumentation, and parameters used are
described in Part 1.

Straight-channel diffusers are used by a large number of turbo-
machinery companies. The configuration is both simple to manu-
facture and yields good performance (Krain, 1984; Kano et al.,
1982; Rodgers, 1982). The starting point for the design of the
straight-channel test diffuser is often a diffuser map (e.g., Reneau
et al., 1967) for single-channel two-dimensional diffusers to select
geometric diffuser parameters: diffuser channel divergence angle
2u, area ratioAR, and length-to-width ratio LWR. Selected dif-
fusers are often designed very close to the line of maximum
pressure recovery and in the flow regime of no appreciable stall.
According to the measurements by Yoshinaga et al. (1980), the
optimal diffuser divergence angle for straight-channel type radial
diffuser is in the range 8 to 10 deg.

To make direct use of single-channel diffuser performance data,
the blockage at inlet should be given. Investigations for single

channel diffusers had shown that diffuser pressure recovery de-
creases significantly as inlet blockage increases, for example Run-
stadler and Dean (1969) and Runstadler and Dolan (1973). The
diffuser pressure recovery coefficient used by Runstadler is based
on dynamic pressure calculated from the velocity at the center of
the inlet section. For the same diffuser geometries that Runstadler
used, Dong (1996) recalculated the pressure recovery coefficient
based on mass-averaged total pressure at diffuser inlet and found
that the dependence of pressure recovery on inlet blockage is much
less (see for comparison Fig. 1). Recently Yaras (1996) also
investigated the effects of inlet conditions on the flow in a fishtail
curved diffuser and found that both the pressure recovery coeffi-
cient based on mass-averaged inlet total pressure and mass-
averaged total pressure losses through the diffuser are observed to
be relatively insensitive to variations in the diffuser inlet boundary
layer.

For centrifugal compressor vaned diffusers, blockage should be
defined at the diffuser throat, because the channel part of the
centrifugal compressor vaned diffuser is geometrically similar to
single-channel diffusers. There are almost never experimental data
available at diffuser throat, but the throat blockage can be esti-
mated (if it can be defined at diffuser inlet) by assuming isentropic
flow from diffuser inlet to throat. It is also sometimes estimated
from measurements of the diffuser pressure recovery from the
diffuser inlet to the throat, adopting the approach first suggested by
Kenny (1972), to derive a correlation between throat blockage and
pressure rise. Calculation of throat blockage for the straight-
channel diffuser tested here and performance comparisons with
single channel diffuser data can be found in Deniz (1997).

The straight-channel diffuser investigated was designed to ac-
cept similar inlet conditions obtained in the discrete-passage dif-
fuser tests described in Part 1. The overall inlet conditions for the
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International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Stockholm,
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Kielb.
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straight-channel diffuser design, i.e., the mean inlet flow angle,a,
the number of vanes, the vaneless space radius ratio, the axial
depth,b, and throat area,Ath, were therefore chosen to be similar
to those of the discrete-passage diffuser. The main dimensions of
the straight-channel diffuser and discrete-passage diffuser are
given in Table 1. Figure 2 shows straight-channel diffuser geom-
etry and the locations of channel centerline, vaneless, and quasi-
vaneless space static pressure taps.

In Part 1 different definitions for averaging the nonuniform total
pressure at inlet to the diffuser and the pressure recovery coeffi-
cient were described. Depending on the method used, the data can
collapse into a narrow trend, or spread in a manner that is difficult
to understand. The availability-averaged total pressure was se-
lected as the most physically appropriate one to be used in defining
the diffuser pressure recovery coefficient, but it was also found that
mass-averaged total pressure gave similar values and is easier to
use. In Part 1 the difference between availability and mass-
averaged diffuser inlet dynamic total pressure was found to be no
more than 1.6 percent and for the measurements in this part the
difference is no more than 1 percent. The mass-averaged pressure
recovery coefficient is sufficiently close to the availability-

averaged pressure recovery coefficient so that it will be used
throughout Part 2.

The ranges of blockage, flow nonuniformity, and other param-
eters achieved include values above and below of those produced
by typical centrifugal compressor impellers. They can be summa-
rized for the straight-channel diffuser as follows:

● Diffuser inlet flow angle,a1, 63–71 deg
● Diffuser inlet Mach number, M1, 0.2–1.15
● Velocity profile axial-distortion (uniform and nonuniform pro-

files, inlet flow angle differences up to 45 deg between diffuser
rear and front walls)

● Diffuser inlet blockage, B1, 2–35 percent
● Diffuser inlet Reynolds number, Re1, 0.4 3 105–2.53 105.

2 Results

2.1 Baseline Inlet Flow Field Data Without Air Injection/
Suction. The results of four separate data sets are presented. The
first data set or baseline (denoted with number I) was carried out
without air injection/suction. The diffuser inlet flow angle and
Mach number axial profiles were measured for every operating
point. For the baseline case (no injection/suction) examples of
axial distributions of flow angle and Mach number are shown in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) for different corrected impeller speeds from
2000 to 6000 rpm and a constant atmosphere-to-plenum ratio. The
profiles of flow angle and Mach number are fairly symmetric at
diffuser inlet, although there is an influence of the labyrinth seal
leakage shown in the flow angles near the front wall (x/b 5 0). In
Fig. 3(b), the diffuser inlet Mach number increases as impeller
rotational speed increases and the maximum Mach number
achieved at the diffuser inlet was 1.15.

For the baseline case (no injection/suction), the overall diffuser
pressure recovery coefficient versus inlet flow angle is shown in
Fig. 4. The figure includes all the different corrected impeller
speeds examined and data from maximum flow rate to the onset of
rotating stall. The pressure recovery coefficient is based on mass-
averaged inlet total pressure and the inlet flow angle is the
momentum-average. For all speeds the overall diffuser pressure
recovery increases from 0.67 to 0.77 as the flow is reduced from
maximum (a ' 67 deg) to the near-stall operating point (a ' 70.5
deg). (For constant impeller speed, lower mass flow rate implies

Fig. 1 Pressure recovery coefficient, Cp, as a function of inlet blockage,
B1 , for single-channel diffusers with different area ratios and divergence
angles; comparison of the data from Dong (1996) ( Cp is based on mass-
averaged diffuser inlet total pressure) and Runstadler and Dolan (1973)
(Cp is based on diffuser inlet centerline total pressure)

Table 1 Parameters for straight-channel and discrete-
passage diffuser

Straight-
Channel
Diffuser

Discrete-
Passage
Diffuser

Diffuser Channel Divergence Angle, 2u 8 deg
Area Ratio, AR 2.34 4.29
Length to Width Ratio, LWR 9.574 8.75
Number of Diffuser Channels,Zv 30 30
Aspect Ratio, AS 0.643
Diffuser Axial Width, b 9.0 mm 9.0 mm
b/r 1 0.044 0.044
r 1/r 19 1.10 1.10
r 2/r 19 1.64 1.52
Throat Area,Ath 0.00013 m2 0.00013 m2

Diffuser Centerline Design Angle 69 deg 69 deg
Wedge Angle of Diffuser Vane,b 4.0 deg

Fig. 2 Straight-channel diffuser geometry and static pressure tap loca-
tions
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lower radial velocity and therefore increasing flow angle at the
diffuser inlet.) Rotating stall appeared whena was between 70 and
70.5 deg for all impeller speeds investigated.

The effect of inlet Mach number on the mass-averaged overall
diffuser pressure recovery coefficient is shown in Fig. 5. In this
figure, the absolute Mach number at diffuser inlet varies from 0.2
to 1.15 and there is little influence on the mass-averaged overall
diffuser pressure recovery coefficient. The observed insensitivity
of diffuser pressure recovery on the diffuser inlet Mach number is
in accordance with other vaned diffuser investigations, such as
Krain (1984) (straight-channel diffuser), Hunziker (1993)
(cambered-vane diffuser), and Japikse and Osborne (1986) (dif-
ferent vaned diffusers).

2.2 Influence of Inlet Flow Conditions (Data With Air
Injection/Suction). Three series of experiments were under-
taken with air injection/suction through the profile control slots in
the vaneless space. The three data series are denoted with the
numbers II, III, and IV in the legend of Figs. 6 and 7. Inlet
conditions to the diffuser include low and high Mach numbers,
symmetric and asymmetric profiles, with high and low distortions
and blockage levels (see Fig. 6). In the legend of Fig. 6(a, b, c) the
average value of the presented flow angle distribution is given
together with the flow angle nonuniformity,a n.

Fig. 3(b) Axial distributions of absolute Mach number, M, at the
straight-channel diffuser inlet for different corrected impeller speeds (no
injection/suction) (same legend as Fig. 3( a))

Fig. 3(a) Axial distributions of flow angle, a, at the straight-channel
diffuser inlet for different corrected impeller speeds (no injection/
suction)

Fig. 4 Mass-averaged overall straight-channel diffuser pressure recov-
ery coefficient, Cp, versus momentum averaged diffuser inlet flow angle,
a, for different corrected impeller speeds (no/injection/suction)

Fig. 5 Mass-averaged overall straight-channel diffuser pressure recov-
ery coefficient, Cp, versus diffuser inlet Mach number, M, for different
corrected impeller speeds (no injection/suction)

Fig. 6 Examples of flow angle, a, axial distribution at the straight-
channel diffuser inlet (with injection/suction): ( a) Series II, N 5 5000 rpm,
(b) Series III, N 5 2000 rpm, ( c) Series IV, N 5 4000 rpm
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For data series II and III, two constant corrected impeller speeds
were chosen, a low speedN 5 2000 rpm (Mach number at
diffuser inlet M1 ' 0.2 to 0.4) and a high speedN 5 5000 rpm
(Mach number at diffuser inlet M1 ' 0.7 to 1.0). For data series II,
for a constant corrected impeller speed and throttle valve position,
the applied injection and suction rates were at the same amount
(maximum 10 percent of venturi mass flow rate), so that the
venturi mass flow rate,ṁ, remained nearly constant with and
without injection suction. The data series (II) thus did not have a
high level of velocity nonuniformity at the diffuser inlet as seen in
Fig. 6(a), where the difference of inlet flow angle between front
and rear sides of the diffuser was smaller than 10 deg.

High levels of distortion at the diffuser inlet were obtained in
data series III, where inlet distortion was varied from a symmet-
rical relatively flat distribution to an asymmetrical triangular dis-
tribution. Up to 45 deg difference of inlet flow angle between front
and rear sides of the diffuser was achieved. Examples of the
measured flow angle distributions are shown in Fig. 6(b).

Data series IV contains three different impeller speeds: 2000,
4000, and 6000 rpm. At the lowest speed the Mach number range
at inlet to the diffuser is 0.2 to 0.4, while at the highest speed it is
in the range 0.8 to 1.15. In the series IV data, asymmetric, distorted
velocity profiles and also symmetric velocity profiles with differ-
ent boundary layer blockage levels were applied at the diffuser
inlet with both side injection or suction. Some examples of the
measured flow angle distributions of series IV are shown in Fig.
6(c) for N 5 4000rpm. A full list of conditions is given in Deniz
(1997).

Figure 7 shows mass-averaged overall pressure recovery coef-
ficient for the straight-channel diffuser as a function of
momentum-averaged flow angle into the diffuser for various im-
peller speeds, throttle valve positions, and inlet distortion param-
eter levels. The magnitude of the diffuser pressure recovery and
operating range are essentially functions of inlet flow angle alone;
the onset of rotating stall for the investigated straight-channel
diffuser occurred at a momentum-averaged flow angle (706 0.5
deg) independent of the inlet flow field distortion and Mach
number. For all data series, with and without injection/suction, the
maximum diffuser pressure recovery was achieved just before the
rotating stall threshold.

As discussed in the introduction, the conventional view of
diffuser performance puts great emphasis on the inlet blockage.
Normally it is hard to know the magnitude of the blockage, but in
these tests with the straight-channel diffuser it was measured.
Figure 8 plots mass-averaged overall diffuser pressure recovery
coefficient versus straight-channel diffuser inlet blockage. A
slightly decreasing trend of the mass-averaged pressure recovery
with increasing diffuser inlet blockage can be observed in Fig. 8.
Note, however, that the lower pressure recovery coefficient values
in Fig. 8 cannot be attributed to inlet blockage alone, because the

points of lower pressure recovery are also points of lower inlet
flow angle in Fig. 7.

The main trend of the Fig. 7 is that the performance of the vaned
diffusers of centrifugal compressors can be correlated using one
main parameter, the average inlet flow angle. For a given flow
angle, mass-averaged overall diffuser pressure recovery coefficient
is essentially independent of diffuser inlet conditions. To isolate
the influence of parameters associated with the inlet flow field, the
data in Figs. 7 and 8 are presented for constant flow angles in Figs.
9–11. Figures 9(a), 10(a), and 11(a) are for a high flow angle (a 5
70 deg) near to the rotating stall onset; Figs. 9(b), 10(b), and 11(b)
are for the straight-channel diffuser metal angle (a 5 69 deg); and
Figs. 9(c), 10(c), and 11(c) are for a lower flow angle (a 5 67
deg). In each of these the ordinate is the overall diffuser pressure
recovery coefficient based on the mass-averaged inlet total pres-

Fig. 7 Mass-averaged overall straight-channel diffuser pressure recov-
ery coefficient, Cp, versus momentum averaged diffuser inlet flow angle,
a, for different corrected impeller speeds and data series (I, II, III, IV) with
and without injection/suction

Fig. 8 Mass-averaged overall straight-channel diffuser pressure recov-
ery coefficient, Cp, versus diffuser inlet blockage, B, with and without
injection/suction

Fig. 9 Mass-averaged overall diffuser pressure recovery coefficient, Cp,
versus diffuser inlet Mach number, M, represented for constant diffuser
inlet flow angles
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sure. Figure 9 hasinlet Mach numberas abscissa, Fig. 10 hasinlet
blockage, and Fig. 11flow angle nonuniformity. (The axial varia-
tion in the velocity distribution at the diffuser inlet is expressed in
term of the flow angle nonuniformity.) Figures 9–11 confirm that
there is no significant dependence of mass-averaged pressure re-
covery on these parameters. This observation is also true for the
other constant inlet flow angles; see Deniz (1997). The mass-
averaged overall diffuser pressure recovery is overwhelmingly
determined by the inlet flow angle.

An example of static pressure distribution along the centerline
of one diffuser channel is plotted in Fig. 12 for experiments with
injection/suction. This figure shows a constant speed (N 5 2000
rpm) case with different inlet flow field distortion levels and flow
angles. The average values of inlet flow angles are 63.0, 64.8, 68.4,
68.9, and 70.0 deg and there is significant difference in the pres-
sure recovery between pressure rise curves of different flow an-
gles. The slope of the pressure rise in the channel diffuser part is
similar for all inlet flow angles, but the overall diffuser pressure
recovery achieved is different. The reason for the different overall
diffuser pressure recovery is the changes in pressure rise at the
diffuser inlet region. In Fig. 12 the highest pressure recovery is for
a 5 70.0 deg, which is close to the onset of rotating stall. Curves
for flow angles 68.9 and 68.4 deg are near the diffuser inlet metal
angle. For inlet flow angles equal or greater than the diffuser metal
angle (70.0, 68.9, and 68.4 deg) there is a substantial fraction of the
pressure rise, which occurs in the diffuser inlet region, in quasi-
vaneless space after the leading edges and immediately upstream
of the diffuser throat. In the channel part of the diffuser, the slope
of the pressure rise decreases in the flow direction so lengthening
of the diffuser is likely to produce small additional gains. More
than 60 percent of the overall diffuser pressure static rise occurs
within the first 30 percent of the diffuser channel length.

Decreasing the inlet flow angle toa 5 64.8 deg reduces the
slope of the pressure rise in the diffuser inlet region, whilst
decreasing the inlet flow angle further toa 5 63.0 deg results in
a fall in static pressure in the diffuser inlet region (quasi-vaneless
space), with an acceleration of flow until flow enters the channel
part of the diffuser. The overall pressure recovery of the straight-
channel diffuser is consequently low fora 5 63.0 deg, but this
flow angle was only obtained at an inlet Mach number of about
0.3. Choking of the flow, which could be produced in the 30-
passage discrete-passage diffuser at low diffuser inlet flow angle,
was therefore not observed for the straight-channel diffuser. Un-
fortunately test data at the low diffuser inlet flow angle region
(where the flow accelerates up to the diffuser throat) with high
Mach numbers at diffuser inlet were not obtained for the straight-

Fig. 10 Mass-averaged overall diffuser pressure recovery coefficient,
Cp, versus diffuser inlet blockage, B, represented for constant diffuser
inlet flow angles

Fig. 11 Mass-averaged overall diffuser pressure recovery coefficient,
Cp, versus diffuser inlet flow angle nonuniformity, an , represented for
constant diffuser inlet flow angles

Fig. 12 Static pressure distribution along the centerline of a straight-
channel diffuser channel for different flow angles at a constant impeller
speed N 5 2000 rpm (with injection/suction)
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channel diffuser investigations because the downstream slave
compressor could not be used.

2.3 Comparison With Discrete-Passage Diffuser Results.
The test results of the investigations with discrete-passage diffus-
ers (see Part 1) showed that overall diffuser pressure recovery
coefficient based on suitably averaged inlet stagnation pressure
correlates well with an average inlet flow angle and is insensitive
to axial distortions of the diffuser inlet flow field and Mach
number. The results of the experiments with the straight-channel
diffuser presented in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 show similar behavior.

The achieved overall diffuser pressure recovery levels of
straight-channel and discrete-passage diffusers are compared in
Fig. 13. The straight-channel diffuser tested here shows;10
percent higher pressure recovery. At operating points near the
design point, the pressure recovery coefficient (mass or
availability-averaged) for the straight-channel diffuser is around
0.65–0.78 while for discrete-passage diffuser it is in the range of
0.60–0.70. The variation in the pressure recovery coefficient with
inlet flow angle (momentum-averaged) is similar for both types of
diffuser. Figure 13 shows that the critical inlet flow angle for the
onset of rotating stall for the straight-channel diffuser and discrete-
passage diffuser is 706 0.5 deg and 73.56 0.5 deg, respectively.
The range of flow angles tolerated as operating range is about 5
deg for both designs but the operating range of the straight-channel
diffuser is at smaller flow angles than that of the discrete-passage
diffuser. Put differently, the straight-channel diffuser used for this
experiment will accept a higher impeller mass flow. Perhaps sur-
prisingly the optimum mass flows for the straight-channel diffuser
and discrete-passage diffuser are not equal even when the geomet-
ric throat area and the inlet metal angle are the same.

3 Summary and Conclusions
An experimental investigation has been carried out on perfor-

mance, operating range, and fluid dynamic phenomena of a
straight-channel diffuser typical of high-performance centrifugal
compressor stages. The influences of inlet flow field conditions,
including Mach number, flow angle, fluid dynamic blockage, and
flow nonuniformity in the axial direction on the pressure recovery
and stability of a straight-channel diffuser were investigated on a
centrifugal compressor diffuser test facility. The range of inlet
conditions included Mach numbers from 0.2 to 1.15, flow angles
from 63 to 71 deg, blockage levels from 3 to 35 percent, and high
levels of axial flow field distortion, e.g., up to 45 deg flow angle
difference between front and rear walls at the diffuser inlet.

The main conclusions of this investigation are as follows:

1 The pressure recovery coefficient for either discrete-passage
or straight-channel diffusers is virtually a unique function of inlet
flow angle. This requires a suitable average to be used for the inlet
total pressure in calculating the pressure recovery coefficient and a
suitable average flow direction to be used for the flow angle. It is

then found that the dependence on Mach number (even at super-
sonic levels), blockage, and various inlet distortions is negligible.

2 It has been found that either an availability-averaged total
pressure or a mass-averaged total pressure is satisfactory in cor-
relating pressure recovery. The availability-average can be shown
to be better theoretically, but in practice the mass-average is
equally satisfactory.

3 The inlet flow direction should be based on the momentum-
averaged flow angle.

4 The straight-channel diffuser investigated was found to give
pressure recovery coefficients in the range 0.50–0.78 (propor-
tional to inlet flow angle) whereas the discrete-passage diffuser
investigated gaveCp values in the range 0.50–0.70, except when
the diffuser was choked. When choking occurs, the diffuser pres-
sure recovery decreased rapidly and the linear correlation between
the inlet flow angle and diffuser pressure recovery coefficient was
no longer valid.

5 The performance of the discrete-passage diffuser was essen-
tially the same with 30 or 38 passages.

6 The onset of rotating stall was found in both types of
diffuser to occur at a fixed value of inlet flow angle (based on the
momentum-average). The actual magnitude of the critical angle
depends on the type (and on the design) of diffuser. The presence
of a total pressure/flow angle probe at diffuser inlet was found in
one case examined to have caused stall at an diffuser inlet flow
angle approximately 0.45 deg smaller.

7 The insensitivity of the diffuser performance to details of the
flow such as Mach number, blockage, and velocity profile distor-
tion suggests that a strong mixing process is at work in the
quasi-vaneless space and throat region. What controls the perfor-
mance are the overall mass flow, momentum, and energy of the
flow entering the diffuser. By using suitable averages for inlet
stagnation pressure and flow direction, it appears that most of the
essential information has been included. This deserves further
study. A paper demonstrating the importance of flow angle on
radial diffuser performance by means of CFD will be published
soon. This prospective paper will also be including a comparison
between CFD predictions for the straight-channel diffuser and
experimental results presented for the same diffuser in this paper.

8 It appears plausible to suggest that the approach to compres-
sor diffuser performance estimation and design, which rests on the
determination of blockage at the diffuser inlet or the throat, is
unnecessary. This approach fails to take account of the mixing
processes referred to in (7) above, which appear to be an important
aspect in determining the overall diffusion capability.
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DISCUSSION

J. J. Brasz2

1 A Comment About Diffuser Nomenclature
The names “discrete-passage diffuser” and “straight-channel

diffuser” are not very accurate, since the so-called discrete-passage
diffuser has straight channels and the so-called straight-channel
diffuser has discrete passages. “Modified pipe diffuser” and “vane-
island diffuser” would have been more appropriate names. How-
ever, in the discussion of the papers the nomenclature of the
authors will be used.

2 Diffuser Inlet Blockage Has No Influence on Diffuser
Pressure Recovery

The main conclusion of both papers is that diffuser inlet block-
age has no influence on the pressure recovery of the diffuser and
that the momentum-averaged diffuser inlet flow angle is the pre-
dominant variable controlling diffuser performance. This strong
influence of the momentum-averaged inlet flow angle on the
diffuser performance is to be expected. Vaned diffusers lose their
pressure recovery capability at off-design conditions very quickly,
more so than vaneless diffusers. The strong variation inCp with
inlet flow angle is due to change in velocity between the inlet of
the vaneless section of the diffuser and the throat at the beginning
of the vaned section of the diffuser. Diffuser inlet flow angle by
itself is not a fundamental parameter. Figure 8(a) of the first paper
[1] illustrates this. The section of the diffuser upstream of the
throat shows a large variation inCp (from 10.4 to20.5 according
to Fig. 8(a)) depending on the amount of deceleration or acceler-
ation taking place between the inlet and the throat of the diffuser.
The discrete-passage part of the diffuser (from throat to exit)
seems to have more or less the sameCp as long as shock losses are
neglected. The combined overall diffuserCp, from vaneless dif-
fuser inlet to vaned diffuser exit, varies—neglecting the diffuser
choke point—from 0.45 to 0.70.

However, off-design performance deterioration of vaned diffus-
ers is not directly related to, and should not be confused with,
variations in diffuser design point pressure recovery. Studying
both phenomena at the same time can obscure the results of the

latter. Differences in diffuser peak efficiency as a function of
changes in inlet blockage, Mach number, and Reynolds number
are more subtle than the dramatic performance deterioration at
off-design conditions. Closer inspection of the test results pre-
sented in both papers shows, besides the expected variation inCp

with inlet flow angle, a non-negligible variation in maximumCp.
Figure 7 of [1] shows at peak efficiency conditions for the same
inlet flow angle a large (up to 15 percent) spread in pressure
recovery for the 38-passage discrete-passage diffuser, potentially
caused by Mach number, Reynolds number, and/or inlet blockage.
Figure 4 of [2] indicates a 10 percent higher design pressure
recovery coefficient for identical inlet flow angle at higher rpm,
suggesting a Mach number effect. The top plot in Fig. 9 of [2]
shows this correlation betweenCp and inlet Mach number at
optimum design conditions. It is this variation inCp (and not the
variation of diffuser performance as a function of inlet flow angle)
that is of interest for the determination to what extent vaned
diffuser performance is influenced by inlet blockage and/or Mach
number. The conclusion of the papers that the pressure recovery is
“nearly” independent of inlet flow axial distortion and Mach
number is contradicted by the 10–15 percent difference in peakCp

shown by the test data. If “nearly” means “compared to extreme
off-design conditions,” the conclusion becomes somewhat true but
not very meaningful.

Before contrasting the results from this study with previous
work from Runstadler, two important differences should be kept in
mind:

1. Runstadler dealt with diffuser throat blockage and not with
blockage at the inlet of a vaneless diffuser.

2. The velocity profile corresponding to the blockage as experi-
enced in the Runstadler experiments (symmetric solid core
flow with boundary layer blockage) is very different from the
skewness in the velocity profile, which resulted when block-
age was introduced in the tests described in these papers.
Runstadler mentions [6] that “asymmetric blockage distribu-
tions produce minor alterations in pressure recovery,” which
seems to be in line with the relative insensitivity to the diffuser
inlet blockage found in the papers.

3 Mass-Averaging Versus Availability Averaging
Mass-averaging of the inlet total pressure traverse measure-

ments seems intuitively more appropriate to determine the total
pressure at the inlet of a diffuser than area-averaging or just using
a centerline measurement. Availability-averaging as proposed in
[1] is theoretically the correct method of determining the total
pressure at diffuser inlet. Analysis of the test results apparently
indicated that mass-averaging the total pressure traverse data gives
total pressure values very close to but not identical to the ones
obtained with availability-averaging. However, a difference of up
to 1.6 percent in inlet dynamic pressure (and therefore inCp) was
still found when comparingCp’s based on mass-averaged total
pressures versus availability-averaged total pressures. What is the
physical reason for this difference and why did the authors use the
mass-averaged total pressure in both papers when the theoretically
correct availability-averaged total pressures are as readily avail-
able? If the availability-averaging concept is not used in the data
analysis and the reason for differences in availability-averaging
and mass-averaged total pressures is not well understood, this
whole discussion about availability-averaging should be left out of
the paper. The other averaging methods (based on area, centerline,
or maximum velocity) can also be omitted since every compressor
aerodynamicist will take mass-averaged quantities over area or
centerline quantities.

4 Corrected Dependence ofCp on Inlet Blockage of the
Data of Runstadler and Dolan

Figure 1 in [2] shows for the Runstadler and Dolan data [3] a
much weaker dependence of pressure recovery on inlet blockage2 Carrier Corporation, Syracuse, NY 13221.
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when using a mass-averaged diffuser inlet total pressure compared
to a centerline diffuser inlet total pressure. In order to calculate a
mass-averaged inlet total pressure for the Runstadler and Dolan
data (which only contain a centerline total pressure), an assump-
tion had to be made for the velocity profile in the boundary layer
at the throat of the diffuser. It is not clear what velocity profile was
assumed. Also, not only pressure recoveryCp, but also blockageB
changes with diffuser inlet total pressure. It seems that in Fig. 1 the
same blockage definition (based on centerline total pressure) was
used for both theCp based on centerline total pressure andCp

based on mass-averaged diffuser inlet total pressure. This is in-
consistent. The blockage definition should use the same total
pressure calculation method as the pressure recovery coefficient. If
that were done, the pressure recovery coefficients based on mass-
averaged diffuser inlet total pressure would become more depen-
dent on blockage.

5 Straight-Channel Diffusers Have 10 Percent Higher
Cp Than Discrete-Passage Diffusers

The dramatic difference inCp between the discrete-passage
diffuser and the straight-channel diffuser reported in these papers
is in conflict with the literature and industrial design experience.
The “discrete-passage diffuser” is essentially a pipe diffuser up-
stream of the throat and something between a vane-island diffuser
and a pipe diffuser after its throat. When Rogers and Shapiro [4]
tested the overall pressure recovery of a pipe diffuser and a
vane-island diffuser, they found very similarCp’s with a slight
advantage for the vane-island diffuser. Using the design data given
in Table 1 of [2] and conical diffuser performance maps for the
discrete-passage diffuser and the flat diffuser performance maps
for the straight-channel diffuser, the diffuser data book [6] shows
a slightly better performance for the discrete-passage diffuser. A
Cp of 0.77 is found for the discrete-passage and aCp of 0.76 for
the straight-channel diffuser (see Figs. 14 and 15).

The predicted performance data refer to well-designed diffusers

for given area and length over diameter/width ratios. Since it is
highly unlikely that the tested discrete- passage diffusers, which
were supplied by GE, were poorly designed, other explanations
have to be pursued to explain the reported large difference inCp.
During the discussion of the paper at the Stockholm conference I
could only explain this difference by a possible error in the static
pressure measurement at the inlet of the diffuser since this mea-
surement took place at only one circumferential location neglect-
ing the well-known effect of circumferential distortion on static
pressure due to the presence of downstream vanes. As a result the
denominator of the definition ofCp could contain a higher or lower
value than the average value, causing an artificially high or lowCp.
The check for circumferential uniformity of static pressure was
only carried out with a vaneless diffuser [5]. The emphasis of that
test was to see whether the discharge piping caused any circum-
ferential disturbance. The circumferential uniformity check was
never repeated with either the discrete-passage diffuser or the
straight-channel diffuser.

6 Difference in Surge and Choke Flow Compressors
With Identical Impellers but Different Diffusers With
the Same Throat Area

Figure 13 of [2] compares the mass-averaged overall diffuser
pressure recovery coefficient for straight-channel and discrete-
passage diffusers. The authors state: “Perhaps surprisingly the
optimum mass flows for the straight channel diffuser and the
discrete-passage diffuser are not equal even when the geometric
throat area and the inlet metal angle are the same.” This result is
more bothering than surprising. A shift that large in operating
range when using the same impeller and diffusers with the same
throat area is hard to understand. Something in the experiments,
either the measurements, the data processing, or the experimental
setup, seems to have changed between the two passage diffuser
and the straight-channel diffuser tests, carried out by three differ-
ent investigators over a period of 10 years with periods of inac-
tivity in between.

Fig. 14 Design point of the discrete passage diffuser (from [6] p. 87) Fig. 15 Design point of the straight-channel diffuser(from [6] p. 60)
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7 Difference in Throat Location for Straight-Channel
and Discrete-Passage Diffuser

Comparing Fig. 8 of [1] with Fig. 12 of [2] shows a dramatic
difference in the location of the throat area of both diffusers. The
throat of the discrete-passage diffuser is at 40 percent and the
throat of the straight-channel diffuser at 15 percent of the nondi-
mensional distance along the diffuser-passage centerline. This
seems strange, since given the same number of passages and the
same tangency circle, the throat location of a discrete-passage or
pipe diffuser should be very close to that of a straight-channel
diffuser. Since Fig. 1 of [1] is only a schematic and not drawn to
scale as Fig. 2 of [2] it is hard to understand where this difference
comes from.

Further discussions with one of the authors [7] indicated another
possible reason for the difference inCp between the discrete-
passage diffuser and the straight-channel diffuser. The leading
edge of the straight-channel diffuser, which is the beginning of the
semi-vaneless space, is located at a radius ratio of 1.1 of the
impeller exit diameter. For the discrete-passage diffuser, the semi-
vaneless space starts at a much larger radius (see Fig. 16). In other
words, the gas passage length from impeller exit to diffuser throat
is much longer for the discrete-passage diffuser than for the
straight-channel diffuser. This would also mean that the two dif-
fusers do not have identical tangency circles.

The additional blockage due to the longer gas passage in the
vaneless and semi-vaneless diffuser of the discrete-passage dif-
fuser could reduce choke flow and pressure recovery, although it is
hard to believe that it would cause a 10 percent difference in
diffuserCp and the large change in choke and surge flow as shown
in Fig. 13 of [2].
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Authors’ Closure
The authors are grateful to Dr. Brasz for his careful, detailed,

and extensive response to our papers. We will respond here to his
main comments, where this seems appropriate or necessary and in
doing this it is convenient to retain the numbering system used by
Dr. Brasz. We also wish to point out that we attach such weight to
his comments that we have also modified the papers as they will
appear in the JOURNAL OF TURBOMACHINERY, and these now differ
slightly from the papers presented at the IGTI Conference.

1 The names of diffuser types are rarely confusing to those
familiar with the field. The term “discrete passage diffuser” was
selected by General Electric Aircraft Engines and was used by the
authors for consistency. The design of the discrete-passage diffuser
is distinct from any other existing diffuser configuration, especially
downstream of the throat.

2 We would disagree with Dr. Brasz that the main conclusion
of our papers is that diffuser inlet blockage and skew have no
influence on the pressure recovery. We would rather phrase the
conclusion as follows: If one bases the pressure recovery coeffi-
cient on the mass-averaged (or availability-averaged) total pres-
sure, the dependence on blockage and skew is mostly absorbed,
and what remains is a strong dependence on momentum-averaged
inlet flow angle.

We do not believe that we were confusing off-design and
design-point performance. We would agree that there may be
systematic variations in performance with, for example, Mach
number, but these are small compared to that with inlet flow angle
when pressure recovery coefficient is based on suitably averaged
inlet quantities. We agree that the observed variations in the
overall diffuser pressure recovery coefficient for the investigated
diffusers are not completely negligible as far as overall compressor
pressure rise and efficiency are concerned. But given the large
range of inlet conditions over which this scatter is seen, the
variations in diffuser pressure recovery are relatively small. The
inlet flow angle flow angle was varied by up to 45 deg over the
diffuser width and the inlet blockage was varied from 2 to 35
percent. With this range in inlet conditions, the spread in the

Fig. 16 Meridional view of discrete-passage and straight-channel diffuser illustrating the difference in diffuser leading edge
and throat location
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mass-averaged diffuser pressure recovery coefficient (or in other
words the width of the scatter band of the pressure recovery
coefficient after taking out the effect of the momentum-averaged
inlet flow angle) was63.8 percent for the 30-passage discrete-
passage diffuser,67.6 percent for the 38-passage discrete-passage
diffuser and66.8 percent for the straight-channel-diffuser. (For
the 30-passage discrete-passage diffuser, the choke points were not
included in this spread.) Further, the scatter does not show any
trend or correlation with the level of inlet flow nonuniformity or
blockage, as can be seen from the constant inlet flow angle
presentations in Figs. 9, 10, and 11 of Part 2.

The evidence shown in our papers, and by Dong, is that pressure
recovery depends primarily on the average dynamic pressure at
inlet. It is fundamental to our thinking that the use of pressure
recovery coefficients in which the inlet dynamic pressure is based
on conditions on the centerline of the channel is misleading when-
ever the flow is highly nonuniform, as it is at inlet to the diffusers
of a centrifugal compressor. The evidence that average dynamic
pressure is what is important suggests that strong mixing processes
are at work in the inlet region that make average conditions
appropriate and the maximum conditions near the center largely
irrelevant. If mass-averaged or availability-averaged dynamic
pressure is used to determine pressure recovery coefficient, only
small effects due to blockage, Mach number or skew remain.

3 The availability-averaged dynamic pressure at diffuser inlet
was used at the beginning for the tests on the discrete-passage
diffusers, this being the theoretically most appropriate average.
The pressure recovery coefficient based on this value compares the
diffuser pressure recovery to the best possible that could be
achieved, using any arbitrary hypothetical device. Later it was
recognized that many people found availability-averaging confus-
ing, while the difference in pressure recovery coefficient using this
from one using the mass-averaged dynamic pressure was small,
certainly no more than the scatter in the data. As a result it was
decided to use the mass-averaged pressure recovery coefficient in
later experiments and presentations.

The difference between availability-averaged and mass-
averaged dynamic or total pressure depends mainly on the ratio of
the total pressures, but also on thermodynamic properties of the
working fluid. In the case of an incompressible flow, for example,
the availability-averaged dynamic or total pressure is in factex-
actly equal to the corresponding mass-averaged value. In the
present case, assuming that the working fluid (air) behaves as a
perfect gas, the ratio of the availability-averaged total pressure, to
that of the mass-averaged value is the ratio of Eqs. (2) and (4) in
Part 1.

We agree that averaging methods based on area, centerline, or
maximum velocity should not be regarded as proper candidates for
presenting compressor diffuser data. Nevertheless, since they are
the basis of much of the diffuser data available in the open
literature, which informs our thinking on such matters, the present
data was used to show just how inappropriate they are.

4 Dong’s conclusions regarding the influence of inlet blockage
on single-channel diffuser pressure recovery are primarily based
on data. The estimation of the pressure recovery coefficient based
on average conditions is possible using information given in an
appendix to Runstadler and Dolan (1973). Contrary to what Dr.
Brasz writes, it is not self-evident that the same calculation method
for inlet total pressure should be used to calculate pressure recov-
ery coefficient and the blockage, nor is it obvious that if this been
done the dependence on blockage would have been greater.

5 In light of Dr. Brasz’s comments, it seems to us unfortunate
that the original papers gave as a firm conclusion that the straight-
channel diffuser had a substantially higher pressure recovery co-
efficient than the discrete-passage diffuser. We have modified the
papers to appear in the JOURNAL to reflect this. Although this is
what we measured for the specific cases examined, the comparison
of performance level for different types of diffusers was not the

object of the research. Rather, it was to see how inlet flow condi-
tions affected performance of different types of diffusers. With
tests for just two discrete-passage diffusers and one straight-
channel diffuser, there is no way of being sure that the design goals
for each had been met, or that the designs specifically match one
another, so there is insufficient evidence for a firm conclusion of
relative merit for the different types of diffuser. The publications
we have seen (Klassen, 1973; Rodgers and Sapiro, 1972; Sakai et
al., 1997) are not very clear on the relative merits of different types
of diffuser, although they show a slight advantage for the straight-
channel type.

As mentioned in the papers, the discrete-passage diffuser de-
signs were supplied to us by GE Aircraft Engines with little
information on their history or on the intent and details of their
design. The straight-channel diffuser was designed at the MIT Gas
Turbine Laboratory to accept similar inlet conditions obtained in
the discrete-passage diffuser tests. This design was modified based
on recommendations provided by Allison Engine Company. Its
main geometric parameters are selected to be in the flow regime of
no appreciable stall and close to the line of maximum pressure
recovery according to the diffuser map by Reneau et al. (1967).

Although the channel geometry of the discrete-passage diffuser
is nearly rectangular, the cross section at the throat is circular, and
this makes a comparison of the discrete-passage diffuser channel
geometry with the single-channel diffuser maps (conical or flat
channel) difficult. It is possible to compare the area ratio and
nondimensional length of the channel part of the discrete-passage
diffusers to single-channel flat or straight-wall diffuser geometries
and their performance maps (Reneau et al., 1967, for example).
From this the divergence angle of the discrete passage diffusers in
the rectangular cross-sectional part would appear to be too large,
corresponding to the large transitory stall region with low diffuser
pressure recovery. A comparison of the discrete-passage diffuser
channel using the inlet and outlet areas with the conical diffuser
maps of Runstadler et al. (1975) gives highCp values, as shown
in Fig. 1 of Brasz’s comments. It may also be mentioned that the
measurements for the discrete-passage diffusers show a much
smaller pressure rise in the channel part than for the equivalent
straight-channel diffuser, again suggesting that the divergence
angle has been set too large and the diffusers channel part might be
in the transitory stall regime.

The paper was not sufficiently explicit about the definition of
measured static pressure used at the inlet in finding the pressure
recovery coefficient, and we are grateful to Dr. Brasz for giving us
the opportunity to explain this. For the straight channel diffuser,
measurements from five taps in the leading edge region of one
diffuser channel were averaged to obtain the inlet static pressure.
The local variation of the static pressure at the inlet of one diffuser
channel can be calculated for the straight-channel diffuser. The
difference in static pressure between the average of five static
pressure taps and one tap at midspan was less than 15 percent at
the diffuser channel inlet. More relevantly, the influence of this
nonuniformity in inlet static pressure on the diffuser pressure
recovery coefficient is less than 2.5 percent because inlet static
pressure is used in calculating the numerator and the denominator
of theCp. We have examined the specific point raised and found
that if the tap at midpitch had been used by itself, the error would
be less than 2 percent for 95 percent of data points with the
straight-channel diffuser. In the discrete-passage diffuser tests, the
pressure recovery results shown in Fig. 6(a) are based on a single
static pressure measurement from a static pressure probe located at
the diffuser inlet, at midpitch of a passage. In addition,Cp can be
calculated using available data from three static pressure taps,
which were located in the quasi-vaneless space within the pitch of
one passage. If the measurements from any one of these taps is
used, the variation in overallCp, in the worst case, was found to
be 2.8 percent of that obtained using the single static pressure
measurement at mid-pitch, corresponding to a variation inCp from
0.69 to 0.71.
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Toward the end of his comment No. 5, Dr. Brasz states that the
check for circumferential uniformity of static pressure was only
carried out with a vaneless diffuser, with the emphasis on seeing
whether the discharge piping caused any circumferential distur-
bance. In fact the circumferential variation of the static pressure at
the diffuser inlet (using static pressure taps at both front and rear
walls in the vaneless-space) as well as at the diffuser exit were
measured for the straight-channel diffuser, as was mentioned in the
papers.

6 The flow angle range shown for the two diffuser configura-
tions in Fig. 13 of Part 2 should not be interpreted as a direct
indication of mass-flow range, since the mass-flow and diffuser
inlet flow angle can be varied independently in this facility using
a combination of rotor speed, injection/suction through the profile
control slots, and main plenum pressure.

We do not have a firm explanation for the difference in optimum
inlet flow angle for the discrete-passage and the straight-channel
diffusers; essentially the straight-channel diffuser operates best at
smaller inlet flow angles (measured from radial). The throat is
reached only after the flow has passed a considerable fraction of
the diffuser length along the suction surface of a vane, and in the
case of the discrete-passage diffuser, the throat extends over a
significant fraction of the diffuser length in the flow direction (this
point is raised by Dr. Brasz in his point No. 7). It seems that a
single area (at the throat) and a single metal direction at inlet are

inadequate as a description of the diffuser. Given the method of
manufacture and assembly, it is implausible that the discrepancy in
optimum flow angle results from the passage of time between the
start of tests on the discrete-passage diffuser and the completion of
the tests on the straight-channel diffuser. It would be useful to
carry out computations of the flow in the two types of diffuser to
see whether the difference is confirmed, as well as to provide its
explanation.

The cases that showed choking result from the way the test
facility was used to obtain some of the data points in the first set
of experiments and, as explained in the paper, should be dis-
counted as a phenomenon created by the test facility. The first set
of experiments on discrete-passage diffusers used a downstream
compressor to produce subatmospheric conditions downstream of
the diffuser and this allowed enough flow to be drawn through the
diffuser to choke it, while the combination of rotor speed with side
wall suction and injection still produced the relatively large mea-
sured swirl.
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Experimental and Numerical
Investigation of the Flow in a
Centrifugal Compressor Volute
This paper presents the experimental and numerical investigation of an outward volute of
rectangular cross section. The investigation is carried out at the level of stage perfor-
mance, volute performance, and detailed flow field study at selected peripheral positions
for various operating points. The objective of the investigation was to gain further
knowledge about the flow structure and loss mechanism in the volute. Simultaneously with
the experimental investigation, a numerical simulation of the flow in the volute was
carried out. A three-dimensional Euler code was used in which a wall friction term and
a tuned artificial dissipation term account for viscous effects. A reasonable agreement
between the experimental and numerical results is observed. As a result a good and
detailed knowledge about the pressure recovery and loss mechanism in the volute is
obtained.

Introduction
The primary function of a centrifugal compressor volute is to

serve as the transition from the impeller and diffuser to the pipe
system. Depending on the particular configuration, the losses in
volutes, especially at off-design can be significantly high,
which leads to poor stage efficiency and reduction of operating
range.

It is well known that the collecting volute of a centrifugal
compressor, operating at off-design conditions, produces a pe-
ripheral pressure distortion. This pressure distortion intensively
acts back on the impeller exit, when a vaneless diffuser is
chosen (cf. Hagelstein et al., 1997) and leads to a periodic
throttling of the impeller flow. This results in a cyclic acceler-
ation and deceleration of the fluid inside each impeller channel.
As a result the inlet flow angle and thus the incidence angle vary
periodically, which is the reason for a decrease of impeller
efficiency and operating range. The varying force that acts on
the impeller blades can cause impeller failure, especially when
high inlet pressures are considered (cf. Sorokes et al., 1998, and
Borer et al., 1997).

Several simplified one- or two-dimensional models exist that
predict the peripheral pressure distortion caused by the volute
(e.g., Iversen et al., 1960; Kurokawa, 1980; Badie et al., 1992).
However, measurements of Van den Braembussche and Ha¨nde
(1990), Ayder and Van den Braembussche (1991), and Ayder
(1993) clearly show the fully three-dimensional nature of the
volute flow. The secondary flow inside the volute has a major
influence on pressure distortion and on the distribution of the
through flow velocities. This implies that a reliable prediction
method must consider the three-dimensional character of the

flow. Van den Braembussche et al. (1999) present an analytical
quasi-one-dimensional prediction method, which takes into
consideration the three dimensionality of the flow. A reasonable
correspondence of the pressure distributions and the losses with
the experimental results obtained at the large centrifugal com-
pressor test stand of the Institute of Turbomachinery in Han-
nover could be found.

Ayder and Van den Braembussche (1994) used a steady three-
dimensional Euler method for the calculation of the diffuser and
volute flow of a compressor with elliptic volute. They introduced
an artificial dissipation term in their calculations in order to limit
the flow quantities in the vortex core to finite values. Generally
good agreements with measurement results were obtained. The
calculated total pressure distributions were a little less accurate.
Hillewaert and Van den Braembussche (1999) coupled the volute
calculation method with the three-dimensional unsteady, inviscid
impeller calculation method developed by Fatsis (1995). This
model was applied to the compressor geometry investigated in this
paper and a good agreement with the results measured at the
diffuser exit was obtained.

There are quite few measurement results available of the flow
inside the volute. The works of Van den Braembussche and Ha¨nde
(1990), Ayder and Van den Braembussche (1991, 1994), and
Ayder (1993) give a good insight in the flow behavior inside the
volute at nominal and off-design operating points. Nevertheless,
we are far from fully understanding the flow phenomena and loss
mechanisms inside the volute and further empirical data are nec-
essary to improve the existing flow models further.

Hence measurement results are presented in this paper, which
were obtained at the large centrifugal compressor test stand of the
Institute of Turbomachinery in Hannover. Detailed measurements
were carried out at the diffuser exit and at several peripheral
positions in the volute and in the exit pipe diffuser, respectively.
The results are compared with those obtained using the calculation
method of Ayder (1993).
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International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Indianapolis,
Indiana, June 7–10, 1999. Manuscript received by the International Gas Turbine
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Compressor Test Facility
Figure 1 shows the test loop schematically. Atmospheric air is

sucked into the compressor through the suction chamber, which
has a fine filter and a flow straightener. The inlet temperatureTK

and static pressurepK are measured in the suction chamber. On the
discharge side the compressor outlet total temperature, static and
total pressures, and the mass flow are measured. The mass flow is
measured with a venturi. The three parallel arranged throttle valves
shown on the discharge side of the piping allow an accurate and
fine control of the mass flow rate.

The test compressor is driven by a 1.35 MW DC motor whose
speed can be varied from 40–1800 rpm. The motor and the
compressor are connected through a gearbox with 1:16.2 gear
ratio. The compressor testing, control, and measurement are all
fully automated and conducted from an isolated control room.

Figure 2 shows the unshrouded impeller used for the tests. It has
20 blades with every second one splittered. The blade outlet angle
is 60 deg measured from the tangential direction. The impeller
diameter is 400 mm.

Figure 3 shows a meridional and front view of the external
volute. The term “external” means that the whole volute channel is
situated at larger radii than the diffuser exit. The impeller and the
volute are connected through a vaneless diffuser with a radius ratio
of 1.5. The diffuser width is pinched fromb2 5 26.5 mm tob3 5
20.5 mm. Thevolute cross section was made rectangular purely
from cost considerations. The volute was designed for circumfer-
entially constant static pressure distribution.

Figure 4 shows a photo of the test compressor shroud wall,
which shows the inner volute radius to be the same as the diffuser
outlet radius. The rectangular volute cross section is also shown to
be continued up to the compressor outlet flange.

Experimental Results and Discussion

Stage Performance. Figure 5 shows the complete perfor-
mance map for the compressor tested with an external volute. Total
pressure ratio and efficiency are presented as a function of reduced
mass flow rate over a range of speeds from Mu2 5 0.62 to Mu2 5

1.11. Stage performance measurements were carried out at planes
K and 8 as shown in the figure. Since the diffuser used is a vaneless
one, a wide operational range between surge and choke is seen.
Detailed flow measurements were carried out near the diffuser exit
atl 5 1.4 and at Mu2 5 0.86 in the volute for three flow rates near
surge (m/mdes 5 0.40), atbest efficiency point (m/mdes 5 1.0)
and near choke (m/mdes 5 1.35). These operating points are
marked by circles in the compressor map.

Volute/Component Performance. As already indicated, the
volute was designed for a circumferentially constant static pressure
distribution. Figure 6 shows the circumferential static pressure
distribution for Mu2 5 0.86 at diffuser exit (l 5 1.45) for mass
flow rates, ranging from near choke to surge. The static pressure
tappings were located in the hub wall. For the design point mass
flow rate (m/mdes 5 1.0) analmost constant static pressure dis-
tribution is seen. Near choke flow, the pressure falls continuously
from the tongue (u 5 0 deg) to volute outlet (u 5 360 deg). This
is because the large amount of mass flow leads to flow acceleration
in the circumferential direction which in turn causes the pressure
fall. Near surge flow, the pressure is seen to rise from the tongue
region to aboutu 5 200 deg. This is due to the fact that the volute
is too big for the low mass flow, which leads to flow diffusion.
Betweenu 5 200 deg and the volute outlet the pressure tends to
level off indicating flow separation and end of the diffusion.

As shown in Fig. 6, the off-design operation of the compressor
results in a nonuniform pressure distribution at the diffuser exit
due to the volute. This nonuniform pressure distribution extends
upstream to the impeller inlet and hence influences the flow
through the impeller. The flow in each impeller channel thus
experiences a periodic throttling due to the stationary circumfer-
ential nonuniform pressure distribution. Jiang et al. (1996) and
Hagelstein et al. (1997) have reported this throttling effect to be the
cause of blade vibration. One further consequence of this effect is
a circumferntial variation of the flow leaving the impeller. Figure

Nomenc la tu re

b 5 diffuser width
Cp 5 static pressure coefficient
Mu 5 circumferential Mach number

m 5 mass flow rate
n 5 rotational speed
p 5 pressure
R 5 radius
V 5 flow velocity
a 5 tangential flow angle

u 5 circumferential angle
l 5 radius ratio5R/R2

p 5 pressure ratio
v 5 total pressure loss coefficient

Subscripts

des5 design
K 5 settling chamber

opt 5 optimum

r 5 radial
t 5 tangential
2 5 impeller outlet
3 5 diffuser outlet
8 5 compressor discharge plane

Superscripts

0 5 total average
# 5 average

Fig. 1 Centrifugal compressor test stand

Fig. 2 Unshrouded 60 deg backswept impeller with 20 blades (every
second one splittered)
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7 shows the circumferential distribution of total pressure, flow
angle, and total temperature near the diffuser exit for the three
operating points mentioned in Fig. 5. These measurements have
been obtained by means of three different types of probe, namely
total temperature probes, Cobra probes and Kiel probes, which
were traversed axially one after the other. The estimated uncer-
tainty in the probe measurements is61.5 deg for the flow angle.
The diagrams show spanwise mass-averaged values. It was shown
that near or at best efficiency point the circumferential distribution
of static pressure tended to be uniform and hence had very little or
no effect on the impeller flow. Therefore at this operating point,
the circumferential distribution of total pressure, flow angle, and
total temperature is unaffected and also remains uniform, which
suggests a rotational symmetric flow pattern.

At or near choke flow, the circumferential drop in the static
pressure is also directly reflected in the total pressure. The impeller
has a negative slope throughout the operational range. A lower
static pressure at impeller exit tends to push the operating point to
higher mass flow and hence also to lower total pressure. With the
circumferential increase in mass flow rate, the flow angle increases
in the vicinity of the volute exit. At the same time and in the same
trend the energy transfer (total enthalpy) circumferentially de-
creases, which is seen in the total temperature.

At or near surge flow, the reverse effect is observed. The total
pressure is seen to increase due to the increase in the throttling

effect circumferentially. At the same time the flow angle falls and
the energy transfer increases gently. For this operating point, it is
interesting to note that the minimum value of the total temperature
and pressure is found at aboutu 5 120 deg, which corresponds to
a position behind the tongue. This is due to the impeller response
to the perturbation of the tongue, which is transmitted along a
streamline to the diffuser exit and results in the shown phase shift.
This phase shift cannot be seen at high mass flow, because there
the impeller discharge flow has a very high flow angle. Thus the
impeller response will manifest itself closer to the peripheral
position of the static pressure perturbation of the tongue.

Fig. 3 Cross-sectional view of the centrifugal compressor with external
volute (including planes for probe measurements inside the volute)

Fig. 4 Compressor shroud wall with external volute of rectangular
cross section

Fig. 5 Compressor map

Fig. 6 Circumferential pressure distribution at diffuser exit ( l 5 1.45) for
Mu2 5 0.86
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Experimental Flow Field Study. To understand the flow
mechanism in the volute, flow field measurements were carried out
using pneumatic five-hole probes (United Sensor DA-187) at
seven cross-sectional planes. Figure 3 shows the location of these
planes. The first five planes are located 60 deg apart circumferen-
tially, whereas planes 6 and 7 are located in the volute exit diffuser
leading to the flange. For planes 2 to 7 axial traverse of the flow
was carried out for five radial positions. In plane 1 traverses have
been made at only three radial positions for reasons of space
restrictions. Measurements have been made at about 18 axial
position for each traverse.

The flow field measurements at a particular mass flow (m/
mdes5 1.35) arepresented in Figs. 8(a) to 8(d). Figure 8(a) shows
the measured distribution of swirl velocity in vector form for the
seven volute planes. The strong vortex flow pattern is clearly seen
for this operating point and its center is also clearly seen to
coincide with the center of the cross section. The rotational veloc-
ity of this vortex flow increases from near zero at the center to a
higher value radially out. From the center to some radial distance
the gradient is high; thereafter it is moderate. In contrast to this,
Ayder (1993) observed a more or less linear distribution of the
swirl velocity in a volute with elliptical cross section, whereas the
current cross section is rectangular. In the case of a rectangular
cross section, the secondary corner flows are suspected to affect
the flow mixing process in the volute. These secondary vortex
flows in the corners are known to exist but are small and difficult
to measure or quantify, by means of probe traverses.

Figure 8(b) shows the distribution of the pressure coefficient:

Cp 5
P 2 P# 3

P# 3
0 2 P# 3

(1)

in the planes. The pressure distribution in any cross section is
mostly determined by the vortical nature of the flow. The strong
vortex flow induces a centrifugal effect, which results in an in-
creasing pressure gradient radially out. In the vortex center, the
pressure can sink to a lower value depending on the pressure at
diffuser outlet. A negativeCp refers to a pressure inside the volute
that is lower than the average pressure at diffuser exit. As can be
seen, there are large areas inside the volute with negative values of
Cp, indicating a pressure drop from diffuser outlet to the volute
center. The conservation of angular momentum and the centrifugal
forces caused by the tangential velocityVt should lead to a radially
increasing pressure. However, this effect is overlaid by the strong
secondary vortex, which causes a remarkable pressure difference
from the volute center to the walls. While the pressure at the volute
walls is mainly determined by the diffuser discharge flow, the
pressure at the volute center is a function of the swirl velocities. At
this operating point with high swirl velocities inside the volute, this
results in a loss of static pressure that was originally recovered in
the radial diffuser.

A comparison of planes 1 to 6 shows clearly that the pressure
falls in the peripheral direction, which corresponds well to the
measured pressure distribution presented in Fig. 6.

The high swirl velocity at the volute wall and mostly the high
velocity gradient in the vortex center are all sources of high loss.
The distribution of the loss coefficientv is shown in Fig. 8(c):

v 5
P# 3

0 2 P0

P# 3
0 2 P# 3

(2)

A small fluid particle rotating in the outer region of the vortex
requires kinetic energy to maintain its motion. After the dissipation
of kinetic energy, this part is no longer able to rotate on an external
flow path. It thus moves toward the area of low pressure, in this
case toward the main vortex center. This leads to a separation of
parts with high kinetic energy in the outer area and parts with low
kinetic energy in the vortex center. This in turn is the cause of the
high increase of the loss coefficient in the volute center. The
above-mentioned separation process is supported by the rigid body
vortex distribution, which is approximately maintained from
planes 1 to 4. This distribution is accompanied by low shear
stresses and low turbulent mixing. The large flow angles between
240, u , 360 deg lead to an increase ofVr3, which in turn is the
cause for the different swirl distribution in plane 5. Here we can no
longer speak of a rigid body vortex because there is a highly
nonlinear variation of swirl velocity across the measurement sec-
tion. The result is an intense turbulent mixing process, which
disturbs the well-established loss distributions convected from the
upstream planes. This is seen by the more uniform loss distribution
in plane 5 and the decrease of loss coefficient (increase of total
pressure) in the vortex core.

The loss coefficients in measurement plane 1 to 4 are negative,
because the loss coefficient compares the local total pressure loss
to the average inlet total pressure. The local total pressure, how-
ever, depends on the total pressure on the same streamline at the
impeller exit. Due to the circumferential pressure distortion at the
volute off-design operation, the total pressure can be higher than
the average value used in the loss calculation.

Figure 8(d) shows the distribution of the throughflow velocity.
Maximum values were measured near the vortex core. But near the
volute wall the throughflow velocities were also high (as are the
swirl velocities), which leads to wall friction losses that should not
be neglected. At this high mass flow the incidence at the tongue is
rather high. The flow simulation predicts large flow separation in
the exit pipe diffuser near the hub wall. The probe measurements
in plane 6 and 7 could not resolve this separation but show a highly
disturbed exit diffuser flow for this operating point.

Since these kinds of measurement are extremely costly and time

Fig. 7 Circumferential distribution of total pressure, flow angle, and
total temperature at l 5 1.4
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consuming, it is desired to apply a calculation method that allows
a more convenient investigation of a given volute geometry. The
model presented by Ayder (1993) is applied here and comparisons
to the experimental results are made.

Flow Simulation
Numerical Procedure. Since the influence of the boundary

layers is manifested internally as a viscous loss, it is not necessary

to carry out a thorough and detailed account of it. For certain flow
cases, instead of using a time and cost-intensive full three-
dimensional Navier–Stokes solution, it seems appropriate to use an
Euler solution with a second-order viscosity term to account for
wall friction effects and internal shear. Such calculations applied to
volutes are known to offer good agreement between measurements
and calculations, as shown by Ayder and Van den Braembussche
(1994) and Hillewaert et al. (1998).

Fig. 8 Results of the flow field measurements in planes 1 to 7 ( m/mdes 5 1.35, Mu2 5 0.86): (a) swirl velocity Vswirl ; (b) pressure recovery coefficient
Cp; (c) total pressure loss coefficient v; (d ) throughflow velocity Vt
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In the current work, the Euler equations in conservative form
have been solved using a finite volume approach. The octagonal
volumes were determined by rectangular elements at various radial
cross sections of the volute. Figure 9 shows the grid used in the
present work. To be able to maintain the same number of elements
in each cross section, a structured grid was used, which also allows
comparable accuracy. A meridional view of the grid atu 5 270
deg is shown in Fig. 10. The equations have been solved by means
of the time-stepping scheme presented by Jameson et al. (1981).
The influence of wall friction is included by body forces in the
momentum equation (cf. Denton, 1986). A description of the
numerical procedure is presented in detail by Ayder (1993).

Results of the Flow Simulation. The volute is designed for
circumferentially constant static pressure. Apart from this operat-
ing point, the circumferential variation of total pressure and tem-
perature and for a fully three-dimensional calculation also the two
flow angles are needed. The circumferential variation of the static
pressure is a result of this calculation and will be compared to the
measured values. The required values of total pressure and tem-
perature and flow angle are known from the measurement and have
been imposed at the volute inlet. This was done by a linear
interpolation between the measured locations. Because of local
backflow at low flow rate, it was not possible to define “inlet”
values here. Therefore, the grid was extended to the diffuser inlet,
and circumferentially uniform values were imposed. Except for a
small region near the volute tongue, this assumption corresponds
well to the measurements.

A comparison of measured and calculated pressure distribution
at diffuser exit is given in Fig. 11. For all three operating points a
satisfactory correspondence between measured and calculated val-
ues can be seen. At design mass flow (m/mdes 5 1.0) a slight
circumferential decrease of static pressure is calculated, while an
almost constant static pressure was measured. A somewhat higher
discrepancy is seen at high mass flow (m/mdes 5 1.35).Here, the
measured pressure drop with increasing values ofu is smaller than

the calculated variation. From this comparison we can conclude
that the accuracy of the prediction of the circumferential pressure
distribution is better at lower flow rate, which leads to the assump-
tion that the intensity of the swirl is a source of inaccuracy in the
calculation.

Since it is not possible to carry out a comparison between
measured and calculated data at all measurement sections for all
operating points, the following comparison is limited to measure-
ment plane 3. This reveals sufficient information about the accu-
racy of the calculation method.

The swirl and throughflow velocities and theCp andv values in
plane 3 are shown in Fig. 12 for the nominal operating point
(m/mdes 5 1.0).Measured and computed distributions of the swirl
velocity correspond very well. The deviation is somewhat larger
for the throughflow velocity. The calculation shows higher values
near the center, while the measurements show an almost uniform
distribution. However, for reasons of continuity the average values
are almost equal. The agreement for static pressure rise and total
pressure loss in section 3 is quite good. Both measurement and

Fig. 9 Grid of compressor volute

Fig. 10 External volute cross section grid at u 5 270 deg

Fig. 11 Comparison of measured and calculated pressure distribution
at diffuser exit ( l 5 1.45)
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calculation show a negativeCp in the vortex center, indicating a
pressure decrease from the diffuser outlet.

The calculated losses are less concentrated in the vortex center
with a lower level of the maximum. Thus, the mechanism of
separation of areas with higher and those with lower loss is not
fully covered by the calculation method. This leads to a lower
accuracy of the prediction of global losses by the numerical
method. However, except for the loss concentration in the vortex
center, local loss distributions are well predicted.

The swirl and throughflow velocities in Fig. 13 are characteristic
for a volute operating at maximum mass flow. As mentioned
before, the flow at the diffuser exit results in a forced vortex-type
secondary flow inside the volute with an increase of swirl velocity
from the volute center to the volute walls and a maximum through-
flow velocity in the vortex core. The measured throughflow ve-
locities are slightly more disturbed, but correspond well with the
calculations. A satisfactory agreement between measured and cal-

Fig. 12 Comparison of measured and calculated flow field in plane 3 for
nominal operating point ( m/mopt 5 1.0) Fig. 13 Comparison of measured and calculated flow field in plane 3

near choke flow ( m/mopt 5 1.35)
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culated values is also visible for the static pressure rise and the loss
coefficient in plane 3. Again the concentration of pressure loss in
the center is higher in the measurement than in the calculation.

Measured and calculated values of swirl and throughflow ve-
locities at minimum mass flow for plane 3 are given in Fig. 14. The
swirl velocity distribution is similar but the vortex core is not
exactly at the same position. The measurement indicates a coun-
terotating vortex at the shroud wall of the volute, which is not seen

in the calculated flow field. However, this does not have a signif-
icant influence on the through flow velocity. For this operating
point the values of the throughflow velocity are minimum in the
vortex center. The pressure rise and especially the losses are well
predicted in section 3.

The comparisons have shown that the three-dimensional flow
model provides a good description of the flow field inside the
volute. Some discrepancies can be seen near the vortex center,
where the measurements show more concentrated values ofCp
andv (especially at medium and high mass flow rates). It is our
belief that the use of a finer grid would lead to a better resolution
of the pressure and loss distribution in the area of high gradients,
i.e., in the vortex center. However, the grid has not been refined in
order not to increase the calculation time too much.

Global Component Performance. It is of major importance
for the designer to gain accurate knowledge of the global charac-
teristics of the volute. Figure 15 shows a comparison of measured
and calculated global loss and pressure rise coefficients plotted
versus flow angle at diffuser exit.

At high mass flow, the losses are about twice the value of the
design point. This confirms the assumption that the kinetic energy
of the vortex is totally dissipated. The losses at minimum mass
flow are underestimated, since the model is not able to calculate
correctly the losses originating from the flow separation, which
could be observed in the exit diffuser.

On the right hand plot of Fig. 15 it can be seen that at high mass
flow, the static pressure decreases from volute inlet to the exit of
the pipe diffuser. This is not only due to the fact that the volute is
too small but to a large extent results from the high losses. The
overprediction of the losses results in a corresponding underpre-
diction of the static pressure rise.

One can conclude that the Euler method correctly predicts the
tendency of the losses and the pressure rise. If one considers the
complexity of the flow and the small computation time (if com-
pared to a full Navier–Stokes computation), the accuracy can be
considered to be satisfying. The calculation method is a valuable
tool to predict the optimum operating point and local flow phe-
nomena, such as the flow in the tongue region. It is less accurate
to predict the volute performance.

Conclusions
Flow measurements at the diffuser exit and inside the external

volute of a centrifugal compressor have been reported. It is shown
how the circumferential pressure distortion at off-design operation
influences the impeller discharge flow and consequently leads to a
circumferential variation of impeller operating point with a vari-
ation of total pressure, temperature and flow angle.

Detailed flow measurements inside the volute gave further in-
sight in the three-dimensional structure of the volute flow and may
serve as a source to further improve existing models for the volute
flow.

Comparisons of the measured and calculated flow fields in the
Fig. 14 Comparison of measured and calculated flow field in plane 3
near surge ( m/mopt 5 0.4)

Fig. 15 Comparison of measured and calculated global volute perfor-
mance (pressure recovery and total pressure loss)
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external volute clearly show that the three-dimensional Euler
method with a correction for friction effects provides a quite
accurate description of the flow. Local loss as well as static
pressure rise distributions are calculated with sufficient accuracy.
The method can therefore be used to lay out an optimum geometry
and for the study of flow details, e.g., the flow in the tongue region.

The calculations give a correct trend for the overall performance
except at low mass flow where flow separation was not predicted.
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DISCUSSION

N. A. Cumpsty1

I became aware of the small amount of published material on
compressor volutes when I tried to provide some coverage of this
topic in my bookCompressor Aerodynamics(Cumpsty, 1989). I

therefore warmly welcome this significant contribution, combining
experiment and numerical treatment.

One of the issues I was forced to address inCompressor Aero-
dynamicsis the difference between the optimum operating condi-
tion and the design condition. In the design condition the static
pressure is normally taken to be uniform around the diffuser exit;
this is primarily because it makes the design easy, with the impel-
ler, diffuser, and volute all amenable to simple independent anal-
ysis. Uniform conditions also minimize noise and vibration. Nev-
ertheless, uniform static pressure will not in general be the
condition for maximum pressure rise of the stage at a given speed,
since the volute static pressure field can decelerate the flow. The
radial geometry makes it hard to visualize the processes in a simple
way, but one can imagine the volute unwrapped to represent one
enormous vane downstream of an axial rotor. In this case, some
pressure rise would be achieved by having the vane loaded and the
circumferential pressure nonuniform.

One of the things that makes the diffuser volute combination so
hard to analyze is the radically different geometry of the impeller,
the diffuser, and the volute. The length scale of the volute is one
circumference so, adopting the simple-minded unwrapping to an
axial geometry of the paragraph above, the effect of the volute can
be felt a long way upstream, certainly to the inlet of the impeller.
A proper calculation therefore needs to include unsteady effects in
the impeller and to calculate the impeller, diffuser, and volute
together. This is something that should now be entirely possible
and an approximate implementation was reported by Hillewaert
and Van den Braembussche (1999). The calculations reported in
the present paper are very different from this, of course, with
measured (time-averaged) total pressure and temperature and mea-
sured flow angle imposed at volute inlet. This allows a steady
calculation to be performed, but omits what might be regarded as
the most interesting part of the problem. Given that stagnation
conditions are specified at volute inlet, the agreement shown in
Fig. 11 is disappointing and seems less good than in the paper
reporting a one-dimensional method applied to the same date (Van
den Braembussche et al., 1999).

In the present paper it is suggested that the intensity of swirl is
the cause of the inaccuracy in the prediction. Would the authors
care to expand on the reasons for assuming this and why it should
be so? Taking this further, the authors state that the high loss at
high mass flow rates (twice the value at design point) confirms the
assumption that the kinetic energy of the vortex is totally dissi-
pated. This may be so, but the agreement in Fig. 15 between
calculations and measurement is not very satisfactory. Would the
authors be able to interrogate the results of their calculations at
high flow rates to estimate how much energy is involved in the
vortex to establish whether this is the primary cause of the in-
creased loss?

Authors’ Closure
There are more references on volute flow and impeller response

to distortions than one would conclude from a first look at the
literature. However, most of them are about pumps and do not
provide relevant information. The research we started some 10
years ago, about which more information can be found in the
references of this paper, aimed for a better understanding of the
flow structure and the loss mechanisms in volutes.

The optimum operating point of a compressor depends on its
application. Compressors operating at very high pressure level
have their optimum point at constant circumferential pressure in
order to limit the radial force on the shaft (Fatsis et al., 1997) and
to avoid a reduction of the stable operating range.

In case one aims for maximum efficiency, the optimum point
will depend on the trade-off between a possible gain in the volute
pressure rise and the extra losses due to the unsteady impeller flow
resulting from the circumferential pressure variation. One consid-
ers here the static pressure distribution at constant radius and not
the one resulting from an increase in radius between the diffuser

1University of Cambridge, Department of Engineering, Whittle Laboratory, Mad-
ingley Rd., Cambridge, CB3 0DY, United Kingdom.
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exit and the volute outer wall. There is very little information
available about these extra impeller losses. Abramian and Howard
(1994) experimentally proved for a centrifugal pump that a volute
circumferential pressure distortion leads to a decrease of impeller
efficiency. One can therefore conclude that the point of maximum
stage efficiency will not be far from the point of circumferentially
constant outlet pressure.

Calculating the impeller, diffuser, and volute together with an
unsteady three-dimensional viscous flow solver is indeed the best
approach, because of the strong interaction between the compo-
nents. However, this requires a huge amount of computer effort.
Periodicity occurs only every 360 deg so that the numerical do-
main cannot be limited to a few pitches of the rotor and stator, as
is commonly done in axial compressor or turbine stage calcula-
tions.

Results presented in the literature have been obtained after some
simplifications have been introduced. Flathers et al. (1996) made
steady three-dimensional Navier–Stokes calculations with outlet
distortion (frozen rotor model). Hillewaert et al. (1999) made
unsteady Euler calculations with corrections for viscosity. The
present paper, comparing experiments and calculations of the
volute flow with specified inlet boundary conditions, intends to
verify the accuracy of the latter model and to complement the
measurements with more detailed information.

Indeed, the agreement of Fig. 11 is not as good as one would
wish: first, because the inlet conditions are available only at six
circumferential positions. This is insufficient to describe accurately
the large circumferential distortion that occurs near choking mass
flow. Second, by the way the inlet conditions have been specified
in present calculations. Although theoretically correct, they am-
plify the calculation errors. Any underestimation of the static
pressure in the second half of the volute, because of a small
overestimation of the upstream volute losses, results in a local
increase of the radial velocity component. This local increase of
the mass flux also increases the swirl intensity and hence the local
flow blockage and losses in the volute. The result is a further
decrease of the local static pressure. The total mass flow being
imposed this requires a decrease of the mass flux and hence an
increase of the pressure in the first part of the volute. This mech-
anism is responsible for the overly large pressure drop along the
volute circumference and overly high volute losses. The same

problem also occurred in the one-dimensional approach described
by Van den Braembussche et al. (1999) but to a smaller extent,
because of the stronger coupling of the volute with the impeller
flow. Specifying the volute inlet flow angle is a last source of
errors. A local increase of the radial velocity component thus
results in a proportional increase of the tangential velocity. This is
opposite to what happens at the exit of a backward leaned impeller.

The larger circumferential variation of the radial velocity results
in an even larger increase of the swirl kinetic energy because the
latter one is proportional to the circumferential integration ofVr 3.
This error on the incoming swirl kinetic energy is the main cause
of the discrepancies in the volute losses and static pressure rise
observed in Fig. 15.

Except for an increase of radius in the downstream diffuser or
the installation of three-dimensional vanes inside the volute, there
is no mechanism to recuperate the kinetic energy related to the
swirl resulting form the diffuser exit radial velocity (Japikse, 1982;
Weber and Koronowski, 1986). This is also experimentally con-
firmed by the total pressure loss contours shown in the present
paper and by Ayder et al. (1993, 1994). 55 percent of the volute
inlet kinetic energy near choking mass flow is due to the diffuser
outlet radial velocity component. It reduces to 10 percent at the
exit measurement plane and it was observed to disappear com-
pletely farther downstream. The swirl velocity is responsible for 68
percent of the total volute losses at maximum mass flow. The first
step to improving the performance is therefore by reducing the
diffuser exit radial velocity.
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Stall Inception in the
Compressor System of a
Turbofan Engine
Compressor flow instabilities have been the subject of a great number of investigations
during the past decade. While most of this research work was done on isolated test-rig
compressors, this paper presents stall inception measurements in the compressor system
of a two-spool turbofan engine at various power settings. Several analyzing techniques
such as temporal low-pass and band-pass filtering, temporal and spatial Fourier trans-
forms including power-spectral-density calculations of the spatial coefficients, and a
wavelet analyzing technique are applied. For the low-pressure compressor three different
types of stall inception processes were observed depending on the rotor speed. At low
speed, stall originates from spike-type precursors, while long wavy pressure fluctuations
corresponding to modal waves were observed prior to stall at midspeed for undistorted
inlet flow. At high speed, the rotor shaft unbalancing dominates the stall inception process
as an external forcing function. In the case of distorted inlet flow spike-type stall inception
behavior dominates throughout the speed range. While filtering and the Fourier spectra
give a good insight into the physical background of the stall inception process (but with
a very short warning time), the wavelet transform indicates the approach of the stalling
process a few hundred rotor revolutions in advance independently of the type of precur-
sor. Setting up a reliable stall avoidance control based on this analysis scheme seems to
be promising.

Motivation and Objective
Increasing the overall efficiency while improving engine han-

dling is a desired but a very challenging task for any control unit
since safe operation of the engine has to be guaranteed for all flight
and engine conditions as well. These demands affect particularly
the choice of the steady-state compressor working line with a
sufficient surge margin. Especially inlet distortions combined with
a rapid engine acceleration lead to a great decrease in surge
margin. In the case of exceeding the compressor stability limit,
flow separation within the compressor occurs, leading to one of the
two instability modes: rotating stall or surge. Both conditions are
very adverse as they result not only in a sharp thrust loss but also
in very high mechanical stresses. Often the engine has to be shut
down to recover.

In order to put the compressor working line closer to its stability
limit, a future control system has to be capable to detect the
incipient flow instability by parameter identification in real time
(not necessarily by computation) and start any flow stabilizing
action either by dethrottling and therefore unloading the compres-
sor (“stall avoidance”) or by actively modifying, locally or glo-
bally, the damping behavior of the oscillatory system (“active
control”).

The first investigations on the topic of compressor flow separa-
tions concentrated on the flow structure of a fully developed stall
cell. Detailed flow measurements in low-speed compressors by
Day and Cumpsty (1978), Das and Jiang (1984), and Poensgen and
Gallus (1996) showed that a stall cell is a highly active zone of
three-dimensional flow. Common to these measurements is a very
high circumferential velocity component in front of the stall cell.

From the viewpoint of any inflight control system, the pre-stall
and stall formation process is of particular interest, as any stabi-
lizing action has to take place during these periods to be effective

at a reasonable expense. For this reason further investigations
concentrated hereon. Two different mechanisms of stall inception
could be identified independently of the fully developed instability
mode due to the fact that surging is always preceeded by the
formation of rotating stall very rapidly growing circumferentially
(as reported by Day, 1993b). On one hand, so-called modal waves
predicted by the theoretical post-stall compression model of Moore
and Greitzer (1986) as initial rotating velocity disturbances of long
length scale at the compressor circumference become under-
damped with the compressor working close to its stability limit and
finally lead to stall. These type of precursors were experimentally
supported by the work of McDougall et al. (1990) carried out on
a single-stage, low-speed compressor and later confirmed by Gar-
nier et al. (1991) and subsequently by Hoying (1993), Tryfonidis
et al. (1995), and recently by Day et al. (1999) also for high-speed
compressors. These experiments show that stall inception via
modal waves plays a dominant role for many compressors at least
in a limited speed range. In the paper of Day et al. (1999) the only
experimental confirmation known to the authors for the existence
of modal waves in a compressor installed in an engine has been
stated for the single-spool VIPER engine but only within a very
narrow speed range. On the other hand, short length scale
disturbances—so called spikes—localized within only a few rotor
passages and rapidly growing from the first detection to fully
developed stall have been first reported by Day (1993a) for two
low-speed compressors. Later investigations showed that some
compressors only exhibit these spike-type precursors, i.e., Escuret
and Garnier (1996) and Lawless et al. (1993), but most compres-
sors might reveal both precursor types, depending on the stage
matching, and therefore on the rotor speed, according to Camp and
Day (1998).

No further stall precursor studies in a full-scale aeroengine were
performed besides the above-mentioned investigation of Day et al.
(1999) preceded by research of Wilson and Freeman (1994) and
Day and Freeman (1994) with the same VIPER engine and a
further investigation done by Gallops et al. (1993) with two bypass
engines but with a conventional, low-frequency instrumentation.

A very critical point on the way to successful flow stabilization
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based on computer-aided controlling is not only the type of pre-
cursor but also the obtained pre-warning time prior to stall forma-
tion. This depends very strongly on the parameter identification
technique. Applying simple thresholding of the time domain sig-
nals results usually in a very short warning time of only a few rotor
revolutions (rotor revs.) (McDougall et al., 1990; Escuret and
Garnier, 1996). Tryfonidis et al. (1995) demonstrated a more
sophisticated analyzing technique by calculating the power spec-
tral density and the traveling wave energy of the spatial Fourier
coefficients. Doing this, warning times of a few hundred rotor
revolutions were obtained.

In this paper stall inception measurements mainly from the
low-pressure compressor of the two-spool aeroengine LARZAC
04 are presented and analyzed in time and frequency domain with
several analyzing techniques.

The results of these analyses are compared with each other
regarding the physical background of the stall inception process as
well as the obtained pre-warning time.

Experimental Facility, Instrumentation, and Data Ac-
quisition

Test Engine. The tests were carried out with the twin-spool
turbofan engine LARZAC 04 C5 (Fig. 1). It consists of a two-stage
low-pressure compressor (LPC), a four-stage high-pressure com-
pressor (HPC), an annular combustion chamber, and single-stage
high and low pressure turbines. The core and bypass flow expand
unmixed through separate nozzles. Two bleed valves after the
second stage of the HPC reduce HPC compressor blade loading at
part-speed up to 80 percent HPC rotor speed.

Performance parameters at design speed and sea level static
conditions are listed in Table 1. The engine was designed in the
late 60’s by the GRTS (Groupement Turbomeca-Snecma) and is
on duty in the ALPHA JET trainer aircraft.

Throttling Devices. One common way to throttle a compres-
sor in an engine installation is either overfueling (“fuel-spikes”) or
rapid and repeated power setting changes, thereby evoking non-
equilibrium conditions (heat transfer, tip clearances). While the
first method also leads to turbine overheating, both methods cause
compressor flow separation during transients, in a manner that is

very hard to reproduce and that is unfavorable for stall inception
investigations.

In order to overcome these limitations, external devices consist-
ing of two mechanical and one pneumatic throttling device were
built. The mechanical devices reduce the nozzle areas by either
moving a parabolic body of revolution axially into the core nozzle
(Fig. 2) or by closing an aperture in order to reduce the secondary
nozzle area (Fig. 3). Therefore, the two compressors can be throt-
tled stationary and independently of each other. With the pneu-
matic throttling device, overpressured air can be blown into the
HPC’s exit plane, thus increasing air mass flow rate through the
combustion chamber and the turbines. This allows HPC throttling
also at high speeds causing HPC surging.

Instrumentation. The instrumentation of the LARZAC test
engine can be classified into a low and a high-frequency part
according to the sensor frequency response.

The low-frequency or conventional part is described in detail by
Höss and Fottner (1997) and is shown in Fig. 4. With the measured
quantities it is possible to determine the stationary and low-
frequency component performance behavior by gas path analysis.
The high-frequency instrumentation consists of miniature pressure
transducers.

Figure 5 shows the various instrumentation positions within the
compressor system. Each compressor is equipped with five wall-
static pressure transducers in front of the first stage. While they are
equally spaced in front of the LPC, this was not possible in front
of the HPC due to constructive restraints. With this, circumferen-
tially distributed pressure fluctuations can be resolved spatially in
the case of a sine-fluctuation up to the second order. In most cases
when modal waves were observed the first two spatial harmonics
dominate the inception process.

Another wall-static pressure transducer is located in front of the
second-stage rotor of the LPC. In conjunction with the total pres-
sure probe facing axially or circumferentially at the same axial
position and the traversable total pressure probe within the second
stator, it is possible to compare the suitability of the measuring
quantities for early detection of stall precursors. The above-
mentioned measurements by Day and Cumpsty (1978) and Das

Nomenc la tu re

a 5 wavelet parameter of dilation or
compression

ak 5 Fourier coefficients
b 5 wavelet parameter of translation

in time
ca,b 5 wavelet coefficients

F 5 thrust

HPC 5 high-pressure compressor
LPC 5 low-pressure compressor

n 5 rotor speed
N 5 number of blades
r 5 radius

T0 5 time of period

TET 5 turbine entry temperature
m 5 bypass ratio
P 5 pressure ratio
f 5 flow coefficient
C 5 pressure rise coefficient

C a,b 5 wavelet function

Fig. 1 LARZAC 04 C5 test engine

Table 1 Performance data LARZAC 04 C5 at design speed and sea level
conditions
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and Jiang (1984) showed very high amplitude variations of the
total pressure signal, especially of the circumferential total pres-
sure. Further total pressure probes—partly traversable—are lo-
cated in front of and behind the compressors and in the second
stator of the HPC in order to localize the radial and axial position
and extension of the stall.

The reference-volume of the sensors is built as either a vented or
a sealed gage. The vented gage sensors have the advantage that the
pressure within the reference volume can be adapted to the pres-
sure level of the flow. Therefore smaller sensor ranges with a
higher resolution can be used.

Data Acquisition and Control Unit. The data acquisition
system is mainly the system described by Herpel and Fottner
(1993). It consists of a device for measuring low-frequency signals
of up to 96 channels with an overall sampling rate of 100 kHz and
a resolution of 16 bit.

The high-frequency signals are digitized with a sampling rate of
32.8 kHz and 13 bit resolution for each channel with an analog
low-pass filter of 12.8 kHz. This frequency spectrum is by far
sufficient for resolving pressure fluctuations occurring during stall
inception. Due to data transfer and storage, the system is limited to
a simultaneous eight channel input.

Beside this data acquisition system, a control unit based on a
Pentium PC and a DSP data acquisition card was established. This
system is capable of controlling the positions of the power lever,
the mechanical throttling devices and the pneumatic throttle simul-
taneously and synchronously. Up to eight further input signals
(i.e., signals of the miniature pressure transducers) can be moni-
tored by an averaging and a gradient technique and by a Fast
Fourier-Transform. In case of stall or surge, the throttling can be
reliably interrupted by the control unit within a few milliseconds.

Analyzing Techniques
In the case of the high-frequency pressure signals, several anal-

ysis techniques were used and the results compared to each other.
Aliasing of the signal due to undersampling was avoided by analog
or digital filtering.

The signals are analyzed in the time domain by low-pass and
band-pass filtering with various filter steepnesses, in the temporal
frequency domain by a Fourier and a wavelet transform and the
circumferentially distributed wall-static pressure signals at LPC
inlet also by a spatial Fourier transform. Additionally, the power
spectral density is calculated with the spatial Fourier coefficients
as input data.

Time Domain. The signals are analyzed in the time domain
by a digital single band, nonrecursive FIR filter in low-pass and

band-pass configuration. This filter is linear in phase. The fre-
quency response and the filter steepness, respectively, can be
chosen arbitrarily.

Fourier Transform. According to the theory of continuous
Fourier transform, a given continuous, periodic functionx(t) can
be described by a sum of sine waves. Using Eq. (1) (Table 2) the
functionx(t) can be written as shown in Eq. (3) withv 0 5 2p/T0

andak as the Fourier coefficients as given in Eq. (2). A discrete,
finite function can be transformed analogously by replacing the
integrals by sums.

The temporal frequency spectra of the miniature pressure trans-
ducer signals were determined using a Fast-Fourier-Transform
algorithm. Thereby, the window size can be varied from 64 (about
2 ms in time) to 65,536 (2 s in time) measured data points. While
smaller time windows result in a coarse frequency spectrum, larger
windows wash out or broaden nonperiodic or fast changing (grow-
ing in amplitude or changing frequency) signals within the fre-
quency spectrum. Usually a time window of 0.125 s (4096 sam-
ples) was used. Different weightings of the time-window borders
showed no remarkable effect on the results.

Additionally, the circumferentially distributed wall-static pres-
sure signals at the LPC inlet are spatially Fourier transformed by
replacing the time variablet in Eq. (2) with the circumferential
position of the sensor. Therefore, long-wavelength rotating distur-
bances can be identified by a constant phase speed. This analyzing
technique was first demonstrated by McDougall et al. (1990) and
later in greater detail by Garnier et al. (1991).

Power Spectral Density and Traveling Wave Energy. Fur-
ther information about flow phenomena in the circumferential
direction can be extracted from a series of pressure signals by
computing the power spectral density (PSD) of the temporal de-
velopment of their spatial Fourier coefficients.

While the spatial Fourier transform yields amplitude and phase
over time, the PSD gives the development of the power of separate

Fig. 3 Bypass throttle

Fig. 4 Low-frequency instrumentation positions

Fig. 5 Positions of miniature pressure transducers

Fig. 2 Core throttle
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frequencies as a function of time without the phase information.
This method was first used by Garnier et al. (1991) for analyzing
pre-stall data and consequently developed into the calculation of
traveling wave energy (TWE) by Tryfonidis et al. (1995).

The TWE is obtained by overlaying the negative half of the PSD
spectrum with the positive and integrating the resulting differences
for a desired bandwidth for every step in time. Since standing wave
phenomena yield symmetric PSD’s with respect to zero frequency,
they do not contribute to the TWE. Therefore, the TWE accumu-
lates the energy content of any traveling disturbance that lasts for
a certain period of time.

Since the magnitude of traveling wave energy is related to the
stability of the system in cases where the compressor exhibits stall
inception via a modal wave, plotting the TWE for a time prior to
stall and thresholding it can be used as a stall warning indication.

Wavelet Transform. The wavelet analysis is a relatively new
signal processing tool developed in the late 80’s, and is mainly
used for data compression and image processing, but also for other
applications.

The transform process is very similar to the Fourier transform.
Both operations are linear and transform the input signal to a
different domain. As basis functions the Fourier transform uses
sine and cosine waves while the wavelet transform uses so called
wavelets. The definition of a wavelet is given by its “mother”
function c as

ca,b~t! 5
1

Îa
cS t 2 b

a D (6)

with a as parameter of dilation or compression andb as translation
in time. This means that a wavelet can be dilated in its frequency
and located in time. The “mother” wavelets can principally be
chosen arbitrarily but have to fulfill certain mathematical restric-

tions that are not discussed here and can be found in detail in
Strang and Nguyen (1996) or Chan (1995).

Corresponding to the Fourier coefficients (Eq. (2)) the wavelet
coefficients, representing the magnitude of a wavelet at a time, can
be determined according to Eq. (4).

The great advantage of the wavelet transform is illustrated in
Fig. 6. While for all frequencies within the Fourier transform the
same time window is used (in this case a simple square window)
and therefore the maximum resolution is restricted by this win-
dowing, the wavelet transform uses a dyadic time resolution with
frequency.

Therefore this analyzing technique seems to be much more
appropriate to resolve low-pressure fluctuations as they occur
during compressor stall onset at least via the spike-type inception
process. First investigations in order to recognize precursors by
means of wavelet transform were done by Liao and Chen (1996).

In contrast to their investigations, we chose the “Daubechies”
wavelet (see Daubechies, 1988) as the “mother” wavelet (Fig. 7).
The very hard to interpret phase information was neglected. A
typical magnitude plot is shown in Fig. 8. The levels correspond to
the wavelet frequency according to: 2Level 5 f.

Due to the chosen wavelet, a sine wave is represented best by
the level corresponding to the doubled frequency.

In order to quantify the results of the magnitude plots of the
wavelet transform, a further statistical feature was integrated
within the analyzing procedure. For each level the amplitude range
is divided into zones. For a window (in this case the length was set
to 0.1 s) sliding in time the amplitudes within each zone are
counted. This results in a frequency vector for each time window
(here frequency means how often an amplitude appears within a
certain time window). The frequency of the lowest amplitude zone
is set to zero. In order to reduce the large amount of resulting data,
the sum of the amplitudes and the sum of the elements of the
frequency vector are multiplied. This leads to a similar result as if
summing up all amplitudes of one level within a time window, but
the method described is not as susceptible to singular events.

Fig. 6 Time-frequency resolution for ( a) Fourier transform and ( b) wave-
let transform

Table 2 Basic equations of continuous Fourier and wavelet transform

Fig. 7 Daubechies wavelet
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LPC Measurement Results
In order to throttle the low-pressure compressor, the bypass

aperture was closed step by step until the compressor stalled. To
guarantee equilibrium conditions in order to determine the station-
ary compressor characteristics, there was a certain waiting time
between each throttling step and taking of the data. After stall
recovery, the last throttling steps were repeated, but this time the
aperture was closed not stepwise but continuously. No remarkable
differences either of the stalling point within the compressor
characteristics or in the stalling process could be detected, so this
throttling can be assumed to be quasi-steady in terms of stall
inception. Even for higher throttling rates, and also for a combined
throttling with core and bypass throttle, the stalling behavior
remained unchanged.

Compressor Performance. The low-pressure compressor
characteristic was determined by gas path analysis of the measured
low-frequency data. The steady compressor characteristics are
shown in Fig. 9. The measured working points are marked by
circles, while the dethrottled characteristics starting from the
steady working line to higher mass flow rates are extrapolated. The
closing of the bleed valves between about 55 and 58 percent of the
corresponding LPC rotor speed results in a slight dethrottling of
the LPC. One remarkable feature of the compressor characteristics
is the very flat progression of the upper speedlines. A reason for
this progression might be the unusual trend of the total-to-static
pressure rise stage characteristics as shown in Fig. 10. While for
stage 2 the gradient is always negative indicating stable compres-
sor flow, it tends to be positive for stage 1 for all speedlines and all
throttling rates. According to Stenning (1980) and his two-
dimensional stability analysis, the flow becomes unstable with a
gradient equal to zero. Nevertheless, the compressor flow as a
whole is stable most probably due to stabilizing effects of the
second stage. The values in Fig. 10 rather show a trend than being

precise due to the broad spreading of the measured high-frequency
data with which these stage characteristics were calculated.

Stall Inception With Clean Inlet Flow

Low-Pass Filtered Time Domain Signals.Figure 11 shows the
stall inception for three speed lines in the time domain. The data
was low-pass filtered with 1000 Hz and a smooth filter steepness.
These three speed-lines of 54, 78, and 90 percent corrected LPC
rotor speed are representative for the whole speed range with 54
percent representing the low-speed range, which extends from idle
to about 70 percent, with 78 percent representing the mid-speed up
to about 84 percent and with 90 percent representing the high-
speed range. The upper plots are arranged to show the axial
extension within the LPC showing the sensor signals of the static
pressure in front of the first rotor (331 deg at the circumference in
the direction of rotation), the total pressure within the first stator
(22 deg), the wall-static pressure in front of the second rotor (34
deg), and the total pressure near the hub (295 deg) behind the
second stator. (The term “total” for the “total-pressure” probes is
only valid in the case of stable flow facing the head of the probes.
In case of instability the probe does not sense the stagnation
pressure any more, but nevertheless this term is used for these
pressure probes). The lower plots show the signals of the circum-
ferentially distributed static pressure transducers in front of the
first stage.

For all speed settings, stall occurs first within the first rotor.
Taking the information of the stage characteristics (Fig. 10) into
account, this appears to be sensible as the first stage is heavily
loaded for all speeds. No remarkable precursors are detectable in
these time domain plots except for the lowest speeds where a
self-recoverable, one-cell, part-span stall (similar to the front-end-
stall reported by Day et al., 1999) was observed before deep
stalling. With higher shaft speeds, stall develops faster from the
first visible spikes to fully developed stall (from about 10 rotor
revolutions at 54 percent to about 3 rotor revolutions at 90 per-
cent). At 90 percent there are intensive pressure fluctuations with
rotor frequency visible already long before stall inception. These
fluctuations are damped out again and therefore they are not
directly triggering stall inception. The reason for these fluctuations
might be a permanent blade stall fixed to one blade. This expla-
nation is supported by the sharp, spike-type signal patterns. Gen-
erally the total pressure probe in the first stator detects the first
spike with the biggest amplitude or even one rotor revolution
earlier than the other sensors but also with higher noise.

At rotor speeds higher than 74 percent the stalling of the LPC
causes the HPC to surge as shown in theptLPC,exit trace (please note
the larger time scale). This surging is shown in the total pressure
traces of the sensor behind the LPC and it always starts with an
overpressured spike in this signal caused by the HPC blowdown.
This type of interaction due to LPC stall is known as rotating inlet
distortion for the HPC.

Temporal Fourier Transform. This description of an almost
identical stall inception process for all speed settings changes

Fig. 8 Magnitude plot of wavelet transform

Fig. 9 LP compressor characteristics

Fig. 10 LPC stage characteristics: ( a) Stage 1, (b) Stage 2
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abruptly when taking the temporal Fourier transform into consid-
eration. The Fourier spectra of the signals of the same static
pressure probe at inlet is shown in Fig. 12 for the three speeds.
While at 54 percent only the shaft frequencies and the main hum
can be identified with a slight broadening when approaching the
stall onset point, there are further frequencies visible at 78 percent
corresponding rotor speed. The first additional frequency that is
very slight and hard to detect is at 144 Hz. Usually this would not
have been noticed. Easier to detect are the peaks at 288 Hz. There
are further frequency peaks visible in the higher frequency range,
one at 832 Hz, another one at 1057 Hz, and even a higher one with
the same frequency step. This step is exactly the LPC rotor
frequency, but these high frequencies are no multiples of any rotor
frequency. The amplitudes of these frequencies grow, partly ex-
ponentially (especially for the higher speeds), until stall occurs. Up
to now no final explanation has been found for these frequencies,
but this phenomenon is discussed in greater detail later in this
report.

At 90 percent speed the picture is pretty much the same as at 78
percent. A highly fluctuating amplitude of low order can be iden-
tified weakly at about 200 Hz. Other clearly visible frequencies are
the shaft speeds with the second harmonic of the HP shaft and
those higher frequencies described above. The LP shaft frequency
and the first-order frequency shift rise dramatically in amplitude
just before stall inception.

Band-Pass Filtered Time Domain Signals.In order to be able
to judge if and, if yes, which of these frequencies develop into
rotating stall, a huge amount of band pass filtering was performed.

In Fig. 12 only those data sets are shown that fit best the earliest
detectable oscillations in the time domain leading directly to stall.
Presenting only the results, at 54 percent speed no prestall fre-
quency could be identified until the first visible spikes appeared. At
78 percent speed the 144 Hz frequency fits best, slowing down to
stall with about 125 Hz. At 90 percent the LPC rotor frequency
clearly dominates and develops very rapidly into fully developed
rotating stall within one rotor revolution.

Spatial Fourier Transform. As a further analyzing technique,
the spatial Fourier transform as a transform not of time but of
space of the circumferentially distributed static pressure signals at
LPC inlet was performed (Fig. 13).

At low speed (54 percent) there is no incitement visible either in
the amplitude or in the phase of the first and the second Fourier
coefficients. The amplitude never reveals any striking and dramatic
changes during the pre-stall phase in our data sets. Generally it
rises slightly at least for one coefficient just before stall inception.
When stall inception occurs, it rises very quickly, representing the
growing process of the stall cell within a few rotor revs.

The phase of the Fourier coefficients behaves differently. For
the speed lines at mid- and high-speed zones of constant changing
phases and phase velocities can be recognized. This was also
observed by McDougall et al. (1990), Garnier et al. (1991), and
others and was interpreted as an established, long-wavelength
disturbance running around the circumference at a fixed rotational
frequency.

At 78 percent corresponding rotor speed there is a zone of
constant phase angle velocity visible about four rotor revolu-

Fig. 11 Pressure signals during stall inception at ( a) 54 percent of these LPC rotor speed, ( b) 78 percent rotor speed, ( c) 90
percent rotor speed
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tions just before stall within the first Fourier coefficient. The
phase angle velocity amounts to 144 Hz. The smooth transient
to stall indicates that the stall cell grows out of this rotating
wave. This frequency was already found within the temporal
Fourier frequency spectrum and within the band-pass filtered
time domain signal.

In agreement with the interpretations of McDougall et al.
(1990), Garnier et al. (1991), Day (1993a), Tryfonidis et al. (1995),

and many other authors based on the theoretical model of Moore
and Greitzer (1986) this observed frequency is due to an incom-
pressible modal wave, which grows as an eigenmode of the oscil-
latory system from infinitely small values to rotating stall. Further
periods of constant phase angle velocities can be found within the
phase of the second Fourier coefficient. There the phase angle
velocity amounts to 225 Hz, which is the LP rotor frequency. This
frequency appears several times before the stall inception in a

Fig. 12 Temporal Fourier spectrum and band-pass filtered time domain signals at 54, 78, and 90 percent corresponding rotor speed
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steplike manner, but disappears completely at about four revolu-
tions before stall inception.

At higher rotor speeds (90 percent) the stall inception behavior
is dominated by the LP rotor frequency. This can be observed
within the first Fourier coefficient for about five revolutions im-
mediately prior to stall inception but also during several periods
before. Within the second Fourier coefficient, the rotor frequency
is also visible, but here a constant phase velocity at a frequency of
;200 Hz exists for the same five rotor revolutions immediately
prior to stall inception. This 200 Hz signal was already found
within the temporal Fourier spectrum but only very weak and
highly unsteady in its frequency and moreover only visible in two
out of the five circumferential pressure signals. Therefore, it seems
very unlikely that stall onset is triggered by this frequency. The
abrupt disruptions of the phase velocity after stall inception are due
to the onset of HPC surging.

Power Spectral Density and Traveling Wave Energy.An ad-
ditional analysis was carried out by calculating the power spectral
density (PSD) of the previously computed spatial Fourier coeffi-
cients and the temporal development of the traveling wave energy
(TWE). Using these methods confirms the type of stall inception as
proposed by the spatial and temporal FFT alone, while the TWE
gives an earlier notice of stall inception throughout the speed
range. The PSD’s and TWE’s of the first and second Fourier
coefficients for 54, 78, and 90 percent corrected speed are shown
in Fig. 14. The PSD of the first coefficient at 54 percent corrected
speed from21.2 to 1.2 times rotor speed is plotted in the upper left
corner. No significant rise of any particular frequency up to the
point where a stall cell emerges at about 56 percent corrected
speed can be observed. This is typical for a spike-type stall
inception rather than that of a modal wave growing into stall and

supports what was concluded from the inspection of the phase plot
in Fig. 13. Due to shaft unbalancing the rotor frequency is domi-
nant. The TWE of these spectra during a period of 3 seconds prior
to stall is depicted below. Though there is no particular dominating
eigenmode, the TWE increases in a rather wavy form until the
onset of stall, where it grows excessively. For this particular set of
data, a warning time of roughly 0.25 seconds (40 rotor revolutions)
before stall can be defined. This example gives a good impression
of the capabilities of the TWE. Because of its integrating character
not only modal waves, but all traveling disturbances that exist over
a certain period of time contribute to the TWE. The PSD of the
second Fourier coefficient at this speed is presented in the upper
right corner. There is some activity in the pre-stall phase, but
eventually a disturbance at 56 percent corrected speed (same as for
the first coefficient) becomes unstable first. The TWE of the
second Fourier coefficient (below) does not reveal a steady rise
before stall. It wiggles around a constant value. A very sharp drop,
which is generated by the negative constant phase velocity phe-
nomena shown in Fig. 13, marks the stall onset.

Since stall at 78 percent corrected rotor speed is triggered by a
modal wave at 144 Hz (0.64 of corrected rotor speed) (Fig. 12), the
rotor frequency is left out in the figures at this speed for easier
detection of the important frequencies. The steadily increasing
value for the PSD of the 1st Fourier coefficient at 64 percent
corresponding rotor speed (Fig. 14, middle) clearly exhibits a
smooth transition from inception to fully developed stall. This can
be expected for stall inception via a modal wave. Looking at the
PSD of the second coefficient supports the existence of a single
modal wave, since no other signal is growing during the stall
inception phase. A peak can be recognized for fully developed stall
at around 64 percent rotor speed indicating the established rotating

Fig. 13 Spatial Fourier coefficients at 54, 78, and 90 percent corresponding rotor speed
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stall cell. Conservatively thresholding the TWE of the first coef-
ficient, gives a warning time of approximately 0.35 seconds (75
rotor revolutions). A similar observation can be made for the TWE
of the second Fourier coefficient.

The PSD of the spatial Fourier coefficients at 90 percent
speed are shown at the bottom of Fig. 14. One can clearly see
that the rotor frequency dominates both PSD spectra. This is
consistent with the results of the temporal Fourier transform
(Fig. 12). The phenomenon, detected in the phase plot of the
second coefficient (Fig. 13, bottom) at 200 Hz, also exists in the
PSD. It seems to be a modal wave, but its magnitude is
negligible compared to the rotor frequency and does not go
unstable first. Since the signal at650 percent rotor frequency
can be interpreted as a standing wave, it does not contribute to
the TWE. The drastic increase of the PSD for both coefficients
at 50 percent rotor frequency at 17.94 seconds already indicates
a rotating stall cell, which develops and slows down within one
revolution starting from the disturbance at 100 percent rotor
frequency. The TWE of the first coefficient shows a strong

increase when approaching stall approximately 0.14 seconds
(37 rotor revolutions) before the stall cell is fully developed.
From inspection of the time trace at around 17.5 seconds (not
shown here) one can see that the peak in the TWE is generated
by the blade stall mentioned before, which disappears again.
This behavior demonstrates the difficulty of defining and
thresholding a fixed value of TWE in a real engine environment.
The TWE of the second coefficient does not give any additional
information.

Wavelet Transform. The results of the wavelet transform of
the inlet static pressure signal of one sensor for each speed line is
shown in Fig. 15. The magnitude plots show great amplitudes at
very high levels corresponding to the rotor blade passages at any
time within the pre-stall phase. While at 54 percent speed the
amplitude distribution grows continuously from very high levels to
lower levels until stall onset occurs, this behavior is less pro-
nounced at higher speeds where the lower levels show a greater
amplification. After the onset of stall the lower levels predominate

Fig. 14 PSD and TWE of the spatial Fourier coefficients at 54, 78, and 90 percent corresponding rotor speed
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according to the stall cell and surge frequencies. (The levels
correspond to the number of bisectioning the time window, so the
signal frequency is 2Level). In order to quantify this signal behavior,
the above-described statistical analysis for each level was per-
formed with the results plotted on the right hand side of Fig. 15.
The scaling of they axis results from summing up the amplitudes,
but in this case it is somewhat arbitrarily since only the relative
development of the curves themselves is of interest. Starting with
54 percent speed it is clearly visible that levels 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12
rise while approaching the surge line with a pre-warning time of
about half a second (about 80–100 rotor revolutions). Level 8
corresponds to the rotor frequency whereas level 12 is slightly
above the rotor passage frequency.

At 78 percent speed this increase in amplitude is clearly found
within levels 7, 8, and 9 (level 8 corresponds to a sine-wave
frequency of about half the rotor frequency) with about 1 second
warning time (200 rotor revolutions) whereas the levels corre-
sponding to the rotor passage frequency (levels 12 and 13) de-
crease. A similar behavior occurs at 90 percent speed with the

center of increase indicating stall inception at levels 8, 9, and 10
corresponding to the rotor frequency with a pre-warning time of
about 1.5 second (400 rotor revolutions). This time the compressor
was not throttled only the last few steps of the speed line until stall,
but continuously all the way from the steady working point until
stall occurs, resulting in a long measurement time of 30 seconds.
The statistics of the wavelet transform show a dramatic but con-
tinuous increase in the amplitude-frequency distribution within
levels 11, 12, and 13 already 10 seconds prior to stall inception.
Just before stall inception, these levels decrease. With these levels
corresponding to fluctuations of a very high frequency (i.e., rotor
passage frequency) they are more of a general measure for the
damping of the compressor flow than to be for the physical origin
of stall (in contrast to the above-discussed stalling behavior at 54
percent).

The result of the statistical analysis of the wavelet transform
was almost identical, independent of the sensor’s position,
except for the total pressure probe behind the LPC with the
weakest signal. This is due to the axial and radial position of the

Fig. 15 Wavelet transform and statistical evaluation of the amplitude variations
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origin of the stalling process within the first rotor at the tip of
the blades.

Discussion on High-Frequency Signal Content. As shown
in Fig. 12 an additional, unexpected frequency appeared in the
temporal Fourier transform for data sets starting at about 74
percent LPC rotor speed up to full speed. The frequency was
always located between the third harmonics of the LP and HP rotor
frequencies. A further frequency was visible at a frequency step
corresponding to the LP rotor speed above the first one. These
frequencies are no multiples of any lower orders.

Analyzing the unfiltered data (except the analog filtering with
12.8 kHz) with the spatial Fourier transform showed also a clear
dominance of this frequency within phase propagation. This is
shown in Fig. 16 for 86 percent rotor speed. The filtered data were
low-pass filtered before transformed.

This result sustains the existence of a high-frequency rotating
disturbance. On the other hand the propagation velocity of these
frequencies are too high to rotate on a self-supporting base. An
explanation could be the interaction within the pressure oscilla-
tions caused by the LP and HP shafts, with the LP shaft dominat-
ing. Yet it is not clear whether these interactions play any role
within the stall inception process as they rise almost exponentially
for higher rotor speeds just before stall inception. This will be the
subject of further investigations.

Stall Inception With Inlet Distortion. To investigate the
effect of inlet distortion on the stall onset process, several types of
inlet distortions were generated by mounting a pressure gauze or a
delta wing into the bellmouth inlet (for details see Bernhard and
Fottner, 1993). With these devices, either pressure distortions of
various extends, twin-swirl distortions, or combinations of them
were generated.

Shown in Fig. 17 is the low-pass filtered time domain signal of
the circumferentially distributed wall static pressure sensors at
LPC inlet with a 90 deg gauze mounted at 84 percent rotor speed.
This gauze was mounted covering the pressure sensor positions 4
and 5 with position 1 being the first sensor behind the pressure
gauze in terms of rotor rotation.

It is obvious that the sensor at position 1 is affected most
strongly by this pressure distortion. This is also visible within the
temporal Fourier transform showing a broad-band noise due to
local flow separations that originate at the exit (circumferentially
in rotor rotation) of the pressure gauze. These pressure fluctuations
are usually damped out at sensor positions 2 and 3, disappearing
completely at position 4 and 5, where the pressure gauze was
mounted. Stall originates from a local spike-type flow separation
of a sufficient large extension surviving the damping within the
undistorted section. This stall inception behavior is consistent with
the measurements of Wilson and Freeman (1994) and Day et al.
(1999) and can be explained by a local unloading of the first stage
when entering the distorted section and an additional loading at the

exit. This is most probably because of the turning of the undis-
torted flow at the section boarders inwards to the distorted section
and therefore changing the stage loading locally. These spike-type
stall precursors are observed for the whole speed range in case of
total pressure inlet distortion and also for swirl distortion. Modal
waves were not observed neither in the time domain nor in the
temporal Fourier or wavelet transform. With the statistical evalu-
ation of the wavelet transform for sensor 1 stall inception is
announced by a gradual increase in amplitude-frequency distribu-
tion of the levels 9 and 10 already two seconds in advance, as
shown in Fig. 18.

Discussion of LPC Measurements
The high-frequency data measured before and during stall in-

ception were analyzed with various techniques. The results led to
a congruent picture of the stall inception process within the LPC of
the LARZAC engine and showed also the advantages and limita-
tions of each analyzing technique regarding the physical back-
ground of the inception process and the obtainable stall warning
times.

While at low speeds the compressor flow becomes unstable in a
spike-type manner, it reveals a modal wave precursor behavior at
midspeeds for undistorted inlet flow. This low- and mid-speed
behavior is also observed within other high-speed compressors and
the VIPER engine as recently described by Day et al. (1999).

A further flow disturbance that determines stall inception at
high-speed settings is the shaft order perturbation due to rotor
imbalance, a nonideal casing or blades, etc. Regarding the results

Fig. 16 Spatial Fourier transform of low-pass filtered and unfiltered data
at 86 percent rotor speed

Fig. 17 Low-pass filtered pressure signals and temporal Fourier trans-
form at 84 percent rotor speed with 90 deg total pressure inlet distortion
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in time and frequency domain, it is very likely that stall develops
from these perturbations. Also Day et al. (1999) assumed that it
might be possible that shaft order perturbations play a role within
the stall inception process. Tryfonidis et al. (1995) supposed that
external forcing functions as, i.e., rotor shaft perturbations could
excite a nonlinear response of the system. It is also possible that
according to the linear stability model by Hendricks et al. (1993)
applied by Tryfonidis et al. (1995) finally a compressible mode of
the oscillatory system excited by the shaft perturbations becomes
unstable. Independent of the analytical identification of system
modes, the influence reported herein of shaft order perturbations
on the stall inception process is very important for any controlling
system either in order to prevent stall by fast dethrottling actions or
by active flow stabilization.

Higher frequencies observed within the temporal and spatial
Fourier transform most probably indicate an interaction between
two forcing functions (LPC and HPC rotor imbalance) resulting in
a nonlinear system response. This is the subject of further inves-
tigations.

The assumptions of Camp and Day (1998) cannot be supported
by these measurements. Although the stage matching is adverse for
all speeds regarding the stage characteristics of the first stage, the
compressor reveals modal-wave-type behavior for undistorted in-
let flow. Camp supposed that an even stage matching is a required
condition for the growing process of modal waves.

In case of distorted inlet flow, spike-type stall inception behav-
ior dominates for the whole speed range. Modal waves were not
observed any more. Therefore the approach of stall inception was
indicated already a long time in advance, at least right behind the
most deprived sections, due to a continuously increasing broad-
band noise representing local flow separations. These fluctuations

were damped out again within the other sections until stall occurs.
For a total pressure distorted inlet flow generated by a gauze this
most deprived section is at the exit (in terms of rotor rotation) of
the gauze due to the local increase in blade loading. The reason for
this local increase in blade loading is the turning of the undistorted
streamlines inward at the distorted section. On the other hand, the
flow is stabilized at the entrance of the distorted section by locally
unloading the stage.

From the viewpoint of a stall avoidance control system, this
local loading and unloading of the stage could be used for indi-
cating the surge margin. In conjunction with a statistical evaluation
of an appropriate analyzing tool (e.g., wavelet) this would rather be
a measure for the damping of the flow than for the flow structure.
This statistical evaluation based on the results of the wavelet
transform for clean inlet flow was demonstrated. Even though
different types of stall inception patterns have been recognized, the
wavelet analyzing technique was able to indicate the surge line
approach at all speeds with sufficient warning time to allow any
effective control action. Due to the coarse resolution, these signs
were represented in different levels, but generally centered around
the level representing the stall phenomenon. This result is very
encouraging from the view of any stall avoidance control system,
as with only one analyzing tool and data from one sensor, by
simply thresholding the sum of the amplitudes within certain
levels, stall inception can be identified.

Conclusions and Summary
Stall inception behavior has been the subject of numerous in-

vestigations with isolated compressors on test-rigs or numerical
simulations. Only very few full-scale engine tests were performed
to verify these results and investigate component interactions on
stall inception in an engine installation.

In order to investigate this stall inception behavior of the com-
pressor system of the two-spool turbofan engine LARZAC 04, this
engine has been equipped with extended low-frequency and high-
frequency instrumentation. The experimental setup including the
instrumentation, throttling devices, and the data acquisition system
have been introduced. Various analyzing techniques in the time
domain, temporal and spatial Fourier frequency domain, PSD and
TWE of the spatial Fourier coefficients, and a wavelet transform
have been presented. Data from LPC measurements with and
without inlet distortion have been analyzed and discussed.

Three different types of stall precursor for undistorted inlet flow
have been identified. While the spike-type behavior at low-speed
and modal waves at mid-speed were already known from com-
pressor test-rig data, these investigations show that forcing func-
tions as they exist in an engine installation as, i.e., the rotor shaft
imbalance play an important role in the stall inception process, at
least at higher speeds. Any controlling unit has to be able to control
not only some oscillatory incompressible and compressible eigen-
modes, but also external and internal forcing functions. Therefore
extending the stable range of an on-duty aeroengine compressor at
all speed settings is a much more challenging task than it was
supposed to be regarding only the measurements from low-speed
compressors.

On the other hand an active stall avoidance control with suffi-
cient stall warning time for all speeds is possible in a reliable and
fairly simple manner regarding the results of the wavelet transform
and the extended statistical evaluation.
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Propagation of Multiple Short-
Length-Scale Stall Cells in an
Axial Compressor Rotor
Evolution and structure of multiple stall cells with short-length-scale in an axial com-
pressor rotor have been investigated experimentally. In a low-speed research compressor
rotor tested, a short-length-scale stall cell appeared at first, but did not grow rapidly in
size, unlike a so-called “spike-type stall inception” observed in many multistage com-
pressors. Alternatively, the number of cells increased to a certain stable state (a mild stall
state) under a fixed throttle condition. In the mild stall state the multiple stall cells, the size
of which was on the same order of the inception cell (a few blade spacings), were rotating
at 72 percent of rotor speed and at intervals of 4.8 blade spacings. With further throttling,
a long-length-scale wave appeared overlapping the multiple short-length-scale waves,
then developed to a deep stall state with a large cell. In order to capture the short-length-
scale cells in the mild stall state, a so-called “double phase-locked averaging technique”
has been developed, by which the flow field can be measured phase locked to both the
rotor and the stall cell rotation. Then, time-dependent ensemble averages of the three-
dimensional velocity components upstream and downstream of the rotor have been
obtained with a slanted hot-wire, and the pressure distributions on the casing wall with
high-response pressure transducers. By a physically plausible explanation for the exper-
imental results, a model for the flow mechanism of the short-length-scale stall cell has
been presented. The distinctive feature of the stall cell structure is on the separation vortex
bubble with a leg traveling ahead of the rotor, with changing the blade in turn on which
the vortex leg stands.

Introduction
It is said there are two types of stall inception in axial compres-

sors. The first one is characterized by long-length-scale distur-
bances (Garnier et al., 1991) for which two-dimensional linearized
stability analyses are available (Moore and Greitzer, 1986; Weigl
et al., 1998). The second one is characterized by a short-length-
scale disturbance known as a “spike” (McDougall et al., 1990).
Sometimes, these inception types are coupled (Day, 1993). Re-
cently, Day et al. (1999) investigated the stall inception for several
European aeroengine-type compressors, and found a new type of
high-frequency stall inception in two compressors operating at full
speed. From the experimental results of low-speed compressor
testing at the Whittle Laboratory, in which multiple part-span stall
cells rotated at 82 percent of rotor speed and at intervals of five
blade spacings, they thought that the high-frequency waves re-
sulted from multiple part-span stall cells. Multiple wave distur-
bances due to part-span stall cells were also reported in the
low-speed compressor test rig by Mathioudakis and Breugelmans
(1985). Silkowski (1995) observed them in a low-speed four-stage
compressor test rig with a mismatched stage condition, and men-
tioned that the short-length-scale disturbances (spike) appeared
and disappeared sporadically near the stall condition at first, then
the number of the spikes increased as the flow rate decreased, and
finally multiple spikes appeared at intervals of 4.5 blade spacings
rotating at roughly 70 percent of rotor speed at a lower flow rate.

In a low-speed compressor test rig at Kyushu University, a
similar phenomenon has occurred in evolution of rotating stall. In
this paper, the formation process of the multiple part-span cells
with short-length-scale and the process of coalescing into a big
rotating stall cell are presented first, based on the measurement

data by pressure transducers mounted on the casing wall near the
rotor leading edge. Second, a so-called “double phase-locked
averaging” (DPLA) technique is proposed to capture the short-
length-scale stall cell by a slanted hot-wire and high-response
pressure transducers, with which three-dimensional flow fields
before and behind the rotor and the casing wall pressure distribu-
tion can be obtained synchronously with both the rotor and the cell
rotation. Last, a flow mechanism of the short-length-scale stall cell
is discussed based on the time-dependent ensemble averages of the
three-dimensional velocity components upstream and downstream
of the rotor and the casing wall pressure distributions.

Experimental Facility and Instrumentation
A schematic view of the test section of the low-speed research

compressor is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a 449-mm-dia rotor
with hub/tip ratio of 0.7, two cantilevered stators upstream and
downstream of the rotor, and inlet and outlet guide vanes. The
rotor comprises 24 blades designed for a constant whirl angle of
absolute inlet flow and 50 percent reaction at midspan. The two
stators consisting of 22 blades are geometrically identical, and the
inlet guide vanes are designed for the same exit flow angle distri-
bution as the rotor in order to simulate the middle stage of a
compressor. The gap between the rotor and the stator is about a
half of the blade height, which is considerably larger than the
actual compressor stages to make a survey of the flow field. The
compressor stage has the flow rate coefficient off 5 0.5, and the
pressure coefficient ofc 5 0.4335 at the design point. The blade
profile used is from the NACA 65 series for the rotor, two stators,
and outlet guide vanes, and from the NACA 63 series for the inlet
guide vanes. The blade tip clearance is 0.5 mm (0.75 percent of
blade height) for the rotor and stators. Additional information for
the bladings is shown in Table 1.

The stage performance was evaluated for a combination of the
rotor and the downstream stator. The total pressure rise of the stage
was obtained from the pressure difference between the inlet and
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outlet chamber by subtracting the aerodynamic losses of other
elements, which had been obtained in a preliminary experiment
without the rotor and the downstream stator. The flow rate was
measured by a flow nozzle connecting with outlet chamber (see
Inoue et al., 1993).

A single slanted hot-wire and a five-hole pressure probe are used
to survey internal flows in the radial direction upstream and
downstream of the rotor, and both in the radial and circumferential
direction downstream of the stators.

For measuring the casing wall pressure distribution, 14 high-
response pressure transducers (Kulite XCS-062) are mounted on
the casing wall to cover the measuring points from 24.6 mm
upstream of the rotor leading edge to 20.4 mm downstream of the
rotor trailing edge in the axial direction. One of the pressure
transducers near the rotor leading edge is used to detect rotating
stall inception of the rotor and to observe a transient phenomenon
of the stall cell development. A trigger pulse of the stall inception
is taken by setting a threshold level for the low-pass filtered (LPF)
signal of the pressure sensor for which the blade passing frequency
has been removed. Another pressure sensor is located at 90 deg
apart in the circumferential direction to measure the number of
stall cells and their rotating speed.

Evolution of Multiple Short-Length-Scale Stall Cells

Pressure-Rise Characteristics of the Compressor Stage.
Figure 2 shows the pressure-rise characteristics of the compressor
stage tested. The pressure coefficientc is the maximum at the flow
rate coefficient off 5 0.380. With throttling fromf 5 0.380 to
0.346 the pressure coefficient is reduced, but in this flow range no
signal indicating stall inception is observed in the LPF output of
the pressure sensor on the casing wall near the rotor leading edge.
The cause of the pressure reduction was examined by flow surveys
downstream of the rotor and the stator using the five-hole pressure
probe. The averaged total pressure at the rotor exit increases from
f 5 0.400 to 0.355 (the figure omitted). But, as shown in Fig. 3,
which shows the total pressure distributions at the downstream
stator exit forf 5 0.400 and 0.355, a corner stall grows noticeably
between a cantilevered stator blade and the casing wall atf 5

0.355. The pressure reduction is mainly caused by growth of this
stator corner stall. Stall inception of the rotor is detected atf 5
0.346, from where the flow rate decreases by itself (without
throttling) to f 5 0.332 in around 100 rotations of the rotor, and
the pressure drops fromc 5 0.516 to 0.470. As the flow rate
decreases fromf 5 0.332 to 0.295 by closing the throttle care-
fully, the pressure is reduced gradually toc 5 0.428, and then,
jumps toc 5 0.335 atf 5 0.264. In this paper, the flow ranges
from f 5 0.346 to 0.332,f 5 0.332 to 0.295, andf 5 0.295 to
0.264 are designated as the flow ranges A, B, and C, respectively,
for convenience of the following discussion.

Time Evolution of Casing Wall Pressure Trace. Figure 4
shows a time evolution of the casing wall pressure trace with the
low-pass filter near the rotor leading edge in the flow range A. The
output of LPF pressure is shown versus time. For each horizontal
line, the short and long vertical lines stand for blade passing and
rotor rotations respectively, andn is a number for rotor rotation
corresponding to the left vertical line. Immediately after the stall
inception is detected in the LPF pressure signal, a spiky wave is
generated in a rotor rotation with rapid increase followed by rapid
decrease in the pressure. Similar wave shapes appear at intervals of
1.36 times of a rotor rotation. Then, the second spiky wave appears
next to the first one, and the number of waves increases at unequal
intervals with time. Finally, the similar shapes of wave stand in at
intervals of about 0.27 times of a rotor rotation. In the flow range
B, they keep to be at the same intervals of about 0.27 (the figure
is omitted).

An LPF pressure trace in the flow range C is shown in Fig. 5. It
is clearly seen that the short-length-scale waves and a long-length-
scale wave are overlapping each other, and turn into a big wave
due to a deep stall cell.

Cross-Correlation Function of Two Pressure Signals. In
order to examine the number and rotating speed of the stall cells,
the LPF pressure signals have been analyzed by a cross-correlation
function. Figure 6(a) shows the LPF pressure traces for two
pressure sensors located 90 deg apart in the circumferential direc-
tion, and a cross-correlation function of the two signals, when
short-length-scale waves exist at intervals of 1.36 times of a rotor
rotation. From this figure, it is estimated that one cell rotates at
73.4 percent of the rotor speed.

Nomenc la tu re

Cp 5 pressure coefficient
LPF 5 low-pass filtered

p9 5 deviation of pressure from ensem-
ble average

poi 5 stagnation pressure in inlet cham-
ber

pw 5 casing wall pressure

r 5 radius
r t 5 radius of blade tip

Tp 5 stall cell location relative to a blade
spacing

ut 5 blade tip speed
D 5 an increment of gray scale in the

figures

r 5 density
f 5 flow rate coefficient (the mean axial

velocity divided byut)
c 5 pressure coefficient (the total pres-

sure rise divided byrut
2/ 2)

Fig. 1 Schematic view of test section

Table 1 Design specifications of rotor and stator
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If the cells are rotating at nearly constant speed, the number of
the cells must be increasing with time until it attains the final
condition of range A. Then, pieces of the pressure trace where the
number of cells are expected to be 2, 3, 4, and 5 have been
analyzed by the cross-correlation function, respectively. The re-
sults are shown in Figs. 6(b)–(e). From the interval of two large
peaks, it is found that the rotating speed of the cell decreases a little
with the number of cells, and is 72.2 percent of the rotor rotation
when five cells exist. In the cross-correlation functions of Figs.
6(b), 6(c), and 6(d), the number of small peaks between two large
peaks are 2, 3, and 4, respectively. This fact seems to be as if the
number of the cells was one more than what had been expected
from the LPF pressure traces. This is because the cells stand in at
unequal intervals as will be shown by the wavelet analysis de-
scribed later. It should be noted that the number of cells estimated

only by the cross-correlation function may be incorrect when they
are at unequal intervals.

In range B, the LPF pressure traces and the cross-correlation
function of two pressure signals are similar to Fig. 6(e), but the
corresponding two large peaks are indistinguishable from other
peaks in the cross-correlation function (the figure is omitted).
Figure 7 shows the LPF pressure traces and the cross-correlation
function in range C. From this figure, the rotating speed of a large
cell is estimated to be 29.3 percent of a rotor rotation.

Wavelet Analysis. The size and the interval of the stall cells
are examined by the wavelet transform, which is useful to get local
information on disturbances (Farge, 1992).

The wavelet transform of a pressure signalp(t) is defined by

W~a, b! 5
1

Îa E C~T!p~t!dt

whereC(T) is a wavelet function,a is the scaling parameter,b
implies translation, andT(t 2 b)/a. When an appropriate function
is chosen asC(T), a large value ofW(a, b) implies that the
disturbance with scalea exists locally aroundb.

In the present study,

C~T! 5 2sin ~2T! exp~2T2!

was used since a wave form of this wavelet is similar to the spiky
LPF pressure signal observed in Fig. 4.

Figure 8 shows the contour map ofW(a, b) in the flow range A.
The abscissa isb/Dt and the ordinate is a logarithmic scale ofa/Dt
in the opposite direction, whereDt corresponds to 1/120 of a rotor
rotation. One cell appears in the first line of the figure, and the
second one is generated in the second line. Just after the third cell
is generated, the intervals are irregular, as shown in the third line,
but a space appears to every three cells in which the fourth cell is
generated as shown in the fourth line. In several rotations after the
fourth cell is generated, a space appears to every four cells to
generate the fifth one. The condition of five cells is so stable as to
keep it through flow range B (the figure is omitted). In ranges A
and B, the maximum values ofW(a, b) are located ata/Dt ' 10.
This means that the size of a cell is on the order of two blade
spacings since the rotor has 24 blades (a ' 10Dt 5 1/12 of a
rotor rotation).

Figure 9 shows the result of the wavelet analysis in range C. It
is clearly seen that a large-scale disturbance appears overlapping
the five small disturbances in the first line of the figure, and
develops as the small ones disappear. The scale of the large
disturbance is on the order of a rotor rotation. This means a single
large stall cell is generated in range C.

Additional Discussion. Recently, Camp and Day (1998) pro-
posed a simple model to explain the occurrence of long-length-
scale or spike-type stall inception in a given situation. According
to their model, if the peak of the overall pressure characteristic is
reached before the critical value of rotor incidence is exceeded
anywhere in the compressor, then long-length-scale oscillations
will occur, while, if the critical rotor tip incidence is exceeded
before the peak of the overall pressure characteristic is reached,
then spikes will appear in the overloaded rotor.

In the low-speed compressor stage used in this study, however,
the type of stall inception did not conform to their model. A spike
appeared at the beginning of the flow range A beyond the peak of
the stage characteristic as shown in Fig. 2. Between the peak and
the appearance of the spike, no long-length-scale wave was ob-
served. The spike did not grow rapidly in size, unlike a so-called
“spike-type stall inception.” Alternatively, the number of cells
increased under a fixed throttle condition, and reached five in a
certain flow range, keeping the size and rotating speed.

In the present compressor stage test rig, another rotor and stator,
which have swept endbend blades and the same design point, were
tested. They were designated as the CEF rotor and the CEF stator

Fig. 2 Stage performance of compressor stage tested

Fig. 3 Total pressure distribution downstream of stator

Fig. 4 Low-pass filtered pressure trace near rotor leading edge in flow
range A

Fig. 5 Low-pass filtered pressure trace near rotor leading edge in flow
range C
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(Inoue et al., 1997). In every combination of the rotor and stator
(e.g., a combination of the CEF rotor and the baseline stator), the
situation was similar for the development of rotating stall cells.
However, the time in which the number of cells increased from one
to five varied depending on the combination of the rotor and stator.
When the development of the corner stall in the stator (see Fig.
3(b)) was suppressed by using the CEF stator, the number of cells

increased so rapidly that the cross-correlation analysis could not
made for each cell number. It happened very rarely that six cells
appeared in the flow range B. When the stall inception was delayed
by using the CEF rotor and CEF stator, flow range B was very
narrow. The evolution of the rotating stall is very sensitive to the
blading geometry. Under a certain condition, a short-length-scale
cell may grow rapidly in size without increasing the number of
cells. Under a different condition, a long-length-scale wave may
appear suddenly without a stable condition of range B. Further
investigation will be necessary on this point.

Structure of Short-Length-Scale Stall Cell

Double Phase-Locked Averaging Technique. The size, the
pressure wave pattern, and the rotating speed of a short-length-
scale cell near stall inception are almost the same as those of the
multiple stall cells in flow range B. Therefore, structure of the cells
is considered to be identical at the stall inception and in the range
B. The structure of short-length-scale stall cell at stall inception
will be found if the structure of the cells can be captured in the
stable condition of range B.

So far, flow structure of a rotating stall cell was measured by
phase-locking data acquisition techniques with the cell rotation
(Das and Jiang, 1984; Poensgen and Gallus, 1996; Palomba et al.,
1998). These techniques are available for a long-length-scale stall
cell, since blade geometry has a secondary effect for the cell
structure. For capturing the short-length-scale stall cell, however,
it is necessary to acquire the data synchronously with both the
rotor and the cell rotation because the cell size is on the order of

Fig. 6 Traces and cross-correlation function of two pressure signals in flow range A

Fig. 7 Traces and cross-correlation function of two pressure signals in
flow range C

Fig. 8 Result of wavelet analysis in flow range A Fig. 9 Result of wavelet analysis in flow range C
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a blade spacing length-scale. In this study, the following data-
sampling and averaging technique is developed to get time-
dependent ensemble averages.

The data acquisition is made upstream and downstream of the
rotor by hot-wire surveys, and on the casing wall by 14 Kulite
pressure sensors. At each location, the sensor signals for 600
circumferential sampling points per one rotor rotation are acquired
during a sufficient number of the rotor rotations by a sampling
system phase-locked to the rotor. Thus, 25 data sampling points
are included in a blade spacing since the number of blades is 24
(600/245 25).

The location of the stall cell relative to a blade is determined by
using these data sampling points and the LPF pressure signal on
the casing wall near the rotor leading edge. Namely, a blade
spacing is divided into 25 windows by these points, as illustrated
in the upper part of Fig. 10. The reference point of the cell (cell
point) is taken at a point where the LPF pressure signal crosses the
zero line from negative to positive as illustrated in the lower part
of Fig. 10. The interval between one cell point and the next cell
point corresponds to a period of the cell traveling. A set of data is
composed by the data acquired at each sampling point in a cell
interval. When the front cell point of the data set is located in the
m9-th window (m9 5 1, 2, . . . , 25), thedata set is registered in
them9-th data group. All the data belonging to the same data group
are averaged at each sampling point. However, one should notice
that this averaged data set would not constitute a velocity or a
pressure distribution synchronous with the cell rotation, because
the rotational speed of the cell is different from the rotor speed. As
the data are acquired at a fixed location synchronously with the
rotor rotation, the time delay between the cell point and a data
sampling point causes a relative location of the stall cell to shift.
Therefore, the location of the cell point for each data sampling
point should be modified. Such a modification is made by assum-
ing that the cell point would travel at a constant speed. Then, the
averaged data at each sampling point for them9-th data group are
rearranged for them-th data group (m 5 1, 2, . . . , 25) in which
the cell point is located in them-th window at the moment of the
data acquisition. The averaged data set in them-th data group
constitutes the time-dependent ensemble-averaged distribution at
the moment when the cell point crosses in them-th window. In the
present paper, the location of cell relative to a blade is represented
by Tp 5 (m 2 1)/ 25.

The present authors call this sampling and averaging technique
the “double phase-locked averaging (DPLA) technique.” The
DPLA technique is applied to flow surveys of velocity vectors
upstream and downstream of the rotor by using a single slanted
hot-wire. The hot-wire sensor used is a tungsten filament of 5-mm
diameter, 1-mm effective length, and 45-deg slanting angle. The
axis of the hot-wire probe is rotated at intervals of 30 deg for 12

orientations of the sensor. At each sensor orientation, the DPLA is
made. Since a reverse flow exists in the stall cell, an appropriate set
of the 8 ensemble averages of the hot-wire signal is chosen from
the 12 averages to evaluate three components of a velocity vector.
Namely, three components of the flow velocity are determined
from the 8 ensemble averages by solving calibration equations of
the hot-wire with the least-mean-square method (Kuroumaru et al.,
1982). The DPLA technique is applied also to the casing wall
pressure measurement.

Flow Field Upstream of the Rotor. Figures 11 and 12 show
the contour maps of the axial velocity component 25.6 mm (77.7
percent of the axial blade chord) upstream of the rotor leading edge
at Tp 5 0.2 and 0.8. The top horizontal line represents the casing
wall on which the numbers are marked backward to identify the
blade spacings. The bottom line represents the hub wall surface,
and the rotor blades rotate from left to right. The axial velocity
component normalized by the blade tip speed is indicated by the
gray scale. The symbolD stands for amount of increase in each
gray scale, and the normalized axial velocity is evaluated by
multiplying D by the number marked on the scale bar at the bottom
of the figure. The cross-sectional average of the axial velocity
corresponds nearly to 10 on the scale bar, since the measurements
were conducted at the flow rate coefficient of aboutf 5 0.31. The
vertical dotted line is the reference position of a stall cell. The
circumferential distance normalized by the blade spacing between
the dotted line and the identification number on the right hand side
of it is identical toTp.

It can be seen in Fig. 11 that the axial velocity deficit regions
appear over two blade spacings in the outer half of the annular flow
passage, and they travel to the left at about 28 percent of the rotor
rotation in the relative frame to the rotor. This fact means the
short-length-scale stall cells of part-span type are rotating from left
to right at 72 percent speed in the stationary frame. In this paper,
the terms of “front” (F) and “rear” (R) are used on the basis of the
relative frame. That is, the left-hand side of the cell in the figure is
the front side. The effect of the stall cell is considerably large even
at a distance from the rotor by about 78 percent of the axial chord
length, and the minimum axial velocity becomes nearly zero in the
cell. The axial velocity near the casing is slightly high at the front
of the cell. This phenomenon is consistent with the velocity trace
of a spike-type disturbance measured by Day (1993) and Silkowski
(1995), in which abrupt decrease followed by slight increase in
velocity occurs in a few blade spacing. On the top of Fig. 11, the
velocity trace atr /r t 5 0.95 areshown for reference.

A large region of high axial velocity is located at the front and
hub side of the stall cell. The shapes of the low and high-velocity

Fig. 10 Illustration of reference location of stall cell

Fig. 11 Axial velocity distributions 25.6 mm upstream of the rotor at Tp

5 0.2

Fig. 12 Axial velocity distributions 25.6 mm upstream of the rotor at Tp

5 0.8
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regions vary with the relative cell locationTp. Looking at the front
of the right-hand side cell in the figure, the slope of the contour
lines between the low and high-velocity regions is steeper atTp 5
0.2 than atTp 5 0.8 (compare Slopes 1 and 2). Another high-
velocity region is located near the circumferential position of 5
(refer to the number marked on the top horizontal line on the
figure). This region does not travel in the relative frame because
this is caused by a potential effect of the unstalled blade.

Figures 13 and 14 show the contour maps of the radial and
relative tangential velocity components upstream of the rotor at
Tp 5 0.2. Thefigures are represented in the same manner as Fig.
11. The velocity components are normalized by the blade tip
speed. The relative tangential velocity is taken as positive when it
is in the opposite direction of the rotor rotation. In Fig. 13, the
downward flow regions extend from the casing to hub in the same
circumferential position of the axial velocity deficit regions. A
region of slightly high upward flow exists at the front of the
downward flow region. In Fig. 14, the regions of high tangential
velocity are located at the front of the axial velocity deficit regions.
The shapes of contour lines both for the radial and tangential
velocity components change little with the relative cell locationTp

(figures are omitted).
The three-dimensional feature of the flow field can be made

clearer when the secondary flow velocity vector is defined by a
component normal to the averaged exit flow angle in an unstalled
flow region at each radial location. Figure 15 shows the secondary
flow velocity vectors upstream of the rotor. They proceed to the
left and downward direction near the stall cell, that is, from the
axial velocity deficit region to the high axial velocity region.

Flow Field Downstream of the Rotor. Figures 16(a)–(d)
show the contour maps of the normalized three velocity compo-
nents and the secondary flow velocity vectors 8 mm downstream
of the rotor trailing edge atTp 5 0.2. One canclearly distinguish
the part-span stall cells from the unstalled blade wakes in these
figures. Comparing the unstalled blade wakes between the fourth
and sixth blade spacing (refer to the number marked on the top
horizontal line on the figure), the wake is thicker as the stall cell
approaches, because of increase in the angle of attack. In the stall
cell, the axial velocity deficit region with a strong reverse flow
appears in the casing side and the increment in axial velocity
occurs in the hub side to satisfy continuity. Looking at the right-
hand side cell, the low-energy fluid is discharged from the suction
corner in the third spacing, while from the pressure corner in the

second spacing. Both low-energy fluids join with each other and
make a big triangle reverse flow region as shown by a thick solid
line (Fig. 16(a)). The radially outward flow occupies almost the
third spacing. For the second spacing, however, the radial velocity
component is not as high as that in the third spacing (Fig. 16(b)).
The relative tangential velocity is extremely low near the tip of the
stall region, and a considerably high tangential velocity region
appears along the pressure surface side (Fig. 16(c)). In Fig. 16(d),
the secondary flow vectors proceed toward the reverse flow region.
A counterclockwise and a clockwise circulating flow are observed
in front and rear of the reverse flow region, respectively.

Comparing Fig. 16(a) with Fig. 11, the axial velocity deficit
regions upstream and downstream of the rotor are located almost
at the same circumferential position. This phenomenon is similar
to what was observed in the long-length-scale stall cell by many
researchers (Das and Jiang, 1984; Poensgen and Gallus, 1996;
Palomba et al., 1998).

As Tp increases, the stall cell travels from right to left, changing
in shape as if it penetrated the blade wakes. The contour maps of
the three velocity components and the secondary flow velocity
vectors atTp 5 0.8 are shown in Figs. 17(a)–(d). It is found from
Figs. 17(a) and 17(c) that the flow in the second spacing is
recovering and the stall in the third spacing develops. The axial
flow deficit region moves to the fourth spacing, and develops from
the suction corner. The reverse flow region has two peaks: One is
in the third spacing and another is at the fourth blade suction
corner. The radially outward flow region for the fourth spacing is
larger than that for the third spacing, although the axial velocity
deficit region for the fourth spacing is considerably smaller (Fig.
17(b)). A clockwise circulating flow is observed again at the rear
of the cell in the secondary flow map (Fig. 17(d)).

Casing Wall Pressure. Figure 18 shows the variation of the
ensemble-averaged pressure distributions on the casing wall with
Tp. The casing wall pressurepw is represented by the pressure
coefficientCp defined as

Cp 5 ~pw 2 poi !/~rut
2/2!

wherepoi and r are the pressure and the air density of the inlet
chamber, andut is the blade tip speed. The arrowsU and D

Fig. 13 Radial velocity distribution 25.6 mm upstream of the rotor at Tp

5 0.2

Fig. 14 Tangential velocity distribution 25.6 mm upstream of the rotor at
Tp 5 0.2

Fig. 15 Secondary flow vector 25.6 mm upstream of the rotor at Tp 5 0.2

Fig. 16 Flow field 8 mm downstream of the rotor at Tp 5 0.2
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indicate the axial locations of the hot-wire surveys upstream and
downstream of the rotor, respectively.

The most distinctive feature of the casing wall pressure is the
behavior of a bubble-like extremely low-pressure region traveling
ahead of the rotor from right to left. The bubble seems to have a
leg that stands on the blade suction surface of the third blade at
Tp 5 0.0, and on thefourth blade suction surface atTp 5 0.8
(refer to the number marked on the bottom horizontal line on the
figure). Comparing the pressure distribution atTp 5 0.2 (orTp 5
0.8) with Fig. 11 and Fig. 16(a) (or Fig. 12 and Fig. 17(a)), the

circumferential location of this bubble shifts by nearly one blade
spacing in front of the axial velocity deficit regions. That is, this
bubble precedes the axial velocity deficit regions upstream and
downstream of the rotor. On the right-hand side of the bubble, a
considerably high-pressure region appears and the pressure hardly
rises from inlet to exit of the (stalled) blade passage.

When looking at the blades in sequence of the number in
parentheses marked in Fig. 18, one can see variation of the pres-
sure distribution around a blade while the stall cell is traveling on
a blade spacing. As the stall cell approaches from the right, a
low-pressure region grows gradually on the suction surface near
the leading edge due to increase in the angle-of-attack (see the
blades from (1) to (10) in order). Then, this low-pressure region is
linked to the low-pressure bubble traveling ahead of the rotor, and
merges in it to form a leg of the bubble (see from (11) to (15)). As
the low-pressure bubble travels toward the left-hand side blade, the
low-pressure leg is stretched and moved toward the trailing edge
with increasing the pressure level (see from (16) to (19)). Finally,
it separates from the low-pressure bubble and flows to the rotor
exit (see from (20) to (23)). AtTp 5 0.6 to 0.8, a comparatively
low-pressure region is discharged downstream of the rotor be-
tween the second and third blades, and a part of the low-pressure
region is discharged from the third blade trailing edge. These two
comparatively low-pressure regions are corresponding to the two
peaks of reverse flow region in Fig. 17(a). Then they are linked
together downstream of the second blade atTp 5 0.0 and 0.2,
which corresponds to the triangle reverse flow region in Fig. 16(a).

The pressure fluctuation has been evaluated byp9 2/(rut
2/ 2)2

wherep9 is the deviation from the ensemble averaged pressure at
each measuring position. Figure 19 shows the distribution of
pressure fluctuation on the casing wall atTp 5 0.2. It isextremely
high in the low-pressure bubble ahead of the rotor, and consider-
ably high in the low-pressure region inside the blade passage
where the stall cell exists.

Flow Model for Short-Length-Scale Stall Cell. A flow
mechanism of the short-length-scale cell has been investigated, by
making animations for the velocity distributions upstream and
downstream of the rotor and the pressure distribution on the casing
wall, at intervals ofTp 5 0.04. From observation of these ani-
mations, the low-pressure bubble traveling ahead of the rotor
seems to be a key for the stall cell structure. According to the
two-dimensional numerical simulation of the long-length-scale
full-span stall by Saxer-Felici et al. (1999), a strong vortex bubble
forming ahead of the rotor makes such a low pressure region.
Hoying et al. (1999) also found a similar shape of vortex ahead of
the rotor when they captured a short-length-scale stall of part-span
type in their three-dimensional numerical simulation, and they
thought it was the tip clearance vortex moving upstream of the
rotor leading edge. Referring to the results of these two simula-
tions, the low-pressure bubble shown in Fig. 18 must be a vortex.

In our experiment, however, behavior of the tip clearance vortex
for the unstalled blades cannot be captured clearly in the casing
wall pressure distribution (Fig. 18), the axial velocity distribution
(Figs. 16 and 17(a)) and the secondary flow velocity vectors (Figs.
16 and 17(d)) behind the rotor, because the tip clearance is
considerably small (0.75 percent of blade span, and 1 percent of tip
chord length).

A physically plausible explanation is that the low-pressure bub-
ble would be caused by a separation vortex moving upstream of

Fig. 17 Flow field 8 mm downstream of the rotor at Tp 5 0.8

Fig. 18 Variation of ensemble-averaged pressure distributions on the
casing

Fig. 19 Pressure fluctuation on the casing wall at Tp 5 0.2
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the rotor. According to the vortex theory, bound vortices are
distributed on an unstalled blade surface, which make a blade
circulation (lift force). When leading edge separation occurs, a
separation vortex is released from the blade surface to reduce the
blade circulation. In the case of part-span stall, the separation
vortex is only in the casing side. Its circulation may be on the order
of blade circulation, if most of the blade circulation near the tip is
lost due to stall. On the other hand, all the vortex lines are attached
to the blade surface in the hub side where separation has not
occurred yet. According to continuity of the vortex lines, they must
separate somewhere from the blade suction surface to be linked to
the separation vortex near the casing. That is, the vortex core
consisting of these separated vortex lines spans from the blade
suction surface to the casing wall. A spiral focus-type of separation
will occur both on the suction surface and casing wall. The
casing-side end of the vortex core moves ahead of the rotor to form
the low-pressure bubble with a strong circulation. It travels in the
circumferential direction due to interaction with the blades.

The behavior of this vortex is illustrated in Figs. 20(a) and
20(b). The flow model presented in this illustration is consistent
with the experimental results mentioned in the previous sections.

In Fig. 18, the pressure is much lower at the low-pressure bubble
than in the blade passage, because the end of the separation vortex
attaches itself to the casing wall, while another end is attached to
the suction surface at a distant from the casing. As the separation
vortex is considered to behave violently, likewise a tornado, the
ensemble-averaged low-pressure region is considerably wide
ahead of the rotor and in the blade passage. The extremely high
level of pressure fluctuation in the low-pressure bubble and the
considerably high fluctuation level in the blade passage in Fig. 19
support this.

As the vortex bubble with a leg travels in the circumferential
direction, the vortex leg is stretched and finally broken. This behavior
corresponds to the variation of pressure distributions around the
blades from (16) to (21) in Fig. 18. The broken vortex leg flows
downstream and is discharged as low-energy fluids downstream of the
rotor, which corresponds to the pressure distributions around the
blades from (22) to (25). On the suction surface of the blade located
in the left-hand side of the vortex bubble, a local separation will occur
near the leading edge due to increase in the angle of attack, from
where vortex lines are released in the flow. As the vortex bubble
approaches the blade, the released vortex lines are swallowed into the
bubble. The separation grows to a large focus-type separation, and the
new vortex leg is generated. This behavior corresponds well to the
variation of pressure distributions around the blades from (11) to (16)
in Fig. 18.

The velocity distributions 8 mm downstream of the rotor in Figs.
16 and 17 can be explained by the present model. The reverse flow
near the casing and the radial outward flow are induced by the
vortex. At Tp 5 0.2, thevortical flow just discharging from the
second blade suction surface causes a strong reverse flow at the
suction corner and a strong outward flow in the third blade spacing
in Figs. 16(a) and 16(b). The vortical flow, which is discharged
from the passage between the second and third blades and is linked
to the former vortical flow, has a slight effect on the radial flow
velocity, partly because of location of the vortex center and partly
because of decay. The slight effect can be seen in the clockwise

secondary flow at the rear of the cell in Fig. 16(d). At Tp 5 0.8
(Fig. 17), the effect of the vortical flow is large on the axial
velocity, but small on the radial velocity in the third blade spacing,
because the vortex center is located near the measuring plane. The
reverse flow at the suction corner and the outward flow along the
suction side of the fourth blade spacing are induced by the vortical
flow at the trailing edge of the third blade. The reverse flow region
has two peaks, since the two vortical flows have not been linked to
each other yet.

The velocity distributions 25.6 mm upstream of the rotor shown
in Figs. 11–15 can be also explained by the present model. The
separation vortex is inclined as illustrated in Fig. 20. The induced
velocity of the inclined vortex leg is related to the locations of the
axial velocity deficit region and the high axial velocity region in
Figs. 11 and 12. That is, the separation vortex is located nearly
parallel to the axial velocity contour lines in front of the axial
velocity deficit region. The slope of the contour lines between the
axial velocity deficit region and the high axial velocity region in
Fig. 12 is more gradual than in Fig. 11, since the vortex is more
stretched atTp 5 0.8, asconjectured from Fig. 18. The large axial
velocity deficit is mainly due to the blockage effect of the low-
energy fluid with vortical structure in the blade passage. The effect
of the induced velocity of the separation vortex appears also in the
regions of high tangential velocity shown in Fig. 14, and can be
seen more clearly in the secondary flow vectors shown in Fig. 15.

The flow mechanism of the short-length-scale demonstrated
above can be understand more clearly by observing the animations
for the velocity distributions upstream and downstream of the rotor
and the pressure distribution on the casing wall. The distinctive
feature of the stall cell structure is on the low-pressure bubble
consisting of the separation vortex, which travels ahead of the
rotor. The elimination of this bubble should be a key for the active
control of the spike-type rotating stall.

Conclusions
In the low-speed compressor test rig in Kyushu University, the

multiple short-length-scale stall cells appeared in a certain flow
range. Then, formation and evolution of the multiple stall cells
were investigated by the use of the cross-correlation function and
the wavelet analysis for the casing wall pressure near the rotor
leading edge. A short length-scale stall cell appeared at first, but
did not grow rapidly in size. Alternatively, the number of cells
increased to a certain stable state (a mild stall state) under a fixed
throttle condition. In the mild stall state, the number of cells was
five, the size was on the same order as the inception cell (a few
blade spacings) and the rotating speed was nearly 72 percent of
rotor speed. With further throttling, the multiple short-length-scale
stall cells turned into a long-length-scale wave overlapping the five
short-length-scale waves, then developed to a deep stall state with
one large cell rotating nearly at 29 percent of rotor speed.

The size, the wave form, and the rotating speed of the stall cell
were almost the same as what appeared at the stall inception. They
were also similar to those of the spike-type stall inception which
had been reported in many literatures.

Then, time-dependent averages of the three-dimensional flow
upstream and downstream of the rotor and the pressure distribu-
tions on the casing wall were obtained by the double phase-locked
averaging technique, in which the outputs of a slanted hot-wire and
high-response pressure transducers were averaged phase-locked to
both the rotor and the cell rotation. The distinctive feature of the
flow field was shown on the pressure distribution on the casing
wall, that is an extremely low-pressure bubble with a leg traveling
ahead of the rotor. The leg was linked to a blade suction surface
while changing the blade in turn as the pressure bubble traveled.

A model for the flow mechanism of the short-length-scale stall
cell has been presented based on the experimental results of the
variation of the pressure distributions, which is summarized by:

Fig. 20 Illustrations for the flow mechanism of short-length-scale stall
cell
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● The separation vortex bubble with a leg standing on the blade
surface travels ahead of the rotor in the circumferential direc-
tion.

● As it travels, the vortex leg stretches, breaks down, and finally
discharges to the rotor exit, resulting in reverse flow regions
near the casing downstream of the rotor.

● At the same time, a local separation occurs on the suction
surface of the adjacent blade, from where the separated vortex
lines are swallowed into the vortex bubble to generate a new
vortex leg.

This model reveals the behavior of the three-dimensional
velocity distributions measured upstream and downstream of
the rotor. In concluding, the authors hope that further experi-
ments or numerical simulations could be made to support the
present model.
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DISCUSSION

N. A. Cumpsty1

This is an interesting paper describing carefully obtained results
of part-span stall with a new interpretation of the consequences of
stall in terms of bound circulation and vortices. This new inter-
pretation is highly original and the authors are to be congratulated
on it. The attachment of the vortex to the endwall seems to bear
some relation to an endwall flow feature found here in Cambridge
during the spike inception process, which I hope we will describe
in a future paper.

My principal point in writing is to emphasize something I think
could easily be overlooked. The spikes, which are one route to
compressor stall, are not the same or even similar to part-span stall
cells. By beginning the introduction to the paper with reference to
spike inception, the impression could be created that there is some
link. Either spike or modal-stall inception leads to a change to a
different flow regime, but whether this results in part-span stall,
full-span stall, or surge depends on other factors. Among the
factors affecting the outcome are the presence of other blade rows
nearby, the presence of a nearby throttle or screen, the inertia of
the air in the system, and the compliance of the air in the system.

Spikes resemble part-span stall cells in the sense that they
occupy only a small part of the circumference, but in most other
respects they are very different. For example:

1 spikes are transient events that either grow into stall cells or
disappear within less than one rotor revolution;

2 spikes extend in the spanwise direction for a distance of only
a few tip-clearance heights, whereas part-span stall cells
occupy a substantial fraction of the span;

3 the disturbance caused by the spike is local to the tip of the
blade affected and in our experience is not detectable one
chord upstream or at the trailing edge of the blade row.

Spikes occur when the tip region of the rotor is, in some sense,
overloaded. As Day and Camp (1998) showed, this can be correlated
with local incidence for a given rotor. Spike stall is normal when the
total-to-static pressure rise characteristic of the stage still has a marked
negative gradient, whereas modal stall is the normal route when the
characteristic is nearly flat. It would appear that in the experiments
described in this paper, the total-to-static pressure rise characteristic at
stall was almost flat and the mechanism of stall almost certainly
involved modes. One can just detect the prestall modes at the start of
the trace shown in Fig. 4. The vanes and stators upstream of the rotor
act like a throttle and encourage the formation of the multiple part-
span cells, whose effect decays in the axial direction more rapidly than
for a single full-span stall cell.

In the second paragraph of the section “Additional discussion,”
it is stated that inception found in their experiments did not
confirm to the Camp and Day (1998) model. This is just as it
should be, since Fig. 4 seems to show long-wavelength small-
amplitude oscillations (i.e., modes) prior to the formation of the
stall cells.

In summary, I would like to suggest that the compressor used for
this paper becomes unstable by the growth of long-wavelength
“Moore and Greitzer” modes. Perhaps it is the presence of the
accelerating blade row ahead of the rotor that suppresses the
single-cell, full-span stall cells. Instead the instability leads to
part-span cells, whose effect does not propagate as far upstream as
a full-span cells. The number of cells increases as the mass flow is
reduced by throttling until the cells begin to coalesce, so that for
flows below aboutf 5 0.29 a single cell is formed.
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It is correct that this paper describes occurrence of the short-
length-scale part-span stall cell with tornado-like structure, but
does not describe the results of an ordinary part-span stall cell with
relatively long length-scale, as reported by Tanaka and Murata
(1972), Poensgen and Gallus (1996), and Palomba et al. (1998).

As to the introduction, we must call attention to the high-
frequency stall inception that occurs in multistage compressors
occasionally. It seems to result from the multiple short-length-
scale part-span stall cells with tornado-like structure, in which a
vortex spans from a blade suction surface to a casing wall ahead of
the rotor. The vortex ends traveling ahead of the rotor cause the
high-frequency spiky pressure waves on the casing wall.

A spike at stall inception is a transient event, and is not the same
as the short-length-scale stall cell because the latter is in a devel-
oped state (or somewhat stable state). But, in our opinion, a spiky
wave appearing at the spike inception has structure similar to that
appearing at the onset of the multiple short length-scale part span
stall cell. That is, the spiky wave pattern both in the spike and the
short-length-scale stall cells is caused by the vortex bubble trav-
eling ahead of the rotor at 70; 80 percent of rotor speed.

In our experiment the transient event was quite different from
the spike-type inception, since the spiky wave never grew rapidly.
However:

1 a first spiky wave disappeared within one rotor revolution
sometimes;

2 although the vortex immersed its leg near midspan in the
developed state, the vortex leg might be located near the tip
at the onset; and

3 the spiky wave could be detected only on the region of a
low-pressure bubble, and never downstream of the rotor.

Furthermore, our model is consistent with the fact that the spiky
wave occurs when the tip region of the rotor is overloaded, because
the vortex traveling ahead of the rotor resulted from the separation
vortex.

The reason for the flat characteristics of the stage is that the
corner stall (Fig. 3) developed in the downstream stator before the
appearance of a spiky wave. However, we could not find a modal
wave after the corner stall was developed. The small-amplitude
disturbance shown at the beginning of the pressure trace in Fig. 4
is too small to capture by the wavelet analysis clearly as shown in
Fig. 8. We do not understand why the modal wave disturbance was
suppressed in our experiment untilf 5 0.295. Probably, the
stability of the whole system (but not the stability of a local stage)
or the geometry of other blade rows may affect this, as Prof.
Cumpsty pointed out.
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Modeling Shrouded Stator
Cavity Flows in Axial-Flow
Compressors
Experiments and computational analyses were completed to understand the nature of
shrouded stator cavity flows. From this understanding, a one-dimensional model of the
flow through shrouded stator cavities was developed. This model estimates the leakage
mass flow, temperature rise, and angular momentum increase through the cavity, given
geometry parameters and the flow conditions at the interface between the cavity and
primary flow path. This cavity model consists of two components, one that estimates the
flow characteristics through the labyrinth seals and the other that predicts the transfer of
momentum due to windage. A description of the one-dimensional model is given. The
incorporation and use of the one-dimensional model in a multistage compressor primary
flow analysis tool is described. The combination of this model and the primary flow solver
was used to reliably simulate the significant impact on performance of the increase of hub
seal leakage in a twelve-stage axial-flow compressor. Observed higher temperatures of
the hub region fluid, different stage matching, and lower overall efficiencies and core flow
than expected could be correctly linked to increased hub seal clearance with this new
technique. The importance of including these leakage flows in compressor simulations is
shown.

Introduction
Over the years, experience has confirmed that shrouded stator

cavity flows can have a significant effect on the performance of
multistage axial-flow compressors. For example, Wellborn and
Okiishi (1996) illustrated this with the results of their experiments
that confirmed the consistent degradation of compressor perfor-
mance with seal clearance increase. Similar observations have
been reported by Jefferson and Turner (1958), Wisler (1988),
LeJambre et al. (1998), and Heidegger et al. (1996).

The ability to predict this impact of shrouded hub seal leakage
on compressor performance is an emerging competence. Extension
of fully three-dimensional, viscous, and unsteady computations
into the hub cavity and seal tooth regions of flow is not yet
routinely practical nor may it even be necessary for design pur-
poses. An engineering approximation that couples a simple model
of hub cavity flow with a reliable computation of the main com-
pressor flow would be attractive if it worked, because it could be
widely used in product design and development.

In this paper, the development and validation of such a leakage
model/multistage compressor flow code combination are de-
scribed. This technique was used to reliably simulate the signifi-
cant impact on performance of the increase of hub seal leakage in
a twelve-stage axial-flow compressor. Observed higher tempera-
tures of the hub region fluid, different stage matching patterns, and
lower overall efficiencies and flow than expected could be cor-
rectly linked to increased hub seal clearance with this new tech-
nique.

The major contributions of this paper are:

● The presentation of an effective simplified model of
shrouded stator cavity flows for axial flow compressors

● Confirmation that a simplified model of the cavity flow
combined with an established primary flow solver can pre-
dict the impact of increased seal clearance on engine com-
pressor performance.

Case Study
We begin this paper by describing a case study in which the

correct CFD prediction of compressor performance, stage match-
ing, and primary flow path properties was dependent upon the
correct modeling of hub leakage flows. The compressor, a 12-stage
machine, was designed with the same philosophy as past compres-
sors. Major design features included variable geometry stators for
the first five vane rows and bleed extraction. The compressor
contained a nearly constant mean-line radius in the front stages,
but transitioned to a constant hub radius in the rear stages. To
minimize manufacturing cost, rear stage vanes were constructed
from stamped strip stock and some rotor wheels were common. All
stators were shrouded with cavity volumes approximately the same
size as those in past compressors. Multiple knife seals were used
with abradable material on the inner surface of the inner band to
retard flow through the cavity.

Testing of the compressor rig began. Following the initial seal-
run-in operation and mechanical check out of the rig, the team
suspended testing and disassembled the compressor; therefore,
only limited aerodynamic performance data exist for the first build.
Shortly after, the compressor was reassembled and placed back
onto the test stand. Time constraints prohibited the refurburshing
of the abradable material on the inner band seals and the outer case
above the rotors. Time constraints also prohibited the measurement
of worn abradable material on the case and inner band between
build 1 tear-down and build 2 build-up.

Once testing of build 2 began, three things were immediately
noticed for operation at design speed. First, near the operating line,
flow dropped nearly 2.2 percent and the efficiency was reduced
over 1 point between build 1 and build 2. Second, the compressor
stages matched differently between the two builds, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. Figure 1(a) sketches the variation in pressure rise values
when the compressor was throttled from the choke to the stall side
of the operating line for build 1. Figure 1(b) shows the trend for
build 2. As depicted, for build 1 the rear of the machine loaded
when flow was decreased, the pivot point being the first stage. For
build 2, when flow was decreased, most of the rear half remained
unthrottled, while the front of the compressor loaded. Third, mea-
sured temperatures throughout the front-stage hubs were consid-
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erably higher than design intent for build 2. This was somewhat
evident with build 1, but not to the extent seen with build 2. These
changes in flow, efficiency, matching, and hub temperatures
caused concern since the blading was not altered between the
builds.

While the testing of build 2 continued, an attempt was made to
determine the cause of the observed difference between design
intent, build 1, and build 2 performance data. To do this, computer
simulations of the compressor flow were undertaken. The tool used
to perform these calculations was a combination of a one-
dimensional leakage flow model and a multistage compressor
analysis and design tool. From these simulations, it became clear
that a cause of the different build 2 performance was that seal-
tooth clearances had been increased above nominal running values
between builds. The development, application, and results of this
combined simulation tool are presented to prove seal-tooth clear-
ance increase influenced the compressor performance and to dem-
onstrate, in a generic sense, the impact of shrouded stator leakage
flows on multistage compressor performance.

Cavity Flow Model Development
Data presented by Wellborn and Okiishi (1996), Heidegger et al.

(1996), and more recently Ozturk et al. (1998) show that the flow
in shrouded stator cavities can be quite complex with axial, radial,
and circumferential variations along with unsteady fluctuations
tied to the the rotor passing frequency. These complexities are in
addition to other expected cavity flow characteristics such as
leakage due to seal-tooth clearance, temperature increase due to
windage, and tangential velocity change due to momentum trans-
fer. Data from these studies also suggest the cavity flow becomes
more axisymmetric as immersion into the cavity increases. There-
fore, one way to include cavity flows in a multistage simulation
would be to directly compute the outermost portion of the cavity,
for example, from the inner radius of the inner band to hub radius.
The influence of the rest of the cavity on the power stream flow
could be easily included by a simple one-dimensional model. This
could lead to reliable solutions, since the complexities of prescrib-
ing circumferential and axial variations at the cavity/power stream
interface would be avoided. Unfortunately, this method could not
be easily implemented, since the current version of the multistage
analysis tool used does not support multiblock capability, and thus

another approach was taken. The flow through the entire cavity
under the hub platform was modeled and its influence on the power
stream was included by imposing boundary conditions at the
cavity/power stream interface. This procedure is illustrated in Fig.
2. Some flow variables were extrapolated from the main flow field,
while others were predicted by a model of the cavity flow.

This less direct approach led to the need to have the correct
specification of flow properties at the cavity/power stream inter-
face. Studies were undertaken to determine which flow parameters,
at the upstream interface, most influenced the flow field of a
moderately loaded stator. These studies showed that the stator
power stream flow field was most sensitive to the one-dimensional
cavity flow parameters of leakage massflow, tangential velocity,
and injection temperature at the upstream cavity interface. Slightly
less important was the meridional injection angle. Of much less
importance were spatial variations (axial and circumferential) of
leakage flow. In addition, a second study showed that the down-
stream cavity flow could be approximated by simple axisymmetric
mass extraction. Therefore, a shrouded stator seal cavity flow
model was developed to predict the most important one-
dimensional variables given cavity geometry parameters and flow
conditions at the cavity/power stream interfaces.

The one-dimensional model was based on the representative
straight-through seal-tooth geometry shown in Fig. 3. The
shrouded stator cavity consists of the open region between the
rotor drum and the stator inner band. Not shown but also included
in the model are provisions to include stepped-tooth seals. Both
types of seals are commonly used in compressors. Within the
cavity, flow is assumed to be driven from the downstream cavity
to the upstream cavity by the pressure differential across the stator.
Therefore, a positive net flux of flow will enter the main flow path
upstream of the stator leading edge.

The model consists of two components. The first estimates the
flow characteristics through the labyrinth seals in which the knife-
to-knife approach developed by Chupp et al. (1986) and Tipton et
al. (1986) was used. The second component estimates the change
in total temperature and tangential momentum through the cavity
with a model similar to that proposed by McGreehan and Ko
(1989). The contribution of this work is the coupling of these two
components together and the link of the model with the multistage

Nomenc la tu re

A 5 area
Cf 5 skin friction coefficient
Cp 5 specific heat at constant pressure
gc 5 gravitational constant
M 5 moment
N 5 stage number
P 5 pressure

Prise 5 stage pressure rise
R 5 gas constant

Reu 5 rotational Reynolds number

r 5 radius
T 5 temperature

Vm 5 meridional velocity
Vu 5 tangential velocity
wl 5 leakage massflow

e 5 seal-tooth clearance
m 5 viscosity
r 5 density
t 5 shear stress

F 5 nondimensional leakage massflow
rate

V 5 rotational speed

Subscripts and Superscripts

c 5 core or average value
in 5 inlet condition

out 5 outlet condition
o 5 total condition
r 5 rotor
s 5 stator
e 5 clearance

Fig. 1 Variation in stage matching between builds 1 and 2 of the com-
pressor

Fig. 2 Schematic of shrouded stator cavity flow model
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flow solver developed by Adamczyk et al. (1986). For complete-
ness, brief descriptions of the primary flow solver, both one-
dimensional model components and how they were coupled, are
presented.

APNASA Design and Analysis Tool. The model equations
presented by Adamczyk (1985) have the capability of simulating
the blade row interaction effects associated with multistage turbo-
machinery. These equations have been incorporated into a practi-
cal tool, APNASA, for solving multistage flow fields. The average-
passage analysis approach solves multistage flows using a steady
reduced form of the three-dimensional Navier–Stokes equations
for which the effects of neighboring blade rows are represented by
axisymmetric blockages, body forces, and deterministic stresses.
An iterative numerical solution procedure is employed in which
the governing equations for each row are first solved using a
cell-centered time-marching Runge–Kutta scheme. The body
forces and deterministic stresses representing other blade rows are
sequentially updated after each iteration. Multiple sweeps through
the turbomachine component are required to achieve convergence.
Reynolds averaged turbulence is approximated with either an
algebraic (Baldwin–Lomax) or a two-equation (k–e) turbulence
model. Additional information on the development of APNASA
and the average passage equations can be found in Celestina et al.
(1986), Mulac and Adamczyk (1992), Shabbir et al. (1996), and
Adamczyk et al. (1998).

Seal-Tooth Leakage. A wealth of information concerning
labyrinth seal-teeth leakage characteristics is available. Thorough
reviews of these characteristic were given by both Mahler (1972)
and Ludwig (1978). Past studies (Stocker et al., 1977; Chupp et al.,
1986; Tipton et al., 1986; Wisler, 1988) have pointed out the
aerodynamic and geometric parameters that most affect the non-
dimensional leakage mass-flow rate (Eq. (1)) through seal-teeth.
Table 1 indicates that the most important aerodynamic parameter
that affects leakage flow is the pressure differential across a tooth;
however, the axial Reynolds number and knife tip speed do play
moderate roles. Important geometric parameters along with obser-
vations of their influence on the leakage massflow rate are listed in
Table 2. Figure 4 illustrates some of the geometric parameters
listed in Table 2.

F 5
wl ÎRT in

o

Îgc P in
o Ae

(1)

Many models for predicting massflow leakage rates through
seal-teeth have been developed. One successful model is the knife-
to-knife flow analysis approach, in which the flow through multi-
ple seal-teeth is modeled as a series of adiabatic throttles. One-
dimensional flow parameters at the knife throats are interconnected
through total pressure loss calculations across each seal-tooth.
Carry-over effects and individual tooth discharge coefficients are
also imposed. To include aerodynamic and geometric influences
on the leakage characteristics of the seal-teeth, empirical correla-
tions, drawn from well-documented studies, are utilized. A previ-
ously developed knife-to-knife flow analysis algorithm (Tipton et
al., 1986) was utilized for the current one-dimensional cavity flow
model. This method includes the influence of those aerodynamic
and geometric parameters listed in Tables 1 and 2 on leakage.
Originally the code predicted seal-tooth leakage within 10 percent
of measured leakage for a variety of seal-teeth geometries. Some
modifications to the code were made in order to simplify the
program. These revisions to the coding did not alter prediction
accuracies.

Windage. Although the leakage characteristics of labyrinth
seals are well documented, the influence of windage on cavity
discharge flow properties has been reported to a much lesser
extent. McGreehan and Ko (1989) presented a method that predicts
the seal power dissipation over a range of desired design param-
eters. A momentum balance similar to theirs was utilized to predict
the temperature rise and tangential velocity increase through the
cavity in the current one-dimensional cavity model. Moments
acting on a control volume are balanced by the change in angular
momentum of the fluid passing through the control volume:

Mr 1 Ms 5 wl r cDVu (2)

The rotor and stator moments are

Mr 5 t r E
r

r r dAr 5 Cfr
1
2 rV 2r r

2 E
r

r r dAr

Fig. 3 Representative straight-through seal cavity

Table 1 Aerodynamic parameters affecting the performance of laby-
rinth seals (Tipton et al., 1986)

Table 2 Geometric parameters affecting the performance of labyrinth
seals (Tipton et al., 1986)

Fig. 4 Schematic of seal-teeth geometric parameters
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Ms 5 ts E
s

r sdAs 5 Cfs
1
2 rV 2r s

2 E
s

r sdAs

and

r c 5
r out 1 r in

2
.

Rotor and stator skin friction coefficients can be chosen to match
measured data. Those given by McGreehan and Ko (1989) are

Cfr 5 0.042S1 2
Vuc

r cV
D 1.35

Re20.2

Cfs 5 0.063S Vuc

r cV
D 1.87

Re20.2.

Here the average core velocity is assumed as

Vuc 5
Vuout 1 Vu in

2
.

Noting that the change in tangential velocity is

DVu 5 Vuout 2 Vu in ,

the angular momentum equation can be expressed as:

1
2 rV 2F Cfr r r

2 E
r

r r dAr 1 Cfsr s
2 E

s

r sdAsG
5 wlr c~Vuout 2 Vu in! (3)

Equation (3) is solved forVuout by the bisection method consec-
utively for each zone in the shrouded stator cavity. The incoming
tangential velocity is known from either the primary flow or a
previous zone. The massflow is taken from the seal-tooth leakage
prediction. Once the momentum balance is applied for the current
zone, the total temperature rise is calculated from:

T out
o 5 T in

o 1
Mr V

Cpwl
(4)

Model Coupling Procedures. Equations (1), (3), and (4) are
interdependent. For example, Eq. (1) requires the total temperature
at the inlet of the first seal-tooth, however; the total temperature
can change depending on the power dissipation in the downstream
cavity. Both Eqs. (3) and (4) require the leakage massflow. Be-
cause of this, an iterative approach was taken to obtain the seal
cavity conditions. The procedure to couple these models together
is outlined below. Although the procedure is iterative, convergence
was usually achieved within three cycles:

● Collect inlet and exit flow properties from the power stream
cavity interfaces (as determined from primary flow solver).

● Apply the knife-to-knife model to estimate the seal-tooth
leakage across the labyrinth seals (Eq. (2)).

● Using the estimated leakage, predict the temperature rise and
increase in tangential velocity through the cavity from Eqs.
(3) and (4).

● Check convergence of the predicted upstream temperature.
If the difference is greater than 1 deg, then use the updated
temperatures and tangential velocities to re-estimate the seal-
tooth leakage (return to step 2).

● If the difference between old and new upstream temperature
is less than 1 deg convergence has been achieved.

A validation of this one-dimensional model was performed to
assess its accuracy. This study covered a range of low-speed and
high-speed cavity configurations. Results suggest that the model
was able to predict the seal-tooth leakage flow rate to within 10

percent of the data base. The increases in tangential velocity and
total temperature were predicted to within 15 percent for most
configurations.

The one-dimensional model was never put directly into AP-
NASA. Instead the model was run outside the primary flow solver.
Interface parameters were updated at certain intervals during the
iteration of the powerstream flow, typically every 50 iterations. For
the upstream interface, the total temperature, tangential velocity,
and the flux of momentum normal to the cell face (provided by the
model) were specified through the input deck, along with the
meridional flow angle. For the downstream interface, proper val-
ues were extrapolated to the phantom cells while maintaining the
prescribed local massflow out of the power stream. Both interfaces
had constant leakage distributions across their axial and circum-
ferential extents. The calculation of the entire compressor was
considered converged when both overall performance parameters
and cavity flow parameters changed negligibly (0.2 and 5 percent,
respectively) with iteration.

Cavity Flow Model Application and Importance
Confirmation of the importance of modeling shrouded stator

cavity flows in multistage CFD simulations is now reviewed. It is
shown that the inclusion of seal cavity flows enabled accurate
simulation of the rematching, hot hub, and overall performance
degradation problems observed in going from build 1 to build 2 of
the case study compressor.

Rear Block Loading Levels and Rematching. To help de-
termine what caused the changes in rear stage loading between
builds 1 and 2, two numerical experiments were completed. First,
rotor tip clearance values were increased from design intent to
double that amount, while seal-clearance values were kept nomi-
nal. Second, shrouded stator seal-tooth clearance values were
increased from the design intent to double and triple that amount
while rotor tip clearance values remained at their nominal values.
Since wear could have occurred at both the case and shroud, both
experiments were performed to determine which clearance in-
crease, rotor tip or labyrinth seal, had the biggest impact on stage
matching and the spanwise distribution of flow properties.

For these simulations, only the flow through the last six stages
(plus stator 6) was computed. Mesh density and distributions were
identical for all configurations. Inlet total pressure and temperature
conditions were taken from the build 1 measured data. Inlet flow
angles were acquired from a match of the test data. The discharge
static pressure was set to obtain an operating condition near the
operating line for each simulation.

Comparison of data from the double rotor tip clearance simu-
lation with the nominal tip clearance simulation showed that for
this compressor, only slight changes in stage matching occurred
when rotor tip clearances were doubled. This is shown in Fig. 5.
Here, predicted and measured differences in pressure rise are given
for stages 7–12. The filled circles denote the difference in mea-
sured pressure rise between build 2 and build 1 near the operating
line. The open circles represent the difference in predicted pressure
rise between the double and nominal tip clearance simulations.
Both data sets are presented as a percentage of the design pressure
rise. Rig data clearly indicate that stages 7 and 8 pumped more in
build 2, while stages 9–11 had at least 5 percent less pressure rise
for build 2. Simulation data show levels far below the magnitude
observed in the rig test. Additional simulations with larger tip
clearance values were not attempted because of this rather modest
change in stage matching with tip clearance variation and also
because the simulation data showed that increasing tip clearance
did not alter the spanwise distributions of total pressure and
temperature near the hub.

Data from simulations for shrouded stator seal clearances being
increasingly opened suggest a different effect both on stage match-
ing and spanwise distributions of data. Stage pressure rise values
are given in Fig. 6. As before, the predicted and measured differ-
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ences in pressure rise are for stages 7–12. The filled circles denote
the difference in pressure rise between build 2 and build 1 (the
same as in Fig. 5). The open circles represent the difference in
pressure rise between the double and nominal seal clearance sim-
ulations. The open triangles represent the difference in pressure
rise between the triple and nominal seal clearance simulations. As
before, all data sets are presented as a percentage of the design
pressure rise. Doubling the seal clearances rematched the stages to
a level similar to that seen when tip clearances were doubled;
however, unlike with tip clearance variations, changes in the
spanwise profiles near the hub occurred. This prompted the triple
clearance simulation. Data from this simulation began to look
similar to the measured data between builds. For this simulation
pressure rise differences were near25 percent for stages 9–12,
while those for stages 7 and 8 were increased. Predicted stage 7
levels overshoot the measured difference by 5 percent. We at-
tribute this to the fact that in the simulations, inlet conditions into
stator 6 were not changed, even though between builds they were
different. Also note that the stage 12 predicted pressure rise dif-ference was larger than measured. This observation will be dis-

cussed later.
The triple seal clearance simulation not only helped explain the

difference in matching between builds 1 and 2, but it also im-
proved the prediction of spanwise distributions of total pressure
and temperature, especially near the hub. Figure 7 shows the
normalized distributions of total pressure and total temperature for
rotor 11 discharge. Filled circles represent measured rig data, open
circles represent data from the simulation with no seal leakage,
while open triangles denote data for the simulation with triple seal
clearances. The increase in seal-tooth clearance generally stiffened
the pressure profile but more importantly caused a reduction in hub
total pressure as in the measurements. Furthermore, the hub tem-
perature increased to a level observed in the measurements when
seal-tooth clearances were tripled.

The close match of the triple seal clearance simulation data to
measured data suggest that a large amount of wear on the inner
band occurred toward the end of the first build test. Because of
this, when the testing of build 2 was completed, a detailed
evaluation of cold build clearances was performed. These data,
corrected for the cold-to-hot transformation, are shown in Fig.
8. Here the estimated average hot running seal clearances are
given for each stage. Actual numbers have been nondimension-
alized by the nominal clearance values; therefore, on the ver-
tical axis the numbers 2, 3, and 4 refer to double, triple, and
quadruple the nominal clearance. As depicted, measurements
indicate that stages 6 –9 clearances were near triple the nominal

Fig. 5 Predicted and measured differences in pressure rise for stages
7–12. The filled circles denote the difference in pressure rise between
build 2 and build 1. The open circles represent the difference in pressure
rise between the double and nominal tip clearance simulation.

Fig. 6 Predicted and measured differences in pressure rise for stages
7–12. The filled circles denote the difference between build 2 and build 1.
The open circles represent the difference between the double and nom-
inal seal clearance simulation, while the open triangles represent the
difference between the triple and nominal seal clearance simulation.

Fig. 7 Normalized distributions of rotor 11 discharge total pressure and
total temperature
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clearance, the level predicted by the APNASA simulations,
while stage 10 was double and stage 11 was close to the
nominal value. We propose that the reason for the stage 12 miss
in predicted pressure rise values (stated earlier) was due to this
nominal clearance value for stage 11. These clearance measure-
ments confirmed that the simple model developed was able to
correctly include the influence of shrouded stator cavity flows in
a multistage compressor simulation.

Front Block Hot Hubs. The success realized with the rear
stage simulations prompted another series of numerical experi-
ments. In question were the hot hubs measured in the front half of
the compressor. As previously mentioned, build 2 hub probes
measured temperatures higher than design intent. This hot hub was
partially seen in build 1 but not to the extent observed in build 2.
Since seal clearance measurements were acquired for all stages,
the one-dimensional seal cavity flow model/APNASA combina-
tion was used to determine whether the hot hub measured in the rig
could be simulated.

Two simulations were performed: the first with nominal rotor tip
clearances and no seal-tooth leakage; the second with nominal
rotor tip clearances and seal-teeth clearance set to those measured
after the build 2 tear-down. Also included in the second simulation
was hot gas ingestion into the primary flow path at the hub just
upstream of rotor 1. This hot fluid came from downstream bleed
holes in the rotor drum that supplied pressure to an oil sump. A
path existed between the sump and the power stream flow path just
aft of the inlet guide vane, and although a number of mechanical
seals were in place to retard this flow, a small amount of leakage
occurred (less than one third of the amount of nominal rear stage
seal-tooth leakage).

The setup for these simulations consisted of the first five stages
and inlet guide vane of the compressor. As before, inlet total
pressure and temperature conditions were taken from the measured
build 1 data, while flow angles were acquired from a data match of
the measurements. The stator 5 discharge static pressure was set to
obtain an operating condition near the operating line for each
simulation. It must be mentioned that a considerable amount of
time was spent adjusting leakage flow parameters associated with
hot gas ingestion in order to match rotor 1 discharge flow. The
details of this study are beyond the scope of this paper; however,
hot gas ingestion did influence the performance of rotor 1 and
possibly downstream stages.

The impact of including cavity flows and hot gas ingestion
upstream of rotor 1 on the near hub temperature is illustrated in
Fig. 9. Here the differences in temperature from design intent are
shown for stages 1–5. Filled circles represent design intent data,
which are identically zero since the design intent was used as the
basis. Filled squares denote the differences between measured
build 2 temperatures and design intent. Open circles represent the
APNASA simulation with no shrouded cavity flows. Note that
these data are very near design intent. Finally, open squares denote

data for the APNASA simulation with the influence of shrouded
stator cavity flows included through the implementation of the
cavity model along with the influence of hot gas ingestion up-
stream of rotor 1. As seen, the simulation results quite accurately
mimic the trends of increased temperatures through the first five
stages as observed in the build 2 rig data. Because of these results
we attributed the measured hot hubs in build 2 to the open seal
clearances and ingestion of hot gas ahead of rotor 1, rather than
inefficient blading.

Impact on Overall Performance. The use of APNASA cou-
pled with the cavity flow model gave us better insight into why
build 2 behaved so much differently from build 1 and design
intent. Although the previous two studies were performed sepa-
rately by breaking up the compressor into two separate analysis
regions, the changes in overall performance (flow and efficiency)
were estimated from the combination of the two studies. These
estimates lead us to believe that flow should be reduced by about
1.6 percent and efficiency by 0.8 point when shrouded stator cavity
flows are included to the level consistent with the measured
clearances. These values are slightly below the measured differ-
ences of 2.2 percent in flow and 1 point in efficiency between
builds 1 and 2.

Since the validity of the assumptions imposed for these esti-
mates could be questioned, one final simulation was performed in
which the entire compressor flow (all twelve stages) was simulated
with and without shrouded stator leakage. This was somewhat of
an academic exercise, but was useful as a benchmark of the
analysis tool for future designs. The results of this simulation
suggested the compressor should pull 1.2 percent less flow and run
0.7 points less efficient with seal leakage. These values are com-
parable to the values estimated above.

Conclusions
A simple one-dimensional model of seal cavity flows was de-

veloped and coupled with a multistage analysis and design tool.
This technique was used to reliably simulate the significant impact
on performance of the increase of hub seal leakage in a twelve
stage axial-flow compressor. Observed higher temperatures of the
hub region fluid, different stage matching patterns, and lower

Fig. 8 Measured levels of seal-tooth clearance from the tear-down of
build 2

Fig. 9 Measured and predicted hub total temperature data given as a
difference from design intent
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overall efficiencies and flow than expected could be correctly
linked to increased hub seal clearance. The simple leakage model
and flow code combination success in simulating observed com-
pressor performance is very encouraging and has been proven to
be a useful design and analysis tool.
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Deterministic Stress Modeling
of Hot Gas Segregation in a
Turbine
Simulation of unsteady viscous turbomachinery flowfields is presently impractical as a
design tool due to the long run times required. Designers rely predominantly on steady-
state simulations, but these simulations do not account for some of the important unsteady
flow physics. Unsteady flow effects can be modeled as source terms in the steady flow
equations. These source terms, referred to as Lumped Deterministic Stresses (LDS), can
be used to drive steady flow solution procedures to reproduce the time-average of an
unsteady flow solution. The goal of this work is to investigate the feasibility of using
inviscid lumped deterministic stresses to model unsteady combustion hot streak migration
effects on the turbine blade tip and outer air seal heat loads. The LDS model is obtained
from an unsteady inviscid calculation. The inviscid LDS model is then used with a steady
viscous computation to simulate the time-averaged viscous solution. The feasibility of the
inviscid LDS model is demonstrated on a single-stage, three-dimensional, vane-blade
turbine with a hot streak entering the vane passage at midpitch and midspan. The steady
viscous solution with the LDS model is compared to the time-averaged viscous, steady
viscous, and time-averaged inviscid computations. The LDS model reproduces the time-
averaged viscous temperature distribution on the outer air seal to within 2.3 percent,
while the steady viscous has an error of 8.4 percent, and the time-averaged inviscid
calculation has an error of 17.2 percent. The solution using the LDS model is obtained at
a cost in CPU time that is 26 percent of that required for a time-averaged viscous
computation.

Introduction
Experimental data taken from gas turbine combustors indicate

that the flow exiting the combustor has both circumferential and
radial temperature gradients. These temperature gradients have a
significant impact on the wall temperature of the first-stage rotor.
A combustor hot streak, which can typically have temperatures
twice the free-stream stagnation temperature, has a greater stream-
wise velocity than the surrounding fluid and therefore a larger
positive incidence angle to the rotor as compared to the free
stream. Due to this rotor incidence variation through the hot streak
and the slow convection speed on the pressure side of the rotor, the
hot streak typically accumulates on the rotor pressure surface. As
a result, the time-averaged rotor-relative stagnation temperature is
larger on the pressure surface than on the suction side. The
secondary flow in the rotor passage also causes the hot fluid on the
pressure side to spread from midspan toward the hub and tip
endwalls, resulting in the heating of the outer air seal.

In the absence of total pressure nonuniformities, the temperature
gradients due to the hot streak have minimal impact on the pres-
sure distribution in the rotor. Thus, steady-state computations are
typically used to compute the pressure distribution through the first
stage of the turbine. For a steady-state computation, the tangential
components of the hot streak at the exit of the stator are flux-
averaged and only the radial variation in the rotor frame is re-
tained. Many authors have shown that the tangential variations in
the hot streak are of prime importance in establishing the hot streak
migration path through the blade passage [1–4]. By mixing out the
tangential variation at the rotor inlet, the steady-state computations
do not model the temperature segregation in the blade passage or
produce the correct temperature distributions on the blade surface.

Previously, the only way to model the hot streak migration
through the rotor correctly was with three-dimensional, time-
accurate, viscous computations. However, three-dimensional, un-
steady, viscous computations are too computationally intensive
and time consuming to be integrated into the design process. A
more desirable approach is to include the time-averaged, unsteady
effects into a steady computation via an unsteady model. For this
work, the lumped deterministic stresses associated with an un-
steady, inviscid calculation are used to model the time-averaged,
unsteady effects in a steady, viscous calculation. Since the migra-
tion and segregation of the hot streak in the rotor are predomi-
nantly convective in nature, the inviscid LDS field should provide
a reasonable model for the time-averaged temperature distribution
in the rotor passage. Although unsteady, inviscid calculations are
more computationally expensive than steady inviscid or viscous
computations, they require significantly less computational re-
sources than unsteady viscous computations.

Computational Model
Since deterministic stresses are analogous to turbulent stresses,

decomposing velocities into mean and fluctuating components and
applying the decomposed velocities to the Navier–Stokes equa-
tions is a natural starting point for modeling the deterministic
stresses. Consider the two-dimensional Navier–Stokes equations:

Q
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1

F

y
2 Re21S Ev

x
1

Fv

y D 5 0 (1)

where Q is the vector of conserved variables,E and F are the
convection fluxes, and the diffusion fluxes,Ev andF v, are given by

Ev 5 3
0

txx
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where

e5
u 5 utxx 1 vtxy 1 qx (3)

f 5
v 5 utxy 1 vtyy 1 qy (4)

In conventional Reynolds decompositions, velocities are de-
composed into mean and fluctuating components, and the stresses
t ij in these equations represent the sum of molecular stresses and
turbulent stresses. In the theory of deterministic stresses [5], the
velocity fluctuations are considered to have a random (turbulent)
component and a deterministic component. The deterministic fluc-
tuations occur on larger space and time scales than the random
fluctuations, and are a result of phenomena such as wake passing
and rotor-stator potential interaction. In [5], the flowfield is further
decomposed into an “average passage” and deviations from the
average passage, but the average-passage analysis is not employed
in the present study.

The velocity is first decomposed into a “deterministic” velocity
ū and a stochastic fluctuationu9,

uj 5 u# j 1 u9j (5)

The deterministic velocity is further decomposed into a mean
value and a deterministic fluctuation,

u# j 5 u## j 1 u0j (6)

This decomposition is illustrated in Fig. 1. The value ofū̄ is
constant, since it is averaged over all time scales. The smooth
curve represents temporal variation of the deterministic velocityū,
which has a relatively large time scale, and the jagged line repre-
sents the instantaneous velocity,u.

The decompositions in Eqs. (5) and (6) may be interpreted as
using mass-weighted averaging (Favre averaging) or Reynolds
averaging. Here, the Navier–Stokes equations are mass-averaged
in the conventional manner using Eq. (5). The velocity is then
further decomposed according to Eq. (6), and the resulting equa-
tion is Reynolds averaged. A combination of mass-weighted av-
eraging and Reynolds averaging is employed because this yields a
more convenient form of the equations as compared with using
either averaging technique alone. These averaging procedures
yield two “additional” stress terms,

Rij 5 ru9i u9j 1 ru0i u0j (7)

where the first term on the right-hand side is the conventional
Reynolds stress and the second term on the right-hand side is the
deterministic stress. The total stress,t ij , therefore has three com-
ponents: the molecular stress, the turbulent stress and the deter-
ministic stress:

t ij 5 t ij
m 1 t ij

t 1 t ij
d (8)

An analogous decomposition is also applicable to the heat transfer
rate,qi .

Each diffusion flux in Eq. (2) can be decomposed into three
components in accordance with Eq. (8). Rewriting Eq. (1) with this
decomposition and explicitly indicating the functional dependence
of the fluxes onQ̄, Q9, andQ0, yields
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Now, define an operatorR(Q̄, Q9)
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Note that this operator does not include the time term or the
deterministic stress terms. The sum of the deterministic stress
terms in both coordinate directions is defined as

D~Q# , Q0! ; 2Re21S E v
d~Q# , Q0!

x
1

F v
d~Q# , Q0!

y D (11)

Applying Eqs. (10) and (11) to Eq. (9) yields

Q#

t
1 R~Q# , Q9! 1 D~Q# , Q0! 5 0 (12)

Let Qs represent a steady-state solution (without deterministic
stresses), and letQta represent the time-average of an unsteady
solution. Since the numerical approximation ofR is driven toward
zero for a steady-state solution,

R~Q# s, Q9s! 5 0

The time-average of an unsteady solution will not be identical (in
general) to the steady-state solution due to the existence of the
deterministic stresses. Averaging a periodic flow over one period
results inQta/t 5 0 and the deterministic stress term,D, is
given by

D 5 2R~Q# ta , Q9ta!

Since the “residual” of the Navier–Stokes solver is the numerical
approximation ofR, one method of computingD is to initialize the
flow solver withQta and to compute the residual. This, of course,
is not a practical method for deducing the deterministic stresses,
since the goal is to solve forQta without incurring the expense of
an unsteady computation, but it is a convenient method for ex-
tracting theD field as an aid toward developing a useful model for
D. If D could be successfully modeled, it could be input to the
solver as a source term and convergence to a steady state would
then result in the solution forQta without performing an unsteady
simulation.

Some unsteady effects are inviscid, such as vane–blade poten-
tial interaction, and other unsteady effects are viscous, such as
wake shedding. A method for computing the LDS model without
performing an unsteady, viscous simulation is to use an unsteady,
inviscidsimulation instead. The resulting LDS field is interpolated
onto the viscous grid, and the viscous simulation is converged to
a steady state. This will capture some of the unsteady effects, with
the advantage that the cost of the inviscid simulation is signifi-
cantly less than that for a viscous simulation. Also, the procedure

Fig. 1 Unsteady velocity decomposition
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used to compute the LDS model can be used in conjunction with
any flow solution procedure.

Flow Solution
The time-dependent, Reynolds-averaged, Navier–Stokes equa-

tions are solved with an implicit dual time-step approach coupled
with a Lax–Wendroff/multiple-grid procedure [4, 6–9]. For the
steady computations, only the Lax–Wendroff/multiple-grid proce-
dure is used. The scheme uses central differences for the spatial
derivatives with second- and fourth-order smoothing for stability.
The algorithm is second-order accurate in time and space. The
Baldwin–Lomax [10] turbulence model is used to compute the
turbulent viscosity.

No-slip and adiabatic wall conditions are used on all solid
boundaries. Giles’ [11] two-dimensional, steady, nonreflecting,
free-stream boundary conditions are used at the downstream free-
stream boundary. At the inter-blade-row boundaries where the
computational grid sectors move relative to each other, the pseudo-
time-rate change of the primary variables are interpolated from the
adjacent blade row and added to the time-rate changes computed
from the Lax–Wendroff treatment. The pressure rise is prescribed
by fixing the average exit static pressure and inlet total pressure.

Results
The three-dimensional, unsteady, hot streak migration through

the first stage of a multiple-stage, high-pressure turbine is exam-
ined. The relative Mach numbers at the vane and blade exit are
0.77 and 0.76, respectively. The core of the hot streak is located at
midspan and midpassage with a temperature ratio of 1.86.

The inviscid LDS field, computed from a time-averaged, un-
steady inviscid solution, is interpolated onto a viscous grid and
applied to a steady viscous solution. The temperature distribution
on the blades, outer air seal, and through the passage is presented
to demonstrate the capabilities of the inviscid LDS model.

For hot streak simulations, the LDS field associated with the
energy equation dominates the unsteady flow. The effect of the
individual components (i.e., continuity, axial and tangential mo-
mentum, and energy) of the LDS model on the relative total
temperature distribution in the blade sector are shown in Fig. 2.
The relative total temperature distribution obtained from a steady
viscous solution with all of the LDS components is shown on the
left. Addition of the LDS terms from the continuity, axial, and
tangential momentum equations produces a minimal change in the
total temperature distribution. The LDS terms from the energy
equation produce nearly all of the temperature segregation in the
solution. However, other viscous simulations that did not contain
hot streaks [12] showed that the LDS field associated with the
other equations may dominate the flow. Thus, all of the LDS terms
are used in the inviscid LDS model.

The inviscid LDS model is used to simulate the hot streak
migration through a single, vane-blade, turbine stage. The inviscid
and viscous grid distributions are shown in Fig. 3. The LDS field

is computed from the time-averaged solution obtained with the
inviscid grid. The unsteady computations are based on 15 cycles
(one blade passing one vane). For the unsteady inviscid and
viscous solutions, 200 iterations per global cycle are used. The
time-history of the axial force on the blade for the unsteady,
inviscid, and viscous computations is shown in Fig. 4.

Since the grid densities differ for the inviscid and viscous grids,
the LDS model obtained from the inviscid solution does not map
directly onto the viscous grid. Therefore, a three-dimensional
interpolation of the inviscid LDS field onto the viscous grid must
be performed. The inviscid LDS model is then applied to the
corresponding steady viscous solution.

The convergence of the steady viscous calculation with inviscid
LDS model is shown in Fig. 5, along with the convergence for the
steady viscous calculation. The steady solution with the inviscid
LDS model requires more iterations to converge, but converges to
nearly the same level as the steady viscous computation. The
convergence of the calculation with the inviscid LDS model shows
that the additional source term does not cause instabilities in the
solution process.

The relative total temperature distributions on the blade at three
spanwise locations are shown in Fig. 6. The results from the steady
viscous solution with the inviscid LDS model are compared to the
time-averaged and steady viscous solutions as well as the time-
averaged inviscid solution. The inviscid LDS model produces
surface temperatures very close to the time-averaged viscous val-
ues. Near the endwalls, the inviscid LDS model predicts the same
heat loads as the time-averaged viscous solution, but near midspan,

Fig. 2 Relative total temperature distributions resulting from the addi-
tion of each component LDS term

Fig. 3 Inviscid and viscous grid distributions

Fig. 4 Time-history of the unsteady loads on the blade
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the heat load predicted with the inviscid LDS model is less than
that of the time-averaged viscous solution. The reason for the
discrepancy at midspan is addressed in the following paragraphs.
However, the inviscid LDS model improves the overall prediction
of the heat loads on the blade tremendously over that produced by
the unsteady, time-averaged Euler solution or the steady viscous
solution, especially in the mid-span region.

Contours of relative total temperature on the rotor pressure and
suction surfaces (see Fig. 7) indicate that the hot streak predicted
with the inviscid LDS model has less spreading of the core region
on the pressuresurface than that of the time-averaged viscous
solution, but matches the time-averaged viscous solution ex-
tremely well on thesuctionside of the blade. Blade-to-blade cuts
of the relative total temperature contours at theleading edgeof the
blade (see Fig. 8) indicate that the inviscid LDS model reproduces
the time-averaged viscous temperature segregation near the lead-
ing edge that is not produced by thesteadyviscous solution. In Fig.
9, blade-to-blade cuts nearmidchordshow that the core of the hot
streak predicted with the LDS model is similar to that predicted
with the time-averaged viscous flow, while the steady computation
does not produce a core flow at all. However, the core of the hot
streak predicted with the LDS model breaks apart near its lower
edge with some of the core migrating to the pressure surface and
some remaining just off of the pressure surface, resulting in a
smaller section of the pressure side of the blade heating up (see
Fig. 7, also). The time-averaged viscous solution indicates that the
core remains concentrated and all of it migrates to the pressure side
of the blade, resulting in a larger area of the pressure side of the
blade heating up. It is believed that unsteady, viscous effects on the
blade play a role in the spreading of the core on the pressure side
of the blade. These unsteady effects would not be captured by the
inviscid LDS model. Near the trailing edge (see Fig. 10), the
behavior of the core hot streak is similar to that at midchord: The
core produced with the LDS model is less concentrated than that of
the time-averaged viscous computation, resulting in a smaller area
of the blade surface heating up.

The ultimate goal of this work is to predict the effect of the hot
streak on the time-averaged temperature distribution on the outer
air seal with a steady computation. The circumferentially averaged
relative total temperatures on the outer air seal for the steady and
time-averaged viscous solutions, time-averaged inviscid and
steady viscous with the inviscid LDS model are shown in Fig. 11.
The steady viscous computation predicts cooler temperatures in
the leading edge region than the time-averaged viscous computa-
tion, while the time-averaged, inviscid solution captures the heat-
ing at the leading edge, but cools rapidly. The inviscid LDS model
does a good job of predicting the time-averaged viscous temper-
ature level as well as the location where the outer air seal begins
to heat up. The steady viscous solution with the inviscid LDS
model reproduces the time-averaged viscous total temperature

distribution on the outer air seal (on average) to within 2.3 percent,
while the steady viscous solution has an average error of 8.4
percent, and the time-averaged inviscid solution has an average
error of 17.2 percent.

The steady viscous solution with the LDS model is signifi-
cantly less expensive to compute than the unsteady viscous
solution. The computational costs for the inviscid, viscous and
LDS solutions are shown in Table 1. The CPU times for the
steady computations are based on 6000 iterations, while those
for the unsteady computations are based on 15 cycles (one blade
passing one vane). For the unsteady inviscid and viscous solu-
tions, 200 iterations per global cycle are used. The viscous

Fig. 6(a) 20 percent span

Fig. 6(b) 50 percent span

Fig. 6(c) 80 percent span

Fig. 6 Time-averaged relative total temperature distribution on blade

Fig. 5 Convergence history for the steady three-dimensional viscous
solution with inviscid LDS model
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computations require more inner iterations to reduce the error in
the packed regions of the grid near solid surfaces. The CPU
requirements for the steady viscous computations with inviscid
LDS model are only 26 percent of those for the unsteady
viscous computations.

Conclusions
The results presented in this paper indicate that the inviscid

LDS model is a viable option for predicting the time-averaged
flow characteristics of a hot streak migrating through a turbine
stage and the temperature increase on the outer air seal caused
by the hot streak. The inviscid LDS model does not exactly
reproduce the segregation and spreading of the hot streak core
that is predicted by the time-averaged viscous flow; however, it
does a much better job than that of the steady viscous or
unsteady inviscid approaches. This deficiency may be due to the
lack of viscous effects in the inviscid LDS model. Further work
is required to incorporate viscous effects into the inviscid LDS
model and to examine in detail the LDS field associated with
the viscous regions. This could be achieved by comparing the
LDS field from a viscous solution with that from an inviscid
solution. Performing a parametric study of the application of the
LDS models for various hot streak profiles may also indicate the

driving mechanism behind the differences in the LDS solution
and the time-averaged solution.

The success of the LDS model comes at the relatively low cost
of the inviscid solutions. Another approach that may be even less
costly is to develop a new inter-blade-row boundary condition that

Fig. 7 Relative total temperature contours on the rotor surface

Fig. 8 Relative total temperature segregation at rotor leading edge

Fig. 9 Relative total temperature segregation at rotor midchord

Fig. 10 Relative total temperature segregation at rotor trailing edge

Fig. 11 Circumferentially averaged, relative total temperature on outer
air seal

Table 1 Three-dimensional CPU requirements
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includes the unsteady effects as a source term, similar to the
implementation of the LDS model. An analytical description of the
source term may also be derived from the lumped deterministic
stress terms.
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Turbomachinery Wakes:
Differential Work and Mixing
Losses
In this paper the mixing of stator wakes in turbomachinery is considered. An extension is
made to the existing model of Denton (1993), which addresses the effects of acceleration
before mixing. Denton showed that if a total pressure wake was accelerated, mixing loss
diminished, and vice versa. Here a total temperature wake is shown to exhibit a reverse
trend. An attempt is also made to understand better the work transfer process between a
stator wake and a rotor. The paper concentrates on axial turbines, but a brief look at
compressors is included. It is argued that the free-stream work is not the same as the wake
work, and the concept of “Differential Work” is introduced. A simple steady velocity
triangle based model is proposed to give an estimate of the ratio of wake work to
free-stream work (m, see later). The model is compared to an unsteady CFD result to offer
some verification of the assumptions. It is concluded that the rotodynamic work process
tends to reduce total pressure wake depths in turbines and compressors and therefore
mixing losses. The mixing loss due to total temperature wakes is less strongly affected by
the differential work process.

Introduction
Turbomachinery designers have a wealth of analytical and com-

putational tools available to them today. One can simply run
two-dimensional or three-dimensional unsteady CFD codes to
predict the nature of the wake–rotor interaction. Physically plau-
sible and reasonably accurate results are routinely generated; tur-
bine design is being influenced by such results. The problem with
such predictions is that they don’t explain to the designerwhy the
flow field does what it does. There is a need for relatively straight-
forward “thought models” to help the designer understand the
origins of loss occurring in unsteady flows and improve the design.
The papers of Denton and Cumpsty (1987) and Denton (1993) are
among the most important in trying to provide such understanding.
Indeed Denton (1993) suggests that “a good physical understand-
ing of the [origins of loss] may be more valuable than a quantita-
tive prediction.”

This paper is an attempt to extract a strand of fundamental
understanding from the physics of unsteady interaction in two
areas:

1 Wake mixing loss in steady flow when the wake has total
temperature as well as total pressure deficits relative to the free
stream and undergoes acceleration prior to mixing.

2 The interaction of stator wakes with downstream rotors and
how this affects the subsequent mixing loss.

It should also be noted that this paper presents very idealized
analyses. However, the result is to highlight the processes of
differential work extraction between the free stream and wakes
through a blade passage, and to show this has a significant effect
on loss generation from subsequent mixing of the wakes.

Denton and Cumpsty (1987) make clear the importance of
entropy generation as the correct way to gage the loss generation
in a turbomachine. The topic of the mixing losses due to wakes is
addressed and an algebraic expression given for the losses as a
narrow wake mixes out at constant area in an incompressible flow.
A simple theoretical model is presented of an acceleration or

diffusion process prior to the mixing out of the distortion. The
paper shows that acceleration before mixing reduces loss and
diffusion greatly increases the mixing loss. The results of a com-
pressible numerical approach are reported to be similar trends with
greater loss at higher Mach numbers.

Wakes With Temperature and Pressure Profiles. Denton
(1993) presents an extension to the ideas in Denton and Cumpsty
(1987) with the more generalized mixing of both total temperature
and total pressure are considered in compressible flow. It is shown,
at a Mach number of 0.5, that a “square” wake with a velocity
defect causes more mixing loss if the flow is diffused before
mixing and less if accelerated.

In gas turbines, the HP NGV’s are heavily film cooled using
perhaps 10 percent of the core massflow at about half the free-
stream temperature. This type of cooling tends to result in a wake
of low temperature with a modest total pressure deficit. The
coldness of the wake will also be exacerbated by the energy
transfer processes in the von Karman vortex shedding process at
the trailing edge. This phenomenon has been investigated experi-
mentally and computationally by Carscallen et al. (1999).

Hartsel (1972) considered the mixing losses associated with
turbine film cooling. He produced a simple calculation procedure
to predict the losses of total pressure due to mixing. The entropy
rise directly due to the temperature changes was neglected.

Wake Rotor Interaction. The wakes from one blade row
interact unsteadily with the next while mixing out. Many papers
have been published on this topic. Studies have been made in
linear cascades with bar passing, see Banieghbal et al. (1995);
rotating machines, see Schro¨der (1991) and Walraevens and Gallus
(1995); and experiment against numerical prediction, see Moss et
al. (1997). In Hodson and Dawes (1998) a good picture is given of
the nature of this interaction in turbines. The wakes arrive at
negative incidence onto the aerofoils and tend to slip toward the
suction side as they negotiate the blade row known as “the nega-
tive jet effect.” The significance of the unsteady work terms due to
variations in static pressure is brought out and the idea of “energy
separation” introduced. The paper concludes that energy separa-
tion is much more significant than the negative jet effect.

In compressors, wakes tend to arrive at positive incidence into
both rotors and stators, e.g., Kerrebrock and Mikolajczak (1970).
In compressor stators a mechanism has been identified that reduces
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subsequent mixing loss; this is known as wake stretching, e.g., Van
Zante et al. (1997). Incoming compressor rotor wakes are stretched
as the free stream diffuses through the stators. The authors point
out that this stretching motion makes the wakes less deep and leads
to a reduction in the subsequent mixing loss. Valkov and Tan
(1999) address the recovery of energy in tip leakage vortices as
they negotiate compressor stators; the energy is recovered in a
similar way to the wake stretching effect.

Steady Wake Mixing With Temperature and Pressure
Deficits

A simple mixing process is considered (Fig. 1); the flow is two
dimensional, in that a wake of finite width is considered. As in
Denton (1993), an acceleration is considered before mixing. This
nonphysical assumption is made to help understand the fundamen-
tals. The fluid enters with a square wake of widthd while the width
of the whole flow isS. The wake has total temperatureTow and
total pressurePow, the equivalents for the free stream areTof and
Pof.

Acceleration in a zero work, adiabatic and isentropic fashion to
static pressureP1 is assumed. Simple compressible flow expres-
sions are used to give conditions at 1. The static pressure gives the
Mach number, which gives the static temperature and hence the
density and velocity. The continuity equation, per unit depth (Eq.
(1)) can be used to give the wake widthd1 after the acceleration
and also the width of the passageS1.

rw0Vw0d0 5 rw1Vw1d1

r f 0Vf 0~S0 2 d0! 5 r f1Vf1~S1 2 d1! (1)

Mixing is assumed to be carried out at constant area; no friction
with the bounding walls is allowed, mass; momentum, and energy
are all conserved. The mixing calculation is one dimensional, in
that only streamwise momentum is considered. See Appendix 1 for
the algebra. The resulting equation is a quadratic in the mixed out
exit velocityV2. There are two roots to the equations, subsonic and
supersonic, as explained by Denton (1993).

A simple spread sheet was used to perform the calculations.
First the mixing losseswithout prior acceleration are considered.
Three different cases were used, and all had a free-stream Mach
number of 0.808 and a wake massflow fraction of 10 percent.

1 A wake of reduced total pressure (80 percent of free stream)
but of uniform total temperature. This gave an entropy flux rise
of 337 W/K. Mixing starting from the inlet conditions, with no
premixing acceleration.

2 A cold streak (60 percent of free-streamTo) with no total
pressure deficit. This gave an entropy flux rise of 2984 W/K,
nearly ten times the size of that for case (1) above.

3 Combined total pressure and total temperature deficits (80
percentPo and 60 percentTo). The mixing loss for this case
with no prior acceleration is 2 percent lower than that for case
(2), with the total temperature defect alone. This is because if
one reduces the total pressure of the wake its Mach number
also falls and its static temperature rises. Mixing involves heat
transfer to the wake. The static temperature of the wake is
nearer to the free-stream so there is less heat transfer and less
entropy rise. Denton (1993) shows this, the impact of total
temperature and total pressure on mixing at Mach 0.5 (his Fig.
6). In this diagram there is a slight left right tilt to the contours;
the total pressure deficit can both increase and decrease the
overall loss if a total temperature difference exists.

In the next section the variation of the mixing loss with premix-
ing acceleration is considered. Figure 2 shows some typical results
for the three cases considered. In this figure the mixing loss
relative to the no-acceleration point (pressure ratio5 1.0) is
plotted. This is to cope with the different scale of mixing loss
between the cases. In each case the inlet free-stream Mach number
is 0.808 and the wake mass flow is 10 percent of the free-stream
value. There is some numerical inaccuracy in the spreadsheet that
causes difficulties close to sonic conditions (the descriminant
becomes negative). Where this occurs the points are omitted and
the curves simply joined up from the supersonic to the subsonic
regimes. The three cases are considered:

1 A wake of reduced total pressure (80 percent of free stream)
but of uniform total temperature (indicated asPow/Pof 5 0.8

Nomenc la tu re

a 5 constant in quadratic: squared term
b 5 constant in quadratic: linear term
c 5 constant in quadratic

Cp 5 specific heat constant pressure,
kJ/kgK

d 5 wake width, m
H 5 enthalpy, kJ
J 5 constant used and defined in Ap-

pendix 2
K 5 constants in mixing calc. solution
L 5 constant used and defined in Ap-

pendix 2
M 5 Mach number
P 5 pressure, Pa
R 5 gas constant, kJ/kgK
s 5 specific entropy, J/kgK
S 5 pitch of stator, m

T 5 temperature, K
U 5 blade speed, m/s
V 5 velocity, m/s
W 5 watts
a 5 absolute whirl angle, deg
b 5 relative whirl angle, deg
g 5 ratio of specific heats
d 5 depth of control volume, m
D 5 change in
r 5 gas density, kg/m3

m 5 ratio of wake work to free-stream
work

v 5 rotational speed, rad/s

Subscripts

o 5 stagnation conditions
0 5 wake prior to acceleration

1 5 wake after acceleration, rotor inlet
conditions and wake before mix-
ing

2 5 mixed-out state, rotor exit state,
and relative wake before mixing

3 5 mixed-out relative conditions
r 5 rotor relative conditions

w 5 wake conditions
f 5 free-stream conditions

ax 5 axial momentum equation constant
ang5 angular momentum equation con-

stant
c 5 continuity equation constant
e 5 energy equation constant
u 5 circumferential component

rat 5 ratio relative exit to absolute inlet

Fig. 1 Simple wake mixing model with acceleration before mixing (Den-
ton, 1993)
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on Fig. 2). The entropy rise increases strongly if diffusion
occurs before mixing and reduces slightly if acceleration oc-
curs. Denton (1993) explains this is because the velocity deficit
of the wake is reduced if the two streams are accelerated.

2 A cold streak (60 percent of free stream) with no total pressure
deficit (identified asTow/Tof 5 0.6). If the cold streak is
accelerated, the resulting mixing loss increases, diffusion
causes a reduction of loss, the reverse of 1. Shapiro (1953) has
an expression showing the dependence of mixing loss on Mach
number; higher Mach number gives higher loss. The difference
in velocity between the cold streak and the free stream in-
creases with acceleration, giving rise to more mixing loss.

3 Combined total pressure and total temperature deficits (identi-
fied as “both” in Fig. 2). The sensitivity to premixing acceler-
ation or diffusion is reduced. If the flow is accelerated there is
little change in the mixing loss. Diffusion still causes increased
mixing losses but less than for the total pressure deficit alone.

The conclusion from this section must be that in an HP turbine
it is not adequate to consider the effects of total pressure wakes
alone. If these wakes are cold, the mixing loss may be much
higher, and the sensitivity of this loss to acceleration or diffusion
may be quite different.

Mixing of Wakes After Passing Through a Rotor
It might be hoped that the model of the previous section could

be used to determine the effect of the rotor on the NGV wake
mixing loss. To do this requires the answer to the question “Does
the rotor diffuse or accelerate the flow?”

However, acceleration is azero work,isentropic, adiabatic pro-
cess and a turbine rotor cannot be represented in this way. There
are huge work terms present in the rotor of the HP turbine. The
total temperature may drop by 20 percent and the total pressure
may drop below half its inlet value. Instead one has to consider a
high work,isentropic, adiabatic process; this is carried out below.

It is well known that wakes arrive at negative incidence in a
turbine, e.g., Hodson and Dawes (1998); and positive incidence in
a compressor rotor, e.g., Kerrebrock and Mikolajczak (1970). The
incidence is indicative of reduced inlet angular momentum. The
Euler work equation tells us that there will be different work done
by, or to, the wake when compared to the free stream. Since the
work terms are very large, it is quite conceivable that they could
transform the nature of the wake and the subsequent mixing losses.

Methodology. A simple approach is made, in which unsteadi-
ness is ignored. A turbine rotor with an infinite number of zero
thickness, zero loss blades is considered (Fig. 3). Such a rotor can
be considered steady because there are no circumferential gradi-
ents of static pressure. One can effectively consider the two

streams, wake and free stream, as independent. This does create a
geometric problem, however: the two streams arrive at different
relative inlet angles so the rotor has to change inlet angle. This
problem is alleviated if one considers the rotor to have zero axial
length, which is close to the classical actuator disk model.

In this section a simple velocity triangle calculation is used for
the wakes and the free stream. A standard two-dimensional mixing
calculation is then used to predict the mixing loss of the wakes. In
the following sections the behavior of the velocity triangle model
is checked by making comparisons with three-dimensional CFD
results, both steady and unsteady. The model is then used to look
at the effects of rotor work extraction on the mixing losses in an
HP turbine and a stage of a core compressor.

Figure 3 shows the model; flow is from left to right, is two-
dimensional, lossless, and of constant thickness. At inlet the NGV
wakes are represented as a series of “square” wakes. They are of
width d1 and the pitch of the NGV’s isS1, all the fluid is traveling
at anglea1. The wake total pressure isPow1 and total temperature
is Tow1, while the corresponding values for the free stream arePof1

andTof1. At rotor exit the NGV wakes are shown, unmixed, they
have a different absolute flow angle to the free stream. The static
pressures are assumed to be uniform across the inlet and exit
planes.

Figure 4 is a classical turbine velocity triangle. ABC is the
free-stream rotor inlet triangle with absolute inlet anglea1. DCB is
the free-stream rotor exit triangle with relative exit angleb2. To
simplify the diagram the axial velocity is the same at inlet and exit
and radius is constant. The blade speed vector is nondimensional-
ized and plotted as unity length. In this way the vector AD
becomes the free-stream stage loading coefficientDH/U 2.

The velocity triangles for the wakes are overlaid on Fig. 4. It is
assumed that the wakes leave the NGVs at the free-stream angle
a1, and leave the rotor at the same relative angle as the free stream,

Fig. 2 Effect of acceleration on mixing loss

Fig. 3 Simple differential work extraction model

Fig. 4 Classical turbomachinery velocity triangles for free stream and
wake
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b2. This latter assumption is verified against an unsteady three-
dimensional CFD solution in a subsequent section. The wake inlet
velocity triangle is A9BC, with the wake of course having a lower
velocity than the free stream. The wake arrives onto the rotor with
negative incidence. The wake exit velocity triangle is D9CB. The
resulting vector A9D9 is the stage loading coefficient for the wake
fluid. Given these assumptions, the work done by the wake is
reduced compared to the work done by the free stream.

A “Differential Work Coefficient” is introduced here to express
the ratio between the work done by the wake and the work done by
the free streamm.

m 5
DUVuw

DUVuf
(2)

In a spread sheet simple trigonomic expressions and compress-
ible flow equations were used to look at how the differential work
coefficientm behaves. The process is described in Appendix 2.

Typical Results: Differential Work Extraction Between
Wake and Free Stream. Here a prediction of the way in which
the differential work coefficientm varies for an HP turbine is
made. Table 1 gives the input parameters for the case chosen.

Figure 5 presents a contour plot ofm as the total pressure and
temperature of the wake are varied for this case. Encouragingly,
the equal work line,m 5 1.0, passes through the unity pressure and
temperature ratio point. The coefficientm has a low value if the
wake is both cold and of low total pressure. Also, the trend inm is
monotonic for both total pressure and total temperature. However,
the sensitivity ofm to total pressure is a function of the total
temperature. It should be noted that in these calculations the
incidence of the wake onto the rotor varied between2140 and
114 deg. For the very large values of negative incidence the
behavior of the aerofoil will be very different from the simple
assumptions made. Because of this, values ofm below 0.7 and
results for wake-to-free stream total pressure ratios below 0.8 may
be misleading.

Verification of Simple Wake Model Using CFD
The simple model was checked and, to a limited extent, verified

by comparing it to two different three-dimensional CFD calcula-
tions, one steady and one time resolved, both for HP turbines.

Comparison With Three-Dimensional Steady CFD. The
first case is a steady three-dimensional prediction made with the
Rolls-Royce version of the Dawes Code known as JA63; see
Gwilliam and Kingston (1998). This single-row steady solution is
for an HP turbine blade with a strong parabolic distribution of total
temperature at rotor inlet (Fig. 6). The circumferentially meaned
peak value at about 55 percent annulus height is just less than 2000
K; the endwalls are at about 1200 K. Figure 7 shows the corre-
sponding inlet total pressure profile. The velocity triangle model
was applied at five radial sections of the rotor, and these are
indicated in Figs. 6 and 7, showing the inlet stagnation boundary
conditions for the velocity triangle calculations. The CFD also
provided the other input conditions: inlet Mach number, inlet
absolute whirl angle, exit static pressure, and exit relative whirl
angle. Upstream and downstream planes were chosen for the
calculations such that the effects of the rotor potential field were
negligible.

The exit stagnation conditions calculated by CFD and the ve-
locity triangle method are also shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The total
temperatures agree to about6100 K. This is a wide error margin
when compared to the temperature drop due to work of around 400
K. The total pressure is within about 2 percent of the CFD
calculation.

At first sight the alignment of the velocity triangle predictions
and the CFD, in terms of radial profiles, is surprising. But it should
be noted the velocity triangle calculation has the benefit of the
relative exit angle and exit static pressure as computed by the CFD
code. These to no small extent define the work done by the
streamlines. The velocity triangle approach lacks loss, mixing,
three dimensionality, and radius change. Radial mixing in turbines
or “spanwise transport” as addressed by Lewis (1993) is ignored.
However, the CFD code does include many of the mechanisms of

Table 1 HP turbine case

Fig. 5 Variation of differential work coefficient m as wake total temper-
ature and total pressure are varied for an HP turbine example

Fig. 6 Absolute total temperature rotor inlet and exit

Fig. 7 Absolute total pressure rotor inlet and exit
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spanwise transport: Reynolds stresses, radial skewing of boundary
layers and radial migration of vortices and wakes. The exit angle
distribution taken from the CFD will have conveyed some effects
of spanwise transport to the model. In the model, work is the only
thing accounted for; clearly it is the work that dominates the rotor
flow field.

However, the method has been verified and the relative impact
of work, loss, and secondary flows has been illustrated. The
three-dimensional Navier–Stokes Solver and a trivial velocity tri-
angle approach agree very closely.

Comparison With Unsteady Three-Dimensional CFD. A
further attempt was made to verify the velocity triangle model
against an unsteady three-dimensional prediction for an HP tur-
bine. The aim is not to demonstrate great accuracy, but to show
reasonable trends. The code used originates from Denton (1997).
Known as UNSTREST, it has been developed by Rolls-Royce and
is in regular design use. The code is a multirow solver using a
structuredH-mesh and a numerical scheme due to Ni. In this
calculation there were two rotors for each vane.

As with the steady CFD calculation, values are taken from the
unsteady solution to provide boundary conditions for the simple
model at NGV exit and rotor exit. A comparison is made between
the model and a single snap shot of the unsteady three-dimensional
calculation near midheight. This approach can be criticized be-
cause we cannot be sure the fluid at inlet in the snap shot will reach
the conditions seen at exit. Properly one ought to track the same
fluid particles through the rotor in time. However, here we have
assumed that the fluid at inlet will experience the same exit
conditions, in due course.

Figure 8 shows the midheight entropy distribution at NGV exit,
in which the wake can be clearly seen. The entropy was used as a
marker to differentiate between the free stream and the wake. Fluid
with a value of exp(2s/R) 5 percent or more below the free-
stream value was regarded as wake. Having differentiated the two
flows, the mass meaned inlet values for the two were computed at
this location.

Figure 9 shows a calculated instantaneous entropy distribution
at the midheight of the rotor exit. The rotor wakes can clearly be
seen but it is difficult to differentiate the NGV wake fluid from the
rest. Noting that the passage on the left has higher entropy fluid
(lower exp(2s/R) than that on the right (which is closer to the
NGV free-stream value), it was decided to regard the former
passage as wake and the latter as free stream. The turning points in
the entropy distribution were identified and the flow split up into
rotor wakes, NGV wake, and the free stream. Again mass flux
weighted means of the variables were evaluated for each stream.

Table 2 summarizes the results of the two calculations in terms
of the effect on the NGV wake of passing through the rotor. The
differential work coefficientm determined from the UNSTREST
results is 0.915, compared to 0.878 from the simple model, a
remarkably small difference of only 4 percent. The velocity trian-
gle model correctly determines the trend of reducing the wake total
pressure deficit and increasing its temperature. However, the sim-
ple model underestimates the pressure rectification of the wake in
UNSTREST by about 30 percent while the rise in temperature of
the almost isothermal inlet wake is overestimated by the model by
24 percent.

The key assumption of a common rotor relative exit angleb2 for
the wake and free stream was checked in the UNSTREST solution.
The angles were found to be within 2 deg of each other: 73.82 deg
in the free stream, 71.39 deg in the NGV wake, and 72.35 deg
mean angle. There appears to be slightly less turning in the wake
fluid, whereas one would expect the wake to be overturned in line
with the negative jet effect.

Of course this process is not wholly rigorous. It is difficult to
identify the wake because of wake bending and also mixing
between the streams is well underway at rotor exit. The assumption
made, that one passage is wake and the other is free stream, is
clearly not accurate. This will numerically augment the apparent
mixing in the CFD.

However, the trend that can be derived from the unsteady
calculation agrees with the simple model. In both, the wake is
found to do less work and the two values ofm are close. In both,
the total pressure deficit of the wake has been profoundly reduced,

Fig. 8 NGV midheight exit entropy distribution from UNSTREST Fig. 9 Midheight entropy at rotor exit instantaneous picture from UN-
STREST solution

Table 2 Comparison of simple model to unsteady CFD values
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and in both, the wake emerges slightly hot relative to the free
stream, having entered approximately isothermally. We have a
total pressure defect at rotor inlet creating a total temperature
excess at rotor exit: an effect just due to its lower work.

Application of the Model to Understand Stator Wake
Mixing Losses

The simple velocity triangle model has been verified for turbines
by comparison with CFD results. One can conclude, for this
narrow range of validity, that the approach is not wildly in error.
The first verification showed that if the relative angle and static
pressure at exit are known then the work is well predicted, as is the
exit total pressure. The second shows that for one case the assump-
tions stand up reasonably well. First among these is the neglect of
any unsteady effects and the assumption of a common relative exit
angle. In the rest of this section the model is used to make
predictions of the variation of mixing loss after a rotor, first for
turbines, then compressors.

Turbine Case. At rotor exit the NGV wake is assumed to mix
out at constant area with no boundary friction and no heat transfer.
This mixing sum is like the one already described in Appendix 1,
but it is two-dimensional in order to accommodate the whirling
nature of the flow.

To perform the mixing sum, one needs to know the width of the
wake at rotor exit. The differential work extraction process will
have led to a redistribution between the streams. In Appendix 3 the
expressions to calculate the wake width at rotor exit are given.

Appendix 4 gives the detail of the required two-dimensional
mixing calculation. An example is given below of how the wake
mixing loss varies for an HP turbine as the total temperature and
total pressure of the NGV wake are varied. The mixing loss is
expressed as a reduction of the turbine stage efficiency (otherwise
100 percent in this hypothetical case). Figure 10 shows the result.
Table 3, below, gives the fixed boundary conditions of this exam-
ple.

In Fig. 10 the lost turbine efficiency is quite modest over much

of the graph. For wake temperatures above 80 percent of the
free-stream value and also for wakes that are cold and of low total
pressure, the loss is less than 0.1 percent of stage efficiency. These
losses seem low relative to the losses predicted by Hartsel (1972).
This is because this paper only addresses the mixing out of the
NGV wake; the mixing of coolant jets introduced at an angle to the
mainstream flow is not considered. The differential work process
has also had an effect to reduce loss. However, substantial losses
are predicted for cold wakes with near to free stream total pressure.
Losses of in excess of 1 percent are predicted for cold streaks at the
free-stream total pressure and below 45 percent of the free-stream
total temperature. This high loss region is primarily due to the
mixing losses associated with cold streaks, not due to the differ-
ential work extraction process itself.

To understand the effects of differential work extraction, a
comparison is made to a case with no work extraction. In this case
mixing is assumed to occur at the NGV exit conditions. Figure 11
shows the percentage reduction of mixing loss due to the work
process across the rotor. The work process has a profound effect on
the mixing loss. For the isothermal wake, the work extraction
process almost eradicates the mixing loss due to the total pressure
wake. Reductions of between 70 and 90 percent are predicted.

For a cold streak at the free-stream total pressure, the work
extraction process has very little effect (Fig. 11). Slight increases
of loss are predicted due to the rotor expansion process of only
between 0.5 and 2 percent.

For regions in Fig. 11 where both total pressure and total
temperature differences exist, large reductions of mixing loss are
generally found. These reductions vary from nearly 100 percent for
deep total pressure wakes, which are slightly cool down to about
10 percent for wakes of 80 percent of the total pressure and 60
percent of the total temperature of the free stream.

Compressor Case. Thus far this paper has concentrated on
turbines; but the mechanisms described are relevant to almost all
turbomachinery. Here a brief look at a single stage of a multistage
compressor is made in order to see how differential work may
affect wake mixing in that environment. Table 4 gives a list of the
characteristics of the compressor stage.

Figure 12 is a velocity triangle diagram for the compressor case;
the same symbols are used as in Fig. 4. Based on Fig. 12, one
would expect higher wake work than free-stream work. Figure 13
shows the variation of the differential work coefficientm as a stator
wake flows into the rotor of the compressor. All the previous
assumptions are still used, except that the requirement for constant
streamtube height across the rotor is relaxed to allow for annulus
contraction. The assumption of a common rotor relative exit angle
may be less applicable in the compressor case. The mixing sum

Fig. 10 Lost turbine efficiency due to NGV wake mixing loss predicted
from simple model

Table 3 HP turbine wake mixing loss data

Fig. 11 Percentage change in entropy rise due to mixing with and
without rotor work
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still assumes constant streamtube height. The wake at inlet is 10
percent of the stator pitch, while its massflow varies as the wake to
free-stream total pressure ratio is altered. As can be seen (Fig. 13)
m is above unity if the wake is below the free-stream total pressure.
This will tend to bring the wake up to the free-stream value. If the
wake is a high total pressure stream,m falls below unity and the
rotor work process tends to bring the wake toward the free stream
again.

The percentage reduction in wake mixing loss due to the com-
pressor rotor is shown in Fig. 14. The reduction in mixing loss is
very strong (288 percent) and insensitive to the wake total pres-
sure ratio. In both Figs. 13 and 14 the curves turn up at the lowest
total pressure ratios (0.786). This effect is due to the stalling of the
wakes; the static pressure at inlet is held constant and as the total
pressure falls the wake loses velocity. Associated with this is very
high positive incidence onto the blading; as with the turbine, the
model becomes unreliable at the extremes.

A very brief inspection of the impact of temperature distortion
on the compressor was made. Only a small range was considered
610 percent and very little variation resulted. The differential
work coefficientm did behave as one would expect: more work on
cold wakes, but the changes were not significant.

The wake stretching papers referred to earlier set out to explain

reduced mixing losses in stators. This work addresses reduced
mixing losses in rotors. The current authors suspect that these two
mechanisms are really the same. If one were to consider the
changes in rotor relative total temperature as the wake negotiates
the stator, a similar mechanism would be found.

Discussion. This work suggests that in both compressors and
turbines, the differential work process between free stream and
wake tends to reduce subsequent mixing losses. The wake is
rectified by the rotordynamic work process.

This process has been present in turbomachinery throughout its
history. It does not, therefore, immediately offer a root for perfor-
mance improvement. However, what is offered is an understanding
or thought process, which should help understand the predictions
and measurements made in real machines.

Conclusions
The HP nozzle guide vane wakes of modern gas turbines may

generate significant mixing losses, if they are much cooler than the
free stream. This trend was shown by previous authors.

If cold wakes are accelerated before they mix out, the large
mixing losses are increased. If diffusion occurs before mixing,
there is a modest loss reduction. This effect is the reverse of the
trends observed for total pressure wakes reported by Denton
(1993).

Combined total temperature and total pressure wakes tend to
have slightly less loss than the total temperature effect alone would
give. The sensitivity of such combined wakes to acceleration or
diffusion is reduced compared to the two effects independently
applied.

The rotor work extraction process differentiates between the
wakes and the free stream. In a turbine, less work is extracted if the
wake is of low total pressure, or low total temperature. In a
compressor more work is done on the wake if it is of low total
pressure. This reduces the stator wake mixing losses quite consid-
erably in both types of machine.

A very simple, steady velocity triangle approach has been ver-
ified for turbine blades across a very narrow range of application,
against three-dimensional steady and unsteady CFD.

A differential work coefficientm is defined, being the ratio of
the wake work to the free-stream work.m varies across a wide
range and within the limitations of the proposed model can be as
low as 0.7 or as high as 2.

Mixing calculations have been performed after the rotor to see
what effect the differential work extraction may have on the
mixing losses in an HP turbine and in a single stage of a multistage
compressor. In the turbine the effect of the rotor work extraction
process on the NGV total pressure wakes is predicted to have a

Fig. 12 Velocity triangles for compressor case wake and free stream

Table 4 Core compressor stage data

Fig. 13 Variation of m as the total pressure of the stator wakes is varied

Fig. 14 Change in the stator wake mixing loss due to differential work
extraction for a multistage compressor stage
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profound effect on the subsequent mixing loss, substantially re-
ducing it. This result is also found in the compressor. For pure cold
streaks the differential work extraction process has very little
effect. For combined wakes of low total temperature and pressure
the differential work tends to reduce the mixing loss over a range
between 10 and 80 percent.

The predicted reduction in mixing loss due to differential work
extraction must have been present in turbomachinery throughout
history, but has been a substantially unknown mechanism. Its
effect has been to improve efficiencies by relatively small
amounts. It may also be one of the reasons why an almost wholly
steady flow approach to the design of turbomachinery blading (at
least until recently) has been so successful.

These conclusions provide an encouragement to reconsider the
best way to cool HP NGVs. Currently large-scale film cooling is
used, taking perhaps 10 percent of core mass flow as coolant. This
tends to give a wide, cold wake with little total pressure loss. It
looks likely that a more internally cooled NGV, using less coolant
and with a warmer wake of more reduced total pressure, may incur
a substantially reduced mixing loss through the rotor, and therefore
higher turbine efficiency.
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A P P E N D I X 1

One-Dimensional Wake Mixing Sum
In this appendix, an algebraic expression is derived for the

mixing losses as a simple “square” wake undergoes compress-
ible mixing. In Fig. A1, station 1 is the flow inlet, a wake of

width d with different total pressure and temperature to the free
stream is prescribed. The mixing process is assumed to produce
at exit station 2 a uniform flowfield. It is assumed that there is
no friction between the fluid and the bounding surfaces. The
area available to the total flow is constant, widthS and depthd.
The flow is assumed to be steady and the fluid has constant
properties.

In order to find the mixed-out conditions at 2 one needs to use
the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy and the equation
of state for a perfect gas is also required. Equation (A1.1) repre-
sents the conservation of mass; the equation has been divided
through bySd to simplify it. It also defines the variableKc, which
is used to facilitate solution:

r2V2 5 rw1Vw1

d

S
1 r f1Vf1S1 2

d

SD 5 Kc (A1.1)

Conservation of momentum is expressed in Eq. (A1.2). Again it
has been divided through bySd and it also defines the variableKax

for later use:

r2V2
2 1 P2 5 rw1Vw1

2
d

S
1 r f1Vf1

2 S1 2
d

SD 1 P1 5 Kax (A1.2)

The conservation of energy is expressed in Eq. (A1.3). As above
the whole has been divided through bySd and the variableKe is
introduced to facilitate solution:

r2V2SCpT2 1
V2

2

2 D 5 rw1Vw1

d

S SCpTw1 1
Vw1

2

2 D
1 r f1Vf1S1 2

d

SDSCpTf1 1
Vf1

2

2 D 5 Ke (A1.3)

Below an outline is given of the solution procedure adopted. First
Eq. (A1.1) is substituted into Eq. (A1.2) giving Eq. (A1.4):

V2Kc 1 P2 5 Kax (A1.4)

Equation (A1.1) can also be substituted into Eq. (A1.3) as seen
below:

KcSCpT2 1
V2

2

2 D 5 Ke (A1.5)

The static temperature at mixed-out exitT2 can be replaced using
the equation of stateP 5 rRT leading to the following:

KcS gP2

r2~g 2 1!
1

V2
2

2 D 5 Ke (A1.6)

Static pressureP2 can be substituted for using Eq. (A1.4) and
densityr2 can be substituted for using Eq. (A1.1). This leads to

Fig. A1 One-dimensional compressible wake mixing sum
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quadratic equation inV2, the mixed-out exit velocity, which can be
solved using the familiar quadratic root formula:

aV2
2 1 bV2 1 c 5 0

where

a 5 2
Kc

2

g 1 1

g 2 1
; b 5

g

g 2 1
Kax ; c 5 2Ke (A1.7)

A P P E N D I X 2

Evaluation of Differential Work Coefficient m

Below the process followed to evaluate the differential work
coefficient is outlined, step by step.

(i ) From known inlet total pressure and static pressure com-
pute inlet Mach number, for both wake and free stream:

M1 5 Î 2

g 2 1 FSPo

P D
1

~g21!/g

2 1G (A2.1)

(ii ) From the Mach numbers compute the total to static
temperature ratios. Then using the input total tempera-
tures compute the static temperatures:

STo

T D
1

5 F1 1
g 2 1

2
M 1

2G (A2.2)

(iii ) Use Mach numbers and static temperatures to compute
the absolute velocities for wake and free stream:

V1 5 M1ÎgRT1 (A2.3)

(iv) Compute the relative inlet velocities:

Vr1
2 5 U 2 2 2UV1 sin a1 1 V1

2 (A2.4)

(v) Compute the relative total temperature for each stream at 1:

Tor1 5 T1 1
1

2Cp
Vr1

2 (A2.5)

(vi) Compute the relative total pressure for each stream at 1:

SPor

P D
1

5 STor

T D g/~g21!

(A2.6)

(vii) Isentropic flow with no radius change is assumed so the
relative total pressure at rotor exit is the same as that at
rotor inlet. This is true for both streams:

Por1f 5 Por2f and Por1w 5 Por2w (A2.7)

(viii ) The exit static pressure is an input parameterP2 and is
the same for both streams. The relative total to static
pressure ratios are calculated and via Eq. (A2.1) the exit
relative Mach numbers are computed.

(ix) The static temperature at exit can now be computed
using Eq. (A2.2) and the relative total temperature at
rotor exit is the same as the inlet value given adiabatic
flow and no radius change.

(x) Now the relative exit velocity for each stream can be
computed using Eq. (A2.3).

(xi) The absolute whirl velocity at rotor exit for both streams
is given by:

Vu2 5 Vr2 sin b2 2 U (A2.8)

(xii) Finally the Euler work equation is used to give the work
of each stream and their ratiom; see Eq. (2).

A P P E N D I X 3

Wake Width After Rotor and Global Continuity
The wake width at rotor exit can be evaluated from the conti-

nuity equations below; first for the freestream and then for the
wake:

Vf1r f1~S2 d1!d cosa1 5 Vrf 2r f 2~S2 d2!d cosb2

Vw1rw1d1d cosa1 5 Vrw2rw2d2d cosb2 (A3.1)

whereV is velocity,r is density,S is NGV pitch,d is the thickness
of the domain,d is the width of the wake,a is the absolute whirl
angle,b is the relative whirl angle and the subscripts have the
following significance: 1 is rotor inlet, 2 is rotor exitf refers to the
free stream andw refers to the wake,r stands for relative condi-
tions. Both flows are isentropic; they span the same range of static
pressure; therefore:

r f1

r f 2
5

rw1

rw2
(A3.2)

One can write

Vrf 2

Vf1
SS2 d2

S2 d1
D 5

Vrw2

Vw1

d2

d1
(A3.3)

or

d2 5
S

Vratw

Vratf
SS2 d1

d1
D 1 1

(A3.4)

where: Vratw 5
Vrw2

Vw1
and Vratf 5

Vrf2

Vf1

Equation (A3.4) gives the wake width at rotor exit; the equation
is independent of the joint relative exit angleb2 so that continuity
has not yet been globally satisfied. The chosen boundary condi-
tions for the simple spread sheet calculation are not mutually
compatible. Specified are relative exit angle, static pressure, con-
stant stream tube height, and exit relative total pressure and tem-
perature. These last two are effectively specified through the full
prescription of the inlet velocity triangle and the assumption of
zero loss. These boundary conditions fix an exit mass flow, which
in general may not be the same as the inlet one. To proceed it is
necessary to relax one of the boundary conditions. It is chosen here
to adjust the relative exit angle to satisfy the continuity equation
across the rotor. The other boundary conditions remain unaltered.
Equations (A3.1) for the free stream and wake are added together
and solved for the relative exit angleb2 (Eq. (A3.5)). In practice
only small movements of the relative exit angle were required. The
result was then fed back into the calculation, no iteration was
required to satisfy all the expressions.

cosb2 5 cosa1

Vf1r f1~S2 d1! 1 Vw1rw1d1

Vf 2rr f 2~S2 d2! 1 Vw2rrw2d2
(A3.5)

A P P E N D I X 4

Two-Dimensional Compressible Wake Mixing
This appendix gives a way of calculating the losses generated as

a two-dimensional inclined wake mixes out at constant area. The
flow is steady and of constant properties. The assumption of steady
flow is applicable here because of the assumption of an infinite
number of rotors. This situation is very much like the one de-
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scribed in Appendix 1. The only differences are that in this case
both axial and whirl momentum must be considered.

Figure A2 shows the control volume. The flow enters at station
2 (rotor exit) the two streams of fluid are traveling at different
absolute whirl angles (a 2f for the free stream anda 2w for the
wake). The wakes are of widthd2 and they are pitched a distance
Sapart. The wakes have different total pressure and temperature to
the free stream, static pressure is assumed uniform at both stations.
At station 3 the flow has mixed out to a common absolute flow
anglea3.

The continuity of mass flow is expressed by Eq. (A4.1) below;
the whole has been divided through bySd and the variableKc is
introduced to facilitate solution:

r3V3 cosa3 5 r f 2Vf 2 cosa f 2S1 2
d2

SD
1 rw2Vw2 cosaw2

d2

S
5 Kc (A4.1)

There are two momentum expressions to be considered here first
momentum in the circumferential direction or “whirl” direction is
considered. The equation for circumferential momentum is given
below. It has been divided through bySrd wherer is the (constant)
radius and a variableK ang is defined for later use:

cosa3 sin a3V3
2r3 5 Kang

5 rw2Vw2
2 sin 2aw2

d2

2S
1

r f 2Vf 2
2

2
sin 2a f 2S1 2

d2

SD (A4.2)

A similar treatment of the axial momentum equation is given
below:

cos2 a3V3
2r3 1 P3 5 Kax

5 rw2Vw2
2 cos2 aw2

d2

S
1 r f 2Vf 2

2 cos2 a f 2S1 2
d2

SD 1 P2

(A4.3)

For this case the energy equation is:

r3V3 cosa3SCpT3 1
V3

2

2 D
5 S1 2

d2

SDVf 2 cosa2fr f 2SCpTf 2 1
Vf 2

2

2 D
1

d2

S
Vw2 cosa2wrw2SCpTw2 1

Vw2
2

2 D 5 Ke (A4.4)

The solution procedure is similar to the previous one-
dimensional mixing sum. The resulting equation is a quadratic in
sin2 a3. An outline of the algebra is given below.

First Eqs. (A2.1) and (A2.2) are combined to remove the post-
mixing densityr3.

V3 sin a3 5
Kang

Kc
(A4.5)

Then Eqs. (A2.1) and (A2.3) are combined to again remove the
densityr3:

P3 5 Kax 2 KcV3 cosa3 (A4.6)

Equation (A2.1) is used again to remove the density from Eq.
(A2.4), giving:

KcSCpT3 1
V3

2

2 D 5 Ke (A4.7)

In this equation the mixed-out temperatureT3 can be replaced by
the static pressure and density from the equation of stateP 5 rRT.
The mixed-out density can be again substituted for using Eq.
(A2.1) giving:

g

g 2 1

P3V3 cosa3

Kc
1

V3
2

2
5

Ke

Kc
(A4.8)

In this expression the mixed-out static pressureP3 can be replaced
using Eq. (A2.6) and the mixed-out exit velocityV3 can be
substituted using Eq. (A4.5). After algebraic manipulation this is
now the required quadratic in sin2 a3:

a sin4 a3 1 b sin2 a3 1 c 5 0 (A4.9)

where:

a 5 J2 1
K ax

2

K ang
2 ; b 5 2JL 2

K ax
2

K ang
2 ; c 5 L 2; L 5

g 1 1

2g
;

J 5
KeKc

K ang
2 Sg 2 1

g D 2 1

A solution is obtained using the classic quadratic root equation.

Fig. A2 Two-dimensional compressible wake mixing sum
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Prediction of Transitional Heat
Transfer Characteristics of
Wake-Affected Boundary Layers
The presence of wake-passing in the gas turbine environment significantly modifies the
heat transfer characteristics on the downstream blade surface by causing wake-induced
transition. In this study, time-dependent boundary layer calculations were carried out
using a model for wake-induced transition based on a prescribed time-dependent inter-
mittent function. The model is determined from the well-known turbulent spot propagation
theory in a time–space diagram and from experimental evidence in the ensemble-
averaged sense. Time-averaged heat transfer distributions are evaluated and compared
with experimental results for different flow and wake-generating conditions over a flat
plate. Comparison showed that the present time-dependent calculations yield more
accurate results than existing steady superposition models.

Introduction

Periodic wake-passing from upstream blade rows in the gas
turbine flowfield can strongly influence the boundary layer and
heat transfer characteristics on the surfaces of the downstream
blades. This form of flow unsteadiness, which is caused by the
relative motion of adjacent blade rows, affects the unique transi-
tion process on the blade surface, which is known as wake-induced
transition. Since the optimal blade design relies heavily on accu-
rate heat transfer analysis of the blade surface, it is important to
predict the unsteady boundary layer development due to the wake-
induced transition.

A number of the measurements on wake-affected boundary
layers have been conducted recently in laboratory simulations
using rotating wake generators (Pfeil and Herbst, 1979; Pfeil et al.,
1983; Dullenkopf et al., 1991; Liu and Rodi, 1991; Orth, 1993;
Funazaki et al., 1997; Chakka and Schobeiri, 1999) and in a
turbine-compressor environment (Halstead et al., 1997). The ex-
perimental results showed that the unsteady wakes produce an
incident flow that has two distinctive characteristics: a free-stream
velocity defect, and its associated high turbulence during the
wake-passing. Orth (1993) and Halstead et al. (1997) concluded
that the high turbulence of the incoming wakes, rather than the
level of free-stream velocity defect, is primarily responsible for
initiating the wake-induced transition.

Figure 1 shows the general concept of wake-induced transition.
While the wakes pass over the surface approximately at the speed
of the free stream, high turbulence in the wakes penetrates into the
laminar boundary layer and initiates turbulent strips or spanwise
coalescence of turbulent spots. These turbulent strips convect
downstream and grow, due to different propagation speeds of their
leading and trailing edges. The passing wakes appear only to
trigger or initiate the starting location of the turbulent strips, and
the wakes do not affect the turbulent strips during their down-
stream development. This has been described by Orth (1993), and
his experimental evidence backs up the separate treatment of these
two flow phenomena by ignoring the interaction between the
free-stream velocity defect and the turbulent strips, downstream of
initiation. Thus, only the effect of strong turbulence in the periodic
wake passing is considered in the model of wake-induced transi-

tion developed herein, while the effect of periodic free-stream
velocity defect from the wakes is neglected.

The literature contains several different approaches for predict-
ing the transitional boundary layers due to wake-passing. For
time-averaged results, time-averaged intermittency models were
proposed by Mayle and Dullenkopf (1990, 1991), Hodson et al.
(1992), and Funazaki (1996). In contrast, time-accurate calcula-
tions have been carried out by Tran and Taulbee (1992), Cho et al.
(1993), and Fan and Lakshminarayana (1996) by solving the
unsteady boundary layer equations or the Navier–Stokes equations
in conjunction with low-Reynolds-numberk–e models.

Recently, Kim and Crawford (1998) introduced a model for
wake-induced transition that reproduces the time-accurate devel-
opment of the wake-affected boundary layer. They used an un-
steady boundary layer scheme and a simple engineering model for
the wake-induced transition based on the theory of turbulent spots.
Their computational results were compared with various measured
time-resolved and time-averaged boundary layer profiles and pa-
rameters. In the present paper, transition model is revised based on
the measurements of the ensemble-averaged intermittency by
Chakka and Schobeiri (1999), and the transitional heat transfer
characteristics in the wake-affected boundary layers are predicted
and compared with the measured data and the predicted results of
the time-averaged superposition model.

Model for Wake-Induced Transition
To compute periodically unsteady transitional boundary layers,

a conventional eddy viscosity formulation (Hodson et al., 1992) is
adopted to estimate the effective viscosity:

neff~x, y, t! 5 n lam 1 G~x, t!n turb~x, y, t! (1)

wheren lam is the molecular viscosity, andn turb is the turbulent eddy
viscosity. The transitional functionG( x, t) is considered in an
ensemble-averaged sense, and thus it is different from the conven-
tional steady state intermittency or instantaneous intermittency. In
the experimental work by Chakka and Schobeiri (1999), they
measured the ensemble-averaged intermittency as

g̃ 5
1

N O
j51

N

I ij ~t i ! (2)

where the indexi represents the phase-locked time (or fixed angle)
with respect to the wake-passing period, andN is the number of
wake-passing periods used in the evaluation.I is the instantaneous
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intermittency, which appears as the random step function with 0
(laminar) and 1 (turbulent).g̃ is identical to the present transitional
function, G( x, t). The first possibility for the determination of
G( x, t) can be derived from the propagation process of the
turbulent strips as shown in Fig. 2, following the qualitative
description of wake-induced transition by Pfeil et al. (1983). The
idea for the model is simply to switch on and off the turbulent
viscosity term in Eq. (1) while following the locus of the turbulent
strips. For example, at some locationx, the G( x, t) abruptly
switches on with a periodicity ofT (Fig. 2) and switches off in a
step function manner as depicted in Fig. 3. This switch is some-
what unrealistically abrupt at the interface of the turbulent strip
with the undisturbed laminar flow because it implies a sudden
variation of the effective viscosity. Computationally, the switch
tends to cause numerical difficulty at the interface and, in turn,
leads to an unrealistic time-resolved response of the boundary
layer.

For more realistic prediction of turbulent strip behavior, the
intermittent functionG( x, t) is determined using the observation
of experiments. Chakka and Schobeiri (1999) measured the
ensemble-averaged intermittency in a similar case of wake-passing
on a curved plate. Their results showed that the ensemble-averaged
intermittency is a Gaussian distribution in which a normalized
shape is conserved downstream. This idea is modeled as

G~x, t! 5 expS2pS t/T 2 x/~acUeT!

t/T D 2D (3)

whereT is the wake-passing period, andt is the time duration for
the turbulent strip, as defined by

t 5 E
2`

`

G~x, t!dt (4)

In reality, t in Eq. (3) can be approximated using the classical
theory of turbulent spot propagation:

t 5 S 1

aTE
2

1

aLE
D ~x 2 xw!

Ue
(5)

whereaLE andaTE are the ratios of propagation velocities for the
leading edge and trailing edge of the turbulent spot, respectively,
to the free-stream velocity:

ULE 5 aLEUe and UTE 5 aTEUe (6)

G( x, t) becomes traveling function in the streamwise direction
with a center convecting velocity ofacUe, which can easily be
determined from the propagation velocity of the leading (aLEUe)
and trailing (aTEUe) edges of the turbulent strip.

For a given wake-passing frequency (or wake period), the in-

Nomenc la tu re

a, b, w 5 constants for the model of
free-stream velocity defect

ac 5 ratio of traveling velocity of
the center of turbulent strip to
the local free-stream velocity

aLE, aTE 5 ratios of propagation velocity
of leading and trailing edges
of turbulent strip to the local
free-stream velocity

f 5 wake-passing frequency
H 5 shape factor5 d*/u
L 5 characteristic length

Re 5 Reynolds number
S 5 reduced wake-passing fre-

quency5 fL/U`

St 5 Stanton number
T 5 wake-passing period51/f
t 5 time

Tu 5 turbulence level
U# , Ũ 5 time-mean and ensemble-

averaged velocity

Ue( x) 5 undisturbed steady free-
stream velocity at the bound-
ary layer edge

Uet( x, t) 5 wake-disturbed unsteady
free-stream velocity
5Ue( x)W( x, t)

U` 5 inlet velocity
ũ 5 periodic fluctuation of

ensemble-averaged velocity
5Ũ 2 U#

u*d 5 normalized velocity defect5
(Ũ 2 U lam)/Ue

ũrms 5 rms velocity of periodic fluc-
tuation

W( x, t) 5 relative fluctuation function
for free-stream velocity de-
fect

x 5 streamwise distance
xw 5 onset of wake-induced transi-

tion

y 5 normal distance from the wall
d* 5 displacement thickness
u 5 momentum thickness

G( x, t) 5 time-dependent intermittent (or
transitional) function

g# 5 Stanton number based time-
averaged intermittency

n 5 kinematic viscosity
t 5 duration of turbulent strip

Subscripts

e 5 free-stream
L, lam 5 laminar
T, turb 5 turbulent

m 5 time-mean
s 5 steady

w 5 wake
tot 5 total

Fig. 1 Development of turbulent strips on the wake-affected surface

Fig. 2 Convection of turbulent strips and free-stream velocity defect
due to the wake-passing
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termittent function for the trajectories of the turbulent strips that
successively move in the time-space domain is prescribed using
Fig. 2 with propagation velocities set to be 88 percent (aLE) of
local free-stream velocity for the leading edge and 50 percent (aTE)
for the trailing edge in the computations. In reality, the propagation
speed of the turbulent spots or strip will be influenced by the
existence of pressure gradients. However, pressure dependence is
not considered, since the adverse pressure gradient is not important
in the predicted measurements considered herein. Figure 3 shows
the present model of the intermittent function in the form of a
Gaussian distribution, along with the older trapezoidal shaped
model used by Kim and Crawford (1998).

Determination of the onset for the transition presents a chal-
lenge, because no reliable theory is available for the wake-
disturbed boundary layer. An existing empirical correlation for
steady transition developed by Abu-Ghannam and Shaw (1980) is
utilized in the present simulations. In their model, the momentum
Reynolds number at the start of transition is expressed as

Reu,s 5 1631 exp~6.912 Tu! (7)

whereTu is the free-stream turbulence level in units of percent of
free-stream velocity. Assuming that the strip formation occurs at
the point of maximum turbulence level in the wakes, and that its
maximum turbulence level is sufficiently high, the transition onset,
xw, can be estimated to be the leading term, Reu,s 5 163, even if
the turbulence level in the wakes is not precisely known. This is
the primary reason that the above correlation was selected over the
one by Mayle (1991), even though Mayle’s correlation seems to be
more accurate in case the free-stream turbulence level is known.
We should note that Chakka and Schobeiri (1999) found a depen-
dence of the transition onset on the wake-passing frequency.

Even though the free-stream velocity defect in the wakes is not
considered a significant factor, and thus excluded from the transi-
tion model, the free-stream velocity defect is easily included in the
boundary conditions for a more realistic prediction. The free-
stream velocity gradient is expressed using the unsteady Bernoulli
equation as

2
1

r

dP

dx
5

Uet

t
1 Uet

Uet

x
(8)

To include the free-stream velocity defect in the time-resolved
calculations, the unsteady free-stream velocity is modeled to be
Uet( x, t) 5 Ue( x)W( x, t), whereUe( x) is an undisturbed steady
freestream velocity andW( x, t) is a relative free-stream time-
dependent part.W( x, t) is modeled from free-stream experimental
data using a Gaussian distribution,

W~x, t! 5 1 2 a z expS2S t/T 2 x/~UeT!

w/2 D 2D 1 b (9)

where the constantw is the width of the velocity defect, and the
constantsa and b account for the maximum amplitude of the

velocity defect in the free stream. These three constants were
approximated from the free stream measurements. Alternatively,
external flowfield computations, i.e., Euler solutions, may provide
the time-dependent boundary conditions.

The convection paths for the maximum (and leading and trailing
edges) of the free-stream velocity defects are also illustrated in Fig.
2, in addition to the turbulent strip propagation paths. For simplic-
ity, it is assumed that the location of the formation of the turbulent
strips (xw) occurs at a streamwise location that coincides with the
line of maximum velocity defect. Since the convection speed is
different for the free-stream velocity defect inside the wakes and
for the turbulent strip, they separate from each other and a travel-
ing velocity defect may eventually catch a neighboring turbulent
strip.

In order to implement these models, a time-dependent boundary
layer scheme described by Cebeci and Platzer (1989) has been
implemented for the time-resolved calculations of periodic bound-
ary layer flow. The two-dimensional incompressible time-
dependent boundary layer equations are numerically solved by the
Keller-box method. The algebraic eddy viscosity turbulence model
developed by Cebeci and Smith (1974) is used for the estimation
of turbulent viscosity. In their formulation, turbulent viscosity in
the inner and outer layers of the boundary layer is given as

n turb 5 5 ~0.4y~1 2 exp~2y/A!! 2U U

y
U for the inner layer

0.0168E
0

`

~Ue 2 U!dy for the outer layer

(10)

In Eq. (10),A 5 26n lamU t
21N andN 5 (1 2 11.8p1)21/ 2 where

U t is the wall friction velocity andp1 5 (n lamUe/U t
3)(dUe/dx).

Note that the turbulent viscosity is determined using the computed
instantaneous boundary layer velocity profile in the time-
dependent calculations.

Steady laminar boundary layer velocity profiles are used to start
the time-marching calculation. After starting the computation,
several wake-passing periods are calculated to overcome the tran-
sient response due to these arbitrary velocity profiles at the initial
time and to reach the converged periodicity. The required number
of periods increases as frequency rises. In the case of a moderate
reduced frequency (S 5 fL/U` based on the characteristic length
of flow, L) of unity, less than six cycles were found to be suffi-
cient. The time-dependent boundary layer code was qualified first
by extensive comparison with open-literature examples of oscil-
lating laminar and turbulent flows (Kim, 1998), while the only one
case of the benchmark tests are listed herein. Parikh et al. (1981)
measured turbulent boundary layer responses in a water tunnel
with a harmonic oscillation of the free stream described by

Ue~t! 5 H U0, x , x0

U0 2
a~x 2 x0!

L
~1 2 cosvt!, x0 , x , x0 1 L

(11)

where the amplitude parameter of the free stream,a/U 0, was 0.05,
and L is the length (0.6 m) of flow deceleration zone. The free-
stream velocity remains steady and spatially constant from the
leading edge to the locationx0, and the time-mean velocity de-
creases linearly in the test section length where the sinusoidal
oscillation occurs. Measurements were carried out using four dif-
ferent oscillation frequencies (0.01, 0.25, 0.5, and 2.0 Hz) at (x 2
x0) 5 0.568 m,wherex0 5 2 m. Time variation of the normalized
displacement thickness of the boundary layer is presented in Fig.
4(a), where the time-mean thickness is used for normalization. The
predicted values are in excellent agreement with the measurements
both for the amplitude and phase angle of the variation. In Fig.
4(b), predicted friction coefficients, normalized by their time-mean
values, are compared with measurements. Agreement is generally

Fig. 3 Intermittent function for the transition model as a function of time
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good, although the computation overpredicted the amplitude of the
lowest frequency case off 5 0.01 Hz, and thephase angle is
shifted. However, as the frequency increases, the computation
shows excellent agreement. In addition, the comparison shows that
the time-resolved surface quantities such as friction coefficient are
more difficult to predict than the time-resolved boundary layer
integral parameters.

Grid dependence of the computations in space and time were
thoroughly checked by performing calculations with grid systems
of much finer resolution, and the convergence of periodicity was
checked by comparing the calculations with the ones in which the
wake-passing periods were doubled.

Results and Discussion

Prediction of the Time-Resolved Boundary Layer Develop-
ment. Liu and Rodi (1991) conducted extensive hot-wire mea-
surements in the boundary layer developing along a plate subjected

to periodic wake-passing, and they reported a wide variety of
time-resolved measurement data for the wake-affected boundary
layer development and transition process. Periodic wakes were
created using the squirrel-cage type wake generator in front of the
test plate, and the free-stream velocity was almost constant at 15.5
m/s. In the case of no wake, the free-stream turbulence level is so
low (0.3 percent) that the entire surface length of the plate (0.5 m)
remained laminar. Liu and Rodi (1991) created four cases of
different wake-passing frequency: case 2 (20 Hz), case 3 (40 Hz),
case 4 (60 Hz), and case 5 (120 Hz). However, only the calcula-
tions for case 3 are presented in this paper. Transition onset was
determined to be 0.075 m from the leading edge by using the
correlation by Abu-Ghannam and Shaw (1980). As described
earlier, the effect of free-stream velocity defect was included in the
calculation using the measurement data set aty 5 15 mm, as
shown in Fig. 5. Calculations were carried out with and without the
inclusion of free-stream velocity defect in order to appreciate the
effect of free-stream velocity defect on the boundary layer devel-
opment.

Figure 6 presents the calculated time-resolved boundary layer
parameters at three streamwise locations, and the agreement with
the measurement data is good in all three locations. These results
show the temporal switching between the laminar and turbulent
states during the wake-passing and turbulent strip propagation.

Fig. 4 Time-dependent variation of displacement thickness and friction
coefficient in oscillating turbulent boundary layer: Symbols show the
measurements by Parikh et al. (1981); solid lines show the computations.

Fig. 5 Modeled free-stream velocity defects for case 3 using Gaussian
distribution; symbols show the measurements at y 5 15 mm by Liu and
Rodi (1991).

Fig. 6 Time-resolved variation of boundary layer parameters for case 3
of the measurements by Liu and Rodi (1991); symbols show the mea-
surements; solid lines show the predictions with free-stream velocity
defect and dotted lines without free-stream velocity defect.
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Note that the predicted results have the same phase for all three
locations, and this trend shows that the convection path of the
turbulent strips is different from the one of the passing wakes.

Periodic fluctuations (ũ) of the ensemble-averaged boundary
layer velocity are shown in Fig. 7 for three normal distances, and
the calculated ensemble-averaged velocity traces agree well with
the corresponding measurement data. Note thatũ is defined as the
difference between the ensemble-averaged velocity (Ũ) and the
time-mean velocity (U# ). Comparison between the results of com-
putation with and without the free-stream velocity defect shows
the two contributions to the ensemble-averaged velocity fluctua-
tion, namely the unsteady transition process and the free-stream
velocity defect. Predicted near-wall velocity traces (y 5 0.3 mm)
at x 5 0.2 and 0.4 m show significant discrepancy with the

measurements, although the predictions atx 5 0.5 m show
excellent agreement. It is not clear whether that discrepancy is
caused by the deeper penetration of wake disturbances that move
at the speed of free stream or the possible effect of secondary
wakes from the returning bars. Both effects are excluded from the
model in the present approach.

In Fig. 8, the rms profiles of the periodic fluctuation component
(ũ) are compared with the measurements. In the upstream region
closer to the transition onset, the rms profiles for both the mea-
surements and the calculations show the two local maxima near the
surface due to the periodic transition. As the transition proceeds,
the maxima grow continuously, and they decrease as the turbulent
strips merge.

Figure 9 presents the contours of the velocity defect at the
streamwise location ofx 5 0.2 and 0.5 m. Note that the velocity
defect represents the level of disturbed boundary layer velocity,
and it is defined asu*d 5 (Ũ 2 U lam)/Ue, whereU lam is from the
undisturbed laminar profile for the case of no wake-passing. These
contours represent the time history of the disturbed flow at a fixed
streamwise location. In Fig. 9(a), the negative contours of round-
edged triangular shape (t/T 5 0.1 ; 0.4) show the duration of the
turbulent strip and the temporal transition to turbulent status. After
the turbulent strip passes, the negative contours immediately dis-
appear, but the positive contours, which are confined to the near-
wall region during the convection of the strips, last longer. This

Fig. 7 Periodic fluctuation of ensemble-averaged boundary layer veloc-
ity for case 3 of the measurements by Liu and Rodi (1991); symbols show
the measurements; solid lines show the predictions with free-stream
velocity defect and dotted lines without free-stream velocity defect.

Fig. 8 Profiles of rms velocity of periodic fluctuation for case 3 of the
measurements by Liu and Rodi (1991); symbols show the measure-
ments; solid lines show the predictions with free-stream velocity defect
and dotted lines without free-stream velocity defect.

Fig. 9 Predicted velocity defect contours for case 3 of the measure-
ments by Liu and Rodi (1991)
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time period (t/T 5 0.4 ; 0.9) can beinterpreted as the existence
of the becalmed region behind the turbulent strips. As the strips
grow while convecting downstream, they terminate the becalmed
region of the preceding strips and begin to merge with each other,
as shown in Fig. 9(b).

Complete results of the calculations with detailed discussion for
the other cases of the measurements are described in Kim and
Crawford (1998) for a slightly different intermittent function
model. However, the difference is found to be minor when com-
pared with the present results.

Prediction of the Heat Transfer Measurements. The effects
of the periodic wake-passing on boundary layer transition and heat
transfer on a flat plate were studied experimentally by Funazaki et
al. (1997). The test Reynolds number was 1.33 106, based on the
inlet flow velocity (20 m/s) and the length of a flat plate (L 5 1
m), and the inlet free-stream turbulence level without wake-
passing was about 0.5 percent. Using a flow accelerating device
and varying the inclination angle, four types of favorable pressure
gradient flow cases (types 1 to 4) were generated and used for heat
transfer measurements as well as the case of zero pressure gradient
(type 0). Figure 10 shows the velocity distributions for the cases
with favorable pressure gradient.

Figure 11 shows the steady boundary layer calculations for three
cases without periodic wakes and the results agree well with the
measurements. Note that all predictions of no-wake transition were
performed using the length transition model ofg s 5 1 2
exp(25h 3) whereh 5 ( x 2 xS)/( xE 2 xS). The start (xS) and

end (xE) of transition are determined using Eq. (7) and the corre-
lation ReuE 5 2.667 ReuS (Abu-Ghannam and Shaw, 1980).

The free-stream turbulence is set to be 1.4 percent, which is
higher than the reported value of 0.5 percent. The experimental
unheated starting length of 45 mm from the leading edge was taken
into account for all the heat transfer predictions. Compared with
the zero pressure gradient case (T0), transition is delayed in the
flow of type 1 (T1), and is completely suppressed in the flow of
type 2 (T2) over the entire length of the measurement plate by the
presence of the stronger favorable pressure gradient.

Wake-Passing Cases of Normal Rotation.Funazaki et al.
(1997) used a wake generator of the spoke-wheel type to simulate
periodic wake-passing over the test plate. There is no effect of
secondary wakes with the spoke-wheel type wake-generator, but
the cylindrical bars on the wheel should be long enough to ensure
the two-dimensional flow over the test plate, in contrast to the
squirrel-cage-type wake generator used by Liu and Rodi (1991).
By changing the rotation of the spoke-wheel, there were two types
of wake-passing created: (a) normal rotation (wake generating bars
in front of the plate move toward the measurement plate); and (b)
reverse rotation (bars move away from the measurement plate). In
the measurements, time-averaged heat transfer of the wake-
disturbed plate for each type of flow was recorded for three cases
of wake-passing by changing the number of bars on the spoke-
wheel. As a result, the corresponding reduced wake-passing fre-
quencies (S5 fL/U`) were 1.88, 2.83, and 5.65, based on the inlet
flow velocity and the plate length.

Predictions of the wake-affected heat transfer characteristics
were carried out using two approaches. The first approach used a
steady-flow method involving superposition of a fully laminar
Stanton number (StL) distribution and a fully turbulent Stanton
number (StT) distribution, obtained without the presence of the
wakes. For this approach, superposition (Mayle, 1991) leads to

St5 StL 1 g# w~StT 2 StL ! (12)

where g# w is a superposition function that contains the wake-
passing effect.

From the theory of turbulent spot propagation and the time–
space diagram of Pfeil et al. (1983) in Fig. 2, Funazaki (1996)
proposed

g# w 5 S 1

aTE
2

1

aLE
DSS x 2 xw

L D 5 S 1

aTE
2

1

aLE
DS x 2 xw

U` T D (13)

Experimental values ofaTE andaLE from various measurements of
turbulent spots are about 0.5 and 0.88, respectively. This simple
model implies that the propagation and the growth of the turbulent
strips are independent of the movement of the wakes outside the
boundary layer, and that the time-averaged transition process can
be estimated without the detailed knowledge of the wake propa-
gation.

The effect of pressure gradient cannot be accounted for in the
simple model such as Eq. (13). Thus, a new formulation was
presented to include the streamwise variation of local free-stream
velocity (Hodson et al., 1992; Funazaki et al., 1997):

g# w 5 S 1

aTE
2

1

aLE
D E

xw

x f

Ue
dx 5 S 1

aTE
2

1

aLE
D E

xw

x 1

UeT
dx (14)

wheref is the wake-passing frequency (f 5 1/T).
For the second approach, time-resolved boundary layer calcu-

lations were performed for the periodic boundary layer develop-
ment due to wake-passing for each type of the flow. Time-
dependent variation of the intermittent function (not to be confused
with the superposition intermittency function in the first approach)
was prescribed in the formulation of the turbulent viscosity, similar
to that carried out for the measurements of Liu and Rodi (1991).
The wake effect on the free-stream velocity was neglected in the

Fig. 10 Free-stream velocity distributions from the measurements by
Funazaki et al. (1997)

Fig. 11 Stanton number variations for the cases of no wakes: symbols
show the measurements by Funazaki et al. (1997); solid lines show the
steady boundary layer predictions.
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present calculations, because the measurements did not provide
sufficient information. However, this would not significantly affect
the time-averaged results, since free-stream fluctuation is only a
minor factor for the transition process. For all the predictions,
transition onset was determined from the correlation of starting
location by Abu-Ghannam and Shaw (1980), and the resulting
starting locations of transition from the leading edge of the test
plate in meters are 0.0492 (type 0), 0.0498 (type 1), 0.0524 (type
2), 0.0519 (type 3), and 0.0537 (type 4). Steady transition due to
the background turbulence was ignored, and the related issue on
multimode transition will be discussed later.

The heat transfer results from the predictions using the time-
averaged steady superposition model (Eq. (13)) and the time-
averaged results of the time-resolved computation are presented in
Fig. 12 for three cases at three reduced wake-passing frequencies
and compared with the measurements. When the pressure gradient
is zero or mildly favorable, the steady model from Eq. (13) shows
reasonable prediction of time-averaged heat transfer, but the pre-
diction using the steady model starts to deviate from the measure-
ments when the favorable pressure gradient becomes significant. In
contrast, the time-averaged results from the time-resolved calcu-
lation provide good agreement for all three types of flow. How-
ever, significant underprediction occurs atS 5 5.65 for the flow
of type 0, and this indicates that the transition onset is earlier than
predicted by the correlation. Assigning an earlier onset will yield
better results. Generally speaking, computational results for the
time-averaged heat transfer on the surface show that the prediction
is less favorable in the early region around Rex 5 2 3 105 where
the turbulent strips start to develop. A possible explanation is that
the interaction between the newly formed turbulent strips and the
passing wakes containing high disturbance is intense, unlike the
present assumption of no interaction between them.

Funazaki et al. (1997) reported only the time-averaged intermit-
tency distribution without providing the corresponding heat trans-
fer results for their higher acceleration cases: types 3 and 4, as
shown in Fig. 13. To compare the experimental results with the
time-dependent calculations, the time-resolved heat transfer is
averaged and inserted into the rearranged superposition Eq. (12) to
yield a calculating equation for the time-averaged intermittency
distribution:

g# w 5
St2 StL
StT 2 StL

(15)

These results are plotted in Fig. 13, and they compare very accu-
rately with the measurements. The results from the steady super-
position models are also plotted in Fig. 13, showing a significant
disagreement for largex.

For type 0 and 1 flows, steady transition due to the background
turbulence occurs in the case of no wake-passing, and the slight
underprediction of the time-resolved computations near the trailing
edge of the plate atS 5 1.88 could be attributed to a multimode
transition associated with the steady transition between the wakes.
Mayle and Dullenkopf (1990) assumed that the production of
steady and wake-induced transitions are independent of each other,
and proposed the following superposition for the multimode tran-
sition:

g# tot 5 1 2 ~1 2 g# w!~1 2 gs! (16)

whereg s is the intermittency distribution when the wake-passing
is absent in steady boundary layers. Preliminary testing of Eq. (16)
with both time-averaged intermittency models produced a signif-
icant overprediction (not presented in the paper). First of all, the
presence of wake-passing modifies the flow before the region of
steady transition and forces the wake-affected flow to have a flow
history that is different from the no wake-passing case. Thus, even
if the assumption that permits independent existence of two modes
of transition is valid, superposition in Eq. (16) using information
from the no wake-passing case would lead to incorrect results.

Second, the two modes of transition are not independent, and thus
they should influence each other. The activity of the becalmed
region, which is excluded in the analytic models, may play the role
of stabilizing the surrounding flow and suppressing the effect of
background turbulence to trigger the transition between the turbu-
lent strips, until the becalmed region is terminated by the following
wakes or the surrounding turbulent flow. For the flows of types 2,
3, and 4, steady transition does not appear because of the large
favorable pressure gradient, eliminating the opportunity of multi-
mode transition.

Fig. 12 Time-averaged Stanton number distributions for the cases of
normal rotation; symbols show the measurements of Funazaki et al.
(1997) (F: no wake, E: S 5 1.88, ‚: S 5 2.83, h: S 5 5.65, and Œ: fully
turbulent); solid lines are the corresponding time-resolved predictions
for the cases of wake-passing; dotted lines are the predictions of the
steady superposition model for the corresponding wake-passing cases
(Eq. (13)).
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Wake-Passing Cases of Reverse Rotation.Funazaki et al.
(1997) also conducted heat transfer measurements for reverse
rotation of the wake-generating bars, with the rest of flow condi-
tions remaining the same. Compared with the results from normal
rotation of the bars, time-averaged heat transfer was significantly
reduced in the cases of the reverse rotation on the same test
surface, according to the measurements. It indicates that the flow
mechanism associated with the influence of wake-passing is quite
different from the normal rotation of moving bars. Figure 14
illustrates the flowfield created by the different rotation of wake-
generating bars. The flow pattern for the normal rotation case is on
the upper surface, and the reverse rotation case can be considered

as the flow on the lower surface or the pressure side of a turbine
blade. After the cutting of wakes by the test plate, a flow toward
the upper or suction surface (test surface with normal rotation)
results in accumulation of flow inside the wake. In contrast, flow
leaving the lower or pressure surface (test surface with reverse
rotation) causes the wake to be diminished (Binder et al., 1985).
Funazaki and Kitazawa (1997) also state that the wake-induced
turbulent region in the reverse rotation case was reduced by the
effect of the negative jet away from the plate surface.

Funazaki and Kitazawa (1997) measured the time-resolved tur-
bulent intensity for the cases of zero-pressure gradient andS 5
2.83using both rotational directions. From the observation of their
measured turbulence intensity aty 5 0.2 mm, reverse rotation
produces a much weaker effect on the boundary layer than normal
rotation in both strength and duration of turbulent fluctuations.
Quantitatively comparing the two experimental cases, the duration
of turbulent fluctuation near the surface was reduced by approxi-
mately 25 percent for the reverse rotation case. Therefore, the
intermittent function for reverse rotation was modified, yielding
the duration of turbulent strip,t, in the intermittent function to be
75 percent of that for normal rotation case:

S t

TD
reverse

5 0.75S t

TD
normal

(17)

In the time-resolved prediction for the reverse rotation case, a
modified distribution of the intermittent function was used, but
with the same location of transition onset for each type of flow.
The time-mean results from the predictions are shown in Fig. 15,
along with the measured data. Although the intermittent function
for the reverse rotation case is rather arbitrarily determined and
calibrated using the experimental observation, predicted time-
mean heat transfer results agree well with the experimental data.
There is a slight overprediction in the flow of type 2 in Fig. 15(c),
but the prediction can be improved by shifting forward the tran-
sition onset.

Time-resolved variations of the boundary layer parameters from
unsteady boundary layer computations are compared with the
measurements by Funazaki and Kitazawa (1997) in Fig. 16. De-
spite some discrepancies with the measurements, boundary layer
parameters are well predicted for cases of either normal or reverse
rotation. Wake-affected variations of displacement and momentum
thicknesses show the distinct characteristics of these cases. In
normal rotation, both thicknesses increase rapidly with the arrival
of the turbulent strip and decrease gradually toward the trailing
edge of the strip. However, the reverse rotation case shows an
almost symmetric increase and decrease during the passage of the
turbulent strips, but with narrower duration. However, both cases
do not show major difference in the variation of boundary layer
integral parameters, although the wake-passing due to normal
rotation has a larger impact on the laminar boundary layer, as
shown in the comparison of the time-averaged heat transfer of
Figs. 12 and 15.

Fig. 13 Comparison of predicted time-averaged intermittency factor
with the measurements (Funazaki et al., 1997) for high acceleration cases

Fig. 14 Wake and surface interaction for normal and reverse rotations
of wake-passing (adapted from Binder et al., 1985)
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Conclusions
A simple model for the evolution of wake-induced transition is

proposed to simulate the time-resolved variation of wake-affected
boundary layer development. The model is based on the classical
theory of the turbulent spot propagation and experimental obser-
vation. In the process of transition, it is assumed that there is no
interaction between the turbulent strips and the wakes after the
high turbulence in the wakes initiates the turbulent strip at an
earlier location. The ensemble-averaged intermittent function was
modeled using Gaussian distribution and the linear propagation
theory of turbulent spots. Comparison with the measurement data
showed the capability of model to capture the details of ensemble-
averaged variation of wake-affected boundary layer flow.

Heat transfer measurements under zero and favorable pressure
gradients were calculated at several reduced wake-passing fre-
quencies, and the estimated time-averaged results show that the
present method provides more accurate predictions than a time-
averaged superposition model, especially when the effect of pres-
sure gradient is significant. The reverse rotation cases of wake-
generating bars were also considered. The duration time of the
intermittent function was set to be 75 percent of the one for the
normal rotation, yielding good agreement with the measurements.
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The Origin of Turbulent Spots
It has been suggested that a turbulent spot is formed when a transient separation occurs
in the laminar boundary layer and this criterion has been successfully used by Johnson
and Ercan (1996, 1997) to predict bypass transition for boundary layers subjected to a
wide range of free-stream turbulence levels and streamwise pressure gradients. In the
current paper experimental results are presented that support the premise that the
formation of turbulent spots is associated with transient separation. Near-wall hot-wire
signals in laminar and transitional boundary layers are analyzed statistically to produce
probability distributions for signal level and trough frequency. In the laminar period the
signal level is normally distributed, but during the inter-turbulent periods in the transi-
tional boundary layer, the distribution is truncated at the lower end, i.e., the lowest
velocity periods in the signal disappear, suggesting that these are replaced during
transition by the turbulent periods. The number of these events (troughs) also correlates
with the number of turbulent spots during early transition. A linear perturbation theory is
also used in the paper to compute the streamlines through a turbulent spot and its
associated calmed region. The results indicate that a hairpin vortex dominates the flow
and entrains a low-momentum fluid stream from upstream with a high-momentum stream
from downstream and then ejects the combined stream into the turbulent spot. The hairpin
can only exist if a local separation occurs beneath its nose and the current results suggest
that this separation is induced when the instantaneous velocity in the near-wall signal
drops below 50 percent of the mean.

Introduction
The turbulent spot can be considered as the “building block” of

a turbulent flow. In the transition of a laminar boundary layer to a
turbulent one, the turbulent spot plays a pivotal role. The first
appearance of turbulent spots determines the start of transition
location and the subsequent growth of the spots dictates the length
of the transition region prior to a fully turbulent boundary layer
being achieved. Emmons (1951) first recognized the intermittent
nature of transitional flow and the role of the turbulent spot in the
transition process. Narasimha (1957) measured the variation in
intermittency through transition and showed that this was most
accurately represented by a “concentrated breakdown” model, i.e.,
a model in which all the turbulent spots are initiated at the same
streamwise location and the increase in intermittency through
transition results purely from the growth in size of these spots.
More recently, with the availability of more accurate measurement
techniques for intermittency, the validity of this model has been
challenged. Johnson and Fasihfar (1994) showed that a concen-
trated breakdown model did not give a good prediction of the
evolution of spot statistics through transition and that a “distrib-
uted breakdown” model, i.e., one where spots are initiated at
different streamwise locations resulted in improved prediction.

Johnson (1994) and Johnson and Ercan (1996, 1997) and more
recently Mayle and Schultz (1997) and Mayle et al. (1998) have
shown that the pretransitional boundary layer near wall velocity
fluctuations, induced primarily by pressure fluctuations associated
with the free-stream turbulence, grow more or less linearly in the
streamwise direction. These fluctuations are of long wavelength
(greater than 15 to 20 boundary layer thicknesses), but can be
many times greater in amplitude (typically 20 to 100) in the
near-wall region than in the free-stream. When these fluctuations
reach some critical level (approximately a local turbulence level of
23 percent according to Johnson (1994)) significant numbers of
turbulent spots are induced and transition commences. Natural
transition induced through Tollmien–Schlichting waves also com-
mences when the waves reach a similar critical amplitude. T–S

waves possess a shorter wavelength (typically 2 to 3d) and also
grow exponentially once the critical boundary layer Reynolds
number is exceeded. However, it would appear that the criterion
for the amplitude of fluctuation that induces a turbulent spot is
common to both modes of transition.

The structure of turbulent spots has been studied extensively
through both experiment (e.g., Cantwell et al. (1978); Seifert and
Wygnanski (1994); Gostelow et al. (1995) and numerically (Ber-
tolotti et al. (1992)); however, the mechanism leading to the
initiation of the spot and turbulence production is not clear. Var-
ious mechanisms for the generation of turbulence in a boundary
layer have been proposed. Sirovich and Karlsson (1997) believe
that turbulent bursts are generated by the interaction of spanwise
vorticity and oblique waves induced by the low frequency un-
steadiness. On the other hand, Smith et al. (1991) attribute the
turbulent bursts directly to the spanwise vorticity, produced
through the unsteadiness, which induces transient separation of the
boundary layer flow. This mechanism has also been proposed by
one of the current authors (Johnson, 1994).

The objective of the current paper is to investigate through both
experiment and theory the process of turbulent spot initiation.

Theoretical Model for Spot Initiation
Johnson (1994) considered the effect of the fluctuating pressure

field resulting from free-stream turbulence on the near-wall veloc-
ity profile within the laminar boundary layer. Experimental obser-
vations (Johnson and Ercan, 1996) of the near-wall velocity fluc-
tuations within laminar boundary layers show that the dominant
wavelengths are much greater than the boundary layer thickness.
Similar results have since been obtained theoretically by Mayle
and Schultz (1997). If this is the case, it is reasonable to assume
that the effect of the pressure field close to the wall is restricted to
two dimensions (i.e., thex–y plane) and that there will be negli-
gible phase shift over short distances from the wall. Experimental
observations also indicate that near the wall the turbulence level is
constant and hence as the mean velocity is proportional toy, it
follows that the instantaneous velocity must also be proportional to
y. With the assumptions so far made, a streamline in the near wall
region will be as shown in Fig. 1. In the unperturbed flow, the
streamline at a heighty from the wall will carry fluid at a velocity
u. When the flow is perturbed by a local reduction in pressure,
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however, the fluid will accelerate and will also move closer to the
wall (to satisfy 2-d continuity). Conversely, when the pressure
increases, the streamline will move away from the surface. Along
a streamline, assuming that the perturbation is time invariant and
viscosity can be neglected,

p0~y! 5 p~x, ys! 1 1
2 rus

2, (1)

where the pressure field is assumed to be a function only of the
free-stream perturbations and not the local conditions andus is the
velocity of fluid on the streamline at a heightys above the wall.
Continuity also requires that

uy 5 usys (2)

Now with a general waveformw( x) for the perturbing pressure
field

1

r
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2w~x! 5 aSuy

us
D 2

w~x! (3)

wherea is a constant. Hence from Eq. (1),
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and so, taking the root of this quadratic, which meets the require-
ment thatus 5 u whenw( x) 5 0,
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However, the velocityu 1 u9 measured at the fixed heighty is
given by
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and hence
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This relation indicates that the minimum value of the measured
velocity u 1 u9 is 1

2 u whenp( x, y) 5 1
4 ru2. If p( x, y) exceeds

this value, the streamline no longer has an equilibrium position and
an instability occurs. In fact, as the streamline is deflected outward,
the local pressure increases, decelerating the fluid on the stream-
line still further, resulting in further deflection of the streamline
from the wall, until ultimately the fluid stalls and flow separation
results. This simple model therefore predicts that when a pressure
perturbation induces the near-wall velocity to drop below 50
percent of the unperturbed local velocity, an instability arises,
which results in local separation of the flow. It is the normal
velocity v9 associated with this separation that is believed to
initiate the turbulent spot.

Experimental Work
The experimental measurements were made in the boundary

layer wind tunnel in the Department of Engineering at the Uni-
versity of Liverpool. A detailed description can be found in Fasih-
far (1992). The flat plate has a length and width of 1.2 m and
0.7 m, respectively and a flow velocity of 30 m/s, which was
constant along the plate, was used for all the current experiments.
A turbulence generating grid, placed 0.75 m upstream of the plate
leading edge, induced a free-stream turbulence level of 1 percent
at the plate leading edge. A Dantec 55C01 anemometer and 55P15
probe were used for the boundary layer measurements. The signal
was digitized over a sample length of 15 seconds using a sampling
frequency of 10 kHz. The signals were linearized using a digital
“look-up” calibration table. At each of 12 streamwisex locations,
a boundary layer traverse consisting of 50 measurement points was
made in order that the boundary layer integral parameters could be
evaluated. One of the near-wall measurement points, which lay at
approximatelyy/d 5 0.1, wasselected for the signal analysis. The
turbulent and inter-turbulent periods and hence the intermittency
were determined using the method of Fasihfar and Johnson (1992),
whereby the signal was high pass filtered to remove the low-
frequency laminar fluctuations. The turbulent periods were then
defined as those periods when the signal amplitude exceeded a
specified threshold value. Full details, including the choice of the
filter setting and threshold are given in Fasihfar and Johnson
(1992). In the current work, the unfiltered signal was then analyzed
in the turbulent and inter-turbulent periods to evaluate probability
distributions for signal level and trough frequency.

Experimental Results

Boundary Layer Development. Figure 2 shows the boundary
layer development along the plate. Laminar flow is maintained up
to Rex 5 900,000, atwhich point the intermittency starts to
increase, indicating that transition has commenced. In the current
work transition is not fully completed at the last measurement
station. The near-wall local turbulence level increases approxi-
mately linearly through the laminar layer to a value close to 23
percent at start of transition, as discussed by Fasihfar and Johnson
(1992), and reaches a peak at 40 percent in the transition period

Nomenc la tu re

a 5 constant in Eq. (3)
p 5 instantaneous static pressure

po 5 time invariant total pressure on a
streamline

Re 5 Ud/n 5 boundary layer thickness
Reynolds number

Rex 5 Ux/n 5 Reynolds number based
on streamwise distance

Reu 5 Uu/n 5 boundary layer momen-
tum thickness Reynolds number

t 5 time

T 5 Ut/d 5 dimensionless time
u 5 time-averaged local velocity

u# lam 5 time-averaged inter-turbulent pe-
riod velocity

u# tur 5 time-averaged turbulent period
velocity

u9 5 fluctuating velocity
ui 5 u 1 u9 5 instantaneous velocity
us 5 velocity on a streamline
U 5 free-stream velocity

v9 5 normal fluctuating velocity
w( x) 5 waveform

x, y, z 5 streamwise, normal, and span-
wise coordinates

X, Y, Z 5 x/d, y/d, z/d 5 dimension-
less coordinates

ys 5 normal distance from wall to
streamline

d 5 boundary layer thickness
r 5 fluid density

Fig. 1 Near-wall streamlines perturbed through the pressure field in-
duced by the free-stream turbulence
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before decreasing to a level of about 25 percent as the end of
transition is approached. The reason for the peak at midtransition
is primarily because of the difference in the mean velocities in the
turbulent and inter-turbulent periods, and the local turbulence
levels within each period considered separately are considerably
lower, as discussed by Fasihfar and Johnson (1992).

Signal Level Probability. The significance of the pretransi-
tional development of the near-wall velocity fluctuations in the
triggering of turbulent spots has been recognized for a number of
years (Johnson (1994) and Mayle and Schultz (1997)). The mech-
anism through which the spots are induced has not clearly been
identified, however, and it was with this objective in mind, that the
near-wall hot-wire signals aty/d 5 0.1 were analyzed to try to
identify those parts of the signal responsible for inducing spots.
The distribution of occurrence level for each sample (Fig. 3) was
determined by first nondimensionalizing the instantaneous veloc-
ities with the inter-turbulent mean velocity. The range of observed
instantaneous velocities between the minimum and maximum
value was then divided into approximately 25 equal subranges or
bins. The sample, which consisted of 150,000 instantaneous ve-
locity measurements, was then analyzed to determine the propor-
tion of the total sample time spent in each subrange. The results
were then divided by the bin size, such that the choice of the
number of bins did not affect the computed probability. The spread
of observed values increases necessarily as the rms fluctuation
level increases with distance downstream, as shown in Fig. 3. The
probability curve is almost symmetric in the laminar period up to
Rex 5 900,000, but at thefirst measurement station within the
transition region, Rex 5 1,030,000, thesymmetry is lost. Al-
though there is a significant probability that the velocity will
exceed 150 percent of the local mean, the probability is almost
negligible that it will be below 50 percent. The loss of the low-
velocity events also increases the inter-turbulent meanu# lam, which
results in the most probable signal levelui /u# lam reducing from 1 to

0.9 and hence the whole distribution curve is shifted to the left.
This asymmetry becomes greater as the transition proceeds with
very low probabilities below 50 percent of the local inter-turbulent
mean velocity at any streamwise location. This observation there-
fore lends strong experimental support to the suggestion by John-
son and Ercan (1996, 1997) that turbulent spots are induced when
the near-wall instantaneous velocity drops below 50 percent of the
mean, in that it is these parts of the signal which apparently vanish
from the inter-turbulent periods. Beyond Rex 5 1,340,000, a
second peak resulting from the turbulent periods, which are asso-
ciated with a higher mean velocity, develops at aui /u# lam . 1. This
peak becomes dominant as the end of transition is approached and
also adopts a normal distribution profile about a mean level of
u# tur/u# lam.

Trough Frequency. The trough frequency is defined as the
frequency at which minima occur in the signal. In the present
work, the distribution of the trough depths is computed within
the laminar or inter-turbulent period as the frequency with
which minima occur within each bin. This frequency is then
divided by the bin size to remove the effect of the number of
bins chosen. Frequency distributions for the troughs (Fig. 4)
again show that the instantaneous velocity rarely drops below
50 percent of the mean even though significant frequencies are
detected over 200 percent of the mean. The total trough rate in
the inter-turbulent period (Fig. 5) remains constant at about 800
Hz as the boundary layer develops.

If each time the instantaneous velocity drops below the 50
percent threshold, a turbulent spot is induced, the number of
observed threshold events should be equal to the number of spots
induced. Figure 5 shows that during the early part of transition, the
spot rate (5 number of turbulent periods/sample time) is indeed
approximately equal to the rate at which troughs disappear into the

Fig. 3 Signal level probabilities

Fig. 2 Boundary layer development
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turbulent period (5 intermittency3 trough rate). This is not the
case farther downstream, however, as the number of observed
spots will be less than the total number induced as the spots will be
less than the total number induced as the spots will begin to merge
with their neighbors as they grow in size. Nevertheless, the result
shown in the figure confirms that the induction of a spot is
associated with the disappearance of a trough in the near-wall
velocity signal.

Concentrated or Distributed Breakdown. Whatever the cri-
terion for the induction of turbulent spots, for concentrated break-
down to occur, the criterion can only be satisfied over a very short
streamwise distance (Narasimha, 1957). This would seem to ne-

glect the statistical nature of the free-stream turbulence responsible
for inducing bypass transition. Consider, for example, a steady
flow over a flat plate, but suppose that the free-stream turbulence
level varies with time. Assuming the variation is made fairly
slowly, we would expect the transition location to move down-
stream as the turbulence level is decreased and to move upstream
as it is increased. This is not dissimilar from a wake-induced
transition experiment (e.g., Halstead et al., 1995) where periods of
high free-stream turbulence in the wakes result in large diversions
upstream in the transition location. This is an extreme example of
what happens when we have a nominally constant free-stream
turbulence level. If the turbulence level were measured over peri-
ods of only a few wavelengths, then its magnitude would be found
to vary considerably, because of its statistical nature. This varia-
tion would thus lead to a variation in the location at which
turbulent spots are generated and hence to a “distributed break-
down.” In the case of natural transition the amplitude of the
Tollmien–Schlichting waves also varies with time, but they grow
very rapidly in the streamwise direction and hence a large number
of spots will be induced over a relatively short streamwise distance
and thus can be modeled approximately as concentrated break-
down. However, for bypass transition the growth in amplitude is
approximately linear and hence the spot initiation sites will have a
significant streamwise distribution. This effect is apparent in most
measured intermittencies (e.g., Gostelow and Walker, 1991) where
the intermittency consistently exceeds the Narasimha concentrated
breakdown model value by between 2 and 5 percent in the early
transition period, but is accurately modeled by a distributed break-
down model (Johnson and Ercan, 1997). In the current experi-
ments occasional spots (at a frequencies less than 1 Hz and which
result in intermittencies less than 0.01 percent) were observed at
measurement stations in the laminar boundary layer Rex ,
900,000.These very early turbulent spots have a negligible effect
on the time mean boundary layer parameters and are generally
ignored by researchers, but their existence is evidence of occa-
sional extraordinary low troughs in the near-wall velocity signal,
which induce occasional turbulent spots in the laminar boundary
layer.

Theoretical Work
The theoretical results described in the current paper were

obtained using the method described by Johnson (1998a, 1999),
which is similar to the method of Li and Widnall (1989). A steady
nondeveloping boundary layer flow is perturbed by a fully three-
dimensional viscid linear perturbation. The method is therefore
only strictly accurate for small linear perturbations and turbulence,
which results from nonlinear perturbations, is not predicted. Nev-
ertheless, Johnson (1998b) showed that the geometric development
of the linear perturbation region was very similar to that of the
measured (and hence nonlinear) development of a turbulent spot
and its associated calmed region.

Figure 6 shows the streamlines through the perturbed region at
T 5 Ut/d 5 60 for Re5 4000 (Reu 5 470) as seen by an observer
travelling at 50 percent of the free-stream velocity (approximately
the average velocity of the perturbation region). It should be noted
therefore that fluid with a velocity less than 0.5U (i.e.,Y , 0.25)
is seen by this moving observer to approach the perturbed region
from the front, whereas fluid with a greater velocity (Y . 0.25) is
seen to approach from the rear. TheY axis in the figure has been
scaled by a factor of 5 and streamlines originating from eachY
level are staggered byDY 5 1 for clarity. In the figure all the
streamlines originating aboveY 5 0.1 travel around the core of a
hairpin vortex atX 5 30. The streamlines beneath this level pass
beneath the nose of the hairpin vortex and are deflected along its
legs around the calmed region, which is bounded by the vortex.
These streamlines are in fact within the viscous sublayer (Y 5 0.1
corresponds toy1 5 9 at this Reynolds number). The streamlines
originating atY 5 0.2 are turned by the hairpin vortex through
180 deg to move away from the surface to mix with fluid carried

Fig. 4 Trough frequency distributions

Fig. 5 Minima and burst rates along the plate
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by streamlines originating behind the perturbed region atY .
0.25. Thestreamlines originating fromY 5 0.4 and 0.5 dip
toward the wall through the calmed region to replace the fluid
ejected by the hairpin (Y 5 0.2 streamlines). This results in an
increase in the boundary layer momentum in the calmed region
and hence a local thinning of the boundary layer. The streamlines
from Y 5 0.4 and 0.5 pass through the calmed region to a point
below the nose of the hairpin vortex. At this point, the fluid slows
rapidly because of the increasing shear due to the wall below and
the hairpin vortex above. The fluid is then entrained by the hairpin
and is ejected forward along a similar path to the streamlines
originating fromY 5 0.2. Thefact that the fluid streams origi-
nating from upstream (Y 5 0.2) anddownstream (Y 5 0.4 and
Y 5 0.5) have significantly different energy levels will lead to
high local shear rates as the two streams mix out in the hairpin
vortex and forward of it following ejection and this leads to the
turbulence, which identifies this region as the turbulent spot.

In the current work, the region where the high-momentum
stream from downstream (streamlines fromY 5 0.3, 0.4, and0.5)
meets the low-momentum stream from upstream (streamlines from
Y 5 0.1 and 0.2), is of particular interest. Where these two streams
meet, the high-momentum stream bifurcates with one part con-
tinuing to the spot and the remainder turning through 180 deg into
the calmed region. The bifurcation occurs along a line between the
calmed region and the hairpin vortex, which forms an open loop.
The front of the loop lies beneath the nose of the hairpin vortex and
travels with it (i.e., at approximately 50 percent free-stream ve-
locity); however, the legs of the loop trail behind the nose and end
on the wall at separation points. It is therefore a necessary condi-
tion, for the establishment of the hairpin and the turbulent spot and
its associated calmed region, that the boundary layer is perturbed
sufficiently to induce a local separation of the flow.

The hairpin vortex and bifurcation point have also been ob-
served in experiments (e.g., Cantwell et al., 1978).

Conclusions

1 A simple analytical model is presented, which suggests that
the pressure fluctuations induced by the free-stream turbulence
perturb the near-wall velocity in the laminar layer. If the instan-
taneous velocity is reduced to 50 percent of the unperturbed
velocity, transient separation occurs and a turbulent spot is initi-
ated.

2 Probabilities for the near-wall signal level in the laminar and
inter-turbulent periods show that instantaneous velocities below
approximately 50 percent of the mean are negligibly small even
though velocities in excess of 200 percent are present. This obser-
vation appears to confirm that occurrences of instantaneous veloc-
ities below this threshold are responsible for the initiation of
turbulent spots. This hypothesis is also supported by the fact that
the occurrence rate of such events (troughs) is approximately equal
to the burst rate within the early transition period. In mid and late
transition, merging of spots occurs and hence the burst rate be-
comes lower than the trough rate.

3 A linear perturbation model is used to predict the stream-
lines through a turbulent spot and its associated calmed region. The
results show that the hairpin vortex is responsible for sustaining
the turbulent spot and that the vortex depends on the existence of
a local separation of the flow. The separation is induced when the
local instantaneous velocity drops below 50 percent of the mean.
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Three-Dimensional Unsteady
Flow for an Oscillating Turbine
Blade and the Influence of Tip
Leakage
The results of two investigations, concerning the aerodynamic response of a turbine blade
oscillating in a three-dimensional bending mode, are presented in this paper. The first is
an experimental and computational study, designed to produce detailed three-dimensional
test cases for aeroelastic applications and examine the ability of a three-dimensional
time-marching Euler method to predict the relevant unsteady aerodynamics. Extensive
blade surface unsteady pressure measurements were obtained over a range of reduced
frequency from a test facility with clearly defined boundary conditions (Bell and He,
1997). The test data indicate a significant three-dimensional effect, whereby the amplitude
of the unsteady pressure response at different spanwise locations is largely insensitive to
the local bending amplitude. The computational results, which are the first to be supported
by detailed three-dimensional test data, demonstrate the ability of the inviscid method to
capture the three-dimensional behavior exhibited by the experimental measurements and
a good level of quantitative agreement is achieved throughout the range of reduced
frequency. Additional computational solutions, obtained through application of the strip
methodology, reveal inadequacies in the conventional quasi-three-dimensional approach
to the prediction of oscillating blade flows. The issue of linearity is also considered, and
both experimental and computational results indicate a linear behavior of the unsteady
aerodynamics. The second, an experimental investigation, addresses the influence of tip
leakage upon the unsteady aerodynamic response of an oscillating turbine blade. Results
are provided for three settings of tip clearance. The steady flow measurements show
marked increases in the size and strength of the tip leakage vortex for the larger settings
of tip clearance and deviations are present in the blade loading toward the tip section. The
changes in tip clearance also caused distinct trends in the amplitude of the unsteady
pressure at 90 percent span, which are observed to correspond with localized regions
where the tip leakage flow had a discernible impact on the steady flow blade loading
characteristic. The existence of these trends in the unsteady pressure response warrants
further investigation into the influence of tip leakage on the local unsteady flow and
aerodynamic damping.

Introduction
A significant effort has been made in recent years to develop

computational methods for the prediction of unsteady flows around
oscillating turbomachinery blades, aimed at accurately determin-
ing flutter stability margins under practical working conditions.
The state-of-the-art computational methods largely consist of two
kinds of approach: nonlinear time marching methods such as those
presented by He and Denton (1994) and Gerolymos (1993), and
time-linearized methods, for instance Hall and Lorence (1993).
Both approaches have been developed into fully three-dimensional
methods, which can be applied to the complex three-dimensional
blade geometries that characterize the modern turbomachine. It is
unfortunate then, although not unexpected, that published experi-
mental programs have not similarly progressed to provide three-
dimensional test cases. The absence of three-dimensional test data
not only poses the obvious validation difficulty, but more crucially
it limits our understanding. This has detrimental repercussions,

because the understanding gained from experimental investiga-
tions plays an important role in the development of such prediction
methods.

It is notable that blading types most susceptible to flutter are
often typified by high aspect ratios, unshrouded tip sections, and
significant tip clearances. Now, while the deleterious steady flow
nature of tip leakage is well documented, e.g., as reported by
Sjolander in a recent VKI lecture series (1997), the influence of
these secondary flows on blade flutter is by comparison unex-
plored. The omission of such work takes on increasing importance
when it is realized that the contribution to aerodynamic damping is
usually disproportionately weighted toward the tip section, due to
the relatively high amplitudes of vibration there. It is also common
to find high aerodynamic loading at blade tip sections and the
influence of changes in blade loading, induced by tip leakage, on
the aeroelastic response is unknown.

Research has been undertaken, in two parts, to address the issues
raised. First, detailed and reliable three-dimensional test data for a
turbine blade oscillating in bending mode are presented, and the
ability of a three-dimensional time-marching Euler method to
capture the relevant unsteady aerodynamics examined. The mea-
surements and predictions, which encompass a range of reduced
frequency, are also studied in order to assess the linearity of the
test configuration. Following this, the influence of tip clearance
upon the unsteady pressure response of the oscillating turbine

1 Current address: ALSTOM Energy Ltd. Steam Turbines, Newbold Road, Rugby,
Warwickshire, CV21 2NH, United Kingdom.
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blade is experimentally investigated. Steady flow measurements of
the tip leakage vortex along with both steady and unsteady blade
pressure distributions are provided and the results discussed. To
the authors’ knowledge, this is the first work to address the
influence of tip clearance upon the local unsteady aerodynamics of
oscillating turbomachinery blades.

Low-Speed Test Facility
Here the test facility is described in brief. A more detailed

specification is provided by Bell and He (1997).

Description. A low-speed test facility, which employed a
single prismatic turbine blade (chord: 0.2 m), was used to generate
the test data. At the working section the turbine blade was mounted
in a profiled duct. The profiled sidewalls were specified by the
adjacent blades in cascade, with plane sections extending one axial
chord up and downstream of the blade. The working section was
located in the exhaust of a low-speed wind tunnel and the tunnel
boundary layers were bled, in order to provide uniform inlet flow
conditions.

The blade was driven at a sinusoidal rate by a single bar crank
mechanism (Fig. 1), and a three-dimensional bending mode was
enforced by hinging the blade at root and driving the tip section.
This provided a linear variation in bending amplitude along the
blade span. Specification of the bending mode and other opera-
tional parameters are given in Table 1.

Instrumentation, Data Acquisition, and Reduction. The
low speed and scale of the test facility meant that realistic reduced
frequencies were reproduced with low frequencies of blade vibra-
tion (4 to 21 Hz). This enabled the unsteady pressure signals from
the blade surface to be recorded with externally mounted pressure
transducers. The use of outboard pressure transducers is an impor-
tant feature of this test facility, because it significantly reduces the
cost for a suitable pressure transducer when compared to the

relatively expensive surface mounted kind. Furthermore, it allows
a single pressure transducer to measure the unsteady pressure for
all positions on the blade surface instrumented with a static tap-
ping. That is provided that all unsteady pressure signals can be
synchronized.

The blade was extensively instrumented at five spanwise sec-
tions: 10 (near hub), 30, 50, 70, and 90 percent span, with 10
tappings on the pressure and suction surface at each section. Five
calibrated Sensym 142C01D pressure transducers were used to
monitor the unsteady pressure response, therefore 20 sets of mea-
surements were required to cover the full blade surface. The
unsteady voltage output from the transducers was discretized and
recorded by a PC-mounted Amplicon PC-74 data-logging card,
and data acquisition was triggered by an optical schmitt trigger,
which referenced a fixed phase in the blade motion. A schematic
representation of this hardware is provided in Fig. 1.

Figure 2 demonstrates that despite the relatively low amplitude
of unsteady pressure signals, the sensitivity of the pressure trans-
ducers and data-logger was able to resolve them with sufficient
clarity. This figure also illustrates the process of noise reduction,
whereby the unsteady pressure signals were ensemble-averaged
over 40 periods. Following this, the unsteady pressures were
reduced into their harmonic components using a Fourier Series.
The final harmonic components were then corrected for phase shift
and attenuation along the tube lengths that separated the blade
surface tapping points and the transducers; see Bell and He (1997).

The test facility was also equipped with traverse gear, to enable
five-hole probe measurements of stagnation pressure and flow
angle at inlet to the test section and an axial plane 75 percent chord
downstream of the blade. The downstream measurements provided
information regarding the development of the tip leakage vortex.

Experimental Error and Repeatability
Further to previous publications of results obtained from the

low-speed test facility (Bell and He, 1997, 1998), a more rigorous
evaluation of experimental error and repeatability in the measure-
ment of unsteady pressure has been performed. This work, which
is summarized below, is described in detail by Bell (1999).

To enable a quantitative assessment of experimental error and
repeatability, 40 unsteady pressure measurements were acquired

Nomenc la tu re

BC 5 bending amplitude at tip, nondi-
mensionalized with chord

BL 5 local bending amplitude, nondi-
mensionalized with chord

C 5 blade chord, m
Cp 5 steady pressure coefficient5

(P 2 P̄2)/(P̄01 2 P̄2)
uCpnu 5 amplitude of thenth harmonic

pressure coefficient5 uP̃nu/
(P̄01 2 P̄2) BC

dA 5 projected blade surface area (unit
span), normal to the direction of
bending, m

h 5 blade span, m
k 5 reduced frequency, based on chord

and reference velocity
S 5 pitch, m

Vref 5 reference velocity5
=2(P̄01 2 P̄2)/r, ms21

x 5 chordwise position, m
Y 5 stagnation pressure loss, Pa

Ȳ 5 pitch-averaged loss coefficient5
*S YVxd y/((P̄01 2 P̄2) *S Vxd y)

z 5 radial position, m
ā 5 pitch-averaged exit flow angle5

tan21[S *S VyVxd y/(*S Vxd y) 2]
f n 5 phase angle of thenth harmonic

pressure response, deg
t 5 tip clearance/gap, m
j 5 coefficient of aerodynamic damp-

ing 5 (1/h) * h *C ((2pBLuCp1u
3sin f 1)/CBC)dAdz

Fig. 1 Schematic of data acquisition hardware

Table 1 Operational conditions
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from five surface tappings (selected to provide a representative
range of unsteady pressure amplitude) under identical operating
conditions. In the measurement of each unsteady pressure signal,
the experimental procedure outlined in the previous section was
followed. This included the process of ensemble-averaging and the
correction for phase shift and attenuation of pressure signals within
the tapping tubes. From the statistical sample of 200 unsteady
pressure measurements, the deviation from mean values were
determined for both amplitude (uCp1u) and phase angle (f1) of the
first harmonic pressure. The results demonstrated an excellent
level of repeatability, which accounts for the contribution of ran-
dom error, with all deviations in the measurement of phase angle
falling within the range64 deg and within60.06 for the nondi-
mensional amplitude of first harmonic pressure. The corresponding
standard deviation was 0.93 deg in measurement of phase angle
(f1) and 0.018 in the measurement of pressure amplitude (uCp1u).

In order to estimate an overall level of experimental error in the
measurement of unsteady pressure, it was also necessary to con-
sider the accuracy of the correction imposed for the phase shift and
attenuation of pressure signals within the tapping tubes, which is
described in the preceding work (Bell and He, 1997). This correc-
tion relied upon the specification of phase shift and attenuation
coefficients for the tapping tubes at each test case reduced fre-
quency. These coefficients were experimentally determined
through a least-squares “best-fit” to calibration test data, which
comprised measurements ofuCp1u and f1 for various lengths of
tapping tube. During the calibration procedure, the deviation of
measurements from the least-squares best-fit was recorded, to
enable an estimation of accuracy to be made. The standard devi-
ation in calibration measurements was 2.45 deg in phase angle and
0.042 in uCp1u. This also demonstrates a good level of accuracy,
which combined with the results described above allows an overall
error band to be confidently established that envelopes the standard
deviation of measurements. This error band was conservatively
estimated as66 deg in the measurement of the true phase angle
(f1) and60.1 in the measurement of the true pressure amplitude
(uCp1u). This represents a high level of accuracy for type of
experimental work undertaken.

Numerical Method
The experimental test cases were numerically simulated by an

extended three-dimensional time-marching Euler method. In this
method the flow is governed by the unsteady three-dimensional
inviscid Euler equations. The equations were discretized in space
by a cell-vertex finite volume scheme (Denton, 1983), and tempo-
rally integrated with the explicit five-step Runge–Kutta method.
The second and fourth-order adaptive smoothing proposed by
Jameson et al. (1981) was adopted in the streamwise direction,
with simple second-order smoothing in the circumferential and
radial directions. The scheme was applied to anh-type mesh with
a zonal moving grid to accommodate the motion of the blade.

In order to model the experimental working section, a single
passage computational domain was extended to encompass two
blade passages. This domain was a geometric reproduction of the
experimental test section, which included the sidewalls. The mesh
used for both steady and unsteady computations comprised 81
nodes in the axial direction, 54 circumferentially, and 11 in the
radial direction. The mesh was refined in the axial and circumfer-
ential directions to resolve the leading and trailing edge regions,
and a single-node cusp was attached to the trailing edge. Down-
stream of the trailing edge, the side and endwalls of the compu-
tational domain were linearly contracted to obtain a corrected mass
flow in the inviscid calculations. The extent of the contraction was
determined by measurements of displacement thickness performed
at the downstream traverse plane in the test section. At the down-
stream boundary each endwall had been contracted by 0.75 percent
chord in the radial direction, and each sidewall by 3.0 percent
chord in the circumferential direction. A tip clearance was not,
however, included in the computational domain.

The inlet boundary was specified by uniform inlet flow condi-
tions previously obtained from the test facility (Bell and He, 1997),
while the downstream boundary was set by a fixed back pressure
condition. The reflecting downstream boundary condition was
adopted, because the test facility exhausted to atmosphere.

To obtain a converged solution from the time-marching method,
computations were performed at an artificially high Mach number.
The exit Mach number for the computations was in the region of
0.3, compared to 0.1 in the test facility. This should not, however,
introduce significant compressibility effects into the computations.
Reduced frequency was matched for each unsteady test case.

Experimental and Numerical Results

Steady Flow Results. Figure 3 demonstrates reasonable
agreement between the predicted and measured steady flow blade
pressure distribution. The results shown here, taken at midspan, are
representative of the full blade surface, at least between 10 and 90
percent span. Previous measurements from the test facility (Bell
and He, 1997) indicated negligible three-dimensional effects in
terms of the steady blade pressure distribution. Equally, without
the inclusion of tip clearance, there was no source of three-
dimensional effects in the inviscid steady flow computations given
the uniform inlet conditions.

Fig. 3 Predicted and measured blade pressure distribution

Fig. 2 Data acquisition and reduction; sample results at 70 percent
span, suction surface ( k: 0.25)
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The steady flow solution obtained from the three-dimensional
Euler solver was found to deteriorate quite markedly when the
contraction of the computational domain downstream of the trail-
ing edge was omitted. Although this is largely due to the blockage
from the contraction setting a more realistic mass flow, the way in
which the contraction was applied also helped to relieve the
diffusion toward the trailing edge of the blade suction surface.

Linearity. Before the experimental and numerical results are
discussed, the linearity of the test configurations is examined. This
is of general interest in terms of the unsteady flow physics and has
implications for the use of time-linearized numerical schemes.
Moreover, it was important to ascertain the extent of linearity for
the purposes of this investigation, because the unsteady calcula-
tions were performed at half the experimental bending amplitude.
This situation was imposed due to difficulties in obtaining a
converged solution for the full bending amplitude. This is thought
to be associated with the direction of bending and large amplitude
at the tip, causing excessive distortion of theh-type zonal mesh.

Numerical and experimental tests were performed in order to
assess linearity. Numerical test cases were calculated for three
different bending amplitudes at a reduced frequency of 0.75, and
experimental measurements were taken at both the normal bending
amplitude and a reduced value (used for numerical calculations), at
a reduced frequency of 0.50.

The numerical test for linearity, Table 2, shows the inviscid
aerodynamic response to the blade motion to be linear. Aerody-
namic damping is identical for the two highest bending amplitudes
tested, and only deviated very slightly for the low amplitude
(0.0055C), where the effect of machine error is more appreciable.
This test alone is not sufficient to prove linearity, however, be-
cause viscous effects were neglected by the numerical model.

The experimental measurements, presented in Fig. 4, also dem-
onstrate quite linear behavior. The amplitude of the first harmonic
pressure response for the suction surface (Fig. 4(i)) is almost
identical for both bending amplitudes tested, and the same case
was found for the pressure surface. The phase angle also shows
excellent agreement for the whole pressure surface and from the
leading edge to midchord on the suction surface. Aft of 60 percent
chord on the suction surface, the phase measurements tend to
deviate beyond the envelope of experimental error (specified as 6
deg standard deviation), most notably toward the hub section (10
percent span). The most likely explanation for this apparent non-
linear activity is considered to be the unsteady behavior of an
intermittent external leakage flow, which is thought to have en-
tered the test section through a faulty gland at the hub of the
suction surface. It should be noted, however, that within this region
of nonlinear activity, the amplitude of the unsteady pressure re-
sponse, and the contribution from the deviation in phase toward the
aerodynamic damping, is relatively small.

Predicted and Measured Unsteady Pressure Response.Ex-
perimental measurements were performed at four reduced frequen-
cies, as specified in Table 1. Figure 5 shows the measurements and
numerical prediction obtained for a reduced frequency of 0.25. The
results presented here are in the form of the first harmonic pressure
response and in order to preserve clarity they are provided for just
three spanwise sections; 10 percent span (near hub); midspan; and
90 percent span (near tip).

Figure 5(i) shows the predicted and measured amplitude of the
first harmonic pressure response, (k: 0.25). A consistent three-
dimensional feature of the experimental measurements, repre-
sented in this figure, is an insensitivity in the amplitude of unsteady
pressure to the local bending amplitude. While the bending am-

plitude at 90 percent span is around five times that found at 10
percent span, the variation inuCp1u is not nearly as severe. Indeed,
the amplitude of unsteady pressure measured on the pressure
surface is almost identical along blade span. This figure also shows
that the inviscid numerical scheme achieves good qualitative and
quantitative agreement with the measured amplitude of unsteady
pressure, and the insensitivity to local bending amplitude is cap-
tured. To demonstrate further the three-dimensional nature of the
experimental measurements of unsteady pressure amplitude, and
the capability of the three-dimensional Euler method, a prediction
from a quasi-three-dimensional version of the numerical method is
included. A quasi-three-dimensional prediction, also atk: 0.25, of
the amplitude of the first harmonic pressure for the suction surface
is shown in Fig. 6. This figure clearly shows the insensitivity of the
experimental measurements ofuCp1u to the local bending ampli-
tude, and the inability of the quasi-three-dimensional strip method
to capture this behavior.

The predicted phase angle of the first harmonic pressure re-
sponse, Fig. 5(ii ), also demonstrates good agreement with the
experimental measurements for all spanwise locations on the pres-
sure surface. However, the prediction of phase for the suction
surface does not display quite the same level of agreement. From
the leading edge to around 40 percent chord there is reasonable
agreement between prediction and measurement; however, farther
downstream the agreement tends to deteriorate. The predicted
unsteady pressure response of the suction surface is led by that at
the trailing edge, whereas for the experiment the phase at the
trailing edge lags the response at midchord. For inviscid flow, the
unsteady lift, and therefore blade pressure distribution are heavily
influenced by the condition of flow at the trailing edge. Informa-
tion propagates upstream from the trailing edge and manifests in
the phase lead of the unsteady response from this position, as
demonstrated by the numerical solutions and the response mea-
sured for the pressure surface. Due to the relatively strong viscous
diffusion of the suction surface in the test facility, however, the
pressure toward the trailing edge could be sensitive to information

Fig. 4 Experimental test for linearity, k: 0.50; first harmonic pressure
response at two bending amplitudes (lines denote measurements ob-
tained at the normal bending amplitude, and symbols those obtained at
the reduced bending amplitude)

Table 2 Numerical test for linearity ( k: 0.75)
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convected from upstream, since this will determine the behavior of
the relatively thick boundary layer found here. It is notable, how-
ever, that these discrepancies occur in regions where the amplitude
of the unsteady response and consequent contribution to aerody-
namic damping is relatively low.

The high level of agreement between the predicted and mea-
sured first harmonic pressure response and the qualitative trends
observed are typical of the full range of reduced frequency tested.
Furthermore, the predictions are a strong indication that the un-

steady flow in the test facility is dominated by inviscid mecha-
nisms.

One of the most important features of numerical predictions of
the kind presented is the ability to determine aerodynamic damp-
ing accurately and so predict stability margins. The numerical
solution consistently picks up the increases in both phase and
amplitude as the reduced frequency is increased. This is reflected
by a favorable comparison between the predicted and measured
variation in aerodynamic damping with reduced frequency, as
shown in Fig. 7.

Tip Leakage Effects
It is significant that the numerical predictions were conducted

without an inclusion of tip clearance, while the experimental test
configuration had a tip gap of 0.5 percent chord (to accommodate
the blade motion). Despite this, very good agreement was achieved
for the unsteady blade surface pressure for all spanwise positions
between 10 and 90 percent span. This suggested that the tip
clearance flow did not significantly influence the unsteady pressure
response of the blade. However, it was also notable from previous
work (Bell and He, 1997) that the tip clearance did not influence
the measured steady flow blade surface pressure distribution. Con-
sequently, it is not clear how a more significant tip leakage flow,
with a marked effect on the steady flow blade loading, would
influence the unsteady aerodynamics. Attention must also be given
to the tip endwall passage vortex. There are two points to make
here: The first is that under circumstances of low turning, the tip
leakage flow is usually the dominant secondary flow structure
(Sjolander, 1997). The second is that the presence of secondary
flow mechanisms (which generate the passage vortex) is both
inevitable and realistic for any experimental investigation per-
formed in the endwall region.

To assess the influence of tip leakage upon the unsteady aero-
dynamic response of the oscillating turbine blade, an experimental
investigation has been undertaken. Here, measurements of steady
flow and unsteady pressure are compared over a range of tip
clearance.

Experimental Setup. The experimental test facility provided
a suitable environment for investigating the effect of tip leakage
flow on both the steady and unsteady aerodynamic response. The
unsteady pressure measurement procedure, previously described,
enabled extensive instrumentation of the blade surface, which
allowed the local influence of tip leakage to be readily identified.
Furthermore, the downstream five-hole probe traverse provided an
indication of the strength of the tip clearance flow through mea-
surement of the tip leakage vortex.

Three settings of tip clearance, ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 percent
chord, were investigated and measurements were taken at the
free-stream flow conditions previously shown in Table 1. The
different tip gaps, specified in Table 3, were set by the use of
precise spacers in the blade mounting. At each setting of tip

Fig. 5 Predicted and measured first harmonic pressure response (re-
duced frequency: 0.25)

Fig. 6 Quasi-three-dimensional prediction of zCp1z — suction surface, k:
0.25

Fig. 7 Predicted and measured variation in aerodynamic damping with
reduced frequency
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clearance, steady flow blade surface pressure measurements were
recorded and a downstream five-hole probe traverse performed. In
addition, unsteady pressure was measured over the full blade
surface at four reduced frequencies, which are also specified in
Table 1.

The previous experimental configuration had uniform inlet flow
conditions, and the tunnel boundary layers were bled. However, to
produce a more realistic aerodynamic environment, a thickened tip
endwall boundary layer was adopted for this investigation. The
pitch-averaged inlet stagnation pressure profile, recorded one axial
chord length upstream of the blade, is shown in Fig. 8.

Steady Flow Results. A detailed appraisal of tip leakage
flows is beyond the scope of the present work. The purpose here is
to provide the aerodynamic background for the unsteady experi-
ments and identify features of the steady flow that may influence
the unsteady aerodynamic response of the oscillating turbine blade.
Steady flow measurements obtained for each of the three tip
clearances are presented in Figs. 9–11.

In Fig. 9, the changes in blade loading due to the tip clearance
are apparent through the comparison of pressure distributions at
three spanwise sections, 10 percent span (near the hub), midspan,
and 90 percent span (near the tip). Significant variations in span-
wise loading are evident at the 90 percent span location and the
extent of this variation changes with increasing tip clearance. An
unloading of the suction surface can be observed between 10 and
60 percent chord, at the 90 percent span location, which increases
with tip gap. In addition, a consistent increase in suction can be
observed for the two larger clearances between 70 percent chord
and the trailing edge on the suction surface. These trends in blade
loading are consistent with results presented by Sjolander (1997),
in a review of recent advances in secondary and tip clearance flows
in axial turbines. Sjolander provides an explanation of these load-
ing effects, which is reinforced by the visualization of spanwise
flows in a turbine cascade test. As the flow enters the blade
passage, it is deflected away from the tip on the suction surface,
causing the reduction in loading observed. Farther downstream,
however, the tip leakage vortex rolls up along the suction surface
and induces flow toward the tip. The high velocities associated

with the vortex and the induced flow causes a reduction in pressure
toward the trailing edge of the suction surface, i.e., an increase in
suction.

In contrast, the pressure surface loading is largely unaffected by

Table 3 Summary of tip clearances

Fig. 8 Inlet total pressure profile in pitch-averaged form

Fig. 9 Variation in blade pressure distribution with tip gap

Fig. 10 Pitch-averaged measurements of loss ( Ȳ), and exit flow angle
(ā ), 75 percent chord downstream
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the tip leakage, at least up to the 90 percent span location. It is
recognized, however, that significant changes in loading can be
expected much nearer the tip, which are dependent upon tip
clearance. The comparative insensitivity of the pressure surface
loading to tip leakage is also a typical feature of these endwall
flows (Sjolander, 1997). Therefore, the present test facility pro-
vides a suitable aerodynamic environment for investigating the
influence of tip leakage flow on the unsteady pressure response of
an oscillating turbine blade.

The five-hole probe measurements taken 75 percent chord
downstream of the blade are presented in Figs. 10 and 11. These
show the relative strength of the tip leakage vortex, the associated
loss and deficit in exit flow angle. The spanwise distribution of loss
and exit flow angle, Fig. 10,2 also exhibit quite typical features of
a tip leakage flow. The loss core, associated with the tip leakage
vortex, subtends a greater radial distance as the tip gap is increased
and the peak loss increases slightly. Characteristic underturning is
also evident toward the tip endwall, and once again the radial
extent of this adverse effect increases with tip gap. It is also
notable, however, that the peak in overturning, which occurs
further away from the endwall, also increases in size and magni-
tude as the tip clearance rises. The secondary velocity vectors,
shown in Fig. 11, clearly demonstrate the existence of the tip
leakage vortex. As the tip clearance is increased, it is apparent that
the vortex increases considerably in both size and strength. In all
cases, the associated underturning causes the vortex to migrate
away from the suction surface position; however, the center of the

vortex is farther away from both the suction surface and endwall
for the higher tip clearances. Furthermore, the absence of a passage
vortex in Fig. 11 demonstrates that the secondary flow is domi-
nated by the tip leakage vortex for this case of moderate turning
and loading.

It can be concluded from the results presented in this section that
the three tip clearances generate distinct and different tip leakage
flows, and so provide suitable cases for the unsteady experiment.

Unsteady Pressure Measurements.The unsteady blade sur-
face pressure measurements obtained at each setting of tip clear-
ance and over a range of reduced frequency are presented and
discussed here.

The volume of data generated by the series of unsteady exper-
iments meant that it was easiest to compare results obtained for
each tip clearance through consideration of aerodynamic damping.
Figure 12 shows the variation in aerodynamic damping over the
range of reduced frequency for each tip clearance. The figure
shows the aerodynamic damping to be unaffected by the different
tip leakage flows. Equally, comparisons of local damping, evalu-
ated at each spanwise location, did not demonstrate any discernible
trend in the unsteady aerodynamic response over the range of tip
gap investigated.

Although it is often the aim of investigations of this nature to
evaluate global parameters such as aerodynamic damping, com-
parisons of these quantities can often be misleading. Indeed, in this
case it was found upon inspection of the first harmonic pressure
response that a change in tip gap did in fact influence the unsteady
pressure response.

Figure 13 shows the amplitude, and Fig. 14 the phase angle, of
the first harmonic pressure response recorded at 90 percent span
for the extreme settings of tip gap (0.5 and 1.5 percent chord).
Although results are arbitrarily presented for just two reduced
frequencies (0.25 and 0.75), the trends observed for these cases are
typical of the full range of reduced frequency tested. Differences in
the amplitude of the first harmonic pressure response of the suction
surface are evident at 90 percent span for the different settings of
tip clearance (Fig. 13), which extend beyond the envelope of
standard deviation foruCp1u (0.1). It can be seen in this figure that
as the tip clearance increases, the amplitude of the unsteady
pressure consistently decreases for all measurement positions be-
tween the leading edge and 30 percent chord on the suction
surface. While in contrast, aft of 60 percent chord, the amplitude
of unsteady pressure can be observed to increase with tip gap. The
amplitude of unsteady pressure recorded for the pressure surface
is, however, seemingly unaffected by the change in tip clearance.
Differences are also present in the phase angle of the first harmonic
pressure response for the suction surface, with a more rapid re-
duction in phase angle observed toward the trailing edge as the tip
clearance is increased. Although this variation is in excess of the
specified standard deviation (6 deg), the maximum change in phase
angle remains below 15 deg.

It is notable, and thought significant, that the trends in amplitude
of unsteady pressure with tip clearance are in correspondence with

2 The spanwise distributions of loss and exit flow angle are the result of pitch-
averaged measurements from the left hand passage, as viewed in Fig. 11. Fig. 12 Variation in aerodynamic damping with tip gap

Fig. 11 Secondary velocity vectors

(Exit traverse plane, 75% C downstream)
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the changes observed in steady flow blade loading. The slight
increases in unloading observed for the suction surface with in-
creasing tip gap coincide with the reduction inuCp1u. The in-
creases in suction observed toward the trailing edge of the suction
surface for increasing tip gap coincide with the increases in am-
plitude of unsteady pressure.

It is recognized that the trends in amplitude of the unsteady
pressure response, observed for the changes in tip gap, do not
represent substantial changes in the unsteady aerodynamic re-
sponse. However, the consistent nature of results throughout the

range of reduced frequency supports the presumption that these
trends are true aerodynamic effects of the variation in tip clear-
ance. Furthermore, the fact that effects have been observed at a
considerable radial distance from the blade tip (90 percent span)
gives rise to conjecture that the influence of tip leakage on the
unsteady aerodynamic response will be considerably more signif-
icant nearer the tip section. In any case, further research, with more
detailed instrumentation of the tip section, is required if the influ-
ence of tip leakage on blade flutter is to be clearly identified.

Finally, it is important to realise that the thickness of the blade
used in this investigation (maximum thickness: 17.5 percent chord)
is not particularly representative of a tip section. Normal tip
sections tend to be much thinner and consequently the pressure
gradient that drives the tip leakage flow is likely to be higher.
Therefore one might also expect the influence of tip leakage, on
both the steady and unsteady blade loading, to be more significant
in realistic circumstances.

Concluding Remarks
The results of two investigations, concerning the aerodynamic

response of a turbine blade oscillating in a three-dimensional
bending mode, have been presented. First, detailed and reliable
three-dimensional test cases were provided for a range of reduced
frequency, and the predictive capability of a three-dimensional
time-marching Euler method was examined. The principal findings
of this study are as follows:

● Three-dimensional effects:The test data exhibits a significant
three-dimensional effect. The amplitude of the unsteady pres-
sure response at different spanwise locations on the blade
surface is largely insensitive to the local bending amplitude.

● CFD predictions: An extended three-dimensional time-
marching Euler method demonstrated very good agreement
with the test data for the full range of reduced frequency tested.
The insensitivity to local bending amplitude was also captured
by this method, while a quasi-three-dimensional version of this
numerical method proved unable to predict this behavior. Dis-
crepancies were, however, observed in the prediction of phase
angle toward the trailing edge of the suction surface. This has
been attributed to unsteady viscous effects in the test facility,
induced by relatively strong diffusion toward the trailing edge
of the suction surface.

● Linearity: Experimental and numerical tests for linearity dem-
onstrated a predominantly linear behavior of the unsteady
aerodynamics.

In addition, the influence of tip leakage on the local unsteady
aerodynamic response of an oscillating turbine blade has been
examined for the first time. Experimental measurements were
presented for three settings of tip clearance over a range of reduced
frequency, and the following observations made:

● Influence of tip leakage:The results showed a consistent vari-
ation in the amplitude of the unsteady pressure response at 90
percent span for changes in tip gap. This observation was
apparent throughout the full range of reduced frequency tested,
and was noted to correspond with localized regions where the
tip leakage flow had a discernible impact on the steady flow
blade loading characteristic. It is the authors’ opinion that the
apparent influence of tip leakage on the unsteady pressure
response, at considerable distance from the blade tip (90 per-
cent span), warrants further investigation into the local un-
steady flow.
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A Detailed Analysis of Film-
Cooling Physics: Part I—
Streamwise Injection With
Cylindrical Holes
A previously documented systematic computational methodology is implemented and
applied to a jet-in-crossflow problem in order to document all of the pertinent flow physics
associated with a film-cooling flowfield. Numerical results are compared to experimental
data for the case of a row of three-dimensional, inclined jets with length-to-diameter
ratios similar to a realistic film-cooling application. A novel vorticity-based approach is
included in the analysis of the flow physics. Particular attention has been paid to the
downstream coolant structures and to the source and influence of counterrotating vortices
in the crossflow region. It is shown that the vorticity in the boundary layers within the film
hole is primarily responsible for this secondary motion. Important aspects of the study
include: (1) a systematic treatment of the key numerical issues, including accurate
computational modeling of the physical problem, exact geometry and high-quality grid
generation techniques, higher-order numerical discretization, and accurate evaluation of
turbulence model performance; (2) vorticity-based analysis and documentation of the
physical mechanisms of jet–crossflow interaction and their influence on film-cooling
performance; (3) a comparison of computational results to experimental data; and (4)
comparison of results using a two-layer model near-wall treatment versus generalized
wall functions. Solution of the steady, time-averaged Navier–Stokes equations were
obtained for all cases using an unstructured/adaptive grid, fully explicit, time-marching
code with multigrid, local time stepping, and residual smoothing acceleration techniques.
For the case using the two-layer model, the solution was obtained with an implicit,
pressure-correction solver with multigrid. The three-dimensional test case was examined
for two different film-hole length-to-diameter ratios of 1.75 and 3.5, and three different
blowing ratios, from 0.5 to 2.0. All of the simulations had a density ratio of 2.0, and an
injection angle of 35 deg. An improved understanding of the flow physics has provided
insight into future advances to film-cooling configuration design. In addition, the advan-
tages and disadvantages of the two-layer turbulence model are highlighted for this class
of problems.

1 Introduction
Film cooling is commonly used in modern gas turbines to

prevent hot-section components from failing at elevated tempera-
tures. Increasingly, designers are trying to extract greater cooling
performance from less coolant air, particularly in next-generation
high-efficiency gas turbines. To make significant advances in
cooling technology requires a fundamental understanding of the
physical mechanisms involved in film-cooling flowfields. At the
same time, designers need a truly predictive design tool that allows
relatively quick turnaround times without the “build ’em and bust
’em” approach that is currently used. Computational fluid dynam-
ics presents the designer with the potential for an effective, fast,
and accurate method of achieving these goals.

A previously documented paper (Walters and Leylek, 1997)
presented the results of a computational simulation of a three-
dimensional jet-in-crossflow problem. A systematic computational
methodology was adopted to ensure the most accurate results
possible with the available tools. The case simulated was of a row
of streamwise injected jets, with relatively shortL/D ratios (3.5
and 1.75). The paper was primarily concerned with the down-
stream surface results, in the form of adiabatic effectiveness. The

current study examines in detail the physical mechanisms associ-
ated with three-dimensional jet-in-crossflow problems, using the
same case examined in Walters and Leylek above. The underlying
flow physics found in film-cooling applications are documented
using traditional as well as more novel vorticity-based analyses,
which proved to be highly illuminating. The influence of physical
mechanisms on film-cooling performance is highlighted. Addition-
ally, the performance of thek–e turbulence model with near-wall
treatment based on the two-layer approach and with generalized
wall functions is examined.

The overall scope of this work involves the description of the
flow physics and film-cooling performance not only for the present
case, but for four distinctly different classes of geometric config-
urations documented in companion papers. Part I examines a
reference case of streamwise injection using cylindrical film holes.
Part II examines the case of compound angle injection, again using
cylindrical film holes. Part III examines shaped film holes with
streamwise injection. Part IV examines the combination of shaped
film holes and compound angle injection. As a whole, the paper
documents in detail the underlying flow physics and the impact on
film-cooling performance for a widely varied set of geometric
configurations used in film-cooling designs.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Experimental Studies. A substantial amount of litera-
ture is available concerning experimental investigation of stream-

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 42nd
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Orlando, Florida,
June 2–5, 1997. Manuscript received International Gas Turbine Institute February
1997. Paper No. 97-GT-269. Associate Technical Editor: H. A. Kidd.
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wise injected film-cooling jets. One of the earlier studies was
documented in Bergeles et al. (1976, 1977), which examined a
single discrete jet injected normally and at a 30 deg angle to the
crossflow. The authors documented jet lift-off and penetration of
the crossflow boundary layer as blowing ratio increased, as well as
the influence of the crossflow on the flow within the film hole
itself. Andreopoulos and Rodi (1984) presented a detailed analysis
of an isolated normal jet in crossflow. The paper paints a clear
picture of the flowfield associated with the jet–crossflow interac-
tion. Of particular interest is the counterrotating vortex pair found
downstream of jet injection. Like Bergeles et al., the authors noted
the influence of the crossflow on the flow within the film hole.
Pietzryk et al. (1988, 1989, 1990) and Sinha et al. (1991) per-
formed an experimental study on a row of discrete jets using
film-holeL/D ratios representative of real film-cooling geometries.
The shorterL/D ratios were found to significantly influence the
flow physics and film-cooling performance. Many more examples
of experimental investigations of jet–crossflow and film-cooling
problems may be found in the open literature. However, regardless
of the quality of the experimental work, measurements were only
available at a limited number of locations, either on the surfaces or
within the flowfield. In all cases, the authors were required to
hypothesize about the underlying flow physics influencing the
results, at least to some degree.

2.2 Computational Studies. Computational approaches to
film-cooling problems suffer from their own set of difficulties. The
earliest studies were limited to simplified geometries, including
strictly Cartesian domains, “stair-step” representations of round
film holes, and simulations confined only to the crossflow region.
Early studies also used coarse grids and improper solution tech-
niques. For example, Bergeles et al. (1978) used a “partially
parabolic” scheme, which was inadequate to compute the highly
complex recirculating type flow in the region of jet–crossflow
interaction. As capabilities increased, it was found that much finer
meshes, as well as more accurate discretization schemes, were
needed to improve the accuracy of the results. Demuren (1982)
showed that for identical grid meshes, the higher-order QUICK
discretization scheme (Leonard, 1979) performed better than the
first-order hybrid scheme (Patankar, 1980). With regard to geom-
etry and grid generation, the recent availability of unstructured
mesh solvers allows superior geometry representation and the
ability to concentrate grid nodes efficiently in critical regions of
the flowfield to obtain grid independence. Recently, attention has
turned to the accuracy of the computational model itself, referring
to the domain, model geometry, and type and location of boundary
conditions in the simulation, as well as assumptions about the
character of the flow (three-dimensional, compressible, turbulent,
etc.). Leylek and Zerkle (1994) were the first to model the flow
within the coolant supply plenum and film hole in addition to the
crossflow. They found the flow upstream of the jet exit plane to be
very complex, with a considerable influence on the coolant jet exit
conditions. The jet exit conditions influence the subsequent down-
stream behavior and overall film-cooling performance. This fact

was highlighted by Garg and Gaugler (1995) in a paper in which
they showed that slightly different exit plane distributions in the
computational simulation can result in significantly different be-
havior downstream. For example, heat transfer coefficient levels
were shown to differ by as much as 60 percent depending on the
type of exit distribution used.

Very recently, a paper documented by the present authors
(Walters and Leylek, 1997) presented a systematic computational
methodology for this class of problems, in which each critical
aspect of a simulation was addressed in the most effective manner
possible. The purpose of the approach was to bring the current
computational capability to a point where it is limited primarily by
the turbulence treatment. Obviously, improvements to turbulence
treatment for film-cooling problems is an important area of re-
search, and computational capabilities will continue to improve as
advances are made in turbulence modeling. However, even with-
out “perfect” turbulence models, can computational results be used
in conjunction with experimental data to document the key under-
lying physics associated with film-cooling flowfields? Also, do the
CFD results have sufficiently high internal consistency to make
them useful in assessing the relative performance of different
film-cooling designs? This four-part paper seeks to answer these
questions.

3 Computational Methodology
Walters and Leylek (1997) documented a systematic computa-

tional methodology to be used in all computational treatments of
film-cooling problems. A simulation hierarchy was adopted in
which each of four critical areas are addressed, and in which each
step builds upon the previous step. The hierarchy is shown graph-
ically in Fig. 1. The current results were obtained using this
methodology. For further details, the reader is directed to Walters
and Leylek (1997).

Nomenc la tu re

D 5 film-hole diameter
DR 5 density ratio5 | j /|`

LE 5 film-hole leading edge
L/D 5 film-hole length-to-diameter ratio

M 5 blowing (or mass flux) ratio5
| jv j /|`u`

Tj 5 coolant jet temperature
Taw 5 adiabatic wall temperature
T` 5 mainstream temperature

TE 5 film-hole trailing edge
TL 5 turbulence level5 (2

3* k) 1/ 2/
u`*100

V 5 velocity vector5 (ui 1 vj 1
wk)

k 5 turbulence kinetic energy
u` 5 mainstream velocity
v j 5 jet exit velocity
x 5 streamwise coordinate
y 5 vertical (away from wall) coordi-

nate

y1 5 nondimensional distance from wall
5 y*( tw/|w)/nw

z 5 lateral coordinate
h 5 adiabatic effectiveness5 (T` 2

Taw)/(T` 2 Tj)
h# 5 laterally averaged adiabatic effec-

tiveness
| j 5 coolant density
|` 5 mainstream density

z 5 vorticity vector 5 (z xi 1 z yj 1
z zk)

Fig. 1 Illustration of simulation hierarchy adopted for this study show-
ing how each step builds upon the last
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4 Present Contributions
This paper examines the essential flow physics of film-cooling

flowfields. The results were obtained using fully elliptic Reynolds-
averaged Navier–Stokes computations for the case of a row of
three-dimensional round jets with streamwise injection on a flat
surface. The test case examined exactly matches that documented
in Walters and Leylek (1997). Specific objectives of this study are
to:

● highlight all prominent flow structures and mechanisms in the
supply plenum, film-hole, and crossflow regions that are asso-
ciated with jet–crossflow interaction, particularly the well-
known counterrotating vortex pair

● identify the source of the counterrotating vortices
● document the influence of these mechanisms on film-cooling

performance
● suggest possible techniques to improve film-cooling perfor-

mance
● serve as a reference case for the more complex geometries

examined in the companion papers (Parts II–IV)
● demonstrate that CFD can be used to consistently resolve

complex film-cooling flowfields
● highlight the differences between wall functions and a two-

layer zonal model for the near-wall turbulence treatment

5 Test Case: Three-Dimensional Streamwise Injected
Jet

The three-dimensional validation test case is based on the ex-
perimental work of Pietzryk et al. (1988, 1989, 1990) and Sinha et
al. (1991). The authors documented flowfield and adiabatic effec-
tiveness measurements for a single row of holes on a flat surface,
with a 35 deg streamwise injection angle and a film-hole pitch-to-
diameter ratio of 3. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. The
film-hole diameter was 12.7 mm. The row of holes was located 19
diameters (19D) downstream of the flat plate leading edge, with
measurements obtained from 1D upstream of the film holes to 30
D downstream. The oncoming boundary layer was suctioned at the
leading edge of the test surface, allowing a new boundary layer to
develop upstream of the film holes. This boundary layer was
experimentally determined to be fully turbulent from the leading
edge onward, due to a tiny separation bubble located at the flat
plate leading edge.

The coolant fluid was injected from a supply plenum located
beneath the test section, as shown in Fig. 2. Density ratio was
controlled by varying the temperature of the coolant while main-
taining the crossflow temperature at 302 K. The authors docu-
mented that coolant mass flow rates were equal for each of the film
holes across a given test section.

Two series of measurements were performed. The first, docu-
mented in Pietrzyk et al. (1988, 1989, 1990), used a length-to-
diameter ratio of 3.5, with detailed measurements obtained for
velocity and turbulence quantities throughout the flowfield. Den-

sity ratios of 1.0 and 2.0 were examined, with blowing ratios from
0.25 to 1.0. The second series, described in Sinha et al. (1991),
used L/D 5 1.75 anddocumented the downstream adiabatic
effectiveness results, both along the centerline and at varying
lateral locations. The density ratios examined ranged from 1.2 to
2.0, and blowing ratios ranged from 0.25 to 1.0.

6 Details of Numerical Simulation
Six different cases were simulated in the present study. In all

cases, the density ratio (DR) was 2. For the geometry withL/D 5
3.5,blowing ratios of 0.5 and 1 were examined, which correspond
to two of the experimental cases. In addition, a case ofM 5 2 was
examined, which does not have an experimental counterpart, but
which shows the effects of significantly increased blowing ratio. In
the case ofM 5 1, the simulation was repeated using the two-
layer turbulence model instead of generalized wall functions, in
order to document the differences between the two approaches.

6.1 Wall-Function Cases. The computational model for this
case matched the experimental test case, and was identical to the
model used by Leylek and Zerkle (1994) and Walters and Leylek
(1997). The computation simulated a row of film holes using the
assumption of flow symmetry at the film-hole centerline and at the
one-half pitch line. The region of influence for a single film-hole
within the row is shown in Fig. 2. The key aspect of the model was
the application of the coolant boundary condition within the supply
plenum, instead of in the highly complex film-hole inlet or exit
regions. The computational extent in they direction was 10D
above the test surface, which was far enough from the near-field
region that a “slip condition” with zero normal gradients could be
applied with confidence. Velocity at the crossflow inlet was a
uniform 20 m/s, with an inlet temperature of 302 K. The plenum
inlet velocity was varied in order to impose the proper blowing
ratio, as was done in the experiments. For all computational cases,
coolant inlet temperature was 153 K, corresponding to a density
ratio of approximately 2.0. At both the crossflow and plenum inlet
planes, turbulence intensity was 2 percent, and the length scale was
taken as1

10 of the inlet extent in they direction (crossflow) andx
direction (plenum). All walls were adiabatic. A constant pressure
condition was applied at the outlet, with all other flow variables
upwinded.

The development of the computational grid mesh for the cases
using wall functions was documented in Walters and Leylek
(1997). The background grid was generated using the I-DEAS
Solid Modeling and Finite Element Analysis software from SDRC,
Inc. A subregion technique, in which the flow area was divided
into several smaller volumes, was used in order to control the node
placement within the domain. Examples of the surface grid indi-
cating the refinement levels and grid quality in the vicinity of the
film-hole exit and near-field region are shown in Fig. 3.

The simulations based on the wall-function approach were per-
formed using the RAMPANT software package from Fluent, Inc.
A second-order discretization scheme was used for all flow vari-
ables. For all cases, convergence was determined based on three
criteria: first, a reduction in normalized residuals of at least three
orders of magnitude, where a residual represented an average
imbalance in a cell for each flow variable; second, by monitoring
the overall imbalance of mass and energy within the domain and
ensuring it was less than 0.01 percent; and third, by noting that the
time-marching scheme had reached a “steady-state” condition, i.e.,
no flow variables were seen to change with increasing time steps.
Grid independence for each case was established by first running
on the background grid of approximately 125,000 cells, and then
using the solution-based adaptation capability to adapt the grid
based on gradients of all flow variables. Typically, two adaptations
were performed, with the final meshes containing approximately
200,000 to 250,000 cells. The solution was processed on a 64 CPU
Intel Paragon computer. Typically, convergence was obtained in
approximately 2000 iterations on 24 processors, with a wall-clock
run time of about one full day.

Fig. 2 Schematic of the experimental test setup, including extent of the
computational domain in the x, y, and z directions
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Turbulence modeling for the problem used the standardk–e
model of Launder and Spalding (1974). Near-wall quantities were
calculated for all cases using the generalized wall functions avail-
able in RAMPANT. The combination of standardk–e with wall
functions represents what is currently the standard approach in
complex problems. By minimizing sources of error due to com-
putational modeling, grid generation, and discretization scheme,
the performance of the standardk–e model with wall functions can
be determined accurately in the present simulations. Neither the
turbulence models nor the wall functions were adjusted in any way
to provide better agreement with experimental data.

6.2 Two-Layer Model Case. The computational model for
the case using the two-layer approach was similar to that described
above. In order to reduce the total number of grid cells in the entire
domain to a manageable level, the domain extended only 8D
upstream of the leading edge of the film hole and 16D downstream
of the trailing edge. A boundary layer profile was applied at the
inlet plane such thatd/D at the leading edge matched the exper-
iments. The exit boundary was set as a constant-pressure condition
based on the results obtained from the wall-function cases. All
other aspects of the model matched the cases discussed above.

The use of the two-layer model required a different approach for
grid generation than above. The initial grid was produced as a
multiblock structured grid with cells concentrated near walls,
within the film hole, and in the near-field region. All of the cells
were placed in the active regions of the flowfield; an approach that
differs from single-block structured grid generation. For the initial
grid, the first layer of cells was sized so that they1 value in a
turbulent boundary layer would be 3, resulting in a first-cell height
of 0.1 mm. A uniform layer of ten cells was placed near the walls
to resolve the viscous sublayer and buffer regions. The initial or
background grid contained 255,912 cells. After a solution was
obtained, the grid was adapted based on flowfield gradients to
obtain a final grid. This study did not attempt to document the
minimum number of cells needed to obtain grid independence for
this case. Instead, the grid was heavily adapted to ensure that the
results showed the true performance of the turbulence wall treat-
ment. The final grid contained 618,960 cells.

The simulation was performed with the Fluent/UNS solver from
Fluent, Inc., using the same second-order discretization scheme
found in the RAMPANT solver. Convergence was determined
based on reduction of normalized residuals three orders of mag-
nitude and overall mass and energy imbalance within the domain
of less than 0.01 percent. The solution was processed on a 4 CPU
Sun SPARCserver 1000E with 1.024 Gbytes of core memory.
Convergence at each grid level was typically obtained after about
1500 iterations, with a wall-clock run time on the order of one
week.

Turbulence away from the walls was modeled using the stan-
dardk–e equations as above. Near the wall, however, a two-layer
zonal model was implemented. With this approach, the turbulent
kinetic energy is computed in the viscous sublayer and buffer
region using the samek equation as elsewhere. Turbulent dissipa-
tion rate,e, is computed algebraically based on a prescribed length
scale. The turbulent viscosity,m t, is given by:m t 5 |Cm

=k l m

where l m is another prescribed length scale. Both of the length
scales are algebraically related to the distance from the wall. For
more details of the numerics involved with the two-layer zonal
model, the reader is referred to the Fluent/UNS User’s Guide
(1996).

7 Results and Discussion
Walters and Leylek (1997) documented many of the results

from the wall-function simulations, primarily in the form of com-
parison with experiments for downstream adiabatic effectiveness.
These comparisons showed accurate agreement with experiments,
and served to validate the computational methodology which was
implemented. Figure 4 shows a sample of these results, including
the comparison after jet skewness—which was present in the
experiments—was accounted for. Figure 4(a) shows centerline
adiabatic effectiveness for the cases ofL/D 5 1.75,M 5 0.5 and
1. Figure 4(b) shows the lateral variation of adiabatic effectiveness
at x/D 5 15 for the same cases. Note that the most significant
disagreement occurs immediately downstream of the jet exit. The
following sections document the physical mechanisms responsible
for the surface results. The results will focus on the cases with
L/D 5 3.5, since experimental flowfield data are available for
these cases only. An “inside out” presentation will be used in
which each of the critical regions of the flowfield are examined
separately, although the interdependence of the different regions is
highlighted. Unless otherwise noted, results are from the cases that
used the generalized wall functions as the near-wall treatment.

7.1 Flow in Coolant Supply Plenum and Film Hole. The
coolant supply plenum acts very much like a pressurized vessel to
which the film hole is attached. Velocities are extremely small
except near the film-hole entrance, where the fluid accelerates and
turns to enter the film hole. The complex flow within the film hole
has been documented in Leylek and Zerkle (1994) and Walters and
Leylek (1997). Separation and flow turning near the film-hole inlet
result in a jetting region along the upstream wall as well as
counterrotating secondary flow within the film hole. This separa-
tion within the film hole was first hypothesized in Pietrzyk et al.
(1990). The relative strength of the jetting and secondary flow
increases with increasing blowing ratio, and can have a significant
impact on the jet exit conditions, as seen below.

7.2 Jet Exit Conditions. The distribution of flow variables
at the jet exit is influenced by two primary mechanisms. The first
is concerned with the flow within the film hole itself. The jetting
and counterrotating flow serve to make higher momentum coolant
fluid exit from the upstream half of the film-hole exit plane. The
second mechanism is due to the interaction of the exiting jet with
the crossflow. The impingement of the oncoming crossflow on the
jet results in a high-pressure zone upstream of the jet leading edge
(LE), while the flow turning associated with the exiting coolant
results in a low-pressure region downstream of the jet trailing edge
(TE). The consequent pressure gradient serves to increase the

Fig. 3 Close-up of surface grid showing centerline plane ( a) and bottom
wall, film-hole, and plenum wall surfaces ( b)
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momentum of the fluid exiting from the downstream portion of the
jet exit. In general, the relative strength of these two mechanisms
is dependent on the blowing ratio, density ratio, and geometry. For
the cases considered here, it is dependent on blowing ratio andL/D
ratio. As blowing ratio increases the effect of the flow in the film
hole becomes more significant, pushing the flow variable distribu-
tion toward the upstream side of the jet exit. Conversely, at low
blowing ratios, the influence of the flow in the film hole is less
important, and variables are shifted toward the downstream of the
exit. Figure 5 shows this graphically, in which the contours of
normalized velocity are shown in the jet exit plane. The film-hole
L/D ratio is also significant in determining the relative strength of
the two mechanisms mentioned above. AsL/D decreases, the
effects of the separation region have less time to attenuate, and
therefore exert more influence on the jet exit conditions, as shown
in Fig. 5(d).

7.3 Near Field of Jet–Crossflow Interaction. The interac-
tion of the exiting coolant jet with the crossflow results in an
extremely complex flowfield in the immediate vicinity of the jet
exit. The jet acts as a blockage to, and is turned in the downstream
direction by the crossflow. Velocity vectors in thez 5 0 centerline
plane are shown in Fig. 6(a) for the case ofL/D 5 3.5 andM 5
1. It is apparent that the exiting jet is almost immediately turned in

the streamwise direction. Pressure contours in the centerline plane
for the same case are shown in Fig. 6(b). The high-pressure region
upstream of the exiting jet and low-pressure region downstream
are apparent. Of particular significance to the flow in the near field
is the formation of separate flow regions, secondary flow structure,
and turbulence production. Each of these are discussed below.

When examining the near-field behavior, it is helpful to separate
the effects of bulk fluid motion from the effects of diffusion. This
is often difficult if only primary variables are examined—
temperature, for example. The difficulty lies in delineating the
different regions of the flowfield, e.g., the “dividing line” between
jet and crossflow. Moussa et al. (1977) proposed using the vorticity
field to describe the boundaries between the jet and the crossflow
for an experimental investigation of a normal jet in crossflow. This
technique, with some extension, has been used in the present study
to obtain a clearer picture of the flow physics.

Pietzryk et al. (1989) documented the existence of shear layers
downstream of the jet exit along the centerline plane, which
represented a division between different regions in the flowfield.
These regions included the crossflow above the coolant, the cool-
ant jet, the wake region, and (for higher blowing ratios) the
entrained crossflow fluid beneath the coolant. The shear layers
separating each of these regions were determined experimentally
and are shown in Fig. 7. The figure shows profiles of the velocity
gradientu/ y in the centerline (z 5 0) plane forL/D 5 3.5 and
M 5 0.5 (a) andM 5 1 (b). Note that since the velocity gradient
v/ x is almost zero here,u/ y is approximately equal to the
negative of thez-direction vorticity. Shear layers are represented

Fig. 4 Centerline adiabatic effectiveness ( a) and lateral variation of
effectiveness at x/D 5 15 (b) show good agreement with experimental
data

Fig. 5 Velocity magnitude contours in the jet exit plane highlight com-
peting mechanisms that influence the jet exit conditions
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by peaks in the profiles. Note particularly the shear layer over the
wake region (S5 in Fig. 7).

These regions were observed in the present study as well. Figure
8 shows the profiles ofz-direction vorticity obtained computation-
ally at several locations in the near field. The shear layers in Fig.
7 are apparent for the two higher blowing ratio cases. In addition,
for the case ofM 5 2, the lift-off of the wake and the entrainment
of crossflow fluid beneath the jet is apparent byx/D 5 4, as
indicated by the positive vorticity at this location.

Computationally, it was desired to determine exactly what
causes the wake region shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Figure 9 shows the
profiles of temperature gradient magnitude for the bounding cases
with M 5 0.5 andM 5 2. The peaks in the profiles represent the
dividing line between coolant and crossflow fluid along the cen-
terline. Comparison with Fig. 8(a) and 8(c) indicates that the wake
is in fact made up of coolant fluid. The reason for this is shown in
Fig. 10. Here pathlines emanating from the film-hole exit plane
show the fluid in the film-hole boundary layers is tucked under-
neath the jet core by the low-pressure zone located downstream of
the trailing edge. This low-momentum fluid encounters an adverse
pressure gradient (see Fig. 6(b)) as it moves downstream, increas-
ing the velocity defect. While plausible, this explanation of the
wake structure may not be correct. Pietrzyk et al. (1989) hypoth-

Fig. 6 Velocity vectors ( a) and gage pressure contours in Pa ( b) for
L/D 5 3.5 and M 5 1 show jet bent quickly in downstream direction and
pressure gradient at the jet exit

Fig. 7 Experimental profiles of velocity gradient u/y show separate
regions of flowfield downstream of jet exit along z 5 0 centerline

Fig. 8 Profiles of z-direction vorticity for three cases highlight the com-
puted existence of those regions found experimentally and shown in Fig.
7

Fig. 9 Profiles of temperature gradient magnitude along the centerline
show that the wake region is made up of coolant fluid
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esized the existence of a reverse flow zone immediately down-
stream of the trailing edge, too small to be detected with the
instruments used. Similarly, it is possible that a small reverse flow
zone may not be resolved with the coarser grid used with wall
functions. This is examined more closely in Section 7.5 for the
much finer grid, which was used in conjunction with the two-layer
near-wall treatment.

As the fluid moves downstream, the coolant jet/wake is moved
away from the wall along the centerline by the well-known coun-
terrotating vortex structure. This secondary flow is shown compu-
tationally and experimentally in Fig. 11 at a downstream location
x/D 5 5 for the case ofL/D 5 3.5 andM 5 1. As has been well
documented, the strength of the counterrotating motion increases
with increasing blowing ratio. The counterrotating vortices are

known to have a detrimental effect on the film-cooling perfor-
mance. The following discussion addresses the sources of this
secondary motion in terms of a vorticity analysis. Knowledge of
the causes of the secondary motion can be used to reduce its
impact on the film-cooling performance.

There are two contributing sources for the counterrotating vor-
tices: the streamwise oriented vorticity contained in the film-hole
boundary layers and the shearing between the jet and crossflow
due to the mismatch in streamwise momentum. The vorticity
exiting the film hole has been found to be more significant, and
will be examined first. An illustration of the vorticity within the
film-hole boundary layers is shown in Fig. 12. It is apparent that
the boundary layers exiting on the lateral edges of the film hole
will contain x-direction vorticity,z x. This exiting vorticity can be
seen in Fig. 13, which shows contours of streamwise vorticity in
constantx-coordinate planes at different locations. The locations
of maximum vorticity correspond to the centers of the counterro-
tating vortices. Downstream of injection, the vorticity “pockets”
are diffused outward and realigned by the wall. Consequently, the
counterrotating vortices grow larger and become less strong. For
lower blowing ratios, the vorticity pockets remain close to the wall
due to the low vertical momentum of the coolant fluid. The wall
has a destructive effect on the streamwise vorticity, as it reorients
the vorticity vector to thez direction. Correspondingly, the coun-
terrotating vortices degrade rapidly. At higher blowing ratios, the
pockets are located farther from the wall by the increased vertical
momentum of the exiting coolant. The streamwise vorticity in this
case is dissipated less rapidly and the counterrotating vortices are
apparent much farther downstream. Although the geometry for this
case is fixed, it should be noted that the distance between the
vorticity pockets or vortex centers is also significant. If vorticity
pockets of opposite sign are located close together, there will be a
net cancellation, resulting in dissipation of the vortices. On the
other hand, if the vortex centers are located far apart, the induction
lift is reduced, as is the convective strength of the secondary flow
at the centerline. These points are addressed in more detail in the
companion paper designated Part III.

The shearing between the exiting jet and the crossflow is not a
significant contributor to the counterrotating vortex formation for
three reasons. First, the region where most of the jet–crossflow
interaction occurs is well within the crossflow boundary layer, and
so the shearing is much less strong than would occur for example
in a jet exiting from a pipe far from a wall (offset jet). Second, the

Fig. 10 Coolant path lines show the movement of the fluid in the film-
hole boundary layers beneath the core coolant fluid, creating the wake
region

Fig. 11 Velocity vectors in a constant x-coordinate plane at x/D 5 5 for
M 5 1 show counterrotating vortex structure present in computational ( a)
and experimental ( b) results

Fig. 12 Illustration of the streamwise vorticity exiting the film hole in the
boundary layers
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y-direction vorticity generated by the shearing of the jet is not
significantly realigned to thex direction simply because the cool-
ant exits with a shallow discharge angle (see Fig. 6(a)). This is
very different from a normal jet case, in which significant realign-
ment would occur due to the almost 90 deg bending of the jet after
exiting the film hole. Finally, the positivey-direction vorticity
produced at the jet–crossflow interface is counteracted by the
negativey-direction vorticity exiting the film hole. This is most
significant at higher blowing ratios, where the jet and crossflow
velocities are approximately equal, and littlez y is in fact produced
at the jet–crossflow interface.

Turbulence in the near field has a significant effect on the
diffusion and dissipation of the coolant jet, as has been docu-
mented experimentally and computationally. The major source
of turbulent kinetic energy varies according to the operating
conditions. At low blowing ratios, the turbulence is produced
primarily in the shear layer between the crossflow and the
exiting jet due to the mismatch in the streamwise momentum.
As blowing ratio increases, this velocity mismatch decreases
and the turbulence production within the film hole becomes the
dominant source. Figure 14 shows turbulence level contours
(TL) in constantx-coordinate planes atx/D 5 2 and 4 for the
cases ofM 5 0.5 (a) andM 5 1 (b). The location of the shear
layer between the jet and crossflow is indicated with a straight
dashed line. The location of maximum TL indicates the major
source. For the higher blowing ratio case, the turbulence leaves
the coolant jet exit plane after being generated in the separation
region near the inlet plane of the film hole. Also, at higher
blowing ratios, turbulence is produced in the shear layer be-
tween the wake and the jet region, resulting in a turbulent
“core” within the coolant for several diameters downstream.

The mechanisms mentioned above serve to locate the coolant in
the near field. Induction lift is generated when two counterrotating
vortices are in close proximity to each other; therefore, the coun-
terrotating vortex structure shown above lifts the coolant upward
away from the wall. Near the test surface, lateral diffusion is
opposed by convection toward the centerline. Therefore, lateral
diffusion is low near the wall. Likewise, at the centerline, diffusion
of the coolant downward toward the wall is opposed by upward
convection, reducing the film-cooling effectiveness. Temperature
contours forM 5 0.5 and M 5 1 are shown in Fig. 15 at
downstream locations ofx/D 5 2 andx/D 5 4. It is apparent that

for lower blowing ratios the coolant remains near the wall, diffus-
ing outward as it moves downstream. Upward lift is impercep-
tively low and lateral diffusion is opposed by weak secondary
flow. At the higher blowing ratio, the coolant is seen to be lifted
away from the wall and a “pinching” effect is visible near the wall,
due to the movement of crossflow fluid toward the centerline by
the relatively strong counterrotating vortices. The net result is that
as more coolant is added via increasing blowing ratio, the effects
of higher turbulence and, more importantly, of the stronger coun-
terrotating vortices, decrease the effectiveness. It is apparent that
the most significant improvement to film-cooling performance will
involve reducing the impact of the counterrotating vortex structure.
Ways of accomplishing this include: realigning or reducing the

Fig. 13 Contours of streamwise ( x-direction) vorticity show the vorticity
exiting the film hole, resulting in the counterrotating structure shown in
Fig. 11 above

Fig. 14 Contours of turbulence level for the case of M 5 0.5 (a) and M 5
1 (b) at two downstream locations show the influence of two different
sources of turbulence production

Fig. 15 Temperature contours in Kelvin for M 5 0.5 (a) and M 5 1 (b) at
two downstream locations highlight the pinching in of the crossflow fluid
and the lift-off of the coolant core due to the secondary motion
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strength of the vorticity field exiting the jet; locating the high-
vorticity pockets close to the wall in order to dissipate them
rapidly; and increasing the distance between vortex cores, reducing
the induction lift and the convective strength of the secondary flow
at the centerline. Each of these approaches to improving film-
cooling performance are examined in Part III of this paper.

7.4 Downstream of Jet–Crossflow Interaction. As close as
5 diameters downstream, the secondary flow becomes negligible
for all of the cases considered in this paper. The flow assumes an
appearance much like a wake, with a momentum deficit due to the
exiting coolant, and momentum, thermal energy, and turbulent
energy are diffused in all directions. The location of the coolant
core varies with blowing ratio, depending on where it has been
deposited during the near-field interaction. Figure 16 shows the
streamwise velocity (u) contours at two different downstream
locations forM 5 0.5 andM 5 1. Comparable experimental
contours are shown in Fig. 17. The wakelike behavior is apparent,
and the flow moves exponentially toward a boundary layer situa-
tion in the downstream direction. Figure 18 shows the temperature
contours for the same cases in the same locations. The diffusion of
the coolant as it travels downstream is apparent. It is most signif-
icant to note that the downstream behavior is highly sensitive to
the near-field interaction, which serves to locate the coolant at
some given position away from the wall.

7.5 Two-Layer Zonal Model. Results obtained with the
two-layer model differed most significantly from those obtained
with wall functions in the region immediately downstream of the
trailing edge. The use of the two-layer model allowed a much finer
grid in this region, resulting in a better description of the flowfield.
The two-layer model simulation resolved a small reverse flow zone
beneath the exiting jet near the centerline. This reverse flow had
been hypothesized by Pietrzyk et al. (1989). Velocity vectors along
the centerline are shown in Fig. 19. The reverse flow region is
comprised of slow-moving fluid in the crossflow boundary layer,
which is tucked beneath the exiting jet by the low-pressure zone
downstream of the trailing edge. There is a saddle point where the
crossflow fluid moving toward the centerline from either side
meets beneath the exiting jet. This is shown by the pathlines in Fig.
20, in which computational “massless particles” were released at

locations ofx 5 10 mm and 0.1 mm from the wall. The movement
of crossflow fluid beneath the exiting jet due to the pressure
gradient is apparent, as is the reverse flow. Crossflow fluid not
reversed by the pressure gradient is nonetheless tucked beneath the
jet, entrained by the counterrotating vortices farther downstream.

The influence of the two-layer model on surface characteristics
is apparent in Fig. 21, which shows temperature contours along the
test surface for the same case using wall functions (a) and the
two-layer model (b). The surface stays cooler for a longer distance
downstream of the trailing edge when using the wall function
approach. This is because the coolant has not been computed to lift

Fig. 16 Velocity contours downstream of near-field interaction show
wakelike structure returning to boundary-layer-like flow Fig. 17 Experimental velocity contours show similar structure to the

computed contours in Fig. 15

Fig. 18 Temperature contours downstream of near-field interaction
show diffusion of the coolant as the jet travels downstream
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off above a reverse flow zone. For the two-layer model case,
temperatures rise very fast downstream of the trailing edge since
crossflow fluid has been tucked beneath the coolant jet. Note,
however, that as the flow moves farther downstream, the contours
become very similar. This is expected since the wall functions
should perform adequately in these downstream, boundary-layer-
like regions, and the flow is diffusion-dominated. The centerline
plots of adiabatic effectiveness are compared in Fig. 22. Note that
experimental values for adiabatic effectiveness were not available
for L/D 5 3.5, so thecomputed effectiveness is expected to be
higher than the measured effectiveness. Again, it is noted that the
major differences between the two wall treatments occur in the
near field. Far field results for the two cases are very similar.

8 Conclusions
Results have been presented for a systematic computational

simulation of a streamwise injected, cylindrical hole film-cooling
flowfield. The combination of the computed results and the previ-
ously documented experimental study of this case (Pietzryk et al.,
1989) has been investigated using a vorticity-based analysis in
order to draw conclusions regarding the underlying flow physics of
the problem. Key conclusions include the following:

● The counterrotating secondary flow structure downstream of
the jet exit is the most significant mechanism affecting the
film-cooling performance in the streamwise injection cases.
The dominant vorticity emanates from the film hole. Its origin
is traced back to the streamwise oriented vorticity contained in
the film-hole boundary layers.

● Film-cooling performance for a streamwise injected case may
be significantly improved by controlling the strength of the
counterrotating vortex pair. Methods may include: reducing or
realigning the vorticity exiting the film hole; decreasing the
vertical location of the streamwise vorticity pockets relative to
the downstream wall; and increasing the distance between the
vorticity pockets in order to reduce their lift and convective
strength.

● The use of a two-layer wall treatment instead of wall functions
significantly increases the computational intensity of the sim-
ulation. However, the two-layer model is necessary in order to
resolve the recirculating flow beneath the exiting jet. Far field
results from the two-layer model are almost equivalent to those
found with wall functions.

● The primary flow structures downstream of jet injection in-
clude a jet region and a coolant wake region beneath the jet.
The use of a two-layer zonal wall treatment allowed resolution

Fig. 19 Velocity vectors along the centerline for the two-layer model
case show a small reverse flow zone, which was not resolved in the wall
function cases

Fig. 20 Pathlines from the crossflow boundary layer top view ( a) and
side view ( b) show saddle point and reverse flow downstream of the
trailing edge

Fig. 21 Temperature contours along downstream bottom wall highlight
differences between simulations performed with wall functions ( a) and
two-layer model ( b)

Fig. 22 Centerline plot of adiabatic effectiveness shows significant
difference between the results with different wall treatments immediately
downstream of the trailing edge, but similar behavior farther downstream
(M 5 1, DR 5 2)
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of a small reverse flow zone immediately downstream of the
trailing edge. However, even the simulations using wall func-
tions showed the two flow regions. This is due to the fact that
the cause of the wake region, namely the low-pressure pocket
downstream of the trailing edge, was resolved in all simula-
tions.

● The inclusion of the supply plenum and film-hole regions in the
computational model is critical to an accurate treatment of this
class of problems. The flow in these regions is complex, and
exerts considerable influence on the jet exit conditions. Exis-
tence of separation, jetting, and counterrotating vortices within
the film hole has been confirmed.
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A Detailed Analysis of Film
Cooling Physics: Part II—
Compound-Angle Injection With
Cylindrical Holes
Detailed analyses of computational simulations with comparisons to experimental data
were performed to identify and explain the dominant flow mechanisms responsible for film
cooling performance with compound angle injection,F, of 45, 60, and 90 deg. A novel
vorticity and momentum based approach was implemented to document how the symmet-
ric, counterrotating vortex structure typically found in the crossflow region in streamwise
injection cases, becomes asymmetric with increasingF. This asymmetry eventually leads
to a large, single vortex system atF 5 90 deg and fundamentally alters the interaction
of the coolant jet and hot crossflow. The vortex structure dominates the film cooling
performance in compound angle injection cases by enhancing the mixing of the coolant
and crossflow in the near wall region, and also by enhancing the lateral spreading of the
coolant. The simulations consist of fully elliptic and fully coupled solutions for field results
in the supply plenum, film hole, and crossflow regions and includes surface results for
adiabatic effectivenessh and heat transfer coefficient h. Realistic geometries with
length-to-diameter ratio of 4.0 and pitch-to-diameter ratio of 3.0 allowed for accurate
capturing of the strong three-way coupling of flow in this multiregion flowfield. The
cooling configurations implemented in this study exactly matched experimental work used
for validation purposes and were represented by high-quality computational grid meshes
using a multiblock, unstructured grid topology. Blowing ratios of 1.25 and 1.88, and
density ratio of 1.6 were used to simulate realistic operating conditions and to match the
experiments used for validation. Predicted results forh and h show good agreement with
experimental data.

1 Introduction
Film cooling of gas turbine stator and rotor airfoil surfaces, hub

and casing endwalls has played a crucial role in maintaining the
structural integrity of these hot-section components at operating
temperatures in excess of the melting temperature of the alloys
used. The term film-cooling refers to the use of relatively cool air
extracted from the latter stages of the high-pressure compressor,
which is channeled to the turbine section and is ejected into the hot
flowpath through small holes in the airfoil and endwall surfaces.
Ideally, this coolant air remains close to the surface to be protected
and spreads quickly between the holes to form a thin film of cool
air, which isolates the component from the hot combustion gases.
However, the complex flow structures present at the coolant in-
jection site often lead to lift-off or quick dilution and therefore
little protection. Higher performance demands of future gas turbine
designs is leading to a need for a more thorough understanding of
film-cooling behavior, better databases of film-cooling perfor-
mance, and truly predictive design tools. Film-cooling designs
leading to increased overall effectiveness with reduced cooling air
can then be implemented with more certainty.

The use of different hole geometries is one method of improving
film cooling performance that has seen increased usage in the
higher performance designs. Streamwise injected coolant jets
through discrete holes (described in Part I) are now being turned
laterally as described in the present paper (Part II), shaped (Part
III), or combination of the two (Part IV) in order to extract better
cooling of vital components. The purpose of this detailed four-part

study is to look into these different film cooling configurations and
determine the dominant physical mechanisms responsible for their
performance. A row of discrete, round holes with compound angle
injection is targeted in the present study for the purposes outlined
above. Compound angle is implemented in modern designs to
improve the spreading rate of the coolant and therefore provide
more uniform coverage. However, in past studies it was found that
compound angle also leads to undesirable increases in surface heat
fluxes. In order to use this coolant geometry effectively, the
mechanisms responsible for the contradictory surface results for
adiabatic effectiveness (h) and heat transfer coefficient (h) must be
fully understood so that compound angle injection can be effec-
tively implemented in future designs with greater confidence.

Gas turbine designers are in desparate need of truly predictive
design tools to test newer film-cooling concepts involving com-
pounding, shaping, and combinations of the two for the wide range
of operating conditions encountered in practice. These advanced
design tools must be consistently accurate, economical, and capa-
ble of providing results with quick turnaround time. In this study,
a novel implementation of computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
model is validated for complex film-cooling configurations and is
shown to be capable of providing reliable information regarding
the relative performance of various film-cooling configurations.

2 Terminology
Due to the lack of large-scale computational studies into the

flowfield physics of compound-angle injection in the open litera-
ture, standard terminology designed to help readers adjust easily to
the many possible orientations of the complex film cooling con-
figurations are nonexistent. The present authors feel the need to
define some useful terminology in an effort to improve the read-
ability of this document.

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 42nd
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Orlando, Florida,
June 2–5, 1997. Manuscript received International Gas Turbine Institute February
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Compound angle (F) is measured clockwise from thex–y plane
as shown in Fig. 1. The film-hole leading edge (LE) and trailing
edge (TE) points for the streamwise injection case are fixed rela-
tive to the elliptic breakout of cylindrical holes at the exit plane. As
the film hole is rotated according to the compound angle specified,
the LE and TE points rotate with it as shown in Fig. 1. LE and TE
are used as constant reference points when discussing flow within
the film hole and at the exit plane so that the “intended” injection
of the coolant is always in the direction from the leading edge to
the trailing edge. “Upstream Edge” refers to the side of the film
hole upwind of the line connecting LE and TE. Similarly, the
“Downstream Edge” refers to the side of the film hole downwind
of the line connecting LE and TE. Typically, the hot cross-stream
fluid flows streamwise (x direction) over the upstream edge and
the coolant jet flows over the downstream edge on its way toward
the test surface. The origin of the coordinate system is attached to
the downstream most point on the film-hole breakout, as shown in
Fig. 1.

3 Literature Review
The majority of compound angle studies available in the open

literature are fairly new due to the recent focus on improving
film-cooling designs. As cooling technology has honed in on the
need to study film-cooling configurations with realistic geometries,
recent companion paper studies such as:

● Schmidt et al. (1996) study ofh, Sen et al. (1996) study ofh,
● Ekkad et al. (1997a, b), two-paper study ofh andh, and,
● Ligrani et al. (1994a, b),

have been published addressing this issue. In each of these studies
surface results from select compound angle configurations were
analyzed to document film cooling performance and to compare
the surface results to a streamwise injection reference case. A
summary of the results is included below to document the possi-
bility that compound angle injection improves film cooling per-
formance, and to document the need for a simultaneous examina-
tion of flowfield and surface results to explain the physical
mechanisms involved.

In the study by Sen et al. (1996) and Schmidt et al. (1996), a row
of film holes witha 5 35 deg andF 5 60 deg was compared to
an equivalent streamwise injection (F 5 0 deg) case. Measuredh
results showed that the compound angle injection increased the
effectiveness of the coolant. However, the heat transfer coefficient
was also found to increase over the reference case. In order to
combine the two results from adiabatic effectiveness and heat
transfer coefficient tests to determine the ultimate effect on film-
cooling performance, a heat flux reduction ratio (heat flux for a
film cooled surface normalized by the heat flux for a solid surface
under a simple boundary layer flow) was utilized, which combined
the effects of bothh andh on the film-cooling performance. It was
found for the case ofF 5 60 deg that an increasingM leads to an
augmentation of the heat flux entering the test surface compared to
boundary layer flows, and therefore that particular film cooling
configuration was completely ineffective.

Studies by Ekkad et al. (1997a, b) provided surface results for
F 5 45 and 90 deg orientations. Similar to the previous studies,
this work also combined the two results to provide the overall
effect on the heat flux into the downstream surface. A compound
angle ofF 5 45 deg was found to actually perform better than the
streamwise injection case, while theF 5 90 deg case was found
to perform relatively poorly—despite the fact that this case pro-
vided better adiabatic effectiveness results.

Ligrani et al. (1994a, b) studied a case ofF 5 30 and 50.5 deg
for both a single row and staggered double row of compound angle
injected jets. Their study consisted of adiabatic effectiveness and
Stanton number measurements to characterize the overall cooling
performance. However, unlike the two previous works, they did
not combine the two types of surface result.

The only investigation that attempted to address some of the
mechanisms involving film cooling with compound angle injection
was a study by Lee et al. (1997) who documented the velocity
field, pressure losses, and surface flow visualization for a wide

Nomenc la tu re

Cp 5 pressure coefficient5 p/(1/
2rV2)`

D 5 film-hole diameter
DR 5 density ratio5 r j /r`

h 5 heat transfer coefficient in the
presence of film cooling jets5
q0/(Taw 2 Tw), W/m2K

ho 5 heat transfer coefficient in the
absence of film cooling jets (ref-
erence)5 q0o/(T` 2 Tw),
W/m2K

LE 5 leading edge of streamwise injec-
tion film hole at exit plane

L 5 length of film hole
L/D 5 length-to-diameter ratio of film

hole
M 5 blowing (or mass flux) ratio5

(rV) j /(rV)`

q0 5 surface heat flux per unit area,
W/m2

p 5 static pressure, Pa
P 5 pitch (or lateral spacing) between

film holes
P/D 5 pitch-to-diameter ratio of film

hole
tke 5 turbulent kinetic energy, m2/s2

T 5 local fluid static temperature, K
TE 5 trailing edge of streamwise injec-

tion film hole at exit plane
TI 5 turbulence intensity5

(2/3* tke) 1/ 2/V* 100, percent
V 5 velocity magnitude, m/s

y1 5 nondimensional distance away
from wall

u 5 streamwise (x-direction) velocity
component (m/s)

v 5 vertical (y-direction) velocity
component (m/s)

w 5 lateral (z-direction) velocity com-
ponent (m/s)

x 5 streamwise direction
y 5 vertical direction
z 5 lateral direction
a 5 injection angle, deg
F 5 compound angle, deg
h 5 adiabatic effectiveness5 (T` 2

Taw)/(T` 2 Tj)
| 5 fluid density, kg/m3

u 5 nondimensional temperature5
(T` 2 T)/(T` 2 Tj)

Subscripts

` 5 mainstream conditions at crossflow
inlet plane

aw 5 adiabatic wall
j 5 conditions at coolant supply ple-

num inlet plane
o 5 conditions in the absence of film

cooling
w 5 conditions at wall

Fig. 1 Demonstration of the terminology used for compound-angle in-
jection film cooling
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range of compound angle holes. Their study was limited by the use
of a single (or isolated) discrete hole and an unrealistic length-to-
diameter ratio (L/D) of 40. In their study, velocity measurements
in planes perpendicular to the crossflow path were made to docu-
ment the transformation from a symmetric, counterrotating vorti-
ces encountered inF 5 0 deg to a single, large vortex structure
seen inF 5 90 deg cases. In addition, surface results were used to
characterize the path of the coolant and its interaction with the
crossflow.

4 Outstanding Issues
It can be concluded from these studies that compound angle

injection can provide better film-cooling performance, such as the
case shown forF 5 45 deg by Ekkad et al. (1997a, b). In some
cases, however, compound angle injection leads to such high heat
transfer coefficients that it would be better to introduce no film
cooling at all as in the case ofF 5 60 deg andM 5 2.0
documented by Sen et al. (1996). Clearly, there are a number of
studies with contradictory observations regarding the effects of
compound angles in film cooling. Although these studies provide
a database of information describing the surface results, they do
not document the physical mechanisms responsible for the out-
come. Only a simultaneous, in-depth examination of the flowfield
and surface results can provide this type of analysis to gas turbine
designers. Such understanding is crucial to extending the results of
the simplified flat plate studies to the more complex operating
environment of gas turbines. Finally, modern computational fluid
dynamics methodologies developed to enable the gas turbine de-
signers to assess the relative performance of different compound
angle configurations accurately has not at all been resolved in the
open literature.

5 Present Contributions
The primary goals of this four part study are to: (i ) uncover the

dominant flowfield mechanisms responsible for the surface adia-
batic effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient distributions; (ii )
demonstrate the capability of computational fluid dynamics in
providing consistently accurate results to distinguish between var-
ious film cooling configurations. The specific contributions of the
present study are as follows:

● validation of a state-of-the-art computational methodology
to predicth andh for compound-angle injection film cool-
ing;

● documentation of the dominant physical mechanisms influ-
encing the film cooling behavior with a novel use of the
vorticity concept;

● description of the effects of varying theF angle on the
dominant mechanisms and on the surface results;

● determination of the effects of blowing ratio (M) on film
cooling behavior for variousF angles;

● comparisons of the relative performance of different film
cooling configurations; and

● establishment of a predictive computational design method-
ology.

To accomplish the stated objectives, results for compound-angle
injection cases ofF 5 45, 60, and 90 deg are computationally
compared to a streamwise reference case (F 5 0 deg) and also to
experimentally measured data obtained in-house and in the open
literature. These geometries are demonstrated in Fig. 2 by a single
pitch of the row of holes studied.

6 Simulation Details
The computational methodology implemented in the present

research was developed and validated for studying jet–crossflow
interactions as described by Butkiewicz et al. (1995), Walters et al.
(1995), Hyams et al. (1996), and Walters and Leylek (1997).
Consistent with those studies, the NURBS-based solid modeling

software, I-DEAS, by SDRC, Inc. was utilized to capture the
geometry accurately, including the film-hole, plenum, and cross-
flow regions. I-DEAS was then used to generate a high-quality,
high-density background grid mesh in this complex and rather
large computation domain. The actual CFD analysis was per-
formed using Fluent/UNS solver by Fluent, Inc., which is a
pressure-correction based, multi-block, multigrid, unstructured/
adaptive solver. The higher order linear reconstructive discretiza-
tion scheme was used to reduce numerical viscosity and to better
capture all gradients. Turbulence closure was attained using stan-
dard (or high Reynolds number)k–e turbulence model in conjunc-
tion with the generalized wall functions. Strict convergence criteria
were met in which:

● global mass and energy imbalances were brought below 0.01
percent;

● residuals normalized by inlet fluxes were brought below 0.1
percent; and

● dependent variables monitored in important areas of the
flowfield were shown to not change with further iterations.

Also grid independence was established within Fluent/UNS by
adapting to the highest gradient regions of the flow field and
monitoring the variables to ensure that the dependent variables
changed less than 5 percent at monitored locations. A hanging-
node adaption procedure was used that maintained the high quality
of the initial background grid. Typically, a background grid con-
sisted of approximately 300,000 cells with the majority of the cells
in the jet–crossflow interaction region. The final grid, which
provided a “grid-independent” solution, contained approximately
620,000 cells with the majority of adaptions in the film-hole and
the near-field regions. For more details of the computational meth-
odology the reader is encouraged to study the reference papers
published by the Clemson group cited above. The unique aspects
of the present work are included below to extend the established
methodology to the study of compound angle injection.

Computational Model. The computational models were con-
structed as the exact replicas of the experimental counterparts for
all cases. Nondimensional parameters such as the lateral spacing
between holes,P/D 5 3, and the length of the film hole,L/D 5
4.0, were consistent among all the models. Due to the symmetric
nature of film cooling with a row of holes with streamwise injec-
tion (F 5 0 deg), the computational domain was reduced to a
half-pitch simulation between two symmetry planes. For the com-
pound angle cases (F . 0 deg), a full-pitch was modeled and
repeating boundary conditions were applied between holes as
shown in Fig. 3. A zero normal gradient condition was imposed at
10D above the test surface, where it was determined to be far
enough away to not affect the jet–crossflow interaction. The test
section downstream of the film-hole TE was extended to 25D

Fig. 2 Top view of a single pitch of a row of holes showing the four film
cooling configurations studied
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where a convective outflow (upwinding) condition was applied,
which allowed the jet–crossflow interaction to be documented far
downstream of the coolant exit plane. The film-hole diameter, flow
conditions, and plenum geometry differed slightly between the
experimental cases modeled and are described separately for each
study documented below.

F 5 0 and 60 deg. For the computational study ofF 5 0 and
60 deg cases, the geometry and operating parameters exactly
matched to the experimental works of Schmidt et al. (1996). Using
a hole diameter of 11.1 mm, a one-dimensional flow concept was
used to set the plenum inlet velocity to achieve an average velocity
of 11.75 m/s within the metering section of the film hole. The
plenum dimensions in thex, z, andy directions were9.15D wide
by 3D deep by4.57D high, respectively. In order to match the
upstream boundary layer development of the University of Texas
experiments a turbulent boundary layer was started at23.1D
upstream of the streamwise hole by applying a uniform velocity
inlet condition there. Crossflow velocities were set to obtain the
desired blowing ratio based on the film-hole nominal velocity
11.75 m/s and Re5 18,717.

F 5 45 and 90 deg. For the compound angle configurations
F 5 45 and 90 deg, the geometry and operating parameters were
modeled to correspond with experiments from Clemson University
(Farmer et al., 1997). The crossflow was introduced at 300 K and
with a free-stream velocity of 25 m/s. In order to match the
boundary layer thickness of 0.7D at the film-hole LE, a1

7 th law
turbulent boundary layer velocity profile was applied at 10D
upstream of the leading edge of the film hole based on actual data
obtained at that location. Plenum inlet velocity was then varied to
give the desired film-hole nominal velocity to set the blowing ratio
using a hole diameter of 8.3 mm.

Grid Generation. The solid model of every film cooling
geometry was divided into a large number of subregions within
I-DEAS in order to obtain a high-quality grid as discussed in
Walters and Leylek (1997). In this study, some additional steps
were taken within I-DEAS in order to apply the periodic boundary
conditions properly in Fluent/UNS. Regions had to be added with
the stipulation that corresponding surfaces on the periodic walls
matched perfectly across the film cooling passage. The “Surface
Dependency” feature in I-DEAS was applied to these periodic
walls to ensure that nodes and cells on these surfaces were built
with the same nodal and cell distribution. (The reader is encour-
aged to refer to the I-DEAS users’ manual for more information on
this feature.)

7 Experiments Used for Validation
The computational simulations were validated by comparisons

to both in-house experimental work at Clemson University and
companion studies by Schmidt et al. (1996) and Sen et al. (1996)
from The University of Texas at Austin. These two sources of
experimental data employed two completely different measure-
ment techniques for determining the surface results as discussed
below.

7.1 In-House Experimental Work. Experiments were car-
ried out at Clemson University to measure the adiabatic effective-
ness in a 0.6 m3 0.6 m low-speed wind tunnel. The experimental
setup implemented used a hue-based thermochromic liquid crystal
temperature measurement method. A low-conductivity substrate
material test plate was coated with a layer of liquid crystals with a
temperature bandwidth between 15°C and 20°C. A real time
image-capturing system was used to calibrate the liquid crystal’s
temperature response to the corresponding hue values. A density
ratio (DR) of 1.55 was obtained through the injection of CO2 gas
into an ambient air mainstream flow. The foreign gas was injected
at various temperatures below the liquid crystal bandwidth to
achieve the desired hue response.M 5 1.25 andM 5 1.88 were
obtained by varying the flow rate of the foreign gas, while the
mainstream velocity was held constant at 10 m/s. The adiabatic
effectiveness was calculated based onT`, Tj , andTaw under steady
state operating conditions.

7.2 Experimental Setup for Schmidt et al. (1996). The
research efforts at the University of Texas modeled film cooling
behavior using cryogenically cooled air (T 5 187.5 K) injected
into ambient air crossflow resulting in aDR 5 1.6. Adiabatic
effectiveness results were calculated from temperature measure-
ments made by thermocouples imbedded in the downstream wall.
For the determination ofh, ambient air was used as the injectant at
a DR 5 1.0. Themomentum flux ratio,J 5 0.98 wasused as a
scaling parameter to combine theh results atDR 5 1.6 andM 5
1.25 and theh results atDR 5 1.0 andM 5 1.0 to calculate a
NI et HI eat FI lux RI eduction (NHFR) parameter, NHFR5 1 2
h/ho(1 2 hu`).

8 Results and Discussion

Flow in the Film Hole. The flow field developed at the
entrance to the film hole was shown in Walters and Leylek (1997)
to be complex and very dependent on the operating conditions. The
complexities in this region are primarily due to the flowpath
design. Coolant is channeled to the film hole through a plenum
much larger in volume than the film hole itself, and therefore, as
the coolant enters into the film hole, it is strongly accelerated.
Along with this velocity increase there is excessive turning at the
sharp-edged entrance to the film hole. At an injection angle of 35
deg, some of the coolant has to go through a turn of 145 deg into
the film hole at the downstream side of the plenum. The inability
of the coolant to negotiate this turn leads to a large three-
dimensional separation along the downstream surface of the film
hole. This separation region results in:

● nonuniform coolant distribution
● secondary motion within the film hole
● high-velocity gradients
● high turbulence generation.

The mechanisms discussed above are primarily dominated by
the flow at the entrance to the film hole. As the film hole is rotated
to provide lateral momentum to the coolant fluid in the compound-
angle injection cases, the entrance region remains essentially un-
changed except for the location of the separation region relative to
the plenum. The flow at the entrance and throughout the majority
of the film hole are unaffected by the large changes in the exit
conditions brought about by the compound angle injection. One
method of demonstrating this is to examine the parameters along

Fig. 3 Isometric view of the computational domain aft looking forward
showing the extent of the domain for F 5 60 deg
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the film-hole centerline planes. The definition of the film-hole
centerline plane is shown in Fig. 4 forF 5 60 deg. In Fig. 5 the
velocity contours along the film-hole centerline plane show the
similarity of the flow between the two configurations for both the
F 5 0 andF 5 60 deg case. Similarly, good correspondence was
also found for the turbulence intensity and the secondary flow
structures described for the streamwise injection case in Walters
and Leylek (1997).

Exit Conditions. As the coolant approaches the exit plane of
the film hole, the coolant flow deviates considerably from the
streamwise injection case due to significant changes in the pressure
field at the exit. The physical explanation for the pressure changes
shown in Fig. 6 is given in the near-field evaluation. As the

compound angle is increased the pressure field imposed at the jet
exit is changed in the following three ways:

● the upstream high pressure region acts across a wider area of
the film-hole breakout,

● the downstream low pressure decreases even further behind
the film-hole breakout, and

● the streamwise pressure gradients increase due to a decrease
in the streamwise breakout distance between the pressure
extremes, asF is increased.

These changes in the pressure field cause higher blockage at the
exit, which leads to deviations of the coolant trajectory after it
leaves the film hole. The case ofF 5 45 andF 5 60 deg resemble
the Cp contours depicted forF 5 90 deg.

Coolant Distribution. The coolant distribution at the exit is
determined by two competing mechanisms:

● the nonuniform distribution of coolant within the film hole
due to the separation region at the inlet to the film hole, and

● exit plane blockage due to pressure gradients caused by the
crossflow impinging on the coolant.

As can be seen in the streamwise case in Fig. 5(a), the separation
region at the inlet to the film hole leads to a jetting effect along the
upstream edge of the wall. Due to the shortL/D 5 4.0, the
relatively high-momentum jetting fluid does not completely dif-
fuse out across the film hole and therefore is still evident even at
the coolant exit plane. In Fig. 7 the effective coolant distribution at
the exit is shown by contours of normalizedv, or vertical velocity
component. Little variation ofv at the exit is seen due to the
balance of the effects of high-momentum jetting fluid mentioned
near the leading edge and streamwise pressure gradients due to
crossflow impingement. This distribution is dependent on operat-
ing conditions as discussed in Walters and Leylek (1997).

For the same operating conditions, compound-angle film cool-
ing can be seen to be more strongly affected by the pressure

Fig. 4 Demonstration of the film-hole centerline plane for F 5 60 deg

Fig. 5 Velocity magnitude normalized by U` showing jetting and sepa -
ration regions demonstrating very good correspondence between ( a) the
streamwise F 5 0 deg and ( b) the F 5 60 deg compound-angle cases

Fig. 6 Cp along the test surface showing increased pressure gradients
between ( a) F 5 0 deg and ( b) F 5 90 deg at M 5 1.25
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gradients and blockage at the exit plane. The blockage is stronger
because it acts over a larger area and therefore the coolant is forced
to exit near the downstream edge of the film hole. The smaller
effective exit area leads to an increase inv near the downstream
edge of the hole and little coolant exiting from the upstream edge.
Because of the orientation of the hole, the jetting fluid is now
forced to exit along the downstream edge of the film hole near the
LE point and there is no opportunity to have the balance of
blockage and jetting seen in the streamwise case.

Coolant Trajectory

Compound Discharge Angle (F). The jet trajectory is so
strongly affected by the pressure distribution that very little of the
fluid exited with the intended film-hole metal angle for all the
cases studied. The deviation of the coolant trajectory from the
compound angle of the metal is shown in Fig. 8 for the case ofF 5
90 deg. The coolant compound angle trajectory at the exit ranges
from 40 deg (approximately half of the metal angle) near the TE,
to almost the metal angle of 85 deg at the upstream side of the LE.
This trend was consistent in both computational and experimental
results for all of the compound angle cases studied. The coolant
near the trailing edge region exited at a very shallow compound
angle due to its low momentum, which allowed it to be turned by
the crossflow accelerating between the holes. This will prove to be
important in explaining the results for adiabatic effectiveness and
heat transfer coefficient in later sections. The area of highest
compound discharge angle at the exit plane coincides with the
upstream edge near the LE point. Coolant is not able to negotiate
the high-pressure gradients seen and therefore flows almost paral-
lel to the film hole exit plane toward the trailing edge.

Streamwise Discharge Angle (a). The streamwise discharge
angle of the coolant at the film-hole exit plane showed a similar
dependence on the presence of high pressure blockage and jetting
fluid regions. The low injection angles,a , 35 deg, are all seen
along the upstream edge of the film hole where blockage due to the
high-pressure regions leads to low vertical momentum. However,
near the downstream edge the coolant exits ata . 35 deg where

jetting fluid is being forced to exit due to the reduction in the
effective exit area of the film hole by blockage.

Near-Field Behavior. The near-field behavior of jet–
crossflow interactions with compound angle injection is dominated
by:

● the vorticity contained within the film-hole boundary layers;
● the vorticity generated at the interface of the coolant and the

crossflow along the downstream edge near the LE point;
● the pressure field set up in the jet–crossflow interaction; and
● the turbulence generated in the shear layers between the jet

and crossflow.

The vorticity sources are responsible for the strength of the sec-
ondary flow structures that degrade the coolant and cause rapid
spreading downstream of the film hole. The pressure field domi-
nates the general path taken by the crossflow and coolant as the
two interact. The turbulence generated leads to a decrease inh by
enhancing diffusion of the coolant toward the wall and an increase
in h due to elevated turbulence near the wall. These three mech-
anisms will be described separately below as they relate to the
nearfield behavior shown in Fig. 9 by particle traces released from
the boundary layer of the oncoming crossflow flowing over an
isothermal surfaceQ 5 0.2, which characterizes the coolant path.

Effects of Vorticity. The vorticity field in compound angle
injection is significantly different from the streamwise injection
cases with cylindrical and shaped holes documented in the com-
panion papers designated as Part I and Part III. For the streamwise
injection cases, it was shown that the primary cause of the sym-
metric counterrotating vortex structures seen downstream of the
jet/crossflow interaction site was the vorticity emanating from the
film-hole boundary layers. In compound-angle injection, a new
mechanism for streamwise vorticity appears at the interface region
between the crossflow and coolant jet on the downstream side of
LE. The strength of this new source increases with increasingF.
The relative strength of the two vorticity sources is configuration
dependent. With compound-angle injection, the originally sym-
metric counterrotating vortex structure becomes increasingly
asymmetric asF increases and eventually turns into a single
vortex atF 5 90 deg. It is the positivex-direction vorticity along
the upstream edge that is inhibited by compound-angle injection.
Therefore, the counterclockwise rotating leg (looking upstream) of
the secondary flow structure starts shrinking with increasingF and
collapses completely atF 5 90 deg.

In compound-angle injection, the strong side of the vortex lies
along the downstream edge and the weak vortex along the up-
stream edge of the film-hole. The increase in the strength of the
downstream edge vortex is caused by the fact that as the film hole
is turned laterally at increasingF, the crossflow fluid flows per-

Fig. 7 v/U` for the case of M 5 1.25 showing the effects of compound-
angle injection on the coolant distribution at the exit for ( a) F 5 0 deg,
and (b) F 5 90 deg

Fig. 8 Discharge angles showing the jet trajectory as it exits the film
hole for the case of F 5 90 deg, M 5 1.25

Fig. 9 Particle traces released from the crossflow boundary layer show-
ing the complex flow around an isotherm Q 5 0.2 for M 5 1.25 and F 5
60 deg
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pendicular to the coolant flow direction as it negotiates over and
around the leading edge side as shown in Fig. 9. Because of the
good alignment of the vorticity generated at this interface and the
local velocity field, this particular interaction plays a more domi-
nant role. In addition, the crossflow fluid flows parallel to the
downstream edge all the way around the film hole resulting in a
coalescing of the vorticity. This vorticity generates a single large
rotating vortex structure in the near field whose center lies slightly
behind the exiting jet. As the coolant is turned toward the down-
stream and bent over, the vorticity aligns itself with the coolant
path, which, as described earlier, is along a direction at half the
compound angle of the metal (for the case ofM 5 1.25, DR 5
1.6).

The weakening of the upstream edge vortex was attributed to its
dependence on the vorticity emanating from the film-hole bound-
ary layer along this surface. As the film hole is turned laterally, the
effective coalescing of vorticity is reduced due to the fact that:

● the long surface of the film hole is turned toward the cross-
flow causing the boundary layer vorticity to get blocked by
the stagnation region formed at the upstream edge; and

● the coolant trajectory is very shallow along the upstream
edge of the film hole resulting in a shift in the vorticity
vector direction.

As the compound angle is increased to 60 and 90 deg, the weak
vortex disappears due to these mechanisms.

Effects of Pressure.As the oncoming crossflow impinges on
the exiting coolant, it is forced either between the film holes or
over the jets due to the large pressure rise setup along the upstream
edges of the jets as shown in Fig. 6. As the compound angle is
increased, the high-pressure region becomes wider and more of the
crossflow is forced over the jets. Also the remaining crossflow
fluid that flows between holes is forced through an effective
spacing, which decreases with increasingF and is subjected to
sharper turning angles. This high-pressure region also continues to
affect the coolant fluid after it exits the film hole by quickly forcing
the coolant to begin bending down toward the test surface and also
toward the downstream direction. The bending of the jet as it exits
the film hole leads to two low-pressure regions behind the film
hole. The first of these is on the downstream side of the LE point,
where the jetting fluid exits at the highest injection angle and lifts
off immediately. The separating coolant jet is quickly bent over
resulting in a low-pressure region under its curved streamlines.
This low-pressure pocket sucks the upstream crossflow fluid right
under the jet, inducing lateral momentum, which will be shown to
be present even in the far-field. The second low-pressure region is
near the downstream side of the TE point where the low-
momentum coolant exits and is being turned toward the stream-
wise direction by the crossflow fluid accelerating between two
adjacent film holes.

Turbulence Generation.The two major sources of turbulence
are the film-hole generated turbulence and the turbulence gener-
ated in the high-velocity gradient region on the downstream edge
near LE as shown in Fig. 10. In the near-field, the high-turbulence
present close to the test surface is dominated by the latter due to
the following two reasons:

● the turbulence in this region does not have a chance to
attenuate due to its close proximity to the high-velocity
gradients fueling turbulence at the jet–crossflow interface;
and

● the flow from the high-turbulence region remains close to the
wall due to the coolant being bent over the top of it.

Because this high turbulence lies underneath the coolant, it will aid
in diffusing the coolant toward the wall to improveh. However, it
will also tend to increaseh in these regions as will be discussed in
the surface results. Turbulence generated within the film hole is
convected out and deposited in the center of the coolant core. Since

there are no shear layers to sustain it, this particular turbulence
pocket quickly diffuses and dissipates throughout the core region.
It only plays a small role in the surface results when it is carried
toward the surface by the vortex structure.

Far-Field Behavior. The far-field behavior is dominated by
the flow structures set up in the near field. In the streamwise case
discussed in the companion paper (Part I), the far-field behavior is
shown to be strongly dominated by a counterrotating vortex struc-
ture, which tends to lift the coolant off the surface to be protected.
In compound angle cases, this counterrotating vortex becomes
asymmetric and actually collapses to a single rotating vortex with
significant lateral motion of coolant near the wall. The single
vortex structure continues to play a role in the far field by con-
vectively mixing the coolant and the crossflow leading to a rela-
tively uniform lateral distribution of temperature as shown in Fig.
11. The vortex loses its strength with downstream distance and
eventually the flow becomes a crossplane shear layer between the
streamwise free stream and the lateral motion near the test surface,
Fig. 12.

Surface Results

Adiabatic Effectiveness.The surface results examined in this
paper consist ofh andh distributions along the downstream test
surface. The coolant distribution on the test surface shown in Fig.
13 can be characterized by three primary regions:

1 The first region is the low-momentum coolant fluid, which
oozed out of the trailing edge of the film hole and remained
attached. This coolant deteriorated with downstream dis-
tance by secondary flow;

Fig. 10 Turbulence intensity on a plane y/D 5 0.2 showing turbulence
quantities exiting the film-hole as well as those generated by the jet-
crossflow interaction for M 5 1.25, F 5 60 deg

Fig. 11 Contours of u at downstream locations showing a quick merger
of coolant between holes for F 5 60 deg, M 5 1.25
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2 The second region is a hot region as a result of hot crossflow
fluid tucking under the coolant along the downstream edge
of the film hole starting at LE; and

3 The third region is caused by the coolant core lifting off and
returning to the wall downstream through diffusion and
secondary flow convection.

In region 1, the trajectory setup in the near-field is roughly seen to
hold with the surface results downstream. The coolant follows a
path approximately half of the compound angle of the metal. These
trends are shown in Fig. 14 for both the experimental and com-
putational data with only slight deviations in magnitude and lateral
motion. The computations consistently predicted lowerh results
between film holes in the near-field region and a higher, narrower
attached region. These deviations are attributed partly to insuffi-
cient spreading in the computations and also the limited ability of
creating perfectly adiabatic surfaces in experiments. It can also be
seen in Fig. 14 that the lateral motion is underpredicted. Theh
results for the other cases studied are shown in the laterally
averagedh# in Fig. 15. Increasing the compound angle leads to a
narrower attached region and therefore lower values ofh# in the
near field. The compound angle had positive effects with down-
stream distance by causing the coolant core to be convected and
diffused toward the surface more quickly, leading to an increase in
h# . Increasing blowing ratio tended to cause region 1 to decrease
quicker due to increased jetting effects leading to a decrease inh#
the near field, however the increase in coolant does lead to higher
h# farther downstream as the core returns to the protected surface.

Heat Transfer Coefficient.Compound-angle injection was
found to alter the heat transfer coefficient result significantly. For

example, turbulence at the wall is significantly increased where the
crossflow accelerates underneath the coolant. This factor leads to
increasedh/ho values in Fig. 16in regions where the highest
temperatures are found in Fig. 13. Validation of these results was
provided by comparisons of aDR 5 1.0, M 5 1.0 case to the
equivalent case by Sen et al. (1996) in Fig. 17 showing good
correspondence. Also the laterally averaged value ofh/ho was
utilized to compare the different configurations studied in Fig. 18.

9 Conclusions
Large-scale computational simulations with high-density, high-

quality grid meshes were carried out for film cooling configura-
tions with a row of cylindrical holes involving compound-angle
injections atF 5 45, 60, and 90 deg. Predicted results were
validated against experimental data and compared to the reference

Fig. 12 Velocity vectors in crossplanes showing the demise of the
vortex as it is damped to a pure lateral shear layer for M 5 1.25, F 5 60
deg

Fig. 13 Contours of h on the downstream wall showing the character-
istic regions for both computations (bottom) and experiments (top) for
F 5 60 deg and M 5 1.25

Fig. 14 Lateral distribution of h at downstream locations showing good
correspondence between experiments and computations for F 5 60 deg
and M 5 1.25

Fig. 15 Laterally averaged h# versus downstream distance showing the
effects of compound-angle injection F and blowing ratio

Fig. 16 Normalized heat transfer coefficient for M 5 1.25 and F 5 60 deg
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case of streamwise injected coolant jets. The key set of conclusions
drawn in this study are as follows:

● h andh distribution on the test surface is dominated by the
vortex structure found downstream of the jet–crossflow in-
teraction site;

● as F increases the well-known symmetric counterrotating
vortex structure becomes increasingly asymmetric as one leg
collapses and the other one forms a single dominant vortex
at F 5 90 deg;

● the collapsing leg is associated with vorticity along the
upstream edge of the film hole, which is blocked due to a
large stagnation region created by the crossflow impinging
on the coolant jet;

● an important second source of vorticity is found at the
interface of crossflow and coolant jet along the downstream
edge near the LE point. This vorticity augments the one in
the film-hole boundary layer and strengthens as the com-

pound angle increases. Relative magnitudes of the two vor-
ticity sources is configuration dependent;

● compounding improves the lateral uniformity of the adia-
batic effectiveness. At highF angles, the lateral distribution
of h is ruler-flat within only a few diameters downstream of
the row of film holes; and

● the heat transfer coefficient was found to be augmented due
to the compounding effects in all the cases studied; however,
there is net gain as the compound-angle injection is capable
of providing a highly sought-after feature in film cooling,
namely, lateral spreading and uniformity.
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A Detailed Analysis of Film
Cooling Physics: Part III—
Streamwise Injection With
Shaped Holes
The physics of the film cooling process for shaped, streamwise-injected, inclined jets is
studied for blowing ratio (M5 1.25, 1.88), density ratio (DR5 1.6), and length-to-
diameter ratio (L/D5 4) parameters typical of gas turbine operations. A previously
documented computational methodology is applied for the study of five distinct film
cooling configurations: (1) cylindrical film hole (reference case); (2) forward-diffused film
hole; (3) laterally diffused film hole; (4) inlet shaped film hole, and (5) cusp-shaped film
hole. The effect of various film hole geometries on both flow and thermal field charac-
teristics is isolated, and the dominant mechanisms responsible for differences in these
characteristics are documented. Special consideration is given to explaining crucial flow
mechanisms from a vorticity point of view. It is found that vorticity analysis of the flow
exiting the film hole can aid substantially in explaining the flow behavior downstream of
the film hole. Results indicate that changes in the film hole shape can significantly alter
the distribution of the exit-plane variables, therefore strongly affecting the downstream
behavior of the film. Computational solutions of the steady, Reynolds-averaged Navier–
Stokes equations are obtained using an unstructured/adaptive, fully implicit, pressure-
correction solver. Turbulence closure is obtained via the high-Reynolds-number k–e
model with generalized wall functions. Detailed field results as well as surface phenomena
involving adiabatic film effectiveness (h) and heat transfer coefficient (h) are presented.
When possible, computational results are validated against corresponding experimental
cases from data found in the open literature. Detailed comparisons are made between
surface and field results of the film hole shapes investigated in this work; design criteria
for optimizing downstream heat transfer characteristics are then suggested.

1 Introduction
An understanding of jet-in-crossflow interaction is crucial in

the design of hot section components in modern gas turbine
engines. The temperature of the gases entering the turbine
section is typically near the melting point of the alloys used in
the turbine airfoils and endwalls; to prevent these components
from failing at such elevated temperatures, they are commonly
film cooled to isolate the metal from the hot gases. In addition,
the geometry of film cooling holes is often modified in some
manner to improve cooling performance, thus allowing for
better metal protection and/or a decreased coolant supply; how-
ever, these configurations are often implemented with weak
understanding of flow and heat transfer characteristics in and
near the film hole. This study focuses on inclined discrete jet
film cooling physics and the effect of film-hole shaping on both
flow and thermal field characteristics. Detailed field data, the
adiabatic effectiveness, and the surface heat transfer coefficient
will be used to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of
film-hole shaping. Emphasis is placed on determining, with the
help of vorticity analysis, the dominant mechanisms responsible
for the performance of the various film hole configurations.
Specifically, the present investigation aims to examine several
film-hole shapes, pinpoint the flow mechanisms responsible for
determining downstream heat transfer, and suggest ways of
using film hole geometry to exploit or attenuate these flow
mechanisms.

2 Literature Review
The interaction of jets in crossflow has been heavily researched

both experimentally and computationally. Some relevant refer-
ences applicable to cylindrical film holes are discussed in detail in
Part I of this paper; only references specific to shaped film holes
are discussed here.

Goldstein et al., (1974) were among the first to pioneer the use
of shaped film holes for improved film cooling performance. The
performance of inclined holes with a 10 deg laterally flared exit
was compared with the performance of streamwise inclined cylin-
drical film holes, both with anL/D of 5.2 andP/D of 3 and 6. Flow
visualization studies showed that with and without the mainstream
flow, the shaped hole provided much better lateral coverage of the
test surface and also attenuated jet liftoff. Effectiveness data con-
firmed the observations that the shaped film hole afforded better
lateral coverage and better centerline effectiveness. In addition, the
shaped film holes provided significant improvements in cooling
performance at anyM andDR. The authors hypothesized that the
increased exit area of the shaped holes was responsible for slowing
the coolant flow such that less penetration through the oncoming
boundary layer and into the mainstream occurred.

Papell (1984) experimentally studied a novel shape for use in
film cooling. Papell found that shaping the hole with a cusp
(similar in appearance to a kidney bean) induced strong longitu-
dinal vortex structures within the film hole; he hypothesized, with
the aid of flow visualizations, that creating these vortical structures
enabled the crossflow to use its energy to force the jet down to the
surface, rather than itself creating the counterrotating vortices.
Further, he postulated that the placement of the cusp on the
leeward side (TE) forced the film hole secondary flow to rotate in
a direction opposite of that traditionally observed in cylindrical
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film holes. Papell offered evidence in the form of adiabatic effec-
tiveness and film coverage data to support his findings that his
cusp-shaped holes provided better film cooling performance.

Makki and Jakubowski (1986) presented downstream heat trans-
fer results for a film hole with a trapezoidal shaped expansion.
Using the downstream heat transfer coefficient versus the heat
transfer coefficient of an undisturbed boundary layer, they showed
that the shaped film hole consistently provided better heat transfer
characteristics than simple cylindrical holes with the same meter-
ing section. Makki and Jakubowski reported that the shaped holes
offered up to 23 percent better film cooling performance than the
corresponding cylindrical hole. Much guesswork was applied in
determining the physical mechanisms responsible for this im-
proved film cooling performance; like Goldstein et al. (1974), the
authors attributed much of the improved film cooling performance
to the decreased momentum flux at the jet exit due to the diffusing
shape of the trapezoidal film hole.

Schmidt et al. (1996) and Sen et al. (1996) presented two
companion papers in which the effect of adding a 15 deg forward
diffusing exit to a streamwise oriented film hole was investigated.
ModerateM andDR typical of gas turbines were used, along with
a realisticL/D of 4.0 andP/D of 3.0. They found that the exit
diffused film hole demonstrated better spread of adiabatic effec-
tiveness than the cylindrical counterpart; however, byx/D 5 15
the expanded and round compound angle holes had essentially the
same level of effectiveness. From the heat transfer coefficient
standpoint, the forward-expanded hole performed poorly, presum-
ably because of the increased interaction between the jet and
mainstream. A key conclusion shown in this work was that to
determine overall film cooling performance, it is crucial to obtain
knowledge of both the adiabatic effectiveness and the heat transfer
coefficient.

Thole et al. (1998) studied the effect of film hole geometry on
the film cooling flowfield. The film hole shapes examined in this
work were a cylindrical (reference) case, a hole with a laterally
expanded exit, and a hole with a forward–laterally expanded exit.
M andDR were unity, and external mainstream Mach number and
internal coolant supply Mach number were nearly matched at
approximately 0.3. Results from this study showed that by expand-
ing the exit of the film holes, the penetration of the jet as well as
the severe shear regions in the near field were significantly reduced
when compared to the reference cylindrical hole. Turbulence lev-
els, although similar in magnitude between the three cases, were

found to originate from different sources; therefore, the flow
characteristics were very dependent on the film hole geometry.

Haven and Kurosaka (1996) documented the effects of film hole
shape on the near-field vortical structures characteristic of a jet-
in-crossflow interaction. Note that the study concentrated solely on
fluid mechanics (no heat transfer), and the shaped jets were in-
jected normal to the test surface. The shapes investigated were
simple two-dimensional shapes without a metering section and
with equal cross-sectional area; the shapes were: (1) circular, (2)
square, (3) rectangular, and (4) elliptical. Limited quantitative data
were taken; rather, flow visualizations were conducted for various
film hole shapes to determine the effect on downstream vortical
structures. The authors proposed that the counterrotating vortices
downstream of the jet exit plane had a significant influence on jet
liftoff, by the mutual induction lift generated by these structures.
They concluded that hole geometries that cause these vortices to
form farther apart tend to inhibit jet detachment, since the lift
generated by mutual induction is less. One of the principal mech-
anisms affecting the formation of the counterrotating vortices was
the vorticity contained in the film hole sidewall boundary layers.
This vorticity will be discussed in detail in the present paper.

Hyams et al. (1996) studied the effects of slot jet shaping on the
heat transfer downstream of a slot jet. It was found that shaping of
the slot inlet and exit provided significant gains in the film cooling
performance. Flow mechanisms responsible for this behavior, such
as the exit plane momentum characteristics and sources of turbu-
lence within the film hole, were documented in detail. Both adia-
batic effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient data were obtained
in this study.

The effect of film hole shaping and orientation for transonic
conditions was investigated by Wittig et al. (1996). Measurements
and computations were performed for a cylindrical film hole,
laterally expanded film hole, and a forward–laterally expanded
film hole. Effectiveness data and flowfield data were only pre-
sented for the cylindrical reference case, however. Velocity field
computations with a multiblock structured grid provided fair
agreement with the measured results along the centerplane outside
of the film hole; however, predictions within the film hole and at
the film hole exit plane were (according to the authors) poor. Only
one experimental visualization was presented for any shaped case;
the bulk of the results discussed only the cylindrical film hole.

No detailed computational studies of three-dimensional shaped
film holes exist in the open literature at this time. In addition, no

Nomenc la tu re

AR 5 area ratio5 Ametering/Aexit-plane

CUSP5 cuspshaped film-hole
D 5 diameter of film-hole

DR 5 density ratio5 r j /r`

FDIFF 5 film hole with a forward
diffused exit

h 5 heat transfer coefficient5 q0/
(Tw 2 Taw), W/m2K

ISHAP 5 film hole with inlet shaping
L/D 5 length-to-diameter ratio of film

hole
LDIFF 5 film hole with laterally

diffused exit
LE 5 leading edge of film-hole exit

plane
M 5 blowing (or mass flux) ratio5

(rV) j /(rV)`

Pr 5 Prandtl number
P/D 5 pitch-to-diameter ratio of film

hole
q0 5 surface heat flux per unit area,

W/m2

Re 5 Reynolds number
REF 5 cylindrical reference film-hole

case
St 5 Stanton number
T 5 local fluid temperature

TE 5 trailing edge of film-hole exit
plane

tke 5 tubulence kinetic energy
TL 5 turbulence level (in percent)5

(2
3ptke)1/ 2/V`p100

V 5 local fluid velocity magnitude5
uVW u

VW 5 local velocity vector5 uı̂ 1 v ĵ
1 wk̂

VR 5 velocity ratio5 V/V`

x 5 coordinate in the streamwise di-
rection

x0 5 unheated starting length
y 5 coordinate normal to the test sur-

face
y1 5 nondimensional wall distance5

y=tw/rw/nw

z 5 coordinate in the lateral direction
a 5 coolant jet injection angle
d 5 boundary layer thickness
h 5 adiabatic effectiveness5

(T` 2 Taw)/(T` 2 Tj)
n 5 kinematic viscosity
r 5 fluid density
jW 5 total vorticity vector5 j xı̂ 1 j y ĵ

1 j zk̂

Subscripts

` 5 mainstream conditions at crossflow
inlet plane

aw 5 adiabatic wall
fh 5 condition inside film hole
j 5 nominal jet conditions

w 5 conditions at wall
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systematic investigation has been conducted concerning different
film hole configurations and their effect on the complex three-
dimensional flow mechanisms present both inside of the film hole
and in the near-field interaction.

3 Present Contributions
The primary objective of this work is to examine thoroughly the

physics of a row of inclined, discrete, shaped jets in crossflow,
while pinpointing the physical flowfield and heat transfer differ-
ences between a cylindrical reference case and selected shaped
film holes. These three-dimensional studies include several shapes
as suggested by the gas turbine industry and as chosen at the
discretion of the principal investigators. Objectives of this study
are to:

● determine the effect of several industry-relevant film hole
shapes on downstream heat transfer;

● investigate and document the physical mechanisms respon-
sible for changes in film cooling performance for shaped film
holes, so that better designs can be achieved;

● present both adiabatic effectiveness and heat transfer coef-
ficient downstream of shaped-hole film cooling configura-
tions;

● demonstrate that CFD can be used to capture flow and heat
transfer details accurately and dependably;

● validate a consistently accurate computational methodology
and transfer this technology to the gas turbine industry;

● establish criteria for more effective design for shaped film
holes.

4 Computational Methodology
The computational methodology used in this study is identical to

the methodology documented in Walters and Leylek (1997) and
will not be repeated here. The computational hierarchy used en-
compasses a proper film cooling model, an exact geometry, a
high-quality, high-density computational mesh, high-order dis-
cretization schemes, and turbulence modeling that is suitable for
the problem at hand. The simulations are carried out in a fully
elliptic manner using an implicit, pressure-correction based,
unstructured/adaptive grid Navier–Stokes solver.

5 Experimental Details
Data from the University of Texas (Schmidt et al., 1996) are

used for the cylindrical and forward-diffused film holes. Schmidt
et al. (1996) document adiabatic effectiveness results downstream
of streamwise-injected cylindrical and forward-diffused film holes,
and the experimental apparatus is detailed in that work. The film
holes used in this study are injected ata 5 35 deg, and spaced at
P/D 5 3. The exact geometry of these film holes is reproduced in
the computations and is shown in Fig. 1. The density ratio of these
interactions wasDR 5 1.6; blowing ratios tested wereM 5 1.25
and M 5 1.88.

6 Simulation Details

6.1 Definition of Shaped Film Holes. Five basic film hole
shapes are investigated in this work. The configurations are: (1)
cylindrical (REF), (2) forward diffused (FDIFF), (3) laterally dif-
fused (LDIFF), (4) inlet shaped (ISHAP), and (5) cusp shaped
(CUSP). Schematics of each of these shapes is shown in Fig. 1.

Each film hole geometry (except for the CUSP case) is simu-
lated for two blowing ratios, and adiabatic effectiveness and heat
transfer results are obtained for each. Table 1 below shows an
overview of the simulations performed in the present work.
Boundary condition specifics are discussed in the following sec-
tion.

6.2 Modeling and Boundary Conditions. For each of the
film hole shapes described in this work, the boundary conditions

are identical except for differences noted in the following para-
graphs; a schematic of the domain and boundary conditions is
shown in Fig. 2. Symmetry conditions are imposed at the longi-
tudinal centerline of the jet, as well as atP/D 5 1.5. These
boundary conditions enforce streamwise injection of the jet and a
lateral spacing ofP/D 5 3 for an infinite row of jets. Due to the
height of the wind tunnel used in the experimental counterparts, a
zero-normal-gradient (slip-wall) condition is applied at the top of

Fig. 1 Schematics of the selected film hole shapes show the geometry
of each configuration in three orthogonal planes

Table 1 Overview of the simulations performed in the present work
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the domain. This zero-gradient wall is imposed aty/D 5 10 for all
simulations to reduce the size of the computational domain; it is
found that all gradients in they direction are negligible far before
this limit is reached.

An outlet (convection) boundary condition is imposed atx/D 5
25. The plenum inlet velocity (coolant air) is set to achieve Refh 5
18,700 forevery case; this matches the velocity range used in
Schmidt et al. (1996), and the exact velocities are documented in
the following paragraphs. VariousM are attained by varying the
crossflow (air) inlet flux, as described below.TL at the plenum
inlet is assumed to be 0.1 percent. For all cases, the length scale for
each inlet was taken to be one-tenth of the inlet extent. Following
the Schmidt et al. (1996) cryogenic setup, the crossflow inlet
temperature is specified as 300 K, and the plenum coolant tem-
perature is set at 187.5 K; these temperatures forceDR 5 1.6 for
all cases. All walls are adiabatic, except for the test section in the
active wall (heat transfer coefficient) simulations; in these cases,
the wall heat flux is set to 4000 W/m2. The heated test section
starts atx/D 5 1 for all cases.

The geometry for the REF and FDIFF cases is taken from the
work of Schmidt et al. (1996); therefore, the plenum geometry and
the upstream section match the experimental setup described there.
This plenum is 50.8 mm high and 101.6 mm wide, and the inlet
velocity is set to 0.335 m/s. A uniform velocity inlet condition is
imposed at the beginning of the 237 mm upstream section, and a
turbulent boundary layer is allowed to develop from this point.
Turbulence intensity at the crossflow inlet is assumed to be 0.2
percent, as per the documentation of Schmidt et al. (1996).

For the LDIFF and ISHAP cases, the plenum geometry matches
the geometry used in in-house experiments; this geometry is doc-
umented in Farmer et al. (1997). The plenum velocity is set to
0.2855 m/s. The upstream section is extended 10D prior to the
upstream edge of the film holes, in accordance to the location at
which velocity and turbulence intensity profiles were experimen-
tally acquired. Experimentally measured profiles for velocity and
turbulence intensity are imposed at this location. The experimen-
tally measuredd/D 5 0.55 condition at the film hole is matched.

The plenum used in the Schmidt et al. (1996) experiments is also
used in the CUSP case, since the actual geometry of the plenum
was not specified in Papell (1984). The crossflow inlet velocity
profile is constructed to matchd/D 5 1.3 at the film hole breakout
and the inletTL is set to 3 percent, as documented in Papell’s
study. Temperature at the crossflow inlet is set to 295 K, and the
coolant is injected at 273 K; these temperatures setDR 5 1.08.
SinceD, L/D, Refh, andDR are different from the other simula-
tions in this work, no cross comparisons involving the CUSP case
and other shaped cases are possible.

Most notable of the boundary condition and modeling differ-
ences in these simulations are the two different plenum geometries
used. However, since the flow in the supply plenum is largely

stagnant, differences in plenum geometry are very unlikely to
affect film hole inlet-plane conditions.

6.3 Convergence. A fully implicit, pressure-correction,
unstructured/adaptive grid code was used to perform all processing
of the computational simulations. Figure 3 shows the ISHAP
surface grid used in this study; this grid shows the typical cell
quality and density of the mesh for all the computations. Pre-
processing and post-processing were performed on Sun and SGI
workstations, while computations were performed on a 64 CPU
Intel Paragon supercomputer. Simulations were typically run using
32–56 CPUs, which required about 6 hours per 300 iterations;
approximately 1500 iterations were necessary to reach a fully
converged state. Convergence was established when the mass and
energy imbalance in the entire computational domain was less than
0.01 percent of inlet fluxes, normalized residuals had fallen at least
three orders of magnitude, and no change was observed in any field
result. Grid independence was assessed by repeatedly refining the
grid (based on field gradients) until no observable changes were
apparent in the field results. Typical background grids started at
250,000 cells; fully converged and grid independent results were
typically 400,000 cells.

7 Results

7.1 Vorticity Analysis of Film Cooling Interactions. Part I
of this four-part series highlights that the most dominant mecha-
nism in determining film cooling performance is the longitudinal
vortex structure formed aft of the jet injection site. Further, it is
stated that boundary layer vorticity from the film hole controls the
strength of these longitudinal vortices. The physical explanations
of the important flow mechanisms in the following sections rely
heavily on vorticity analysis; consequently, it is necessary to define
the concepts that are used to pinpoint the formation of film hole
boundary layer vorticity.

Note that in all discussions of vorticity that follow, only the
positivez side of the film hole is considered. Due to symmetry, the
same mechanisms (but with opposite sign) occur on the negativez
direction side.

For a streamwise-injected film hole, the contributors to vorticity
aligned in the streamwise direction (hereafter referred to as
“aligned vorticity” and with the symbolj x) are illustrated in Fig.
4(a). Because of secondary motion within the film hole, the inte-
rior boundary layer travels in a helical motion. The resultant
vorticity vector, shown as the dotted line in Fig. 4(a), can therefore
be decomposed into a component due to throughflow that is
perpendicular to the flow direction, and a component due to
secondary flow that is in the direction opposite to the flow direc-
tion. The resultant of these two components is then resolved to a
coordinate system aligned with the predominant crossflow direc-

Fig. 3 A photo of the ISHAP computational grid shows typical grid
quality and resolution

Fig. 2 A sketch of the computational domain shows the boundary
condition scheme used for each shaped case
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tion to determine the aligned vorticity. This aligned vorticity is
denoted byj x. Inspection of Fig. 4(a) illustrates two ways to
decrease the aligned vorticity: (1) decrease the throughflow vor-
ticity, or (2) increase the secondary vorticity.

Figure 4(b) illustrates the effect on the aligned vorticity as the
exiting flow angle decreases. The throughflow vorticity is tilted
downward, where it cannot contribute a great deal to the aligned
vorticity. By the same argument, it is obvious that increasing the
flow angle would not only increase they momentum and penetra-
tion into the crossflow, but would also tilt the resultant sidewall
vorticity vector forward; this would (detrimentally) increase the
magnitude of crossflow-aligned vorticity.

7.2 Cylindrical Film Hole (REF). To form adequate com-
parisons and isolate mechanisms in the upcoming shaped film-hole
cases, a solid well-defined reference case must be formulated. A
separate reference case (an inclined cylindrical film hole) is sim-
ulated in this study to provide proper basis for comparison. The
findings reported in this section are largely a summary of the work
documented in Part I. Obviously, only the most relevant items
and/or conclusions in this reference case are summarized here;
note that the results of these separate simulations substantiate the
findings of Part I of the present work. Following the reference
case, separate sections identify the key mechanisms dominating
the downstream heat transfer for the shaped film holes investigated
in this paper.

Key conclusions from Part I include the effect of film-hole
boundary layer vorticity on the downstream development of the
inclined jet. The concept of explaining near-field interactions in
terms of film hole boundary layer vorticity finds critical applica-
tion in the area of shaped film holes. Reducing the strength of
crossflow-aligned vorticity (j x) exiting the film hole, and therefore
the resulting counterrotating secondary structure, can prevent the
liftoff of the coolant/wake structure downstream.

Figure 5 shows the computed versus measuredh for the REF
case atM 5 1.25 andM 5 1.88.Overall, the agreement between
predicted and measured effectiveness is good. This lends credibil-
ity to the quality of simulations presented in the present paper. In
the near field (x/D , 3), h is overpredicted somewhat, presum-
ably because of a hypothesized recirculation region immediately
downstream of the film-hole exit; the use of wall functions in the
simulations do not allow the grid resolution necessary to capture
such a phenomenon. As the jet moves downstream, the computa-

tions seem to slightly underpredict the diffusion rate of the lifted-
off jet down to the test surface.

7.3 Forward-Diffused Film Hole (FDIFF). At the inlet of
the FDIFF film hole, the same mechanisms are seen to exist as
present in the REF case. The film-hole geometry is identical to the
REF case within the metering section until the diffusing section is
reached; therefore, the severe flow turning, the low-momentum
zone, and jetting region are apparent as in the REF case. In fact, the
consistency of the computational simulations is excellent in this
area;exactlythe same magnitude of all flow quantities for the REF
and FDIFF cases are computed for the inlet and metering section
of the film hole. This observation implies that the inlet develop-
ment is independent of any elliptic effect by the crossflow im-
pingement on the coolant jet, and of any effect by the diffusing
section.

As the coolant flow enters the diffusing section within the
FDIFF film hole, a small separation is visible on the downstream
wall of the film hole; also, the entire coolant flow slows drastically
as the flow area is widened. Because of the use of wall functions
in these simulations, the overall extent of the separation may not be
exact, and may contribute more to turbulence generation within the
film hole (because of shear layers over the separation zone) than
what is computed. However, it is not expected that this separation
will significantly alter the distribution of the exit plane variables.

Because of the wide diffusing section, the effectiveVR of the
FDIFF case is drastically lower than that of the corresponding REF
case, as shown in Fig. 6(b). Note that the nominalVR 5 0.78 for
theM 5 1.25simulations. The higher-momentum jetting region is
still visible on the windward side (LE) of the film hole (by
examination ofVR and a in Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 7(b), and low-
momentum fluid exits from the leeward side (TE) of the film hole.

Fig. 4 Sketch of the film hole boundary layer vorticity shows the ma-
nipulation of streamwise aligned vorticity by film-hole geometry

Fig. 5 A validation plot of centerline effectiveness shows good agree-
ment between computational and experimental data

Fig. 6 A comparison of the exit plane VR distribution shows the low-
momentum content of the diffused holes
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Also, as shown in Fig. 7(b), the flow exit angle is typically one-half
that of the reference cylindrical hole; these two mechanisms con-
tribute to an exceptionally low exit-planey-momentum content of
the FDIFF film hole. Although totaly-momentum content is lower,
the jetting region (comparable in magnitude to the REF case)
controls the trajectory of the coolant jet. As shown in Fig. 12, the
location of the jet-film interface is similar to the REF case. Note
that, due to the definition of the origin in the FDIFF case (see Fig.
1(b)), the shear layer above the film has approximately 2D greater
distance in which to develop. So, the jet trajectory is actually
slightly below the trajectory predicted for the REF case.

Notably absent from the FDIFF case is the coolant wake ob-
served and documented in Part I. A strong low-pressure region
downstream of the TE of the film hole exit plane is absent;
therefore, coolant from the film hole boundary layer is injected
uniformly into the mainstream boundary layer as shown in Fig.
8(b). This behavior is in stark contrast to the REF case, where
coolant fluid in the boundary layer is drawn toward the centerline,
is slowed further by an adverse pressure gradient, and coalesces
into a coolant wake that is subsequently lifted by the action of the
counterrotating vortices that appear downstream of the injection
site. The inward bending and lifting of the film-hole boundary
layer fluid is strictly due to the action of the weak longitudinal
vortices seen in the FDIFF case. The absence of a strong exit-plane
pressure gradient and subsequent lack of a pronounced coolant
wake is directly related to the lowy-momentum content of the
coolant exiting the FDIFF film hole.

The j x levels contained within the exiting boundary layers on
the lateral sides of the FDIFF film hole is much lower than the REF
counterpart, as shown in Fig. 10(b). This difference in vorticity
characteristics is due to: (1) velocity gradients along the side walls
are relaxed due to decreased throughflow film-hole velocities; and
(2) the shallow exit angle, especially along the side walls, afforded
by the forward diffusing section. Each of these two mechanisms
contributes greatly to the reduction in streamwise vorticity seen in
the FDIFF case. More detail on this topic is discussed in section
8.2. Note that the length of the film-hole sidewall tends to add
morej x to counteract the advantages enumerated above; however,
this effect, along with the constant dissipation of vorticity near the
wall, is not pronounced enough to add significantly to the
x-direction vorticity from the film hole. As a result of the much
decreasedj x ejected and coalescing at the sides of the film hole,
the strength of the downstream secondary motion (the typical
counterrotating vortex pair) is decreased as shown in Fig. 11(b).
Eliminating most of this secondary motion reduces unwanted
induction lift and allows the coolant jet to retain proximity to the
test surface, and also prevents the convection of entrained hot
crossflow fluid underneath the coolant jet. A detailed discussion of
this important phenomenon is given in section 8.2 of this paper and
also in the companion paper designated as Part I.

The centerline temperature profiles in Fig. 9 show that the

coolant core remains close to the wall, in contrast to the lifting
apparent in the REF case. Downstream of the jet–crossflow inter-
action, the dominant mechanism becomes the generation of turbu-
lence located throughout the film. Profiles ofTL in Fig. 13 dem-
onstrate the large difference in far-field turbulence production
between the REF and FDIFF cases; this difference in behavior
arises because of the large mismatch in exit velocity created by the
FDIFF case; the crossflow attempts to “drag” the low-momentum
jet along as it travels downstream. In the near field,TL is very
similar; however, as the coolant film moves downstream, signifi-
cant amounts of turbulence are generated throughout the film in the
FDIFF case (an indication of the vertical velocity gradient can be
assessed easily by thej z profiles in Fig. 12). This large length-
scale turbulence contributes a great deal to the diffusion rate of the
crossflow energy into and across the coolant jet. Hence, the coolant
is dissipated downstream not only by strong mixing at the film–
crossflow interface, but also by mixing throughout the film itself.

As shown in Fig. 17, the centerline performance of the FDIFF
film hole is excellent compared to the REF case; however, little
spreading (and so small test plate coverage) of the temperature
core exists. The underprediction of film spreading rate due to the
anisotropic nature of turbulence downstream of a jet injection is a
common feature of many CFD simulations; this issue is discussed
in Part I. The heat transfer coefficient for the FDIFF case is
consistently lower (at allx/D) than the REF case forM 5 1.25
and M 5 1.88.

7.4 Laterally Diffused Film Hole (LDIFF). Like the
FDIFF case, the LDIFF case has identical film hole inlet-plane
conditions as the reference case. The first effects of the film hole
shaping are felt very close to the laterally diffusing section. No
separation is seen on the sides of the 12 deg diffusing section; the
flow smoothly negotiates the film hole area change and begins to
slow as the area is widened. Note that Thole et al. (1998) observed
high turbulence levels at the lateral sides of the film hole exit
plane, which would imply separation within the 14 deg laterally
diffused film hole; however, Refh in their experiments (Refh '
52,000) wasthree times higher than these simulations (Refh '

Fig. 8 Pathlines from the film-hole boundary layer show the presence or
absence of a coolant wake for the REF, FDIFF, and LDIFF cases

Fig. 7 Contours of the flow exit angle ( a) at the exit plane show the
various effective injection angles of each film hole shape
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18,700). Inaddition, coolant was introduced into the film hole
from a coflowing channel, which would largely eliminate the effect
of the inlet separation/low-momentum zone on film hole flow
characteristics. Like the FDIFF film hole, the effectiveVR at the
exit plane is much smaller (Fig. 6(c)). The distribution ofa is
complex as shown in Fig. 7(c), but shallower than the REF case as
a whole. The smallesta, near the center of the film hole, is
associated with low-momentum fluid aft of the inlet separation
zone; highera is associated with the jetting region at the upstream
edge and the metal angle on the downstream edge.

At the exit plane, a smoother and less severe pressure gradient
exists. This again highlights that the crossflow sees a much less
severe flow blockage than the REF case. Note that this condition
occurs even though the LDIFF film hole presents a wider lateral
area to the crossflow; the trajectory of the jet is very low, so the
coolant is effectively injected into the lower-momentum crossflow
boundary layer. As a result, film hole boundary layer fluid is not
drawn to the centerline to form a coolant wake; rather, it is injected
along the test section in the streamwise direction, as shown in Fig.
8(c). Notably, the coolant wake observed in Part I is not apparent
in the LDIFF case; the fluid that makes up this wake is spread
evenly over the test surface.

An important feature of the LDIFF film hole, as shown in Fig.
10(c), is the reduction afforded in streamwise-aligned vorticity.
Because of the decreased velocity gradients along the walls of
the film hole, the vorticity contained in the film hole boundary
layer is much less in magnitude; it is also physically separated
in the z-direction as it is deposited on the test plate. The flow
angle also significantly affects the magnitude ofj x, as in the
FDIFF case; as shown in Fig. 7(c), the flow direction exiting the
LDIFF film hole is much less than the REF case. Obviously, the
lower x-direction vorticity content causes the longitudinal vor-
tices to be weakened in strength (Fig. 11(c)). Weak longitudinal

vortices allow the film to remain firmly attached to the surface,
and the film has a greater chance to spread along the surface
(rather than being “pinched” as documented in Part I). In
addition, since the vortices are physically separated, less induc-
tion lift (which lifts the coolant core) results from their pres-
ence. Profiles ofz vorticity in Fig. 12 show the difference in
liftoff characteristics for the REF and LDIFF cases. Positivez
vorticities denote liftoff and the infiltration of high-momentum,
high-temperature crossflow fluid underneath the coolant jet. In
contrast to the coolant liftoff apparent in the REF case, the
LDIFF case demonstrates lateral vorticity characteristics simi-
lar to a boundary layer, which is ideal for a film cooling
application.

As the coolant moves downstream in a wakelike manner in the
far-field, the behavior is much like the FDIFF case. Velocity
gradients in the shear layer above the jet and throughout the film
fuel turbulence in that area, augmenting the diffusion of crossflow
energy into the coolant layer. This effect is much smaller in the
M 5 1.88 case, because the effectiveVR of the jet and crossflow
is more closely matched.

The laterally averagedh, shown in Fig. 18, is approximately
three times that of the REF case; this drastic improvement is
attributed to (1) an excellent lateral coverage over the test plate as
seen in Fig. 16(c), (2) shallow injection that is kept largely into the
low-momentum crossflow boundary layer, and (3) much weaker,
laterally separated longitudinal vortices to prevent crossflow en-
trainment and downstream coolant liftoff. Note that the slope of
the LDIFF curve in Fig. 18 decreases throughout the length of the
domain; this implies that the coolant is slowly dissipated by the
diffusion mechanisms described in the previous paragraph. In

Fig. 9 Centerline temperature profiles at x/D 5 3, x/D 5 6, x/D 5 10, and x/D 5 15 for the REF, FDIFF, and LDIFF cases show the overall
coolant characteristics

Fig. 10 The streamwise-aligned vorticity distribution at the film-hole
exit plane shows the potential for generating secondary flow

Fig. 11 A comparison of secondary flow magnitudes at x/D 5 2 shows
the near-elimination of streamwise vortices for the diffusion film holes
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contrast, the coolant jet in the REF case has already reached its
lower limit by x/D 5 5. The heat transfer coefficient for the
LDIFF case is consistently higher (at allx/D) than the REF case
for M 5 1.25 andM 5 1.88; significant differences are seen
primarily in the near-field; as the jet moves downstream, only
slight differences in the heat transfer coefficient are observed.

7.5 Inlet-Shaped Film Hole (ISHAP). In contrast to the
previous shaped cases in which the inlet geometry is identical to
the REF case, the ISHAP case demonstrates drastically different
inlet flow behavior. The separation zone and the jetting region
have been largely eliminated, which is the objective of this type of
film-hole shaping. As a result, velocity gradients on the film-hole
walls are relaxed slightly, and the throughflow velocity profile in
the film hole is almost concentric. In addition, turbulence gener-
ation at the film-hole inlet is reduced to approximately two-thirds
of the magnitude seen in the REF case; evidence of this is shown
in Fig. 14.

Exit plane distributions ofVR, a, andj x (Fig. 6(d), Fig. 7(d),
and Fig. 10(d), respectively) are very similar in appearance to the
REF case, except for the elimination of the jetting region. Because
of the elimination of high-momentum fluid on the windward side
of the film hole, the crossflow is able to exert a considerable
influence on the exit-plane velocity distribution. High-velocity
fluid is forced to exit from the leeward side of the film hole, as the
crossflow blocks the upstream side. This mechanism also contrib-
utes to intense positive and negativej x at the leeward side of the
film hole, in close proximity to the test surface.TL at the film-hole
exit plane is approximately two-thirds that of the REF case, which
denotes a much less viscous jet; this advantage is gained due to the
elimination of turbulent production at the film hole inlet. Unfor-
tunately, as discussed in the following paragraph, the lack of high
TL at the film hole exit is inconsequential; for the range ofM and
DR studied in this work, the dominant turbulence source is due to
the shear layer formed over the coolant jet.

The ISHAP case, by preventing the low-momentum/low-
pressure zone at the inlet, eliminates much of the secondary motion

Fig. 12 Lateral ( z) vorticity profiles delineate the film–crossflow shear layer and indicate the level of transverse velocity gradients for the
REF, FDIFF, and LDIFF cases

Fig. 13 Profiles of TL at downstream stations show the shear layer interaction between film and crossflow

Fig. 14 A comparison of exit plane TL (percent) for all shapes shows the
reduction of film hole turbulence by inlet shaping

Fig. 15 Aligned vorticity contours at x/D 5 0 for the CUSP case show
the generation of an extra pair of vorticity cores at the cusp location
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within the film hole; the flow is purely in the throughflow direc-
tion. Since this secondary motion within the film hole creates
negative streamwise-aligned vorticity (in a sense to cancel
throughflow generatedj x; see Fig. 4(a)), no counteraction of the
positive-aligned vorticity exists. So, the aligned vorticity advan-
tage gained by relaxing velocity gradients near the sidewalls (by
the elimination of the jetting region) is lost by this counteracting
mechanism. Further details on this mechanism are given in section
8.2.

As such, the downstream behavior of the ISHAP case is almost
identical to the REF case. Strong longitudinal vortices are formed,
and the coolant jet lifts away from the surface. Due to less
turbulent mixing in the coolant jet as it leaves the film hole, the
cold temperature core is more intact in the near field; however, as
the turbulence-laden film shear layer becomes the dominant mech-
anism, the coolant is dissipated just as in the REF case. Since the
coolant has lifted away from the surface, this effect is not apparent
in the surface temperature distribution.

The surface results for the ISHAP case strongly mimic the REF
case, since the field in each case is very similar. ForM 5 1.25 and
M 5 1.88, thecenterline and laterally averaged effectiveness
match the REF case very closely. The same is true for the heat
transfer coefficient; no significant differences are noted for the
laterally averagedh for M 5 1.25 orM 5 1.88. So, the use of

inlet shaping in this range of flow parameters is not useful for
increasing downstream thermal protection.

7.6 Cusp-Shaped Film Hole (CUSP). According to Pa-
pell’s work, the direction of the film hole secondary motion is
controlled by the orientation of the cusp-shaped film hole; this is
outlined in section 2 (remember that the leeward-facing cusp-
shaped hole, as shown in Fig. 1(e), is simulated in this work). No
evidence to support Papell’s conclusions concerning the direction
of secondary motion within the film hole is found. Instead, it is
believed that the direction of rotation is governed by the low-
pressure/low-momentum zone at the entrance to the film hole near
the downstream edge. Evidence from the simulations suggests that
at this film hole inlet, boundary layer fluid along both the outer
walls and the cusp wall is initially pumped downward toward the
low-pressure zone. As the flow stabilizes downstream of the inlet,
the secondary flow along the outer wall dominates that of the cusp
wall; hence, the two chambers of the film hole each have a single
vortex rotating in the direction away from the cusp. This direction
is the same as that present in the REF case. Counterrotating
structures are indeed present within the film hole chambers; how-
ever, their magnitude is approximately the same, when normalized
by the throughflow, as the REF case.

At the exit plane of the CUSP film hole, theVR and TL
distributions reflect the largeL/D of this case. Due to the length of
the film hole, inlet-generated turbulence is attenuated, and the only
turbulence present at the exit plane is a weak “ring” generated by
near-wall velocity gradients. Also, a thick boundary layer is
present on all walls of the film hole, most notably on the straight
windward section of the film hole.

Interesting vorticity characteristics are observed at the exit-
plane of the CUSP film-hole. Along with the usual side-wall
boundary layer vorticity observed in the other shaped film holes,
the CUSP case also generates an extra pair of vorticity cores at the
cusped exit, as shown in Fig. 15. This vorticity is contributed
simply by the boundary layers that grow on the cusped wall.
Unfortunately, this vorticity is destroyed quickly (byx/D 5 1),
since the two sides of the cusp are in close proximity; the two
vorticity “pockets” emanating at each side of the cusp work to
cancel one another. So, no influence is exerted on the longitudinal
vortices formed as a result of the sidewall boundary layer vorticity.

Effectiveness results for the cusp-shaped film hole, shown in
Fig. 16, do not agree well with data presented by Papell; however,
computations are expected to overpredict the centerline effective-
ness since the simulation was for a row of film-holes, whereas
Papell’s experimental data were taken for an isolated jet. Also note
the centerline effectiveness magnitude of the reference film hole
measured by Papell; although (1)VR is only slightly over unity
and (2)a 5 30 deg is a very shallow injection angle,h shows an
extremely degraded film even in the near field.

Fig. 16 A comparison of centerline effectiveness for computed (row of
jets) and measured (single jet) results for the CUSP case

Fig. 17 A comparison of the temperature footprints on the test plate
shows the distribution of coolant on the test surface for all film hole
shapes

Fig. 18 A comparison between predicted and measured laterally aver-
aged adiabatic effectiveness for various shaped hole film cooling con-
figurations
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8 Simulation Summary

8.1 Surface Results

8.1.1 Adiabatic Test Surface.The temperature footprint of
each shaped hole configuration is shown in Fig. 17. It is evident
that the REF and ISHAP cases are the worst performers in terms
of effectiveness levels and lateral spreading, and that their behav-
ior is almost identical. This implies, as discussed in section 7.5,
that the alteration in the exit-plane distributions afforded by the
ISHAP case does not have a significant impact on the film cooling
performance. The FDIFF case performs very well along the cen-
terline; however, lateral spreading characteristics of the jet, al-
though better than the REF and ISHAP cases, are not favorable.
Although the absolute values of lateral spreading are expected to
be underpredicted due to the isotropic turbulence model used,
strong internal consistency of the simulations enables reliable
assessment of the relative performance between the different
shaped cases. The LDIFF case is by far the best film cooling
performer of the configurations tested in this work. The effective-
ness is very high along the centerline, and lateral spreading and
overall coverage of the test plate is impressive as the coolant jets
appear to coalesce quickly as they move downstream. One would
expect the coolant from this film hole to merge even more quickly
than the simulations capture. The excellent performance of the
LDIFF case is also due to its low trajectory and wide breadth; the
coolant is effectively injected into the crossflow boundary layer
and remains there until dissipated by diffusion mechanisms down-
stream. Also, no appreciable longitudinal vortices exist to lift the
coolant core from the test surface. Moreover, the vortex cores are
spread apart in the lateral direction, which further weakens induc-
tion lift of the coolant. The temperature footprint for the CUSP
case in Fig. 17(a) shows the same characteristics as the REF case;
the near field test section is cooled, but longitudinal vortices force
liftoff of the jet/wake structure downstream.

A comparison of laterally averagedh is shown in Fig. 18; these
effectiveness results reinforce the points given above, and show
the relative performance of each film hole shape. Data for the REF
and FDIFF cases also appear in Fig. 18; it is clear that the
computations slightly underpredict the laterally averagedh by
approximately 5 percent. This underprediction is due to the lack of
lateral spreading captured by the computations, as documented in
Walters and Leylek (1997). The injection widths of the REF and
FDIFF cases are each only 1D wide; computations predict that the
coolant is concentrated along the centerline at the expense of
uncooled area between the coolant layers. Cooling performance (in
terms of h) is in the same order forM 5 1.88, butcannot be
shown here due to space constraints.

8.1.2 Active Test Surface.The heat transfer coefficient for
each film-hole shape is shown in Fig. 19 forM 5 1.25. Thethin

line in this plot denotes the empirical unheated starting length
boundary layer correlation for the heat transfer coefficient:

St5 0.03 Pr20.4 Rex
20.2F1 2 S x

x0
D 0.9G 21/9

where St is the Stanton number, Pr is the Prandtl number, Rex is
the Reynolds number based on location,x is the distance from the
start of the turbulent boundary layer, andx0 is the unheated starting
length. Each shape has a heat transfer coefficient somewhat above
that of an undisturbed boundary layer. Notable differences in theh
performance of the shaped film holes are only present in the
near-field of the jet-crossflow interaction; downstream behavior is
very similar for each case. Thus, film hole shaping tends to affect
theh distribution in the immediate surroundings in the near field;
far downstream, as the coolant jet travels as a wakelike structure,
differences inh behavior are not significant.

For low and highM cases, the FDIFF case obtained the best
(lowest) heat transfer coefficient, and the LDIFF case gave the
highesth. For M 5 1.88, all of thecases showed lower heat
transfer coefficients than atM 5 1.25. This result is simply
because the crossflow velocity is lower for the high blowing ratio
case. When normalized by the empirical solution above, however,
theM 5 1.88cases exhibited slightly higherh on the test surface
than the lowM cases. Because theh results are very similar, the
overall performance of the film cooling holes can be assessed by
the adiabatic effectiveness distribution. In this regard, the LDIFF
configuration has better cooling performance than the other con-
figurations in this work; the centerline and laterally averaged
effectiveness for this case is substantially higher than each other
case.

8.2 Flowfield Results. For the diffusion-type film holes, the
effectiveVR anda of the jet is lowered significantly (Figs. 6 and
7). A noticeable decrease in jet trajectory is not seen in the FDIFF
case, however, since the strength of the jetting region at the exit
plane is comparable to the magnitude seen in the REF case.
Comparable effectiveVR is seen for the REF and ISHAP case; a
notable difference in the ISHAP case is the elimination of the
jetting region. This elimination allows the crossflow to exert con-
siderably more influence on the jet exit velocity profiles; as shown
in Fig. 6(d), the highest momentum jet fluid shifts from the
windward side of the film hole to the leeward side.

TL is comparable between the REF and diffused cases; turbu-
lence generated at the inlet plane of the film hole is the primary
source of the turbulence observed at the exit-plane. The ISHAP
case reduces film-hole turbulence a great deal, and might be useful
in blowing parameter combinations in which film-hole turbulence
dominates. For the range ofM andDR studied in the present work,
film-hole generated turbulence is inconsequential; mixing caused
by the shear layers above the film layer is the dominant turbulent
mechanism. In particular, cases in which the effectiveVR is
lowered significantly (FDIFF and LDIFF cases) show that the
coolant is dispersed by continuous turbulence generation in and
throughout the film as it travels downstream in the far-field.

Clearly, the dominating mechanism determining downstream
film cooling performance is the counterrotating vortex structure
formed aft of the jet–crossflow interaction. The previous simula-
tions demonstrate that the magnitude of this secondary motion is
governed by the streamwise-aligned vorticity deposited from the
film hole boundary layers. As such, one can conclude that the
manipulation of the film-hole boundary layer shape factor and the
direction of the outgoing boundary layer plays a crucial role in
improving film cooling performance.

For a streamwise-injected jet, the contributors toj x are illus-
trated in Fig. 4(a). Because of the secondary motion within the film
hole, the interior boundary layer travels in a helical motion. The
resultant vorticity vector, shown as the dotted line in Fig. 4(a), can
therefore be decomposed into a component due to throughflow that
is perpendicular to the flow direction, and a component due to

Fig. 19 Comparison of the laterally averaged heat transfer coefficient
(W/m2K) for various shaped hole configurations to an empirical correla -
tion for a flat plate
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secondary flow that is in the direction opposite to the flow direc-
tion. The resultant of these two components is then resolved to a
coordinate system aligned with the predominant crossflow direc-
tion to determinej x.

As evident in the simulations in this study, Fig. 4(a) illustrates
two ways to decrease the aligned vorticity: (1) decrease the
through-flow vorticity, or (2) increase the secondary vorticity. The
former can be accomplished by relaxing the velocity gradient near
the sidewalls of the film hole; this was illustrated in the FDIFF and
LDIFF cases, and most diffusing film holes will have this charac-
teristic. The latter can be accomplished by inducing strong sec-
ondary motion within the film hole. Papell (1984) claimed to have
addressed this item with the windward cusp-shaped film hole;
however, the present work was unable to substantiate his hypoth-
esis regarding the mechanisms for any advantage gained by a
cusp-shaped film hole (even though the case simulated was
leeward-cusped). The idea of increasing the counterrotating mo-
tion within the film hole is promising; one could envision a case in
which the secondary vorticity vector is strong enough to tilt the
vorticity resultant so far as to create negative aligned vorticity at
the film hole sidewalls. Such a condition would cause downstream
counterrotating vortices, but in theoppositedirection, such that the
coolant is spread along the wall and negative induction lift is
generated by the longitudinal vortices!

Figure 4(b) illustrates the effect on the aligned vorticity as the
exiting flow angle decreases. The throughflow vorticity is tilted
downward, where it cannot contribute a great deal to the aligned
vorticity. This effect is illustrated most prominently by the FDIFF
configuration. By the same argument, it is obvious that increasing
the flow angle would not only increase they-momentum and
penetration into the crossflow, but would also tilt the resultant
sidewall vorticity vector forward; this would (detrimentally) in-
crease the magnitude of crossflow-aligned vorticity.

One might design a film hole configuration in which opposite-
signed vorticity is generated in close proximity to the exiting
sidewall boundary layers. In this case, vorticity cancellation would
commence, and the aligned vorticity leading to the longitudinal
vortices would be destroyed.

Last, the separation of the aligned vorticity deposited from the
film hole is crucial. Induction lift generated by the longitudinal
vortices can be minimized by positioning the exiting boundary
layers an a suboptimal lift position. An example of this is illus-
trated in the LDIFF configuration. If opposite-signed vorticity is
deposited in very close proximity, cancellation will occur; on the
other hand, if the opposite-signed vorticity is deposited a large
distance apart, induction lift is negligible. Therefore, as illustrated
in Fig. 20, there must exist some “optimum lift” that must be

avoided in film cooling configuration design.

9 Conclusions
A number of computational simulations are carried out for film

cooling configurations involving cylindrical, forward diffused, lat-
erally diffused, inlet shaped, and cusp shaped film holes. The key
conclusions from this study are as follows:

● of the film holes tested in this work, the laterally diffused
film hole provides the best coverage and highest effective-
ness. The forward diffused film hole performs well along the
centerline, but does not spread laterally. The cylindrical and
inlet-shaped film hole perform poorly at both blowing ratios;
the coolant lifts off from the test surface in these cases.

● film hole shaping can significantly affect the distribution of
the exit plane variables, which determine downstream film
cooling performance.

● crossflow-aligned vorticity from the film hole boundary lay-
ers, which governs the formation of detrimental longitudinal
vortices, can be controlled by the geometry of the film hole.
Streamwise vorticity reduction involves (1) decreasing the
magnitude of the throughflow vorticity by decreasing veloc-
ity magnitude near the walls, (2) increasing the magnitude of
the opposite direction vorticity by increasing the secondary
motion within the film hole, or (3) changing the sense of the
total vorticity vector by altering the exit flow direction.

● CFD can be used to sort the relative performance of shaped
film cooling configurations and provide logic for determin-
ing the reasons for increases or decreases in film cooling
performance.
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A Detailed Analysis of Film
Cooling Physics: Part IV—
Compound-Angle Injection With
Shaped Holes
The flow physics of film cooling with compound-angle shaped holes is documented for
realistic gas turbine parameters. For the first time in the open literature, the combined
effects of compound-angle injection and hole shaping are isolated and the dominant
mechanisms are examined. Results provide valuable insight into the flowfield of this class
of film-cooling jets. Computational and experimental results are presented for a row of
holes injected at 35 deg on a flat plate with three distinct geometric configurations: (1)
streamwise injected cylindrical holes (reference case); (2) 15 deg forward-diffused holes
injected at a 60 deg compound angle; and (3) 12 deg laterally diffused holes injected at
a 45 deg compound angle. Detailed field and surface data, including adiabatic effective-
ness (h) and heat transfer coefficient (h), of the two compound-angle shaped holes are
provided and compared to: (i) the reference streamwise cylindrical case; (ii) results from
Part II detailing the compound-angle flowfield for cylindrical holes; (iii) results of Part III
detailing the streamwise injected shaped-hole flowfield; and (iv) experimental data. The
60 deg compound-angle forward-diffused holes provided excellent lateral coolant distri-
bution, but suffered from crossflow ingestion at the film-hole exit plane. The 45 deg
compound-angle lateral-diffused hole had much steeper lateral effectiveness variations. A
previously documented and validated computational methodology was utilized. Compu-
tations were performed using a multiblock, unstructured-adaptive grid, fully implicit
pressure-correction Navier–Stokes code with multigrid and underrelaxation type conver-
gence accelerators. All simulations had fixed length-to-diameter ratio of 4.0, pitch-to-
diameter ratio of 3.0, nominal density ratio of 1.55 and film-hole Reynolds number of
17,350, which allowed isolation of the combined effects of compound-angle injection and
hole shaping for nominal blowing ratios of 1.25 and 1.88. The results demonstrate the
ability of the prescribed computational methodology to predict accurately the complex
flowfield associated with compound-angle shaped-hole film-cooling jets.

1 Introduction
In modern gas turbine engines, the temperature of the gases

entering the high-pressure turbine is typically at or near the melt-
ing point of the alloys used to construct the airfoils. Film cooling
is commonly used to protect these parts by isolating them from the
hot crossflow. As turbine inlet temperatures rise and coolant flow
rates decrease in pursuit of higher efficiency and lower emissions,
film cooling is becoming increasingly important. These demands
require that the most airfoil and endwall protection be extracted
from each unit of coolant. As a result, film-hole geometry has
received much attention. Turbine designers have turned to
compound-angle holes as well as shaped holes in efforts to utilize
the coolant better. One further step that has been implemented is
the combination of compound-angle holes with shaped holes pro-
ducing noncylindrical holes oriented away from the streamwise
direction. Unfortunately, these complex configurations are often
implemented with little understanding of the physical mechanisms
which govern the jet/crossflow interaction. The current design
procedure is empirical in nature and relies on existing databases
and slow, costly destructive testing if a novel configuration is to be
used. There presently exists no truly predictive capability for
turbine designers to rely on. In order for significant improvements
to be made in film cooling, the fundamental physics of the jet/

crossflow interaction must be understood and predictive design
capability must be established. This paper addresses the dominant
physical mechanisms found in two compound-angle shaped-hole
configurations, with special emphasis on the physics which govern
jet/crossflow interactions. Detailed field and surface data, includ-
ing adiabatic effectiveness (h) and heat transfer coefficient (hf),
are presented. The comparison of these results to experimental data
further validates the computational methodology previously out-
lined by this research group.

2 Literature Review
Most of the work documented about jet/crossflow interactions

has concentrated on streamwise injected jets, with less work doc-
umented for compound-angle jets and shaped jets. The companion
paper in Part I provides a detailed review of pertinent background
literature of streamwise injection studies with cylindrical holes.
Parts II and III provide information about compound-angle
cylindrical-hole studies and streamwise injected shaped-hole stud-
ies, respectively. Consequently, this paper will simply highlight
compound-angle and shaped-hole studies and focus on compound-
angle shaped-hole (CASH) investigations.

2.1 Experimental Studies

2.1.1 Compound-Angle Cylindrical-Hole Studies.There are
few studies documented in the open literature for compound-angle
cylindrical holes with geometric and flow parameters representa-
tive of modern turbine engines. Ekkad et al. (1997a, b) and Ligrani
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International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Orlando, Florida,
June 2–5, 1997. Manuscript received International Gas Turbine Institute February
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et al. (1994a, b) both found thath̄ increases for compound-angle
injection relative to streamwise injection. Lee et al. (1997) pro-
vided field data and concluded that the two symmetric counterro-
tating vortices seen downstream of a streamwise jet (F 5 0 deg)
in crossflow gradually collapse into a single strong vortex as the
compound angle increases. The reader is referred to the companion
paper in Part II for further details on these studies.

2.1.2 Streamwise Injected Shaped-Hole Studies.The influ-
ence of hole geometry on film cooling for streamwise injected jets
has been studied by Goldstein et al. (1974), Papell (1984), and
Makki and Jakubowski (1986) for a variety of hole shapes. All
three studies document significanth improvements over cylindri-
cal holes. Haven and Kurosaka (1996) provided velocity and
vorticity distributions for a number of different hole shapes. They
concluded that the counterrotating vortex pair seen downstream of
a streamwise jet in crossflow results from the film-hole boundary
layer vorticity. Thole et al. (1998) presented flowfield data for
cylindrical holes, lateral expanded holes, and forward-lateral ex-
panded holes witha 5 30 deg andL/D 5 6. The lateral expansion
angle was 14 deg and the forward expansion angle was 15 deg.
They found higher turbulence levels at the jet exit plane for the
holes with expanded exits, which were attributed to hypothetical
separation at the start of the expanding sections. There was no
separation at the film-hole inlet as the coolant was supplied from
a coflowing channel and not from a plenum. Another interesting
result was the presence of a slight crossflow ingestion at the
leading edge of the forward-lateral expanded hole. The reader is
referred to the companion paper in Part III for more details on
these studies.

2.1.3 Compound-Angle Shaped-Hole (CASH) Studies.In
two recently published companion papers, Schmidt et al. (1996)
and Sen et al. (1996) investigated compound-angle cylindrical film
holes, streamwise injected forward-diffused film holes, and
compound-angle forward-diffused film holes. For the CASH con-
figurations, the authors utilized a single row of holes witha 5 35
deg,F 5 60 deg,L/D 5 4.0, andP/D 5 3.0, 6.0. Thegeometry
included a 2.1D long metering section followed by a 15 deg
forward diffusing section. Adiabatic effectiveness and heat transfer
results were presented and compared to cylindrical compound-
angle holes and cylindrical streamwise holes. No field data was

provided. Tests were conducted withDR 5 1.6 for h andDR 5
1.0 for hf results. Blowing ratios includedM 5 0.63, 1.25, and
1.88. Results showed that theF 5 60 deg forward-diffused holes
had significantly better laterally averaged effectiveness than either
the F 5 0 or 60 deg cylindrical holes at all downstream stations
examined forM 5 1.25 andM 5 1.88 (Schmidt, 1995). Results
also showed superior lateral distribution of the coolant when the
F 5 60 deg forward-diffused holes were utilized, especially in the
very near field. Conversely, heat transfer coefficient results
showed that compound-angle holes have higherhf/ho values than
F 5 0 deg holes. The authors cited “increased interaction between
the jets and the mainstream” as the cause of the higherhf values.
To give a picture of overall performance, they defined a net heat
flux reduction parameter (NHFR), which combined the effects of
both hf and spatially averagedh. Using this parameter, they
determined that film-cooling performance decreased with momen-
tum flux increase for all holes over the parameter range tested. The
configuration with the best NHFR wasF 5 0 deg cylindrical holes
at low momentum flux ratio.

2.2 Computational Studies. There currently are no compu-
tational studies in the open literature documenting jet/crossflow
interactions for compound-angle shaped holes. There are, how-
ever, some computational works in the literature which provide
valuable information relevant to this study. These include:

● Bergeles et al. (1978)
● Leylek and Zerkle (1994)
● Garg and Gaugler (1995)
● Walters and Leylek (1998)

The reader is referred to Part I of this paper for an in-depth
discussion of each paper. A major conclusion first drawn by
Leylek and Zerkle (1994) is that to capture the physics of the
jet/crossflow interaction accurately, the computational model must
include the crossflow, film hole, and plenum regions. This stems
from the fact that the flow is highly coupled in these three regions
and arbitrary specification of the jet exit plane conditions can lead
to significant errors. Building on this conclusion, a consistently
accurate, predictive methodology was developed and validated in
Walters and Leylek (1998). This study emphasized the importance
of four issues when consistently accurate predictions are desired:

Nomenc la tu re

CASH 5 compound-angle saped hole
D 5 diameter of film hole

DR 5 density ratio5 (r j /r`)
FDIFF605 forward-diffusedF 5 60

deg configuration
h 5 heat transfer coefficient,

W/m2K
L 5 length of film hole

LDIFF45 5 laterally-diffusedF 5 45
deg configuration

LE 5 leading edge of coolant jet
exit plane

L/D 5 length-to-diameter ratio of
film hole

M 5 mass flux (or blowing ratio)
5 (rV) j /(rV)`

O 5 downstream-most point of
coolant jet exit plane

P 5 lateral distance between two
adjacent film holes

P/D 5 pitch-to-diameter ratio of
film hole

Pr 5 Prandtl number

REF 5 streamwise injected cylindrical-
hole reference case

Rex 5 Reynolds number based onx
St 5 Stanton number
T 5 local fluid temperature

TE 5 trailing edge of coolant jet exit
plane

tke 5 turbulent kinetic energy, m2/s2

TL 5 turbulence level5
(100*(2

3* tke) 0.5)/V`, percent
V 5 local fluid velocity vector
V 5 magnitude of local velocity

vector5 uVu
VR 5 velocity ratio5 (Vj /V`)

x, y, z 5 Cartesian coordinate system
axes

y1 5 nondimensional wall distance
5 y=u(twu/rw)/nw

a 5 injection angle measured from
the x–z plane, deg

d 5 boundary layer thickness
e 5 dissipation rate of turbulent

kinetic energy, m2/s3

h 5 adiabatic effectiveness5 (T` 2
Taw)/(T` 2 Tj)

h̄ 5 laterally averaged adiabatic effec-
tiveness

Q 5 nondimensional fluid temperature
5 (T` 2 T)/(T` 2 Tj)

n 5 dynamic viscosity
j x 5 streamwise component of the vor-

ticity vector
r 5 density
t 5 shear stress

F 5 compound angle measured from
the x–y plane, deg

Subscripts

` 5 mainstream conditions at crossflow
inlet plane

aw 5 adiabatic wall
f 5 with film cooling
j 5 coolant jet conditions
o 5 without film cooling
w 5 condition at wall
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● proper modeling of the flow physics
● accurate geometry capture and high quality grid generation
● higher-order discretization scheme
● appropriate turbulence closure model

The methodology outlined in Walters and Leylek (1998) was
utilized in the present study.

2.3 Outstanding Issues. Presently, gas turbine designers
have a limited experimental and computational database of film-
cooling information to utilize in the development of the next
generation of high efficiency and low emission engines. With truly
predictive tools unavailable, only small perturbations from existing
designs are possible with reasonable assurance of reliable results.
Little of this database deals with compound-angle holes, little deals
with shaped holes and even less deals with CASH. The lack of
predictive capability for designs not found in the database is a
serious and expensive problem for turbine designers. At the heart
of these deficiencies lies a lack of understanding of the physics of
three-dimensional jet/crossflow interactions. As the geometry is
complicated by compounding the angle and shaping the hole, this
becomes an increasing deficit. These outstanding issues can be
summed up in this short list:

● lack of experimental/computational data for CASH
● lack of predictive design capability
● lack of physical understanding of governing mechanisms

3 Present Contributions
The present study attempts to address the outstanding issues

outlined in the preceding section by documenting the downstream
film cooling performance for two CASH geometries. These per-
formance results can be evaluated against streamwise cylindrical
(Part I), compound-angle cylindrical (Part II), and streamwise
shaped (Part III) configurations presented in the companion papers
to assess relative performance. The dominant physical mechanisms
present in the film hole, near field, and far field of each CASH
configuration are examined using momentum and vorticity con-
cepts. This study further validates the reliable and accurate pre-
dictive design tool put forth in Walters and Leylek (1998), as well
as proving that computational fluid dynamics (CFD) can be uti-
lized to determine relative performance of different film cooling
configurations with high internal consistency.

4 Computational Methodology
The methodology utilized in this study has been fully docu-

mented in Walters and Leylek (1998). To highlight, solution of the
time-averaged, steady Navier–Stokes equations was achieved uti-
lizing a multiblock, unstructured/adaptive, pressure-correction
code with multigrid and underrelaxation type convergence accel-
erators. The standardk–e model was used for turbulence closure.
For near-wall treatment, the generalized wall functions available in
Fluent/UNS from Fluent, Inc., were employed, with careful con-
sideration ofy1 issues in the grid generation phase. A high-quality
background grid was generated from a solid model of the domain.
For an example of grid quality, see Fig. 1, which shows a histo-
gram of the grid mesh. Note that a skewness value of 0 in this
figure represents a perfect equilateral tetrahedron, and a value of 1
represents a highly skewed cell. The solution was first obtained on
this relatively coarse background grid (;450,000 cells). Adaption
(or refinement) was performed based on field gradients and the
simulation was again converged. This process was repeated until
the solution was grid independent (typically between 700,000 and
800,000 cells). Adaption was performed using the hanging-node
technique available in Fluent/UNS, which preserves the high qual-
ity of the background grid upon refinement. Convergence was
established using strict convergence criteria, which included
,0.01 percent mass and energy imbalance in the entire domain,
global normalized residual levels,0.1 percent, and no change in
dependent variable (e.g.,V, tke, e) fields upon further iterations.

Grid independence was established when further refinement steps,
each adding on the order of 75,000 to 100,000 cells, provided
negligible change in dependent variable fields evaluated at a num-
ber of strategic locations in the flowfield. Convergence was typi-
cally achieved in 1000 to 1500 iterations. The computational
simulations were primarily performed on Clemson University Ad-
vanced Computational Research Lab (ACRL) workstations, in-
cluding two SGI Indigo 2 computers, an ONYX, as well as Sun
Sparc 10, 1000E and ULTRA II machines. Typical central pro-
cessor (cpu) times were approximately 4 to 8 minutes per iteration,
depending on grid size, platform, and number of cpu’s.

5 Simulation Details

5.1 Terminology. In the explanation of complex CASH
flowfields, it is necessary to introduce some terminology to be
used, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Included in this figure are the
definitions of the leading edge (LE), trailing edge (TE) and
downstream-most (O) points, as well as the fluid discharge angles
a and F. The upstream and downstream edges of the film-hole
breakout are also shown. The term “aft-looking-forward” will be
used to designate a view from downstream of the injection site
looking back upstream. This terminology will be used throughout
the present paper and is consistent with the companion papers in
Parts I, II, and III.

5.2 Computational Model. As outlined in the literature re-
view, for accurate representation of the jet/crossflow interaction, it
is necessary to model the crossflow, film hole, and plenum regions
simultaneously. The present computational model, shown sche-
matically in Fig. 3 for the two CASH cases, reflects this fact. The

Fig. 1 Histogram of cell skewness for 450,000 cell initial grid for
FDIFF60 case shows high grid quality

Fig. 2 Terminology definitions to be used in the present paper, consis-
tent with the companion papers in Parts I, II, and III
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coolant is supplied from a plenum through the film hole and enters
the crossflow region. All simulations haveL/D 5 4.0, P/D 5
3.0, anda 5 35 deg. The CASH models withF 5 45 and 60 deg
extend laterally one full pitch between the repeating planes, as
symmetry along the hole centerline and between adjacent holes is
not applicable for these configurations. The origin of the coordi-
nate system for the REF case and the LDIFF45 case is located at
the downstream-most point of the film-hole breakout (pointO).
For the FDIFF60 case, due to the experimental setup that provided
the validation data, the origin is located at the trailing edge of the
film hole along the hole centerline (pointTE). The location of
these origins is visible in Fig. 4. Exact dimensions of the model for
each case were dependent on the particular validation data used.
The working fluid is air, with density governed by the Ideal Gas
equation, viscosity determined by Sutherland’s Law and constant
specific heat.

5.3 Compound-Angle Shaped-Hole Configurations. Three
film-hole configurations were studied in this work. First, a stream-
wise cylindrical reference case (REF) witha 5 35 deg,L/D 5
4.0, andP/D 5 3.0 was investigated as a baseline for compari-
sons. This geometry matched that of an in-house experimental
study at Clemson University. Plenum dimensions and location
were supplied by the Clemson team. Film hole diameter was 8.3
mm. Two CASH configurations were studied and are shown in
Fig. 4. The first was a 15 deg forward-diffused hole withF 5 60
deg (FDIFF60), matching the geometry of Schmidt et al. (1996)
and Sen et al. (1996). The plenum dimensions provided by the
University of Texas group were used to construct the plenum for
this model. The film hole had a 2.1D long metering section
followed by a 15 deg forward-diffusing section. The metering
section is measured along the film-hole centerline. Film hole
diameter was 11.1 mm. The second configuration was a 12 deg
lateral-diffused hole withF 5 45 deg (LDIFF45) matching the
geometry of the Clemson University study. The plenum for this
case matched that of the REF case. This particular film hole had a
2.1D long metering section, measured along the centerline, fol-
lowed by a 12 deg (on each side) lateral diffusing section. The
diameter of the film hole was 8.3 mm. The two CASH geometries
have cylindrical compound-angle and streamwise shaped counter-
parts in Parts II and III, respectively, allowing comparison between
the streamwise and compound-angle versions of the lateral- and
forward-diffused holes.

5.4 Boundary and Test Conditions. Each geometry exam-
ined had an exact computational model representing the experi-
mental setup that provided the validation data. Similarly, boundary
conditions were matched to the experimental values. Each com-

putational model extended 10D high from the test surface where a
“slip” type boundary condition with zero-normal gradients was
applied. An outlet convection boundary was imposed at 25D
downstream of the origin. The computations were designed to
simulate a row of holes, therefore the REF case had symmetry
planes applied at the jet centerline and at the midplane between
adjacent jets. For the CASH cases, repeating (or periodic) condi-
tions were used at the midplanes between adjacent jets, yielding a
full pitch domain. To implement periodic repeating planes, the
surface grid must be generated on one lateral side of the domain
and then mirrored onto the other surface, resulting in matching
node patterns. The fluxes out of the cells on one side are then used
as the inlet fluxes on the other side.

At 10D upstream of the leading edge of the hole,V, tke, ande
profiles were applied. For the REF and LDIFF45 geometries,
which matched the in-house tests, experimental velocity, turbu-
lence intensity, and boundary layer thickness data were measured
at 10D upstream. These were used in conjunction with the exper-
imentald/D at the hole of 0.55 to generate inlet plane profiles of
all relevant dependent variables. For the FDIFF60 case, which
matched the University of Texas data, inlet conditions were given
at 23.1D upstream of the trailing edge of the film hole. These
conditions were used in the models of Parts II and III where the
computational domains extended the full23.1D upstream. Inlet
conditions at 10D for the present case were taken from fully
converged, grid-independent results at 10D upstream of the film
hole leading edge from Parts II and III, thereby eliminating13.1D
of the upstream computational domain. For the FDIFF60 case,d/D

Fig. 3 Shematic of computational model utilized in the present study,
showing the plenum, film hole, and crossflow regions with the domain
extents and boundary conditions

Fig. 4 Definition of ( a) FDIFF60 and (b) LDIFF45 geometries investigated
in the present study
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at the hole was 0.5. The crossflow velocity for each case was
specified to achieve the desired blowing ratio. In all the results
documented in the present paper, the nominal film-hole Reynolds
number was held constant at 17,350 to ensure consistency of the
flow between different cases. The crossflow temperature was set at
T` 5 300 K in all simulations withTj varied to setDR. The test
conditions for the different geometries are summarized in Table 1.

6 Results

6.1 Validation. The computational methodology used in
this study has undergone extensive validation. This is well docu-
mented in Walters and Leylek (1998). Additional validation has
been put forth in Part II for compound-angle cylindrical holes and
Part III for streamwise shaped holes. Furthermore, internal con-
sistency of results between the authors of this four-part paper for
similar geometries is excellent. The surface results for the REF
case are provided for validation and comparison purposes. The
reader is referred to Part I for a detailed discussion of the flowfield
for this geometry.

For all surface result comparison plots in Section 6.1, continu-
ous lines are used for computational results atM 5 1.25 (comp
M 5 1.25), dashed lines represent the Clemson University ex-
perimental data (exp), solid symbols represent the University of
Texas data (Schmidt et al.) and connected hollow symbols are used
for computational results at the higher blowing ratio (compM 5
1.88). All experimental data shown are forM 5 1.25. TheM 5
1.88computational data are shown simply to display the trends for
the higher blowing ratio and is not discussed. Agreement for the
M 5 1.88 computational data is similar to that of theM 5 1.25
data. It should be noted that the experimental method used by
Farmer et al. (1997), thermochromic liquid crystals, yielded very
dense data sets which are therefore displayed as dashed lines.
Schmidt et al. (1996) used thermocouples at a finite number of
locations, consequently their data are displayed as discrete points.

Figure 5(a) shows a three-way comparison of centerlineh for
the REF case atM 5 1.25.Note thatDR 5 1.55 for theClemson
University experimental data andDR 5 1.60 for theSchmidt et
al. (1996) data. The results show good agreement between the two
experimental data sets and the computational data except in the
near-field region forx/D # 3. As was discussed in the companion
paper, Part I, a two-layer model can be used in the place of
wall-functions to more accurately capture this near-field behavior.
Along the centerline, it is common for computations to overpredict
h somewhat due to the use of isotropic eddy viscosity models. The
turbulence field resulting from a jet/crossflow interaction is known
to be highly anisotropic, therefore the use of an isotropic eddy
viscosity model will yield less lateral diffusion and spreading. One
would expect centerlineh for computations to be above experi-
mental data for a configuration such as the REF case. By the same
argument, lateral slices (constantx/D planes) should show lower
lateral spreading in the computational results, as is the case in Fig.
5(b, c). Similar lateral trends are seen in Fig. 5(b, c), with good
agreement of magnitudes.

Figure 5 demonstrates that results from the present simulations
are consistent with experiments and also with previous computa-
tional results (see Part I, Walters and Leylek (1998)) for a stream-
wise cylindrical hole. Three-way comparisons are also possible for
the FDIFF60 case. Figure 6(a) shows good agreement between
both experimental data sets and the present computations forh at

M 5 1.25.Especially impressive is the agreement of experimental
and computational data in the near field. Asx/D increases, exper-
imental data should generally be below computational data forh̄
due to thermal gains (conduction, radiation) which cannot be
totally eliminated for experiments but are identically zero for
computations. Neither experimental group attempted to correct for
radiation or through-the-metal conduction. These corrections
would have pushed experimentalh̄ values up. Even with these
possible sources of errors, agreement is very good for such a
complex geometry. Lateralh distributions are shown for this
configuration atx/D 5 3 and 15 in Fig. 6(b, c), respectively. The
trends and magnitudes of lateralh distribution are very consistent
between experimental and computational data atx/D 5 3 in Fig.
6(b). This is excellent agreement in the near field. In the far field,
Fig. 6(c), the trends are again similar, but computationalh now lies
;0.1 above experiments, possibly due to error sources previously
mentioned. Surface results will be examined in more detail in
Section 7.1.

Fig. 5(a) Centerline ( z/D 5 0) adiabatic effectiveness comparison for
REF case at M 5 1.25 demonstrates the consistency of experiments and
computations

Fig. 5(b, c) Lateral adiabatic effectiveness distributions for REF case at
(b) x/D 5 3 and (c) x/D 5 15, M 5 1.25, show good agreement with
experimental data in the near and far fields

Table 1 Computational test conditions for each geometry
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6.2 Cylindrical Reference Case (REF). Forward of this
point, many figures will have three parts, with each part corre-
sponding to a different geometric configuration. In these figures,
part (a) shows results for the REF case with the results for the
FDIFF60 and LDIFF45 cases in parts (b) and (c), respectively. The
three are shown together for comparison purposes, noting that the
LDIFF45 configuration is not discussed until Section 6.4.

The reference case has been thoroughly documented in the
companion paper in Part I. The geometry was repeated as part of
this study to ensure consistency between investigators and simu-
lations compared in the present paper. Only a few important
aspects of the flow will be highlighted. The flow enters the film
hole from the plenum. Since a shallow injection angle is used (a 5
35 deg), the flow cannot negotiate the sharp corner on the down-
stream side of the film hole entrance, causing a low pressure
pocket and a three-dimensional recirculation region at this loca-
tion. The remainder of the flow accelerates around this region

toward the upstream side of the hole, causing a jetting region of
high-momentum fluid. These effects combine to set up the coun-
terrotating secondary flow found within the film hole, as well as
the nonuniform jet exit conditions.

As the jet exits the film hole, it encounters the crossflow, which
impinges on it and redirects it downstream. This interaction is
characterized by a high-pressure stagnation region at the leading
edge and a low-pressure region at the trailing edge of the film-hole
exit plane. The low-pressure region atTE draws the low-
momentum coolant boundary layer fluid exiting the film hole,
setting up the wake region immediately downstream of the jet exit.
The strong vorticity in the jet boundary layer as it exits the hole,
coupled with the much weaker vorticity generated by the shearing
between the jet and crossflow, set up the counterrotating vortex
pair commonly seen downstream of a streamwise jet injection site.
Three undesirable effects of the vortex pair are typically encoun-
tered. First, the direction of rotation is such that hot crossflow fluid
is entrained underneath the jet on the surface. Second, the vortex
pair creates lift by mutual induction, thereby causing the coolant
core to move away from the wall. Third, the turbulence generated
promotes rapid coolant jet mixing. Well downstream of injection,
the flow returns to a boundary layer type flow.

6.3 F 5 60 deg Forward-Diffused Film Hole (FDIFF60).
The film hole entrance region for the FDIFF60 case is very similar
to the REF case. Separation is seen at the entrance with jetting fluid
going around this region along the upstream wall. As shown in Part
II, normalized velocity contours for compound-angle holes agree
well with streamwise holes for matching hole shapes. This was
substantiated by results from the present study. Pressure and tur-
bulence fields at the hole entrance region also appear to be unaf-
fected by the compound-angle orientation. The only difference
from the REF case detected in the entrance region for the FDIFF60
configuration is a slight asymmetry of the counterrotating second-
ary flow in the film hole. Once the start of the diffusing section is
reached, the flow ceases to be nearly identical to the REF case.
Similarities with the streamwise shaped case are present in the
vicinity of the diffusing section onset, but the crossflow influence
is more drastic in compound-angle geometries and the similarities
with the streamwise forward-diffused case stop well before the exit
plane is reached.

At the start of the 15 deg diffusing section in the film hole, a
recirculation region is captured along the lower surface of the hole.
The magnitude of the recirculation is much less than at the en-
trance to the film hole, but this elongated separation area extends
about half the length of the diffusing section. Recirculation veloc-
ities in this region are on the order of 0.02 percent ofV`. A small
amount of turbulence is generated in the shear layer around this
recirculation region, which adds to the high turbulence generated
at the film hole inlet. The diffusing section is designed to slow the
jet fluid, however the jetting fluid is not greatly affected by the
forward diffusion. The fluid most affected is in the lower half of
the film hole, adjacent to the area change, which was already at
low momentum levels. The low-momentum region produced at the
inlet to the film hole grows in size as the diffusing section starts
while the jetting fluid stays primarily unaffected along the up-
stream wall.

The effects of separation and jetting at the film-hole inlet,
film-hole diffusion and the interaction with the crossflow provide
highly nonuniform exit-plane conditions. It was shown in Part II
that injecting at a compound angle had a drastic effect on exit-
plane conditions. Part III detailed the complex effects of hole
shaping at the exit plane. The reader is cautioned that simple
superposition of these effectsdoes notapply. Similarities in the
FDIFF60 case do exist with both theF 5 60 deg cylindrical case
and theF 5 0 deg forward-diffused case, but some mechanisms
present in this geometry are not found in either of the other two.
This is evident at the exit plane, as will now be discussed.

As the crossflow approaches the FDIFF60 holes, it has no
line-of-sight between adjacent film holes, as the lateral projected

Fig. 6(a) Lateral averaged adiabatic effectiveness comparison for
FDIFF60 case at M 5 1.25 demonstrates excellent agreement in the near
field

Fig. 6(b, c) Lateral adiabatic effectiveness distributions for FDIFF60
case at ( b) x/D 5 3 and (c) x/d 5 15, M 5 1.25, shows consistent
agreement between experiments and computations
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width is 3.3D with P/D 5 3.0. With no low-resistance path for
the crossflow to follow between the jets, this interaction of jet and
crossflow leads to a significant blockage of the jet. If the crossflow
did not exist, the core of the jetting fluid would exit adjacent to
point LE and the low-momentum fluid adjacent to pointTE. An
effect of the crossflow on the jet is seen as the core of the jetting
fluid exits slightly downstream of pointLE, as shown by the
location of the highVR region in Fig. 7(b) and higha in Fig. 8(b).
The lower momentum fluid is more drastically affected by the
impact with the crossflow. This is evident in Fig. 8(b), where an
area of negativea indicates complete blockage of the jet by the
crossflow and actualcrossflow ingestioninto the film hole! Neg-
ative y-velocity components exist in this area. Thole et al. (1998)
measured slight crossflow ingestion for a streamwise forward-
lateral expanded hole. Although the geometries are quite different,
the need for a priori performance knowledge of a new film-hole
design is already indicated. No recirculation of crossflow is present
at this location. The negativey-velocities are produced by a small
vortex located over this region with clockwise rotation when
viewed aft-looking-forward. This “ingestion vortex” will be dis-
cussed in more detail shortly. Note that in the FDIFF60 case in Fig.

9(b), the pressure coefficient in the region of ingestion is;0.2.
This is not a high value, but in the presence of the velocity vectors
with very smally-components found here, this slightly elevated
pressure may aid the ingestion process. The low-momentum fluid
that would have exited adjacent to pointTE has been forced to the
downstream edge of the film hole, beyond pointO. Most of the
coolant exits from the area of the hole downstream of a line
connecting pointsLE andO.

The extreme nonuniformity of exit plane conditions is visible in
Fig. 8(b) for dischargea and Fig. 10(b) for dischargeF as
compared to the REF case in Figs. 8(a) and 10(a). Note thata is
computed relative to thex–z plane andF is measured relative to
the x–y plane. For the FDIFF60 metal angles ofa 5 35 deg and
F 5 60 deg, wide variations are seen asa ranges from 0 to 40 deg
andF ranges from 25 to 45 deg. These exit-plane conditions play
a major factor in determining downstream performance, therefore
the suggestion of Leylek and Zerkle (1994) that crossflow, film
hole, and plenum regions be simultaneously modeled is substan-
tiated by the nonuniform jet exit conditions.

Fig. 7 Exit-plane VR contours for the ( a) REF, (b) FDIFF60, and (c)
LDIFF45 cases ( M 5 1.25) show increased complexity for CASH geome-
tries

Fig. 8 Exit-plane discharge a contours for the ( a) REF, (b) FDIFF60, and
(c) LDIFF45 cases ( M 5 1.25) show the impact of the crossflow on jet
trajectory, with actual crossflow ingestion in the FDIFF60 case

Fig. 9 Exit-plane pressure coefficient contours for the ( a) REF, (b)
FDIFF60, and (c) LDIFF45 cases ( M 5 1.25) show the high-pressure
stagnation region on the upstream edge and the low-pressure region on
the downstream edge

Fig. 10 Exit-plane discharge F contours for the ( a) REF, (b) FDIFF60,
and (c) LDIFF45 cases ( M 5 1.25) show wide variations in F over the exit
plane for CASH configurations
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The exit-plane temperature distribution is shown in Fig. 11(b).
In the REF case, the strong jetting fluid lies between the crossflow
and the low-momentum fluid at the exit plane, shielding the
low-momentum fluid from impact with the crossflow. This effect
of this shielding can be seen in Fig. 11(a), as theQ distribution for
the REF case is fairly uniform. For the FDIFF60 case shown in
Fig. 10(b), the low-momentum fluid is no longer shielded from the
crossflow, leaving it essentially “out in the open.” This slower
moving low-momentum fluid exiting from theTE part of the hole
is significantly affected by thermal diffusion of the crossflow as the
nondimensional temperature,Q, is less than 0.8 over about half of
the exit plane.

TheTL distribution for the FDIFF60 case on ay–z plane located
at pointO is shown in Fig. 12(b). Contours ofTL in the film hole
and around the jet exit allow the origin of the highTL to be
tracked. The source of the highestTL seen in Fig. 12(b) is the
turbulence produced at the film-hole inlet. TheTL of the jet fluid
is slightly higher in the FDIFF60 case than the REF case as seen
in Figs. 12(b) and 12(a), due to the small amount of turbulence

generated by the recirculation region at the start of the diffusing
section. Recall that Thole et al. (1998) measured higher turbulence
levels at the exit of expanded holes, attributed to hypothetical
separation at the start of the expanding sections. Of note is the fact
that the velocity gradients between the jet and crossflow, while still
a source of turbulence, do not generate the high levels of turbu-
lence produced at the film hole inlet. These velocity gradients do,
however, help to sustain the turbulence as the jet travels down-
stream. These velocity gradients are more severe in these two
CASH configurations than in the REF case, therefore higher tur-
bulence levels are seen downstream in the FDIFF60 and LDIFF45
cases.

It was discussed in Part I that the counterrotating vortex struc-
ture seen downstream of injection results primarily from the vor-
ticity in the film-hole boundary layer. In Part III, the strength of
this secondary flow was shown to vary with hole shaping, as exit
conditions were changed. As shown in Lee et al. (1997) and
discussed in Part II, asF is increased, one side of the symmetric
vortex pair collapses and the other strengthens due to: (1) blockage
of the exiting hole boundary layer by the crossflow along the
upstream edge and (2) shear between the crossflow and jet. The
x-direction vorticity,j x, for all cases is shown in Fig. 13for y–z
planes located at points midway betweenLE andTE for the REF
and LDIFF45 case but slightly farther upstream atx/D 5 21.5
for the FDIFF60 case. The thin boundary layer of the jetting fluid
exiting near pointLE in the FDIFF60 case has strong negativej x

(contour level27000 in Fig. 12(b)). The surviving half of the
downstream counterrotating pair originates near the wall just
downstream of pointLE due to this2j x, as was the case forF 5
60 deg cylindrical configuration. By examining the jet trajectory
across the hole (Figs. 8, 10), a shear layer is distinguished between
the jet (moving ata andF) and crossflow (moving ata 5 ;0 deg
andF 5 ;0 deg), which has a negativej x component. Near point
LE, this vorticity serves to strengthen the vorticity generated in the
film-hole boundary layer.

Fig. 11 Exit-plane discharge Q contours for the ( a) REF, (b) FDIFF60,
and (c) LDIFF45 cases ( M 5 1.25) show the shielding of the low-
momentum fluid from the crossflow by the high-momentum jetting fluid
in the REF and LDIFF45 cases

Fig. 12 Aft-looking-forward view of TL contours (percent) on a y–z plane
at point O for the ( a) REF, (b) FDIFF60, and (c) LDIFF45 cases ( M 5 1.25)
show similar turbulence fields for all cases, with a slight increase for the
FDIFF60 case due to separation at the start of the film hole diffusing
section

Fig. 13 Aft-looking-forward view of x-vorticity contours on a y–z plane
located over the hole for the ( a) REF, (b) FDIFF60, and (c) LDIFF45 cases
(M 5 1.25) show the negative zx arch seen in the two CASH cases and the
ingestion vortex vorticity for the FDIFF60 case
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At the ingestion region laterally across the hole from pointLE,
along the upstream edge,1j x would be expected due to the jet
boundary layer, however, the totalj x is negative there for two
main reasons. First, the film hole boundary layer is blocked by the
crossflow, as shown in Fig. 8(b), and therefore the1j x from the jet
boundary layer is small. Second, shear between the jet and cross-
flow produces2j x components, which dominate in this region for
this case. The2j x produced in the jet/crossflow shear layer is
evident in Fig. 13(b) by the2j x “arch” located across the hole. It
is this 2j x along the upstream edge that sets up the ingestion
vortex, which is located over the hole and responsible for the
crossflow ingestion. This vortex causes the crossflow in the inges-
tion area to follow a helical pattern as it dips down into the hole
(a , 0 deg region in Fig. 8(b)) and then back up and out of the
hole as it rides over the low momentum fluid exiting along the
downstream edge. The crossflow ingestion, coupled with the lack
of shielding for the low-momentum fluid allowing greater thermal
diffusion down into the film hole, causes the metal temperature
along the upstream wall of the hole and the area around pointTE
to be much higher than the jet temperature, withh as low as 0.8
along the wall of the hole. With2j x due to jet/crossflow shear and
boundary layer blockage by the crossflow prevailing over the area
around pointTE, insufficient1j x is present to establish the second
vortex commonly seen downstream in streamwise injection. This
is consistent with theF 5 60 deg cylindrical case, and is evident
in Fig. 14(b) from the secondary fluid motion present in plane at

x/D 5 2. The ingestion vortex is weak when compared to the
vortex in Fig. 14(b) and is not a factor downstream of the hole,
although causing very harmful crossflow. It is not noticeable at
x/D 5 2.

Despite the fact that the crossflow does not have a line-of-sight
through the row of holes, it does turn and accelerate between
adjacent holes, due to: (1) deflection by the jet exiting from theTE
area of the neighboring hole, (2) low pressure along the down-
stream edge of the jet, and (3) action of the strong vortex. The
pressure field at the exit plane is shown in Fig. 9(b) as the pressure
coefficient, which is normalized by the crossflow velocity. The
crossflow tucks in under the jetting fluid and is spread laterally
across the test surface by the secondary vortex, evident from the
vectors in Fig. 14(b) and the pathlines in Fig. 15(a), where a
surface of constantT 5 205 K is shown exiting the hole (Tj 5
187.5 K). Thejetting fluid can be seen slightly lifting off as the
crossflow goes underneath. This jetting fluid is immediately caught
in the strong vortex and mixes quickly, adding to the uniformity of
downstream coverage.

The flow in the far field away from the wall is simply in the
streamwise direction. As the wall is approached, the flow is di-
rected at increasingF, with the velocity very near the wall atF 5
11 deg forx/D 5 20. For fluid abovey/D 5 1.5, thelateral
velocity component is less than 1 percent ofV`.

6.4 F 5 45 deg Laterally Diffused Film Hole (LDIFF45).
As in the FDIFF60 configuration, the flow in the film hole prior to
the diffusing section in the LDIFF45 case is very similar to the
REF case. Again, a slight asymmetry of the secondary vortical
structure in the film hole entrance region is noted. It does not
appear that this asymmetry significantly affects the exit plane
distributions or downstream performance.

The diffusing section in the LDIFF45 has a much greater impact
on the high momentum jetting fluid than the diffusing section in
the FDIFF60 case. In the FDIFF60 case, the diffusing area was on
the bottom of the hole adjacent to the low-momentum fluid. In the
LDIFF45 hole, the sides are diffused adjacent to the jetting fluid,
which is therefore directly affected. Note that 15 deg of forward
diffusing were seen in the FDIFF60 case, resulting in an exit plane

Fig. 14 Aft-looking-forward view of in-plane velocity vectors on a y–z
plane at x/D 5 2 for the ( a) REF, (b) FDIFF60, and (c) LDIFF45 cases ( M 5
1.25) show the collapse of one half of the downstream vortex pair (scale
equal on all parts)

Fig. 15 Aft-looking-forward view of pathlines around a constant T 5 205
K surface for the ( a) FDIFF60 and (b) LDIFF45 cases ( M 5 1.25) demon-
strate the complex flowfield for both CASH configurations
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to metering cross section area ratio of 4.15. In the LDIFF45 case,
2 3 12 deg5 24 deg of lateral diffusing are present, but the
resulting area ratio is only 3.31. The lateral diffused hole, while
having a smaller exit plane to metering cross section area ratio, is
more successful in lowering the exit velocity ratio, as shown in
Fig. 7(c). The highest exit-planeVR in the LDIFF45 case was
;0.75 (Fig. 7(c)), but it was;0.90 in the FDIFF60 case (Fig.
7(b)). This suggests that the location of area change is as important
as the magnitude of the area change for effective diffusion of the
coolant jet in the film hole.

As in the streamwise lateral-diffused case, no recirculation is
seen at the start of the diffusing section in the LDIFF45 film hole.
This is in contrast to the separation regions from the lateral-
expanded holes of Thole et al. (1998) which they hypothesized
from elevated exit-plane turbulence levels. A few differences
between the work of Thole et al. (1998) and the present paper must
be acknowledged to view this contrast in the proper light. The
nominal film-hole Reynolds number is about three times higher in
the work of Thole et al. (1998) than in the present investigation
(;52,000 versus 17,350, respectively). The nature of the flow in
the film hole is quite different, as a co-flowing coolant channel was
used by Thole et al. (1998) and a plenum in the present investi-
gation. The large separation region at the inlet to the film hole seen
with a plenum would not exist for a co-flowing coolant geometry.
The higher turbulence generated at the film-hole inlet through the
use of a plenum could suppress separation at the start of the
diffusing section by high-momentum diffusion. Also, with the
low-momentum region created by separation at the film-hole inlet,
the flow is much less uniform across the film hole. The effective
area that the higher momentum fluid occupies at a given cross
section is thus reduced by the low-momentum region in the present
work, forcing the higher momentum fluid to reside along the wall.
These differences demonstrate the complex nature of the flow in
film-cooling configurations and the need for predictive design
capability.

As no separation is seen at the start of the diffusing section, no
turbulence is generated there. This is visible from the consistent
TL levels in Figs. 12(a, c) for the REF and LDIFF45 cases,
respectively. Compare these levels to the slightly elevatedTL
levels in the FDIFF60 case in Fig. 12(b), which did have separa-
tion in the diffusing section. As in the FDIFF60 case, the turbu-
lence levels downstream are higher for the LDIFF45 case than the
REF case due to the larger velocity gradients between the jet and
crossflow.

Relative to the FDIFF60 case, the crossflow sees less of an
obstruction as it approaches the LDIFF45 holes. One major dif-
ference to be noted between the two geometries is that in the
LDIFF45 case, the crossflow does not have a line-of-sight between
adjacent holes. The pressure field, shown in Fig. 9, shows less
severe pressure gradients in both CASH cases relative to the REF
case, with the smallest gradients in the LDIFF45 geometry in Fig.
9(c). The high-pressure stagnation region at the upstream wall
provides some blockage of the jet, causing the core of the jetting
fluid to exit slightly downstream of pointLE. This is evident from
theVR contours at the exit plane, shown in Fig. 7(c). Blockage of
the jet by the crossflow also affects the low-momentum fluid in the
TE region of the film hole, causing it to exit downstream of point
TE. No crossflow ingestion is present in the LDIFF45 case. The
exit plane distributions ofa andF are seen in Figs. 8(c) and 10(c).
Again, wide and complex variations in coolant discharge angles
are seen across the hole. In the LDIFF45 case, the jet follows a
lower trajectory as it exits the hole than the FDIFF60 case. This is
discernible from thea distributions (Fig. 8(c)) and VR distribu-
tions (Fig. 7(c)) as well as the pathlines shown in Fig. 15(b) around
a constantT 5 205 K surface (Tj 5 193.55 K).

Figures 11(b, c) show that the temperature distribution at the
hole is much more uniform for the LDIFF45 case than the
FDIFF60 case, as more shielding of low-momentum fluid from the
crossflow is present due to the smaller fluidF and the hole shape.
The exit-plane temperature is thus much higher in theTE area for

the LDIFF45 case than the FDIFF60. This, coupled with no
crossflow ingestion, cause adiabatic effectiveness values of near
unity over most of the LDIFF45 hole wall.

Similarities are present with the FDIFF60 case in the vorticity
field presented in Fig. 13(b). As shown in the FDIFF60 case,
strong 2j x is present in theLE region due to the film-hole
boundary layer and the jet/crossflow shear layer. In the LDIFF45
case shown in Fig. 13(c), the2j x arch is again seen over the film
hole delineating the jet/crossflow shear layer. In this case, the
film-hole boundary layer on the upstream edge is not completely
blocked off, as it was in the FDIFF60 case. Positivej x is thus seen
exiting the film hole in the area around and just upstream of point
TE in Fig. 13(c). The jet/crossflow shear layer is still present, but
the a, F, and VR distributions at the exit plane yield vorticity
vectors that are oriented such that their negativex-components are
smaller than in the FDIFF60 case. This effect, coupled with
stronger1j x from the exiting boundary layer (less blockage by the
crossflow), produces small positive totalj x in theTE region. This
1j x is barely strong enough to set up the second half of the
downstream vortex pair. This is consistent with theF 5 45 deg
cylindrical case presented in Part II, where this half of the down-
stream vortex pair was present but small. This vortex is weak and
dissipates quickly, as seen from the velocity vectors atx/D 5 2 in
Fig. 14(c).

The far field behavior is similar to that of the FDIFF60 case,
although less uniform in the lateral direction. Atx/D 5 20, the
flow angle near the wall isF 5 7 deg. Fory/D . 1.5, thelateral
velocity component is less than 1 percent ofV`, consistent with
the FDIFF60 case.

7 Simulation Overview

7.1 Surface Results

7.1.1 Adiabatic Effectiveness.Adiabatic effectiveness foot-
prints for the REF, FDIFF60, and LDIFF45 cases are shown in Fig.
16(a, b, c), respectively forM 5 1.25. It isreadily apparent that
adding a compound angle helps to spread the coolant. This was
shown in detail in Part II. Note the quick coalescence of neigh-
boring jets in the FDIFF60 case in Fig. 16(b), remembering that
the crossflow had no line-of-sight between adjacent holes. The
uniformity of coverage is excellent in the FDIFF60 case compared
to the REF (Fig. 16(a)) and LDIFF45 (Fig. 16(c)) cases. Notice in
the LDIFF45 case that large sections between the holes do not see
any coolant for the first few diameters downstream of injection.

Fig. 16 Adiabatic effectiveness footprints for the ( a) REF, (b) FDIFF60,
and (c) LDIFF45 cases ( M 5 1.25) show the excellent lateral distribution
for the FDIFF60 case but wide variations for the REF and LDIFF45 cases
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The lateral variations ofh for variousx/D stations are shown in
Fig. 17 for the FDIFF60 case and Fig. 18 for the LDIFF45 case for
M 5 1.25. Thewide variation inh across the test surface seen in
the LDIFF45 configuration, but not in the FDIFF60, causes large
thermal gradients and would be detrimental to the useful life of the
metal blade. This variation results from the crossflow adjacent to
the test surface being able to easily flow between the holes. To
alleviate this problem common to discrete hole injection, CASH
film cooling configurations can be designed with projected lateral
hole widths wider than theP/D, thus somewhat mimicking the
performance of a slot jet. The spanwise uniformity ofh even at
x/D 5 3 for the FDIFF60 case is remarkable when compared with
the large variation for the LDIFF45 case.

Lateral averagedh distribution for all three shapes are compared
in Fig. 19, again showing the superior downstream performance of
the FDIFF60 configuration for both blowing ratios. It was shown
in Part II thatF 5 45 deg cylindrical holes performed better than
F 5 60 deg holes and in Part III that theF 5 0 deg lateral-diffused
hole had better performance than theF 5 0 deg forward-diffused
case. Upon combination, it is evident that superposition does not
apply as theF 5 45 deg lateral-diffused case had poorer down-
stream performance than theF 5 60 deg forward-diffused case.
Clearly, the mechanisms governing film cooling performance are
nonlinear in nature.

7.1.2 Heat Transfer Coefficient.Improvingh is important in
film cooling, but the heat transfer coefficient must also be taken
into account. To normalizehf , an empirical relation for turbulent
boundary layer flow with unheated starting length was used to
determine the Stanton number and thus the heat transfer coefficient
ho:

St5 0.03 Pr20.4 Rex
20.2 F1 2 S xo

x D
0.9G 21/9

(1)

xo 5 unheated starting length

Results of laterally averaged heat transfer coefficients for the
REF and LDIFF45 case are shown in Fig. 20 normalized by the
turbulent boundary layer solution. The centerlinehf/ho data of Sen
et al. (1996) for a geometry similar (different plenum) to the REF
case with similar flow conditions is shown for validation (M 5
1.0 andDR 5 1.0). The trends of hf/ho for the simulations
reported in the present paper are consistent with those reported in
Sen et al. (1996).

The more complex interaction of the LDIFF45 case produced
higherhf/ho values than were seen in the REF case. Recall that the
turbulence levels downstream were higher for the LDIFF45 con-
figuration than the REF case due to the larger velocity gradients
between the jet and crossflow. This turbulence promotes mixing of
the jet and crossflow and augments heat transfer. These heat
transfer coefficient trends are consistent with thehf/ho values
reported for compound-angle cylindrical holes in Part II and for
streamwise injected shaped holes in Part III. Heat transfer coeffi-
cient increased with increasingM, which is consistent with the
results presented in the Literature Review section.

7.2 Flowfield Results. Compound-angle injection was
found to alter the flow slightly in the film hole relative to the
streamwise REF case, by producing a small asymmetry of the
secondary counterrotating motion. Film-hole diffusion was found
to produce separation at the start of the diffusing section for a 15
deg forward diffusion, but not for a 12 deg lateral diffusion.
Lateral diffusion was shown to be more effective in lowering the
exit planeVRdue to the proximity of the jetting fluid relative to the
area change. Hole shaping greatly lowered pressure gradients in
the area of the breakout relative to cylindrical holes at the same
compound angle for the two shapes investigated. Complex exit-

Fig. 17 Lateral adiabatic effectiveness distribution for the FDIFF60 case
for M 5 1.25 shows consistent coolant coverage across the pitch

Fig. 18 Lateral adiabatic effectiveness distribution for the LDIFF45 case
for M 5 1.25 shows wide variations in coolant coverage across the pitch

Fig. 19 Lateral averaged adiabatic effectiveness comparison of the
REF, FDIFF60, and LDIFF45 cases shows the superior downstream per-
formance of the FDIFF60 configuration

Fig. 20 Lateral averaged heat transfer coefficients for the REF and
LDIFF45 cases show an increase in heat transfer coefficient with the
increased geometric complexity for both blowing ratios
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plane and near-field flow was demonstrated for both CASH con-
figurations. Blockage by the crossflow exhibited significant influ-
ence on the exiting jet fluid, especially away from theLE, which
is adjacent to the strongest jetting fluid. This blockage effect was
so pronounced on the upstream edge of the FDIFF60 case that
crossflow ingestion occurred. Streamwise aligned vorticity (j x) in
the region of the jet exit was determined to greatly affect the
downstream performance by the creation of secondary vortical
structures. The existence, strength, location, and direction of rota-
tion of these vortices are governed by the vorticity field set up
primarily by film hole boundary layers and jet/crossflow shear
layers. This vorticity field is geometric configuration and flowfield
parameter dependent. Far field behavior is that of a shear layer
flow, with increasing lateral velocity component as the wall is
approached.

8 Summary and Discussion

Results have been presented and flowfields discussed for cylin-
drical streamwise and compound-angle holes as well as shaped
streamwise and compound-angle holes in the companion papers
designated as Parts I through IV. The streamwise cylindrical case
in Part I was used to explore basic flow structures found in the film
hole and in the region of jet and crossflow interaction. The origi-
nation of the crossflow counterrotating vortices was examined and
shown to be due to the streamwise aligned vorticity of the film hole
boundary layers. Adding a compound angle to cylindrical holes
was shown in Part II to significantly alter the flowfield at the exit
plane and downstream. Highly nonuniform exit conditions were
shown, as well as extreme pressure and velocity gradients near the
hole. The streamwise aligned vorticity of the hole boundary layer
was shown to be augmented by the jet/crossflow shear layer
vorticity on theLE side of the hole and hindered by the same on
the TE side. This effect plus the boundary layer blockage on the
upstream edge of the hole was determined to be the cause of the
collapse of one half of the downstream vortex pair. Lateralh
distribution and coolant jet coalescence was shown to improve
upon adding a compound angle.

As hole shaping was added in Part III, flow in the film hole and
at the exit plane was again complex. It was determined that the
strength of the downstream counterrotating vortices can be weak-
ened by proper hole shaping. Another important conclusion was
that the lift produced by the interaction of the two vortices could
be hindered by spreading them apart. Compound-angle shaped
holes (CASH) were shown in Part IV to be nonlinear combinations
of compound-angle holes and shaped holes. Similarities in the
film-hole flowfields with both compound-angle holes and shaped
holes were shown for various film-hole locations, although struc-
tures appear in some CASH configurations that do not appear in
either the compound-angle or shaped counterparts, e.g., crossflow
ingestion. Exit-plane coolant velocity, temperature, and discharge-
angle distributions were shown to be highly nonuniform and
complex. As in the compound-angle cylindrical case, streamwise
aligned film-hole boundary layer and jet/crossflow shear layer
vorticity are both major factors in downstream secondary flow
motion and film-cooling performance. Which mechanism domi-
nates is dependent on the geometric configuration and flowfield
parameters. Jet coalescence and lateral coolant distribution were
found to improve over the compound-angle cylindrical case, but
remained very dependent on film hole geometry. Crossflow line-
of-sight between adjacent holes was shown to significantly affect
the lateral coolant distributions.

As a quick comparison of the four types of geometries exam-
ined, the optimumh̄ performer from each group is shown in Fig.
21. It is evident that film-hole geometry plays a major factor in
determining downstream performance, and is a valid arena for
further study.

9 Conclusions
Results have been presented for two CASH film-cooling con-

figurations investigated at geometric and flowfield parameters typ-
ically seen in modern gas turbines. The good agreement between
computational and experimental results demonstrates the quality of
the simulations documented in the present paper. Important con-
clusions drawn from this work include:

● Superposition of effects for compound-angle cylindrical
holes and streamwise shaped holes do not necessarily apply
to CASH holes.

● The flow in the film hole prior to shaping is mostly unaf-
fected by the compound angle.

● The flow in the film hole once the shaped area has been
reached is similar to streamwise shaped counterparts until
the effects of the crossflow are felt as the exit-plane is
approached.

● The coolant jet exit-plane conditions are highly nonuniform
due to film-hole flow history effects and blockage by the
crossflow.

● The vorticity field at the jet-exit is due primarily to film hole
boundary layers and the jet/crossflow shear layer. This field
determines the existence, strength, direction of rotation, and
location of secondary vortical structures, and is configura-
tion dependent.

● Certain combinations of geometry and flow parameters have
been shown to lead to crossflow ingestion into the film hole.

● CASH can be designed to eliminate crossflow line-of-sight
between adjacent holes, and thus somewhat mimic slot-jet
performance.

● A true physical understanding of the flowfield is necessary to
suggest design improvements.

● CFD can be used to accurately compare the relative perfor-
mance of CASH film-cooling configurations.
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Effect of Internal Coolant
Crossflow Orientation on the
Discharge Coefficient of Shaped
Film-Cooling Holes
Discharge coefficients of three film-cooling hole geometries are presented over a wide
range of engine like conditions. The hole geometries comprise a cylindrical hole and two
holes with a diffuser-shaped exit portion (a fanshaped and a laidback fanshaped hole).
For all three hole geometries the hole axis was inclined 30 deg with respect to the
direction of the external (hot gas) flow. The flow conditions considered were the hot gas
crossflow Mach number (up to 0.6), the coolant crossflow Mach number (up to 0.6) and
the pressure ratio across the hole (up to 2). The effect of internal crossflow approach
direction, perpendicular or parallel to the main flow direction, is particularly addressed
in the present study. Comparison is made of the results for a parallel and perpendicular
orientation, showing that the coolant crossflow orientation has a strong impact on the
discharge behavior of the different hole geometries. The discharge coefficients were found
to strongly depend on both hole geometry and crossflow conditions. Furthermore, the
effects of internal and external crossflow on the discharge coefficients were described by
means of correlations used to derive a predicting scheme for discharge coefficients. A
comparison between predictions and measurements reveals the capability of the method
proposed.

Introduction
Discharge coefficients are a means to quantify the throughflow

losses of film-cooling holes. Since the cooling performance de-
pends strongly on the flow rate ejected through the hole, the
knowledge of the discharge coefficient is crucial for a reliable
design of the cooling system. Discharge coefficients are known to
depend on many geometric and aerodynamic parameters, such as
hole geometry and the pressure ratio across the hole, as well as
internal and external crossflow conditions.

Recently, Hay and Lampard (1998) gave a comprehensive re-
view of published discharge coefficient data. The main geometric
parameters include hole inclination angle (Hay et al., 1983), hole
orientation angle (Hay et al., 1994a), hole length (Burd and Simon,
1999), and hole entry or exit radiusing (Hay and Spencer, 1992;
Hay et al., 1994b).

Recent attention has been given to holes with a diffuser-shaped
expansion at the hole exit portion, since these configurations are
known for improving the thermal protection of the airfoil (e.g.,
Gritsch et al., 1998a, d; Thole et al., 1998). Discharge coefficients
of holes with expanded exits were studied by Hay and Lampard
(1995) and Gritsch et al. (1998b). They found elevated discharge
coefficients as compared to cylindrical holes due to pressure re-
covery in the expanded portion of the hole.

The effect of external crossflow was addressed by several stud-
ies (Hay et al., 1983; Rowbury et al., 1997). Generally, the external
crossflow tends to impede the jet exiting the hole, resulting in
lower discharge coefficients as compared to the zero crossflow
case. For some flow configurations, however, higher discharge

coefficients may occur due to the fact that the crossflow effectively
draws up the jet flow.

The effect of internal crossflow has received less attention. Hay
et al. (1983) were the only researchers investigating discharge
coefficients experimentally with coolant crossflow approaching
perpendicular to the main flow. They identified additional losses
occurring due to the strong turn of the flow entering the hole.

The present study focuses on discharge coefficients of cylindri-
cal and noncylindrical holes with an internal crossflow approach-
ing perpendicular to the main flow direction. A correlation-based
predicting scheme developed by Gritsch et al. (1998c) for cylin-
drical holes with internal crossflow parallel to the main flow is
extended for use for holes with an expanded exit portion and
internal crossflow perpendicular to the main flow.

Experimental Apparatus
The present investigation was carried out in a continuous flow

wind tunnel at the Institut fu¨r Thermische Stro¨mungsmaschinen
(ITS), Karlsruhe, Germany. The film-cooling test rig consists of a
primary loop representing the external flow and a secondary loop
representing the internal flow of an airfoil. The primary and
secondary loops were oriented perpendicular to each other, pro-
viding flow conditions typically found in turbine blades (Fig. 1). A
more detailed description of the experimental facility is given by
Wittig et al. (1996).

The tests were carried out using a single, scaled-up film-cooling
hole with an inclination angle of 30 deg. In total, three hole
geometries were tested (Fig. 2). These were a cylindrical hole and
two holes with expanded exit portions (fan-shaped hole and laid-
back fan-shaped hole). The diameter of the cylindrical hole and the
diameter of the cylindrical inlet portion of both expanded holes
was 10 mm. Both expanded holes show a lateral expansion angle
of 14 deg resulting in a hole width of 30 mm at the hole exit. The
radii of the “corners” depend on the radius of the tool used; which
corresponds to the radius of the cylindrical inlet portion. The
laid-back fan-shaped hole had an additional forward expansion of
15 deg resulting in a hole length of 40 mm at the hole exit. The

1 Present address: ABB Corporate Research Ltd., 5405 Baden-Da¨ttwil, Switzer-
land.

2 Present address: Dept. of Mech. Eng., Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN
47907-1288.
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exit-to-entry area ratio of the fan-shaped and the laid-back fan-
shaped hole were 3.0 and 3.1, respectively. The length-to-diameter
ratio L/D is 6 for all holes. Entry and exit of the holes were sharp
edged. The interior surfaces were aerodynamically smooth. The
discharge coefficientCD is defined as the ratio of actual and ideal
mass flow rate through the hole.

The ideal mass flow rate is calculated assuming an isentropic,
one-dimensional expansion from the total pressure in the second-
ary loop to the static pressure in the primary loop:

CD 5
ṁ

ptcS pm

ptc
D ~k11!/2kÎ 2k

~k 2 1!RTtc
SSPtc

pm
D ~k21!/k

2 1D p

4
D 2

(1)

For the expanded hole geometries, the discharge coefficient was
based on the area of the metering section of the hole. This makes
it more convenient to evaluate the effect of expanding the hole exit
since the discharge coefficients can be directly compared to those
of the cylindrical holes.

The total pressure and temperature of the coolant were measured
1D upstream of the hole inlet with a probe located 2D off channel
centerline. The static pressure in the mainstream was measured at
the side wall 10D upstream of the hole exit.

Each hole geometry was tested for a matrix of three internal
Mach numbers (Mac 5 0, 0.3, and 0.6) and three external Mach
numbers (Mam 5 0, 0.3, and 0.6) over a range of pressure ratios
ptc/pm 5 1 to 2.25. Moreover, each hole geometry was tested at
four pressure ratiosptc/pm 5 1.1, 1.2, 1.4, and 1.6over a range
of internal Mach numbers Mac 5 0 to 0.6 with no external
crossflow applied (Mam 5 0).

The complete set of the operating conditions of the test rig is given
in Table 1. Preliminary tests performed by Gritsch et al. (1998c)
showed that the effect of coolant-to-mainflow-temperature ratio on
the discharge coefficient is negligible. For a fixed pressure ratio, the
temperature ratio was varied from 0.54 to 1 and no measurable effect
on the discharge coefficient was found as long as the crossflow Mach
numbers were matched. The measurements presented in this paper

have therefore been conducted with a mainflow temperature equal to
the coolant flow temperature of 290 K.

Estimates of Accuracy
Uncertainties were estimated following the procedure given by

Kline and McClintock (1953). The uncertainty in the values ofCD

primarily resulted from the uncertainty in measuring the actual
flow rate through the film-cooling hole and the uncertainty in
determining the ideal flow rate. Due to the fact that the secondary
loop was designed as a closed loop, the actual flow rate could be
measured for all flow cases directly by measuring the flow rate
supplied to the closed loop using a standard orifice, which leads to
a maximum uncertainty of 2.5 percent except for very low mass

Nomenc la tu re

b 5 channel width
CD 5 discharge coefficient
D 5 film-cooling hole diameter
h 5 channel height
I 5 jet-to-crossflow momentum flux

ratio
L 5 film-cooling hole length measured

along the centerline
Ma 5 Mach number

ṁ 5 mass flow rate through film-
cooling hole

p 5 static pressure
pt 5 total pressure
R 5 gas constant

ReD 5 Reynolds number based on hole
diameter

Tt 5 total temperature
Tu 5 turbulence intensity

k 5 ratio of specific heats

Subscripts

c 5 internal flow conditions
m 5 external flow conditions

noCr 5 no crossflow at hole entry and
exit

extCr 5 with crossflow at hole exit
intCr 5 with crossflow at hole entry

h,1 5 hole entry conditions
h,2 5 hole exit conditions

Fig. 1 Film-cooling test section

Fig. 2 Hole geometries tested
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flow rates. Provision was made to avoid even tiny leakage in the
secondary loop as described by Wittig et al. (1996). The uncer-
tainty in determining the ideal flow rate was calculated to be much
less than 2 percent except for very low pressure ratios. Overall, the
uncertainty in the values ofCD was found to be less than 2 percent
in most of the cases considered, increasing up to 4.5 percent for
very low pressure ratios and mass flow rates.

Results and Discussion

Constant Crossflow Mach Number Tests. For the first series
of tests the internal (“coolant”) as well as the external (“hot gas”)
Mach number were kept constant while the pressure ratioptc/pm

was varied from 1 to 2. Figure 3 shows the results for the cylin-
drical hole.

From a first glance it can be seen that the effect of external Mach
number is weak as compared to the internal Mach number and the
pressure ratio, which are the factors dominating the behavior of the
discharge coefficient for all operating conditions. In the absence of
crossflow on either side of the film-cooling hole, there is only a
weak dependence of the discharge coefficient on pressure ratio
with a slight increase of about 10 percent when the pressure ratio
is raised from 1 to 2. This effect does not occur for incompressible
flows (Lichtarowicz et al., 1965) and is believed to be due to a
pressure ratio effect on the cross sectional area of the vena con-
tracta. It has been reported by others previously (e.g., Jackson,
1963).

For zero internal crossflow, a slight impact of external Mach
number on the discharge coefficient was found, which becomes
more pronounced for pressure ratios below 1.4, with the highest
CD values at a given pressure ratio associated with the case of no
external crossflow and the lowest associated with that of maximum
external crossflow.

The effect of external Mach number changes if internal cross-

flow is present. For an internal crossflow Mach number of Mac 5
0.3, the highest discharge coefficients occur for an external Mach
number of Mam 5 0.3. In case of Mac 5 0.6, the highestCD values
were found for the highest external Mach number whereas the
lowest discharge coefficients correspond to the case of no external
crossflow. The same trends have been observed by Rowbury et al.
(1997) who termed this phenomenon “crossover effect.” The ex-
tent of the crossover effect depends on internal and external
crossflow conditions as well as on the orientation of the hole with
respect to the crossflows on either side. As already reported by
Rowbury et al. (1997), there should be two competing effects
responsible for the crossover effect: The first effect is a reduction
in static pressure in certain regions of the hole exit due to local
acceleration of the mainstream flow, which tends to increase the
mass flow through the hole. This acceleration is caused by the
exiting coolant and the corresponding blockage of the mainstream
path similar to the flow around a cylindrical obstacle. The second
effect is the “pinching” of the coolant jet by the external crossflow,
which causes the mass flow to decrease. Obviously the crossover
effect is favored by the perpendicular orientation of coolant cross-
flow with respect to the hot gas flow since the data of Gritsch et al.
(1998b), taken for the same geometries and operating conditions
but parallel orientation of internal and external crossflow, do not
exhibit any crossover tendencies.

In Figs. 4 and 5 the results for the shaped holes are presented.
These curves exhibit similar trends as compared to the cylindrical
hole, but the effect of external Mach number appears to be even

Table 1 Operating conditions

Fig. 3 Cylindrical hole, discharge coefficient CD versus pressure ratio
p tc /pm

Fig. 4 Fan-shaped hole, discharge coefficient CD versus pressure ratio
p tc /pm

Fig. 5 Laid-back fan-shaped hole, discharge coefficient CD versus pres -
sure ratio p tc /pm
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further reduced, a feature desirable for the designer. Particularly
for the laid-back fan-shaped hole, there is almost no effect of
external Mach number discernible. As highlighted before, the
crossover phenomenon and the impact of external Mach number in
general depends on the blockage of the main stream path. This
blockage is less severe for the shaped holes due to decreased exit
momentum and smaller exit angles (see, e.g., Hyams and Leylek
2000) and therefore the influence of external Mach number is
decreased.

Likewise, in the absence of internal crossflow, the shaped holes
show smaller variations with pressure ratio. If no external or
internal crossflow is present, the discharge coefficients of the
shaped holes are almost unaffected by the pressure ratio, indicating
that the flow through the holes is choked even for low pressure
ratios. Overall, the values of the discharge coefficients of the
shaped holes are significantly increased in comparison to the
cylindrical holes.

Figure 6 shows a comparison of the different hole geometries
for an external Mach number of 0.55 and internal Mach numbers
of 0 and 0.6, respectively. It appears that in terms of discharge
coefficients an additional layback has hardly any influence since
the CD values of the shaped holes are always very similar and
larger than the discharge coefficients of the cylindrical holes. This
is consistent with the findings of Hay and Lampard (1995) and
Gritsch et al. (1998b). However, as indicated by Gritsch et al.
(1998a) the laid-back fan-shaped hole provides an improved lateral
spread of the coolant as compared to the fan-shaped hole and
correspondingly yields increased lateral averaged film-cooling ef-
fectiveness values, especially at high blowing ratios.

Constant Pressure Ratio Tests. In a second series of tests,
the internal Mach number Mac was varied between 0 and 0.6 for
a given constant pressure ratio without external crossflow applied.
The results of these tests are presented in Figs. 7–9.

For a perpendicular orientation of coolant crossflow with respect
to the hole axis, an increased coolant crossflow Mach number
yields increased losses and therefore lower discharge coefficients.
This effect is more pronounced for lower pressure ratios.

From the curves in Figs. 7–9, it can be clearly seen that the
effect of internal crossflow Mach number is huge and must be
taken into account in any case in order to design a particular film
cooling configuration properly. The influence of pressure ratio
becomes more important as the internal Mach number is raised. It
is interesting to note that the shape of theCD versus Mac curves for
the shaped holes looks similar for a given pressure ratio and quite
different from the curves of the cylindrical hole. For the cylindrical
hole the curvature inCD versus Mac never changes, whereas the
corresponding curves of the shaped holes change their curvature
twice. This effect is more pronounced for lower pressure ratios.

There appears to be a limiting internal crossflow Mach number
above which the shaped and the cylindrical holes show a similar
characteristic. For low pressure ratios the diffuser section of the
shaped holes yields to significant higher discharge coefficients (in
comparison with the cylindrical holes) only if also the internal
crossflow Mach number is small.

Effect of Coolant Crossflow Orientation. Figure 10 shows
the effect of different internal coolant crossflow orientations with

Fig. 6 Discharge coefficient CD versus pressure ratio p tc /pm, effect of
hole shape

Fig. 7 Cylindrical hole, discharge coefficient CD versus internal cross -
flow Mach number Ma c

Fig. 8 Fan-shaped hole, discharge coefficient CD versus internal cross -
flow Mach number Ma c

Fig. 9 Laid-back fan-shaped hole, discharge coefficient CD versus in -
ternal crossflow Mach number Ma c
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respect to the external main flow direction for the cylindrical hole
without external crossflow. As expected, there is no influence of
the coolant channel orientation if no crossflow on either side of the
hole is present with the two lines for the same operating conditions
but different coolant crossflow orientations collapsing to a single
curve, indicating the quality and repeatability of the measure-
ments. For the parallel orientation of the coolant channel and a
given pressure ratio, an internal Mach number exists for which
maximum discharge coefficients occur, as pointed out by Gritsch
et al. (1998b). In case of a perpendicular coolant crossflow orien-
tation, no such optimum internal Mach number exists since an
increase of internal Mach number always results in decreased
discharge coefficients, consistent with the findings of Hay et al.
(1983). This fact can be explained by the existence of a separation
region at the entry of the film-cooling hole with size and location
strongly depending on internal crossflow conditions (Thole et al.,
1997). In the case of parallel coolant crossflow orientation with no
internal crossflow, the separation region occurs at the downstream
(with respect to the external crossflow) edge of the cooling hole. If
the internal Mach number is increased, a velocity component in the
direction of the hole axis is present and the size of the aforemen-
tioned separation region will decrease. A second separation zone
will form at the upstream edge of the hole. For high internal Mach
numbers, the separation region will be found at the upstream edge
only, its size increasing with internal Mach number. Somewhere
between those two extremes, zero and high internal crossflow
Mach number, there is a medium Mach number for which the
overall size of the separation regions is at a minimum, resulting in
minimum losses and maximum discharge coefficients.

In case of a perpendicular orientation of coolant crossflow and
hole axis, no velocity component of the internal crossflow in the
direction of the hole axis exists and the coolant has to turn 90 deg
to enter the hole. A separation zone at the upstream edge of the
hole is therefore always present and increases in size with the
internal Mach number, resulting in increased pressure losses at the
hole entry and therefore decreased discharge coefficients (compare
Figs. 7–9).

In Fig. 11 the effect of coolant crossflow orientation on the
discharge coefficient of laid-back fan-shaped holes is presented.
As for the cylindrical hole, no external crossflow was present for
this series of tests. In the absence of internal and external cross-
flow, the coolant channel orientation again does not play a role and
the overall tendencies are similar to the corresponding curves of
the cylindrical holes. Although for the parallel coolant crossflow
orientation there is an internal Mach number for a given pressure
ratio at which the discharge coefficient is at a maximum, no such
maximum exists for perpendicular coolant crossflow orientation
and an increase in internal Mach number will always lead to

reduced discharge coefficients, consistent to the results of the
numerical studies of Kohli and Thole (1997, 1998). As compared
to the cylindrical hole, however, a much larger dependence on
coolant crossflow orientation was found for the laid-back fan-
shaped hole. Although not shown in this paper, the corresponding
plots of the fan-shaped hole are quite similar to those of the
laidback fanshaped holes as could be expected from the aforemen-
tioned results.

Prediction and Validation
For the flow through a hole with crossflow on both sides,

pressure losses occur at the hole entry, inside the hole, and at the
hole exit. Based on the suggestion given by Sasaki et al. (1976)
and Tillman and Jen (1984) that these pressure losses could be
taken into account independently, Gritsch et al. (1998c) derived an
empirical approach for predicting discharge coefficients of film
cooling holes with internal crossflow parallel to the external cross-
flow. This method has been adopted in the present work and
extended for use with holes having an expanded exit portion and
internal crossflow perpendicular to the main flow. By doing so, it
was intended to systematize the different loss mechanisms and to
evaluate the potential of correlations, which offer the advantage of
an easy implementation in existing design tools and little compu-
tational effort as compared to CFD.

Without crossflow on either side of the hole, the discharge
coefficient depends only on the pressure ratio (see, e.g., Fig. 3) and
a correlationCDnoCR 5 f( ptc/pm) seems to be reasonable. This
function yields a baseline discharge coefficient for which addi-
tional losses due to crossflows must be taken into account.

It was shown that for perpendicular coolant crossflow orienta-
tion, the internal crossflow increases the losses at the hole entry
side, which strongly depend on both the internal Mach number and
pressure ratio. To separate the different loss mechanisms, the data
sets taken without external crossflow were plotted versus the
jet-to-internal crossflow momentum flux ratio as given by

I jet/intCr 5
~k z p z Ma2!h,1

~k z p z Ma2!C
(2)

with

Mah,1 5
ṁ

p

4
D 2 z ph,1

ÎR z Th,1

k
(3)

For the Mac 5 0.0 case,I jet/intCr is not defined. Therefore a fixed
value of

Fig. 10 Cylindrical hole, discharge coefficient CD versus pressure ratio
p tc /pm, effect of coolant crossflow orientation

Fig. 11 Laid-back fan-shaped hole, discharge coefficient CD versus
pressure ratio p tc /pm, effect of coolant crossflow orientation
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I jet/intCr 5 F ~b z h!C

~p/4!D 2G 2

(4)

is used to represent the momentum flux ratio for this case, which
is covered by the correlation as well.

It was found that there is a common trend with some scatter,
which obviously results from the baseline pressure losses inside
the hole still included in the measured discharge coefficients (see
Gritsch et al., 1998c). Therefore, in order to eliminate the contri-
butions of the baseline pressure losses inside the hole, the dis-
charge coefficient was normalized by the baseline discharge coef-
ficient at the same pressure ratio and plotted versus the internal
momentum flux ratio, as shown in Figs. 12–14. It is discernible
that the normalized discharge coefficients collapse to a single
curve. Correlating these data by a least-squares curve fit gives a
function CDintCr/CDnoCr 5 f(I jet/intCr) that represents the additional
losses due to the presence of an internal crossflow, as also shown
in Figs. 12–14. As can be seen from these figures, the discharge
coefficients increase monotonically with internal momentum flux
ratio I jet/intCr, which has an impact over a broad range. Only for
momentum flux ratios larger than 100 are the discharge coeffi-
cients unaffected by the entry side coolant crossflow, regardless of
the geometry considered.

The same procedure could also be applied to evaluate the
additional losses due to external crossflow (see Gritsch et al.,
1998c). As shown in the foregoing sections, however, the effect of

external Mach number is very weak (see Figs. 3–5) in the perpen-
dicular coolant crossflow orientation case and may therefore be
neglected here.

After considering the impacts of baseline hole flow and hole
entry crossflow separately, the discharge coefficient of any flow
situation can be predicted using the following calculation scheme:

CDSptc

pm
; I jet/intCrD 5 CDnoCrSptc

pm
D p

CDintCr

CDnoCr
~I jet/intCr ! (5)

Due to the need for a mass flow rate to determine the momentum
flux ratio terms, an iterative calculation of the discharge coefficient
is necessary with the baselineCD value serving as a good starting
point. Total pressures, total temperatures, and crossflow Mach
numbers at hole entry and exit side have to be entered to describe
the flow configuration.

For the purpose of validation, the predicted discharge coeffi-
cients were compared to data sets with crossflows on both sides of
the film-cooling holes which were not used to derive the correla-
tions. The good agreement between calculated and measured data,
see Figs. 15–17, clearly demonstrates the capabilities of the
method proposed.

Conclusions
A study was performed to acquire discharge coefficients of

cylindrical holes and holes with expanded exits with special atten-

Fig. 12 Cylindrical hole, normalized discharge coefficient versus jet-to-
internal crossflow momentum flux ratio

Fig. 13 Fan-shaped hole, normalized discharge coefficient versus jet-
to-internal crossflow momentum flux ratio

Fig. 14 Laid-back fan-shaped hole, normalized discharge coefficient
versus jet-to-internal crossflow momentum flux ratio

Fig. 15 Cylindrical hole, comparison of measured and predicted dis-
charge coefficients
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tion paid to coolant crossflow orientation. The hole inlet crossflow
Mach numbers, hole exit crossflow Mach numbers, and pressure
ratios across the hole have been varied over a wide range of
engine-like conditions. Furthermore, an empirical method for pre-
dicting discharge coefficients has been applied and extended suc-
cessfully. The following conclusions can be drawn:

● Discharge coefficients are not only strongly dependent on the
flow conditions applied (i.e., internal Mach numbers, pressure
ratio, external Mach numbers), but also on the coolant cross-
flow orientation.

● With the same crossflow conditions applied, the discharge
coefficients of the shaped holes are in general higher than those
of the cylindrical holes.

● In terms of discharge coefficients, the performance of fan-
shaped holes is almost unaffected by an additional lay-back.

● For perpendicular orientation of internal (coolant) and external
(hot gas) crossflow, the discharge coefficient is decreased with
increasing internal Mach number.

● For perpendicular orientation of internal and external cross-

flow, the discharge coefficients of shaped holes are almost
independent of external Mach number, a feature desirable for
the designer. For cylindrical holes the effect of external Mach
number is weak and additionally depends on pressure ratio and
the internal Mach number applied.
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Effects of Orientation Angles on
Film Cooling Over a Flat Plate:
Boundary Layer Temperature
Distributions and Adiabatic Film
Cooling Effectiveness
Presented are experimental results describing the effects of orientation angle of film
cooling holes on boundary layer temperature distributions and film cooling effectiveness.
Film flow data were obtained from a row of five film cooling holes on a flat test plate. The
inclination angle of the hole was fixed at 35 deg and four orientation angles of 0, 30, 60,
and 90 deg were investigated. The velocity ratios surveyed were 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0. The
boundary layer temperature distributions were measured at three downstream locations
using 1mm platinum wire. Detailed adiabatic film cooling effectiveness distributions were
measured using thermochromic liquid crystal. Results show that the increased lateral
momentum in the case of large orientation angle injection strongly affects boundary layer
temperature distributions. Temperature distribution characteristics are, in general, ex-
plained in the context of the interactions between injectant and free-stream fluid and
between injectants issuing from adjacent holes. The adiabatic film cooling effectiveness
distributions are discussed in connection with the boundary layer temperature distribu-
tions. Spanwise-averaged effectiveness distributions and space-averaged effectiveness
distributions are also presented with respect to the velocity ratios and the orientation
angles.

Introduction
Film cooling is commonly used to prevent turbine blades from

thermal failure caused by operation in a high-temperature envi-
ronment. The injected coolant from film holes forms a thin thermal
insulation layer to protect the blade surface from the hot gas flow.
The film cooling efficiency is dependent mainly upon blade ge-
ometry, coolant injection geometry, free-stream flow characteris-
tics, coolant to free-stream flow velocity ratio, and coolant to
approaching gas temperature ratio (Art and Bourguignon, 1990).

While there is a large body of existing literature on film cooling,
most of the work focuses primarily on simple angle configuration.
Compound angle injection, however, is more often used for gas
turbine blade cooling. A recent study (Ligrani et al., 1992) has also
suggested that compound angle injection provides increased adi-
abatic effectiveness and greater lateral spreading of the coolant
than simple angle injection.

The compound angle injection hole has two injection angles, as
shown in Fig. 1(c). The inclination angle (a) is defined as the angle
between the injection vector and its projection on thex–z plane,
whereas the orientation angle (b) is defined as the angle between
the streamwise direction and the projection of the injection vector
on thex–z plane. In the compound angle orientation system, the
coolant is injected with a spanwise momentum, which provides
more uniform film coverage.

Goldstein et al. (1970) described the effectiveness characteris-
tics with lateral injection. The effectivenesses following single
hole of the inclination angle of 15 and 35 deg were investigated.
They reported that the effect of lateral injection is to widen the
temperature field and decrease the peak effectiveness for the

blowing ratio of 0.5. For the higher blowing ratios, however, the
lateral injection increases both the width of the temperature field
and the peak film cooling effectiveness. It is only recently that the
compound angle injection has received attention again. Mehendale
and Han (1992) studied the influence of high mainstream turbu-
lence on leading edge film cooling effectiveness and heat transfer
coefficient. The orientation angle was 90 deg and the results
indicated that the film effectiveness decreases with increasing
blowing ratio, but the opposite was true for the heat transfer
coefficient.

Honami et al. (1994) described the behavior of the injected jet
over a flat surface with 90 deg orientation angle holes. They
measured streamwise mean velocity, boundary layer temperature
fields, and effectiveness distributions using liquid crystal. Their
results show that 90 deg orientation angle injection forms an
asymmetric structure with a large-scale vortex motion on one side
caused by the interaction with the mainstream. In addition, they
concluded that the asymmetry is promoted with increased mass
flux ratio, resulting in low film cooling effectiveness.

Schmidt et al. (1996) measured the film cooling effectiveness
using a single row of inclined holes, which injected high-density,
cryogenically cooled air. They reported that 60 deg orientation
angle injection at a high momentum flux ratio results in higher
effectiveness values than streamwise-directed holes. The forward
expansion hole with compound angle orientation showed signifi-
cantly improved effectiveness.

Ekkad et al. (1997) provided effectiveness results for two dif-
ferent density ratios. The adopted orientation angles were 0, 45,
and 90 deg. Using the transient liquid crystal technique, they
reported that compound angle injection produces higher film ef-
fectiveness than simple angle injection for both density ratios.
They concluded that the highest effectiveness was obtained at a
mass flux ratio of 1.0 for compound angle injection.

Lee et al. (1997) visualized near-hole surface flow patterns, and
measured three-dimensional velocity field with orientation angle
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variations ranging from 0 to 90 deg. They proposed a near-wall
flow model based on the surface flow visualizations. It has also
been found from the flow measurements that with a small orien-
tation angle of 15 deg, a pair of counterrotating vortices joins to
form a single strong vortex, and the aerodynamic loss field is
related closely to the secondary flow. A recent paper by Kaszeta et
al. (1998) presents detailed mean velocity fields, turbulence inten-
sity fields, and Reynolds stress distributions with lateral injection
(b 5 90 deg) in comparison with simple angle injection. They
showed that the lateral injection results in a wider spreading of the
injection jet flow than the streamwise injection counterpart.

These studies, in general, show that the compound angle injec-
tion configuration provides significantly improved effectiveness
compared to simple angle configuration. The understanding and
knowledge of orientation angle effects on film cooling are, how-
ever, still fragmentary. In this study, film cooling from holes with
orientation angles of 0, 30, 60, and 90 deg are investigated at a
fixed inclination angle of 35 deg. The velocity ratios are 0.5, 1.0,

and 2.0. Adiabatic film cooling effectiveness distributions are
measured using thermochromic liquid crystal. The liquid crystal
technique is used due to its high spatial resolution, which gives
detailed effectiveness distributions downstream of the injection
holes. The boundary layer temperature distributions are also mea-
sured and discussed in relation with the effectiveness distributions.

Experimental Apparatus and Procedures
A schematic of the wind tunnel and the injectant supply system

is shown in Fig. 1(a). The wind tunnel is an open-circuit and
subsonic one, with a 6.25 to 1 contraction ratio nozzle and an exit
cross section of 0.43 0.28 m. The nozzle leads to the test section,
which is a rectangular duct 3.0 m long. Holes and a slot are located
in the upper plate of the test section for probing. At a free-stream
velocity of 10 m/s, flow at the test section inlet shows excellent
spatial uniformity with spanwise velocity variations less than 0.3
percent, and a turbulence level less than 0.2 percent. A boundary
layer trip wire of 1.8 mm diameter is located on the test plate just
downstream of the nozzle exit. The air, used as the injectant, first
flows through an orifice followed by two heat exchangers that
control the injectant air temperature. The air is then ducted to a
plenum chamber and discharged through the injection holes.

Experiments were conducted at the fixed free-stream mean
velocity of 10 m/s. The injection hole diameter (D) is 20 mm and
its length is 4D. The Reynolds number (ReX 5 U`X/n) based on
the distance between the trip wire and the hole center is 383,000.
The boundary layer thickness (based on 0.99U`) at the hole center
location is0.91D, while the displacement thickness is 0.14D and
the momentum thickness is 0.10D. The ratio of the displacement
thickness to the momentum thickness, i.e., the shape factor of the
boundary layer, is 1.4, which is the typical value of a fully
developed turbulent boundary layer. The velocity ratio (VR) is the
ratio of the injectant mean velocity to free-stream mean velocity.
The velocity ratio values are 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0. The corresponding
injectant Reynolds numbers (ReD 5 UcD/n) are 6400, 12,700, and
25,400, respectively. In the measurements of the boundary layer
temperature distribution and the adiabatic film cooling effective-
ness, the free-stream temperature is fixed at 20°C, while the
injectant is heated to 40°C. The density ratio of injectant to
free-stream due to the heating is 0.93. Thus, the momentum ratio
values are 0.23, 0.93, and 3.72 for velocity ratios of 0.5, 1.0, and
2.0, respectively.

The film hole plates (see Fig. 1(b)) are prepared for each
orientation angle of 0, 30, 60, and 90 deg. The direction of the
orientation angle is in the1z direction as described in Fig. 1(c). In
each film hole plate, a row of five holes is located 30D down-
stream of the trip wire. The hole spacing between the hole centers
is 3 D. As described in Fig. 1(b), the bottom plate of the duct
consists of an upstream plate, a film hole plate, and a test plate. The
test plate starts atx/D 5 1.0. To prevent the adiabatic wall
temperature elevation near the downstream edge of the holes, the
injection holes were machined in the injection plate, not in the
measurement plate. Polystyrene was foamed in the triangular gap

Nomenc la tu re

D 5 film hole diameter
I 5 injectant momentum to free-

stream momentum ratio5 r cUc
2/

r`U`
2

ReD 5 injectant Reynolds number5
UcD/n

ReX 5 free-stream Reynolds number5
U`X/n

T 5 temperature
U 5 velocity
X 5 distance from leading edge of the

test plate to film hole center

VR 5 injectant velocity to free-stream
velocity ratio5 Uc/U`

x, y, z 5 streamwise, normal, and span-
wise coordinates

a 5 inclination angle
b 5 orientation angle
h 5 local adiabatic film cooling

effectiveness
Q 5 boundary layer dimensionless

temperature5 (T 2 T`)/
(Tc 2 T`)

n 5 kinematic viscosity

Subscripts and Superscripts

¯ 5 spanwise-averaged
5 space-averaged

aw 5 adiabatic
c 5 plenum chamber (or coolant)
s 5 simple angle injection

w 5 wall
` 5 free-stream

Fig. 1 Experimental setup and film hole configuration
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between the injection plate and the measurement plate. The
foamed polystyrene in the gap works as a thermal barrier that
minimizes the conduction from the injection holes to the measure-
ment plate.

To measure the temperature distribution on the entire surface
downstream of the injection holes, a thermochromic liquid crystal
(TLC) sheet is used. The TLC sheet covers the test plate from
x/D 5 1.0 tox/D 5 16.0, andfrom z/D 5 26.0 toz/D 5 6.0.
The TLC sheet consists of 110-mm-thick polyester film, TLC
coating, black paint, and adhesive layer. The total thickness of the
sheet is 240mm. A 12.7-mm-thick polycarbonate plate is attached
just beneath the TLC sheet. Formed polystyrene of 50 mm in
thickness is used for insulation. A CCD camera is used to capture
TLC color images, which is aligned perpendicular to the TLC
sheet 1.2 m away. Two 150 W halogen lamps are used to illumi-
nate the TLC sheet.

There are various TLC techniques used for temperature mea-
surements. Among many techniques, the steady-state, hue-
capturing method is adopted in this study. The liquid crystal used
to measure effectiveness distributions has a color changing tem-
perature range from 20°C to 30°C. Since the bandwidth of the TLC
sheet is wide, the sheet can map the entire isothermal pattern of a
surface from a single image. The robust TLC color-temperature
response calibration, however, is necessary for high-accuracy mea-
surements. It is known that the perceived color of a TLC depends
on the lighting/viewing arrangement, the spectrum of the primary
illuminant and background light, and the optical properties of the
measurement path as well as temperature (Farina et al., 1994).
When temperature is measured with the TLC, extra care is taken to
fix all the conditions identical with the calibration to avoid the
color variation problem.

The TLC calibration has been conducted using an apparatus
consisting of a 600 mm3 50 mm3 20 mm copper bar equipped
with 10 thermocouples, a hot water chamber and a cool water
chamber at the opposite ends of the copper bar, and the thermal
insulation blocks. T-type thermocouples calibrated with a preci-
sion platinum resistance thermometer are embedded into the sur-
face of the copper bar. This arrangement allows an entire TLC
hue–temperature calibration curve to be computed from a single
image. The hue–temperature calibration is fitted to a sixth-order
polynomial. The calibration uncertainty is estimated to be 0.17°C
and the standard deviation is 0.083°C with a confidence level of 95
percent. As the temperature reading is going on, TLC color is
captured continuously and averaged to produce a single color
image. The color information, which is calculated from the image
at each axial location, is related to temperature using the curve fit
coefficient of the temperature distribution polynomial.

The free-stream and the injectant temperatures are measured
with T-type thermocouples that are calibrated in a constant tem-
perature bath with a precision platinum resistance thermometer.
The traverse system consisted ofx–y–z directional linear traverse
systems. The probe, which is attached to the linear guide, is
traversed by rotation of the screw driven by the stepping motor.
The resolutions of the traverse system are 20mm in thex andz
directions and 10mm in they direction.

The boundary layer temperature distribution can be utilized to
draw information on injectant behavior and has a close relation
with effectiveness distribution at the wall. A 1-mm-dia cold wire
probe driven by a constant current anemometer is used to measure
the temperature distributions. The calibrations of the cold wire
system are performed using a platinum resistance thermometer.
The temperature readings are time-averaged. The boundary layer
temperature distribution is described in terms of dimensionless
temperature, which is defined as

Q 5
T 2 T`

Tc 2 T`
(1)

The measurement of boundary layer temperature distribution is
taken at the threey–z planes atx/D 5 2.5, 5.0, and10.0, with

22.0 # z/D # 2.0 as shown in Fig. 1(b). In the y and z
directions, temperatures are measured every 0.2D.

The adiabatic film cooling effectiveness is defined as

h 5
Taw 2 T`

Tc 2 T`
(2)

whereTaw denotes the adiabatic wall temperature measured using
the liquid crystal.

The uncertainty of the adiabatic wall temperature can be caused
by the following contributors: inaccurate calibration of the liquid
crystal sheet, reading inaccuracy of the hue value, aerodynamic
heating, and conduction and radiation losses. The uncertainty
analysis is evaluated on 20 to 1 odds (95 percent confidence level).
All the uncertainty values are evaluated from the method of
single-sample experiments proposed by Kline and McClintock
(1953). The uncertainty of the dimensionless boundary layer tem-
perature is 6.4 percent at the typicalQ value of 0.25, and that of
the adiabatic film cooling effectiveness is 6.8 percent at a typical
h value of 0.2. The uncertainty value of the dimensionless bound-
ary layer temperature is getting larger as the difference between
the free-stream and the boundary layer temperatures becomes
smaller. For example, the uncertainty value is 4.4 percent atQ 5
0.5, but it increases up to 28.8 percent atQ 5 0.05. The same is
true for the uncertainty value of the adiabatic film cooling effec-
tiveness that the uncertainty value increases as the difference
between the free-stream and the adiabatic wall temperatures de-
creases. The uncertainty value is 2.5 percent ath 5 0.5 but 29.5
percent ath 5 0.05.

Results and Discussion

Boundary Layer Temperature Distribution. In the bound-
ary layer temperature measurement, the injectant is heated, while
all other components in the wind tunnel test section are maintained
at the free-stream temperature. Higher magnitudes of the dimen-
sionless temperature thus indicate greater concentration of inject-
ant, and clear indications of the protection provided by the inject-
ant.

Figure 2 shows dimensionless boundary layer temperature dis-
tributions atVR5 0.5 (I 5 0.23).Because of the relatively small
vertical component of injectant momentum, the injectant is located
very close to the wall. Due to the spanwise component of injectant
momentum in the compound angle injection, the injectant trajec-
tory is shifted in the positivez direction. As expected, it is clearly
seen that the shifting is getting larger with increasing orientation
angle. Note that in all cases, the injectant is issued atz/D 5 0.

As the orientation angle increases, the boundary layer temper-
ature distribution shows some distinctively different features from
that of simple angle injection. First, the symmetric temperature
distribution in the case of simple angle injection changes to an
asymmetric shape. The asymmetry is amplified as the orientation
angle increases. According to Lee et al. (1997) and Kaszeta et al.
(1998), the asymmetry in temperature distribution is due to the
transformation of a pair of counterrotating vortices in the case of
simple angle injection to a single strong vortex in compound angle
injection. The shape of the isotherms for compound angle injection
implies that the downwash region of the single vortex is located at
the negativez side of the injectant, while the upwash region of the
single vortex is located at the positivez side of the injectant.

Another important change incurred by compound angle injec-
tion is that regions of higher temperature or higher injectant
concentration between the holes (near the region ofz/D 5 61.5)
are observed. Asb increases, the injectant spreads in the spanwise
direction so that the regions between holes are covered with the
injectant, while such regions are not protected in simple angle
injection. The transport of the injectant fluid in the positivez
direction caused by the secondary flow developing near the wall
(Kaszeta et al., 1998) also increases the protection. Another feature
of compound angle injection is that the temperature gradient in the
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vertical direction decreases with the orientation angle at the same
x/D locations. This is because the strong secondary flow with large
orientation angle entrains free-stream fluid, which intensifies the
mixing between the injectant and free-stream fluid. The mixing

caused by entrainment is evident from the decrease in the maxi-
mum temperature with large orientation angle.

Figure 3 shows the boundary layer temperature distributions at
a higher velocity ratio ofVR 5 1.0 (I 5 0.93).Since the vertical

Fig. 3 Boundary layer temperature ( Q) distributions for VR 5 1.0

Fig. 2 Boundary layer temperature ( Q) distributions for VR 5 0.5
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momentum increases to 0.93 with the velocity ratio, the injectant
starts to lift off from the wall so that the maximum temperature
regions are completely detached from the wall. In addition to the
lift-off, the injectant moves more in thez direction than at the
velocity ratio of 0.5 because of the increased spanwise momentum.
The distortion of the kidney-shaped isotherms in the case of simple

angle injection by the single vortex in compound angle injection is
more evident compared to those at the velocity ratio of 0.5. The
regions between holes are still unprotected and the temperature
near the wall decreases compared to the temperature in simple
angle injection for the velocity ratio of 0.5 due to the lift-off. As
the orientation angle increases, however, the regions between the

Fig. 4 Boundary layer temperature ( Q) distributions for VR 5 2.0

Fig. 5 Adiabatic film cooling effectiveness ( h) distributions for VR 5 0.5
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holes are well covered with injectant and the interactions between
the neighboring injectants become more active compared toVR 5
0.5. This is due to the decrease in the distance between the
neighboring injectants, and the intensifiedz-directional flow by the
strong vortical motion of the high velocity ratio of 1.0. In partic-
ular, the temperature distribution forb 5 90 deg atx/D 5 10.0 is
nearly uniform in the spanwise direction.

The boundary layer temperature distributions for the velocity
ratio of 2.0 (I 5 3.72) areshown in Fig. 4. As can be seen in
near-hole temperature distributions (Fig. 4(a)), the injectant com-
pletely separates from the wall. At the velocity ratio of 2.0, the
isotherms are expanded in they direction as well as in thez
direction. This is because the intensified vortical motion at the
relatively higher velocity ratio entrains the free-stream fluid more

Fig. 6 Adiabatic film cooling effectiveness ( h) distributions for VR 5 1.0

Fig. 7 Adiabatic film cooling effectiveness ( h) distributions for VR 5 2.0
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vigorously, thus enhancing the mixing between injectant and free-
stream fluid. The mixing is enhanced more at large orientation
angle and high velocity ratio. Particularly, atx/D 5 5.0 and 10.0,
the temperature near the wall increases as the orientation angle
increases. With larger values ofb, the entrained free-stream fluid
is mixed with the neighboring injectant before being transported to
the wall due to the enhancedz-directional flow. The free-stream
fluid entrained by strong vortical motion, however, is transported
directly to the wall without mixing in simple angle injection.

Adiabatic Film Cooling Effectiveness Distributions. The
film cooling effectiveness distributions atVR 5 0.5 (I 5 0.23)
are shown in Fig. 5. The effectiveness values are larger compared
to those at other velocity ratios. The high effectiveness level results
from the attachment of the injectant to the wall as shown in the
boundary layer temperature distribution (Fig. 2). As the orientation
angle increases from 0 deg, the symmetric characteristic with
respect to the hole center becomes asymmetric. Additionally, the
region of high effectiveness moves in the positivez direction with
the flow in compound angle injection. In simple angle injection,
there are regions between holes where the effectiveness is low and

the high effectiveness regions are narrow (Fig. 5(a)). As the
orientation angle increases, however, the effectiveness between
holes increases so that the effectiveness distribution in the span-
wise direction becomes uniform (Fig. 5(b), (c), and (d)).

When the velocity ratio increases to 1.0 (I 5 0.93), the
injectant starts to separate from the wall due to high momentum of
the injectant. The separation and the entrainment of the free-stream
fluid to the wall by a pair of counterrotating vortices result in lower
effectiveness than that at the velocity ratio of 0.5, as shown in Fig.
6. In compound angle injection, however, the protection is better
than in simple angle injection as shown in Fig. 6(b), (c), and (d).
One of the reasons is the decrease of the regions exposed to free
stream due to the decrease in the distance between the neighboring
injectants in compound angle injection. With high values ofb, the
entrained free stream fluid is mixed with the neighboring injectant
before being transported to the wall due to the decrease in the
distance between injectants and the enhancedz-directional flow of
the vortex. The entrained free-stream fluid is transported directly to
the wall without mixing in simple angle injection.

The film cooling effectiveness distributions at the velocity ratio
of 2.0 (I 5 3.72) areshown in Fig. 7. The effectiveness is
generally low because the injectant separates completely from the
wall due to the high vertical momentum. The effectiveness level
near the injection holes is high, and then as the injectant moves
downstream, the level decreases. The effectiveness, however, in-
creases again as the injectant moves further downstream. In addi-
tion to the increase, the region shows a small spanwise variation of
the effectiveness. The increase has a close relationship with the
interaction between the neighboring injectants. It is evident from
the boundary layer temperature distribution that asb increases, the
coalescence of the injectant starts in the more upstream region. The
coalescence is attributed to the temperature increase near the wall
(Fig. 4). The effectiveness distribution at the velocity ratio of 2.0
also shows that asb increases, the increase in the effectiveness
starts much further upstream.

Since the periodicity of effectiveness distribution breaks in the

Fig. 8 Spanwise-averaged effectiveness distributions

Fig. 9 Space-averaged effectiveness distributions
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region of x/D # 22.0 at the velocity ratio of 2.0 with 90 deg
orientation angle (Fig. 7(d)), spanwise-averaged effectivenesses
were determined by integrating the measured effectiveness and
dividing it by the span of21.5 # z/D # 4.5. Theresults are
shown in Fig. 8. In case of the velocity ratio of 0.5 (I 5 0.23), the
spanwise-averaged effectiveness decreases withx/D (Fig. 8(a)).
The spanwise-averaged effectivenesses for three compound angle
injections are nearly the same except in the hole region, while the
spanwise-averaged effectiveness of simple angle injection shows a
relatively low level. At the velocity ratio of 1.0 (I 5 0.93),
spanwise-averaged effectiveness increases with the orientation an-
gle (Fig. 8(b)). The decrease withx/D is smaller than that of the
simple angle injection. Figure 8(c) shows the increase of spanwise-
averaged effectiveness at the velocity ratio of 2.0 (I 5 3.72). The
data show that the starting location of the increase moves upstream
as the orientation angle increases.

The effect of the four orientation angles and the three velocity ratios
on adiabatic film cooling effectiveness, the space-averaged effective-
nesses, are compared in Fig. 9. The space-averaged effectivenesses
are determined by averaging the effectiveness in the region of21.5#
z/D # 4.5 and 1.0# x/D # 16.0. As shown in Fig. 9(a), higher
velocity ratios result in lower space-averaged effectivenesses regard-
less of the orientation angles. As the orientation angle increases,
however, the decrement in the space-averaged effectiveness with
respect toVR decreases. For example, the space-averaged effective-
ness is 0.18 atVR5 0.5 in the case of simple angle injection, and it
decreases to 0.05 atVR5 2.0. However, in the case ofb 5 90 deg,
the space-averaged effectiveness is 0.22 atVR5 0.5, and it decreases
to 0.17 atVR5 2.0.

The space-averaged values were normalized with the space-
averaged effectiveness of simple angle injection (h s) and shown in
Fig. 9(b) to investigate the effect of orientation angle on space-
averaged effectiveness. The increase in space-averaged effective-
ness is small at the velocity ratio of 0.5, but the increase is large at
the velocity ratio of 1.0. The increase is most significant at the
velocity ratio of 2.0.

Conclusions
The effects of orientation angles and velocity ratios on boundary

layer temperature distribution and adiabatic film cooling effective-
ness were experimentally studied. The investigated orientation
angles are 0, 30, 60, and 90 deg. The velocity ratios adopted are
0.5, 1.0, and 2.0. The boundary layer temperature distributions
were measured with the heated injectant. The adiabatic film cool-
ing effectivenesses were measured in detail using thermochromic
liquid crystal. From the results, some important observations are
noticed and summarized below.

1 As the orientation angle increases, the enhanced vortex
entrains free-stream fluid more strongly, thus augmenting the

mixing between free-stream fluid and injectant. The mixing
spreads the injectant concentration, and lowers the injectant max-
imum temperature. This observation is true for all velocity ratios
investigated.

2 At velocity ratios of 1.0 and 2.0, the injectant vortical
motion transports the neighboring injectant as well as the free-
stream fluid to the wall. The transported injectant results in the
high fluid temperature near the wall. This is more significant with
increasing orientation angle.

3 Adiabatic film cooling effectiveness distributions are influ-
enced by the interaction between the neighboring injectants in the
boundary layer. As the orientation angle increases, more uniform
and higher effectiveness distributions are obtained because of the
coalescence of injectants.

4 The effects of orientation angles vary depending on the velocity
ratios. While the increase in space-averaged effectiveness with orien-
tation angle is small at the velocity ratio of 0.5, the increase with
orientation angle is significant at the velocity ratio of 2.0.
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Experimental Study of
Showerhead Cooling on a
Cylinder Comparing Several
Configurations Using Cylindrical
and Shaped Holes
Film cooling and heat transfer measurements on a cylinder model have been conducted
using the transient thermochromic liquid crystal technique. Three showerhead cooling
configurations adapted to leading edge film cooling of gas turbine blades were directly
compared: “classical” cylindrical holes versus two types of shaped hole exits. The
experiments were carried out in a free jet test facility at two different flow conditions,
Mach numbers M5 0.14 and M5 0.26, yielding Reynolds numbers based on the cylinder
diameter of 8.6e4 and 1.55e5, respectively. All experiments were done at a mainstream
turbulence level of Tu5 7 percent with an integral length scale of Lx 5 9.1 mm (M5
0.14), or Lx 5 10.5mm (M5 0.26), respectively. Foreign gas injection (CO2) was used,
yielding an engine–near density ratio of 1.6, with blowing ratios ranging from 0.6 to 1.5.
Detailed experimental results are shown, including surface distributions of film cooling
effectiveness and local heat transfer coefficients. Additionally, heat transfer and heat load
augmentation due to injection with respect to the uncooled cylinder are reported. For a
given cooling gas consumption, the laid-back shaped hole exits lead to a clear enhance-
ment of the cooling performance compared to cylindrical exits, whereas laterally ex-
panded holes give only slight performance enhancement.

Introduction
The further enhancement of the specific power output and

thermal efficiency of modern gas turbines goes along with contin-
uously increasing turbine inlet temperatures over recent years. Due
to operation temperatures that largely exceed the allowable mate-
rial temperatures, extensive cooling of the first stage(s) of the
turbine is necessary in order to ensure high reliability of the “hot”
components, and to achieve long life cycles of the blading. Cur-
rently, internal cooling via convection and impingement is com-
bined with extensive external cooling via film cooling. For the
correct thermal design of turbine components, detailed knowledge
of heat transfer rates and metal temperatures is required. Today,
however, high uncertainties for the local heat transfer persist,
yielding even higher uncertainties for the local material tempera-
tures. Therefore, it is still difficult to determine the optimum
thermal design. This situation can be improved by providing
accurate heat transfer data—gathered with numerical tools, or
experimentally—for realistic, “near-engine” cooling situations.

One of the focal points of cooling research is the optimization of
film cooling schemes, aimed at maximizing the external cooling
effects with a minimum coolant gas consumption. This can be
achieved, for example, by finding the optimum configuration of
injection holes. In this context, the use of sophisticated hole
arrangements with “shaped” exits—rather than simple cylindrical
holes—has to be mentioned as a very promising option. In fact,
considerable improvement of cooling performance has been re-
ported by several researchers for simplified situations.

Previous Work on Shaped Holes. Several experimental stud-
ies on flat plate film cooling with shaped holes can be found in the

literature, generally indicating a positive effect of shaped holes on
the cooling performance.

Goldstein et al. (1973) carried out measurements on a flat plate
equipped with a single cooling hole, and compared a cylindrical
hole exit to a conically widened one. Increased cooling effective-
ness was detected for widened hole exits in both downstream and
lateral directions. It was reasoned that the reduced momentum of
the jet due to hole expansion toward the exit reduces the jet’s
tendency to detach from the model surface, thus reducing pene-
tration of the coolant into the boundary layer. As a result, less
mixing and better coverage occur.

Wittig et al. (1996) tested a single cooling hole with inclination
in the flow direction on a large-scale model at trans- and super-
sonic flow conditions. A cylindrical hole was compared with two
kinds of shaped holes: laterally expanded, and laid back and
laterally expanded. It was reported that the tendency of jet lift-off
is lowered by inclining injection holes into flow direction, or
shaping hole exits to obtain “smoother” injection. Also here, this
was attributed to a reduced momentum of the injected secondary
fluid due to a diffuser effect of the widened exits.

Other studies investigated an entire cooling row instead of
individual holes, also indicating positive effect of diffuser-shaped
exits (Beeck et al., 1993; Giebert et al., 1997; Bittlinger et al.,
1994).

These studies have been done on various model geometries and
cooling configurations. However, a direct quantitative comparison
between the different hole shapes is difficult since often the con-
figurations differ not only in exit shape, but also other geometric
parameters (number of injection rows, hole spacing, orientation,
exit shape, etc.). Moreover, a mismatch of other experimental
parameters such as flow conditions may make direct comparisons
impossible. For high curvature situations such as on the leading
edge, or the pressure or suction sides of turbine blades, not much
data on shaped holes in combination with several rows of injection
holes has been published, to the knowledge of the authors. It is
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therefore hard to draw conclusions from the literature data on the
actual benefit of shaped holes for leading edge cooling.

Present Study. The objective of the present study is to ex-
plore the potential improvement of film cooling with shaped holes
for the leading edge region. In particular, it is of interest to
investigate the combined effect of high surface curvature, stagna-
tion point flow with a very thin boundary layer and high flow
acceleration, and the interaction of several rows of cooling holes as
they are currently found in gas turbines. Another aim of this study
is to provide an experimental data set allowing the direct compar-
ison of several injection schemes for a complex and realistic
situation, which might be useful for both gas turbine design and
code validation.

Experimental Setup

Free Jet Test Facility. The experiments were carried out in a
free jet test facility, using a rapid exposure mechanism for a
cylinder model, which has been used in a previous study by Hoffs
et al. (1997). The cylinder model can be pivoted into the free jet
flow, as shown in Fig. 1. It is mounted on a base plate with
micrometrical angle adjustment, allowing for precise orientation of
the showerhead with respect to the main flow. A turbulence grid is
attached to the free jet exit, creating near-engine turbulence inten-
sity values at the cylinder leading edge of aboutTu 5 7 percent,
with a nondimensional integral length scale ofLx/D 5 0.30
percent (M5 0.14) or Lx/D 5 0.35 (M 5 0.26). Turbulence
quantities were measured with hot-wire anemometry. The free jet
exit has a diameter of 5 cylinder diametersD. The exchangeable
showerhead section has a length of 2D. Once in measurement
position, the cylinder leading edge is located at a distance of 5D
downstream of the turbulence grid. The preconditioned coolant gas
is supplied to the plenum chamber of the test section via insulated
tubings. CO2 is used as coolant gas, yielding a density ratio of
DR ' 1.6. Themodel surface is viewed with a miniature CCD
camera situated next to the free jet exit. Halogen light sources and
fiber optics are used for illumination. The flow around the cylinder
test section is essentially two dimensional, which was verified with
hot wire and aerodynamic probe measurements.

Instrumentation. The cylinder carrying the test specimen is
depicted in Fig. 2. A series of pressure taps are arranged in the
circumferential direction, adjacent to the showerhead insert. To
measure the initial temperature to which the model is pre-

conditioned, six thermocouples are embedded in the Perspex test
section at various locations. The cut-out on the right-hand side of
Fig. 2 shows the orientation of the showerhead in the main flow
(thin radial lines indicate positions of pressure taps). The model
surface is coated with a thin layer of commercial narrow-band
thermochromic liquid crystals. These are sprayed on prior to each
series of experiments, and subsequently polished for repeatable

Nomenc la tu re

A 5 surface area, m2

cp 5 specific heat at constant pressure,
J/kgK

d 5 leading edge, diameter, hole di-
ameter, mm

D 5 cylinder diameter, mm
DR 5 coolant-to-gas density ratio5

r c/r g

G 5 bulk blowing ratio5 ucr c/ugr g

I 5 bulk momentum flux ratio5
uc

2r c/ug
2r g

L 5 cooling hole length, m/s
Lx 5 longitudinal integral lengthscale,

m
M 5 Mach number5 u/(kRT) 0.5

NuD 5 Nusselt number5 aD/l
n 5 summation index
p 5 pressure, Pa; pitch, mm
Q 5 heat flux, W
q 5 specific heat flux, W/m2

R 5 ideal gas constant, J/kg/K

ReD 5 Reynolds number (uD)/v
Ra, Rz, Rt 5 surface roughness parame-

ters (DIN4768),mm
r 0 5 recovery factor
T 5 temperature, K
t 5 time, s

Tu 5 turbulence intensity, per-
cent

u 5 velocity, m/s
x 5 model depth, m
a 5 local heat transfer coeffi-

cient, W/(m2K)
b 5 spanwise inclination angle,

deg
g 5 surface angle, exit location

angle, deg
h 5 film cooling effectiveness
k 5 isentropic coefficient5

cp/cv

l 5 thermal conductivity, J/mK

L 5 thermal diffusivity5 l/(rcp),
m2/s

r 5 density, kg/m3

t 5 summation index
m 5 dynamic viscosity, Ns/m2

n 5 kinematic viscosity, m2/s
F 5 overall effectiveness
w 5 streamwise inclination angle, deg

Subscripts

aw 5 adiabatic wall
c 5 coolant
f 5 film cooling
g 5 mainstream gas
i 5 initial
r 5 recovery
s 5 static conditions, surface
t 5 total conditions
0 5 reference, cooling hole base

Fig. 1 Free jet test facility with pivot mechanism for cylinder model
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and smooth surface quality. Typically, surface roughnesses of
Rz 5 9 6 1.5 mm, Ra 5 2.4 6 0.5 mm, andRt 5 15 6 2.7 mm
are achieved.

Data Analysis. The local heat flux onto a film-cooled surface
can be written as

q 5 a f ~Taw 2 Tw! (1)

where the driving temperature difference for the definition ofa f is
the adiabatic wall temperatureTaw (which is the effective gas
temperature at the wall) minus the surface temperature of the
model. Taw is unknown and depends on the temperatures of the
mainstream and the injected coolant gas, and on the mixing be-
tween jets and main flow. It can be written in dimensionless form
as the film cooling effectiveness

h 5
Taw 2 Trg

Ttc 2 Ttg
(2)

expressing how closelyTaw approaches the coolant injection tem-
perature. Both unknownsa f and h are functions of the aerody-
namic flow field alone and do not depend on the actual choice of
the temperature values, as long as constant gas properties are
supposed (Vedula and Metzger, 1991).

The data analysis is based on the theory of one-dimensional
transient heat conduction into a semi-infinite solid. The governing
differential equation for the temperature evolution of the solid is

 2T

x2 5
1

L

T

t
(3)

with the initial conditionT( x, t)u t50 5 Ti . It is supposed that,
during an experiment, a heat pulse enters only a short distance into
the model compared to its wall thickness, i.e., the model interior
remains at initial temperatureTi at all times, and the temperature
gradientT/ x is zero. This is formally expressed as the boundary
condition for Eq. (3) as limx3} T( x, t) 5 Ti . At the surface a
convective boundary condition is imposed:

2l
T~x, t!

x
U

x50

5 a f ~Taw 2 T~x, t!!ux50 (4)

Equation (4) represents an instantaneous step change of the effec-
tive fluid temperature along the model surface fromTi to Taw. In
reality, a true step change for the mainstream temperature can be
closely approximated by rapid exposure of the preconditioned
model to the flow (Hoffs et al., 1997). However, this is not the case
for Taw since the coolant injection temperature varies gradually
during a transient experiment due to internal heat exchange, which
occurs in the supply tubings, the plenum, and particularly in the
cooling holes inside the pre-conditioned model. Thus, the adiabatic
wall temperature becomes a function of time. This is accounted for
by approximating the measured coolant injection temperature with
a power series of typically fourth to fifth order as

Ttc~t! 5 O
n50

N

An

t n

G~n 1 1!
(4)

Employing this transient coolant temperature, the Laplace trans-
form method yields an analytical solution for the temperature
evolution atx 5 0, as previously described by Drost et al. (1997):

Tw 2 Ti 5 ~Trg 2 hTtg 2 Ti !@1 2 eb 2
erfc~b!#

2 h O
n50

N HAnS k

a f
D 2n

@eb 2
erfc~b! 2 O

t50

2n

~~22b! ti t erfc~0!!#J
(5)

with k 5 l/=L 5 =rlcp and b 5 a f=t/k.
Equation (5) contains the two unknownsa f andh. In order to

solve fora f andh, a multiple-regression analysis is applied: Six to
eight transient experiments are conducted at identical aerodynamic
and thermal conditions but with varying coolant temperatures. The
actual coolant temperature evolution at the hole exit, which is
calculated based on measurements of the coolant total conditions
in the plenum chamber, is shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 3.
The corresponding (calculated) wall temperature rise for a given
surface position is indicated on the right-hand side of Fig. 3. Since
a single layer of narrow band liquid crystals is used, one “event”
can be detected per chosen hue value and test, that is when the
surface point passes the corresponding liquid crystal temperature
TLC. A least-square fit of Eq. (5) is applied to the ensemble of
points (t, Tw 5 TLC) i yielding both unknownsa f andh.

This “overdetermined” approach results in smaller uncertainties,
compared to those obtained using the minimum of only two
experiments. Taking into account the existing measurement uncer-
tainties, the error on the heat transfer coefficient is about 6 percent,
and on the film cooling effectiveness 4 percent (forh 5 0.3) to 10
percent (forh 5 0.1). Varying the injection temperature over a
range of 30 K causes variations of the density ratio and blowing
ratio, and momentum ratio of the order of 8 percent over an
ensemble of tests.

Image Processing. The color play of the liquid crystals is
captured with a miniature CCD camera, that views the upper side
of the test section, covering surface anglesg from roughly210 to
90 deg. The RGB image signal is analyzed with a special image
processing computer based on the hue capturing technique, which
consists of a real-time conversion of the RGB signal into a hue-
saturation-intensity signal and then filtering out all but a specified
range of hue values, which yields a considerable reduction of the
data. Typically two narrow color bands (green and cyan) were
chosen, which were calibrated individually. For the specific liquid
crystals used, the temperatures of appearance of these two colors
were approximately 0.5°C apart. The reduced image sequence is
then stored and transferred to a workstation for later data process-
ing. This consists of a coordinate transformation from the image
coordinates of the camera into model surface coordinates using a

Fig. 3 Variation of coolant and wall temperatures for a test ensemble

Fig. 2 Cylinder model instrumentation
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reference grid, followed by separating the liquid crystal events at
given position and their respective time of appearance. In order to
reduce the influence of the noise of the image signal on the data
evaluation, a number of pixels are treated together, subdividing the
model surface into a regular grid with user-defined resolution.
Typically, 2003 300 cells were used, yielding a spatial resolution
of roughly 15 data points over a surface distance corresponding to
one hole diameterd.

The color events are detected using an averaging procedure in
both time and space: A hue signal needs to appear at a surface
position as well as neighboring positions, over a number of con-
secutive images in order to be considered as an event.

The type of crystals used in this study showed a good accuracy
of the temperature calibration the order of60.15°C for a given hue
value. The influence of view angle or irregular illumination, which
is important for wide-band liquid crystals, can be neglected.

Experimental Procedure. The test facility runs at steady-
state conditions. The mainstream temperature is adjusted to 60–
65°C. Prior to the heat transfer tests, the cylinder model is pre-
conditioned to an initial temperature of about215°C using a
cooling box that encloses the cylinder model (see Fig. 1). The
initial temperature of the test insert is monitored using several
thermocouples, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The coolant temperature is
set via cooling and heating devices and heat exchangers. In order
to achieve the desired variation of injection temperature, it is
necessary to precondition the coolant supply tubings. Thus the
coolant flow is readily established prior to the test start, up to the
actual orifice to the plenum chamber where it is bypassed around
the showerhead section, into the ambient air. At the actual start of
a transient experiment, the cylinder is released from the cooling
box and rapidly pivoted into its measuring position in the flow. An
automatic valve switches on the coolant gas from the bypass to the
plenum in the cylinder. A programmable control device regulates
the flow rate during the test in order to limit flow rate fluctuations,
which might occur during switching over from bypass to cooling
mode; additionally the actual flow rate is continuously measured
with a laminar flow element. The transient total temperature in the
plenum is measured with fine fast-response thermocouples resid-
ing in the plenum center, and the coolant total pressure is acquired
with a pressure tap (see also Fig. 2).

Subsequently during data processing the effective coolant tem-
perature at the exit location is determined via an isentropic calcu-
lation, based on the measured total conditions in the plenum and
the static pressure at the hole exit. The latter is interpolated from
pressure tap measurements on the cylinder surface. The error on
the coolant exit temperature due to internal heat exchange depends
strongly on the actual coolant temperature of the respective test. A
worst case estimation has been done using a numerical simulation
of the transient heat exchange in the near-hole region, yielding an
error of less then 0.5°C, which is considered negligible.

Test Conditions. An overview of the test conditions that were
measured in this study is given in Table 1. All measurements were
carried out at the nominal angle of attack of 0 deg, i.e., the flow
was symmetric with respect to the showerhead arrangement. The
temperature ratio between mainstream and secondary fluid varied
from Tg/Tc 5 1.0 to 1.2, depending on the actual coolant injection
temperature of the individual test. Both the blowing and momen-
tum flux ratios are given as bulk quantities, i.e., they are averaged
for the entire showerhead. Inevitable variations of the local coolant
flow rate through individual cooling rows result from the circum-
ferential pressure distribution around the cylinder. The flow splits
among the different rows could not be assessed experimentally.
They can be estimated based on the measured driving pressure
ratio pplen/ps,exit. However, the calculation of the mass flow distri-
bution is sensitive to slight variations of the pressure ratio. This is
especially true for small blowing ratios, for whichpplen/ps,exit is
very close to unity and the quantity being injected through the
middle row is low. Given the existing measurement uncertainty on
the pressure ratio, the following coolant distribution has to be
considered as approximately: 126 5 percent of the total coolant
mass flow was injected at the 0 deg position, 186 5 percent
through each of the rows at620 deg, and 266 5 percent at640
deg, with slight variations depending on the blowing ratio. Poten-
tial differences between the cylindrical and hole shapes could not
be resolved.

The hot gas ingestion into the showerhead through the middle
row was checked by monitoring the pressure ratiopplen/ptot. Addi-
tionally, the temperature transients in the plenum were checked for
steep temperature peaks occurring at model insertion, which are a
clear indicator of any hot gas ingestion. For bulk blowing ratiosG
greater than 0.5, no hot gas ingestion was detected.

To allow direct comparison, bothG and I refer to the “inner”
hole surfaceAo which is the same for all three showerhead models,
rather than to the actual exit surfaceA.

Showerhead Geometries
The geometries for this study were specially designed for the

leading edge region, using some of the features of shaped holes
that were already used by Gritsch et al. (1998). However, partic-
ular design constraints for film cooling of a gas turbine leading
edge have to be respected, such as limited space, relatively small
wall thickness, and constraints in terms of possible hole orienta-
tions. Therefore, the hole types reported in literature for flat plate
situations were modified and specifically adapted for the shower-
head arrangement. The resulting design is a compromise between
feasibility of manufacture and complexity. Figure 4 shows the
three showerhead configurations.

The “basic” showerhead configuration (Fig. 4, left) consists of
five staggered rows of cylindrical holes with a diameter ratio of
d/D 5 0.05.They are arranged symmetrically with respect to the
free jet flow, at circumferential positions 0,620, and640 deg,

Fig. 4 Overview of showerhead geometries

Table 1 Test matrix for showerhead experiments
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and a hole spacing ofp/d 5 3.7 in the “spanwise” direction. The
holes of all five rows are oriented by 45 deg toward the cylinder
axis (i.e., perpendicular to the main flow), whereas the holes of all
neighboring rows are additionally inclined by 30 deg in the cir-
cumferential direction (i.e., toward the local main flow direction).

The “laid-back” configuration (Fig. 4, center) uses the same hole
arrangement, but the exits are opened by 15 deg in the direction of
the hole inclination, over a depth of two hole diameters. This
increased the effective surface area of the hole exits by a factor of
3.5 compared to cylindrical holes.

The third configuration (Fig. 4, right) has hole exits that are
shaped laterally outward, in a sense perpendicular to the hole
inclination. This is done on both sides for the center row by an
angle of610 deg, and by 15 deg for the neighboring rows only on
one side, in the direction of main flow. The exit surface area for
this configuration is increased by a factor of 1.8 with respect to the
cylindrical holes.

Results and Discussion
The data are presented in the form of contour plots showing the

surface distribution on a portion of the model, as well as in the
form of spanwise-averaged quantities as a function of surface
angle. The contours are instructive and allow a qualitative inter-
pretation, since they effectively illustrate the characteristics of the
formation of the cooling film, in terms of the behavior of the
individual jets (lift-off, re-attachment, trajectory, etc.), and the
interaction between the different cooling rows. This is needed for
understanding the highly three-dimensional physical effects in-
volved in showerhead cooling. The plots contain about 1603 250
data points, corresponding to a spatial resolution of approximately
1
15 hole diameterd. However, in regions of high efficiencies such as
in the streaks downstream of a cooling hole, the data were rela-
tively noisy, which is due to the nature of the liquid crystal signal
at these points: The signal appears very fast for high coolant
injection temperatures, which yields high uncertainties with re-
gards to time. In contrast, for very low injection temperatures, it
may not appear at all during a transient test, i.e., the rise of the
surface temperature is too slow, and the surface does not heat up

to the liquid crystal temperature, yielding partly irregular spacing
of the data points. This was accounted for when deriving the
spanwise-averaged curves by interpolating the zones of missing
data. The spanwise-averaged results are used for quantitative dis-
cussion, and meaningful comparison of the cooling performance
among the cooling configurations.

Film Cooling Effectiveness. Detailed results of film cooling
effectiveness are presented in Fig. 5 for the low Mach number
case, and in Fig. 6 for the high Mach number case. Each of the
figures contains 12 individual graphs, arranged in three columns
for the cylindrical, laid back, and laterally expanded holes from
left to right, and in four lines for the blowing ratiosG 5 0.6, 1.0,
1.3, and 1.5from top to bottom. The graphs represent an un-
wrapped section of the model surface covering surface angles from
approximately210 to 80 deg along the horizontal axis, and a
spanwise distance corresponding to four axial hole spacings along
the vertical axis. The cooling rows at 0, 20, and 40 deg can be seen
from left to right; they are subsequently referred to as row “1”
(stagnation line), “2” (20 deg), and “3” (40 deg). The main flow
direction is toward the right. The hole exits for the respective
cooling configuration are added to the graphs (in true shape, size,
and position) to illustrate the actual proportions of the showerhead.
The spanwise inclination of the cooling holes by 45 deg is pointing
downward in the graphs, and the coolant supply to the plenum
comes from the top. High efficiencies are indicated as black, and
low as white. The corresponding spanwise-averaged film cooling
effectivenessh̄ is shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

Generally, good periodicity of the contours in the spanwise
direction can be stated, indicating a regular flow through the
cooling pattern. Also, good symmetry in the circumferential direc-
tion is obvious around the injection row 1 on the left, confirming
the correct adjustment of the showerhead with respect to the main
flow direction. The effect of three-dimensional conduction in prox-
imity of the exits is apparent, stemming from internal heat transfer
in the cooling holes. The strength of this effect depends on the
direction and the exit shape. Since the data analysis is based on
one-dimensional heat conduction equation, the data in these zones
are not valid, and may therefore not be considered for a quantita-
tive discussion.

Fig. 5 Detailed film cooling effectiveness at low Mach number (M 5
0.14; ReD 5 8.6e4)

Fig. 6 Detailed film cooling effectiveness at high Mach number (M 5
0.26; ReD 5 1.55e5)
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The coolant mass flow through the holes varies from one row to
another, because of the pressure distribution around the cylinder
surface. This can clearly be seen by pronounced streaks of high
efficiency behind row 3, which are less distinct or missing at rows
2 and 1. It can also be seen that the jet trajectory is sensitive to the
blowing ratio: For a low blowing ratio ofG 5 0.6, therespective
streaks are almost aligned with the main flow direction, whereas
they deviate more and more for higher blowing. This is due to the
compound angle orientation of the holes and plays an important
role for the formation of the cooling film. Good staggering of the
jet trajectories results for low coolant injection, yielding good
lateral coverage just downstream of the showerhead, whereas the
jet trajectories “merge” for higher blowing. AtG 5 1.5, the
streaks from row 2 fall right onto the exits of row 3.

For thecylindrical holes at low Mach number,it can be seen that
the streaks of rows 2 and 3 are the biggest atG 5 0.6, and get
smaller as the blowing ratio increases. This effect is known in the
literature as jet lift-off, i.e., the coolant gas starts to leave the
boundary layer with the increasing momentum of the jet, up to the
extreme of an entire loss of the coolant to the main flow, with no
cooling effect at all. Along the stagnation line, however, no traces
of discrete jets can be distinguished, but rather smeared zones of
generally increased effectiveness. The flow situation for injection
at stagnation point is considerably different from the other injec-
tion stations further downstream. The boundary layer is very thin,
mainstream velocity is low, and the injection velocity has no
component aligned with the main flow. Clearly, the direction of the
coolant is highly sensitive to the slightest change of the main flow
direction. The effectiveness contours indicate a rather homoge-
neous distribution of the coolant, and it is proposed that rather than
forming distinct jets with defined zones of film coverage, the
coolant is injected through the boundary layer, mixes well with the
main fluid, and then falls back onto the model surface. Only for
cases with very high injection mass flow is the coolant lost into the
mainstream. At a low blowing ratio ofG 5 0.6, thespanwise-
averaged effectiveness is gradually building up from relatively low
values of 0.2 at the leading edge to a maximum of 0.5 at 45 deg,
and subsequently running out to a level of 0.4 toward higher
angles. Local maxima can be seen behind each cooling row. For
the higher blowing ratios, the curve is much flatter, on an overall
level of about 0.3.

Laid back holesexhibit generally much broader streaks than
cylindrical holes, i.e., better coverage of the surface with the
coolant film. Except for the stagnation region, the spanwise-
averaged effectiveness is higher as indicated in Fig. 7, giving peak
values as high as 0.5 behind the third cooling row.

The laterally expanded holesshow effectiveness values on
approximately the same level as the cylindrical holes. For higher
blowing, they become clearly superior, and the streaks of the third
cooling row diminish less rapidly than for the cylindrical holes.
This indicates that the jet lift-off is delayed for the laterally
expanded holes.

Another phenomenon that is opposed to the described jet lift-off
can be seen in the contour plots in Figs. 5 and 6: The jets of rows
3 are well attached to the surface at low blowing, then coverage
behind the holes improves as coolant gas injection increases, and
for further increased blowing, the jets start to detach with subse-
quent re-attachment a little further downstream. This “drift” of the
point of maximum coolant efficiency can most clearly be seen for
the laterally expanded holes at low Mach number in Fig. 5. One
would expect complete jet detachment at even higher blowing
ratios than 1.5. For the cylindrical holes at high Mach number, and
even more pronounced for the laterally expanded holes at high
Mach number (Fig. 6), an inversion of the tendency can be stated
for high blowing: At low blowing ratios they start out with the
above described behavior (beginning jet detachment and re-
attachment), but for higher blowing ratios, a sudden shift of the
maximum of the streaks back to the hole occurs, combined with a
further decrease in the level of effectiveness further downstream.
The following explanation is proposed: This “inversion” of the
tendency of the jet to detach occurs at high blowing ratios, when
the jet trajectories become highly curved, i.e., the jets of row 2
impinge right onto the jets of row 3. This may have the effect of
bending down the cooling jets of row 3 toward the surface,
yielding a jet inclination that is stronger than what would corre-
spond to the hole geometry and injection velocity. Since the
coolant still has high momentum, a good portion of it leaves the
boundary layer a little further downstream. The results are a
relatively high effectiveness directly behind the holes, but subse-
quent loss of the coolant to the main flow. The streaks start directly
behind the exit openings and are very short.

A similar effect of favorable interaction between cooling rows

Fig. 8 Spanwise-averaged film cooling effectiveness at high Mach num-
ber (M 5 0.26; ReD 5 1.55e5)

Fig. 7 Spanwise-averaged film cooling effectiveness at low Mach num-
ber (M 5 0.14; ReD 5 8.6e4)
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has also been reported by Drost and Bo¨lcs (1999), who investi-
gated a double row injection arrangement on the suction side of a
turbine blade. The onset of the inversion effect depends on the
main flow conditions and the hole geometry. It occurs atG 5 1.3
for the cylindrical holes, and atG 5 1.5 for laterally expanded
holes.

Effect of Mach Number. The measurements indicate that
film cooling effectiveness is slightly lower for the high Mach
number case. In general, the streaks of high effectiveness behind
the exits in Fig. 6 are smaller than in Fig. 5, and the onset of flow
separation occurs earlier (i.e., at smaller blowing ratios). The
following explanation is proposed: Even though, at constant mo-
mentum flux ratio between free stream and coolant, higher mo-
mentum flow has the tendency of stronger jet deflection due to
higher main fluid momentum close to the wall (an effect reported
by Mehendale and Han, 1993), a smaller quantity of coolant
remains in the boundary layer, since the latter is considerably
thinner. Despite the fact that the jet trajectory may be slightly
flatter at higher flow conditions, the jet penetration relative to the
boundary layer thickness is stronger, and a bigger portion of the
coolant gas is lost to the free stream. This explanation is applicable
as long as direct “injection” into the boundary layer is the domi-
nant mechanism for the presence of coolant gas close to the wall,
rather than lateral diffusion of coolant from a jet that is only
traversing the boundary layer. Which mechanism is predominant
may be completely different from one injection geometry to an-
other. All cooling configurations used in this study have injection
that is partly aligned with the flow direction due to the hole
orientation, i.e., “direct” injection may play the most important
role, and consequently the film effectiveness decreases with in-
creasing Mach number.

Local Heat Transfer. Detailed surface distributions of non-
dimensionalized heat transfer NuD/ReD

0.5 are given in Fig. 9for the
low Mach number case, and in Fig. 10 for the high Mach number
case. The corresponding spanwise-averaged data are shown in
Figs. 11 and 12. It is apparent in the contour plots that zones of
high cooling efficiency behind the holes also have high local heat
transfer coefficients. Peak values of up to 3.5 occur for some cases.

Around the hole exits, zones of increased heat transfer correspond
to regions that are affected by three-dimensional conduction from
the holes, as described before in the discussion of cooling effec-
tiveness results. Looking at the spanwise-averaged NuD/ReD

0.5 in
Figs. 11 or 12, the overall level of the curves for angles up to 45
deg is about NuD/ReD

0.5 5 2–2.5, with strong fluctuations around
the injection openings. A detailed quantitative discussion of span-
wise averaged heat transfer results within the showerhead (i.e.,
surface angles, 45 deg) is not done here, since interpretation of
the small differences is difficult, in particular due to the high
uncertainty in the near hole regions. Downstream of the actual

Fig. 9 Detailed heat transfer at low Mach number (M 5 0.14; ReD 5
8.6e4)

Fig. 10 Detailed heat transfer at high Mach number (M 5 0.26; ReD 5
1.55e5)

Fig. 11 Spanwise-averaged heat transfer at low Mach number (M 5 0.14;
ReD 5 8.6e4)
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showerhead (g . 45 deg) the differences between the three cool-
ing configurations are rather small at low Mach number, compared
to pronounced differences in cooling effectiveness. Only for the
G 5 1.5 the heat transfer is clearly staggered, being the highest for
laid back holes, followed by laterally expanded and cylindrical
holes. Maximum values of NuD/ReD

0.5 5 2.5–2.8 occur at 50 deg,
running out to very similar values of NuD/ReD

0.5 5 1 atg 5 80 deg.
At high Mach number, distinct differences in heat transfer occur at
G 5 0.6 and 1.0, but less pronounced atG 5 1.3 andG 5 1.5.
Generally, laterally expanded and laid back holes show higher
values.

Cooling Performance. An evaluation of the cooling perfor-
mance cannot be done solely on the basis of the cooling effective-
ness, or the heat transfer, since film cooling involves two adverse
effects: reduced effective fluid temperature at the wall on one
hand, but also strong mixing and associated increased local heat
transfer on the other hand. Therefore, the cooling configurations
are compared in terms of the local heat flux ratioQf /Q0, which
relates the local heat flux of the cooled model with an uncooled
case, which allows the evaluation of the actual benefit of the film
cooling, according to Mehendale et al. (1994)

Qf

Q0
5

a f

a0
S1 2

h

FD (6)

with the overall cooling effectivenessf defined as

F 5
Tw 2 Tg

Tc 2 Tg
5 0.5 2 0.7 (7)

In reality, f varies over the surface, depending on the main flow
conditions, cooling parameters, etc., and this distribution is not
known. For this study, one representative value off 5 0.6 was
chosen in order to have an indicator of cooling performance.
Figure 13 shows the spanwise-averaged heat flux ratioQf /Q0

# at
four discrete angular positions: 10, 30, 50, and 70 deg. The first
three locations were chosen to be far enough from the hole exits to
avoid three-dimensional conduction effects, and close enough to a
respective cooling row to show the influence of only this cooling
station, aiming to discuss separately the individual cooling rows.
The graphs on the left-hand side contain results for the low Mach

number case, and on the right-hand side for the high Mach number
case. The last position atg 5 70 deg is far downstream of the
showerhead. For completeness, Fig. 14 contains the corresponding
spanwise-averaged effectiveness.

It is observed that atg 5 10 deg, the heat flux can be reduced
by the greatest amount for intermediate blowing ratio with cylin-
drical and laid back holes, whereas a continuous decrease of the
heat flux ratio is seen for laterally expanded holes. The laid back
holes atG 5 1.0 perform best where the heat flux is actually
reduced to 65 percent with respect to the uncooled case.

Behind row 2, atg 5 30 deg, laid back holes perform clearly
better, with a minimum value of down to 0.35 atG 5 1.0,
compared to 0.55 or 0.7 for cylindrical and laterally expanded
holes, which occur at low blowing values ofG 5 0.6.

Behind row 4, atg 5 50 deg, heat flux ratio is similar for all
three hole types atG 5 0.6, butcooling performance gets worse
when increasingG for cylindrical and laterally expanded holes.
Only the laid back type stays at very low levels ofQf /Q0

# 5 0.2.
Far downstream of the showerhead, atg 5 70 deg, the behavior

is comparable to the 50 deg station, but with more regularly
staggered heat flux ratio when increasing coolant injection.

Fig. 12 Spanwise-averaged heat transfer at high Mach number (M 5
0.26; ReD 5 1.55e5)

Fig. 13 Comparison of cooling schemes: spanwise averaged heat flux
ratio at discrete surface positions

Fig. 14 Comparison of cooling schemes: spanwise averaged film cool-
ing effectiveness at discrete surface positions
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Generally, there are two adverse phenomena that are apparent:

1 Higher cooling effectiveness associated with reduced heat
flux,as can be seen at an angular position of 10 deg (plots on
top of Figs. 13 and 14). This may be explained with the
presence of more coolant in proximity of the wall, without
introducing excessive additional mixing, hence only little
rise of the heat transfer coefficient. In that case, the effect of
the reduced fluid temperature is predominant and the heat
flux is lower.

2 High cooling effectiveness combined with stagnating or even
rising heat flux,as it is the case at an angular position of 50
deg (third line of plots in Figs. 13 and 14). Here, the
introduction of more coolant into the boundary layer seems
to cause considerable additional mixing, associated with
strongly increased heat transfer coefficients. In that case, the
mixing effect is dominant to the point that it outweighs the
favorable effect of the lower fluid temperature at the wall.
This results in increased heat flux.

Which one of these two effects is dominant depends on the local
injection situation.

Conclusions
Heat transfer and film cooling experiments were performed on a

cylinder model comparing three cooling configurations in show-
erhead arrangement, at two free-stream flow conditions, M5 0.14
and 0.26, at an elevated turbulence intensity ofTu 5 7 percent.
The cooling configurations consist of five-row arrangements of
cylindrical holes with both streamwise compound angle and ori-
entation, and three different exit shapes.

Detailed film cooling efficiency and local heat transfer were
presented, and the performance of the cooling schemes was com-
pared in terms of heat load ratio with respect to an uncooled
cylinder. The complex character of the formation of cooling films
was shown, which is essentially governed by the jet lift-off ten-
dency at high coolant injection rates at downstream positions,
whereas right at the stagnation point film formation functions very
differently. For some cases, an effect of attachment of jets by
upstream cooling rows was found, illustrating the importance of
the interaction of individual cooling rows for showerhead cooling.

It was found that holes with laid back type widened exits clearly
enhance the overall cooling performance of the showerhead, com-
pared to classical cylindrical holes. This was primarily associated

with better lateral spread of the individual cooling jets, and with a
considerably reduced tendency of jet detachment at higher blowing
due to the diffuser effect. Laterally expanded holes performed
better than cylindrical holes, but not as well as laid back shaped
holes.
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An Infrared Technique for
Evaluating Turbine Airfoil
Cooling Designs
An experimental approach is used to evaluate turbine airfoil cooling designs for advanced
gas turbine engine applications by incorporating double-wall film-cooled design features
into large-scale flat plate specimens. An infrared (IR) imaging system is used to make
detailed, two-dimensional steady-state measurements of flat plate surface temperature
with spatial resolution on the order of 0.4 mm. The technique employs a cooled zinc
selenide window transparent to infrared radiation and calibrates the IR temperature
readings to reference thermocouples embedded in each specimen, yielding a surface
temperature measurement accuracy of64°C. With minimal thermocouple installation
required, the flat plate/IR approach is cost effective, essentially nonintrusive, and pro-
duces abundant results quickly. Design concepts can proceed from art to part to data in
a manner consistent with aggressive development schedules. The infrared technique is
demonstrated here by considering the effect of film hole injection angle for a staggered
array of film cooling holes integrated with a highly effective internal cooling pattern.
Heated free stream air and room temperature cooling air are used to produce a nominal
temperature ratio of 2 over a range of blowing ratios from 0.7 to 1.5. Results were
obtained at hole angles of 90 and 30 deg for two different hole spacings and are presented
in terms of overall cooling effectiveness.

Introduction
The demands of tomorrow’s increasingly aggressive gas turbine

engine cycles continue to drive the evolution of advanced hot
section cooling designs. The objectives of increased cycle efficien-
cies, higher engine thrust-to-weight ratio, and extended component
life require improved turbine cooling designs that use less cooling
air more effectively. Today, however, these long-standing goals
are accompanied by the challenge of designing cooled turbine
components that can also be manufactured more affordably. Sim-
plified double-wall film-cooled designs, based on the highly effec-
tive Lamilloyt quasi-transpiration cooling concept, are currently
under development to meet these needs for the next generation of
military and commercial gas turbine applications.

Modern experimental techniques play an important role in this
development process, both in preliminary design concept screen-
ing and as an important source of validation data for heat transfer
design analysis tools (Moon and Glezer, 1996). The present paper
describes an experimental approach that combines rapid prototyp-
ing of easily tested large-scale flat plate specimens with a highly
productive infrared (IR) temperature measurement technique. This
approach is used to assess the relative cooling performance of
several design concepts in a cost-effective and timely manner, and
to identify the most promising combinations of various internal
cooling features and film hole geometries. This paper emphasizes
the details and benefits of the IR measurement technique and
reports the effect of film hole injection angle demonstrated by this
technique for a baseline design geometry.

A relatively small number of investigators have used infrared
imaging techniques (also referred to as “quantitative infrared ther-
mography”) in the past several years to measure flat plate surface
temperatures in film cooling experiments. However, the benefits
and practical details of implementing this technique have not been
universally emphasized in the film cooling literature.

Scherer et al. (1991) measured surface temperature distribu-
tion on a constant heat flux surface using an AGEMA Thermo-
vision 870 camera with a spectral range of 2 to 5mm. The
camera viewed the test surface through a 240 mm diameter
CaF2 window, yielding an image of 140 pixels square with a
spatial resolution of 3 pixels per mm. Martiny et al. (1995)
measured the adiabatic effectiveness of an effusion-cooled test
surface by viewing through a sapphire window with an infrared
camera. The free stream-to-coolant temperature ratio was 1.7 at
a free stream temperature of 272°C. The model and spectral
range of the camera were not specified, but the image array size
was also 1403 140 pixels. Wittig et al. (1996) investigated
shaped hole film cooling heat transfer and adiabatic effective-
ness in transonic flow using a sapphire window and the same
AGEMA 870 camera. Martiny et al. (1997a) continued with the
same technique and equipment to investigate the heat transfer
and adiabatic effectiveness of a single wall jet. All but one of
these investigations used the inherent two-dimensional advan-
tage of the IR imaging technique to present informative contour
plots of temperature, adiabatic effectiveness, and/or heat trans-
fer distributions.

Sen et al. (1996) measured film cooling heat transfer for com-
pound angle holes using an Inframetrics infrared imaging system.
In a related work, Schmidt et al. (1996) investigated adiabatic
effectiveness of compound angle holes using cryogenically cooled
cooling air to produce a free stream-to-coolant temperature ratio of
1.6. No mention was made of an IR technique. However, Schmidt
et al. (1996a, b) did discuss the infrared technique used to measure
surface temperatures in investigations of surface roughness and
free-stream turbulence on heat transfer and adiabatic effectiveness,
and further specified the camera model as an Inframetrics 600L.
The free stream-to-coolant temperature ratio for these two studies
was 2.0, produced using cryogenically cooled cooling air. No
details were given about how optical access to the test surface was
achieved. Unfortunately, none of these four works presented data
in the form of the two-dimensional contour plots made possible by
IR imaging techniques.

Reilly (1996) and co-workers measured the overall cooling effec-
tiveness of full coverage (or “multi-hole”) film cooled panels using an

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 44th
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Indianapolis,
Indiana, June 7–10, 1999. Manuscript received by the International Gas Turbine
Institute February 1999. Paper No. 99-GT-142. Review Chair: D. C. Wisler.
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Inframetrics 525 camera with a spectral range of 8 to 12mm. The test
surface was viewed through a zinc selenide window, transparent to
infrared radiation in the 8 to 12mm range. Data are presented as
span-averaged overall effectiveness versus streamwise location on the
panel.

The infrared imaging techniques described in the studies cited
above all have several features in common. In each case, the test
surface was painted with a high-emissivity flat black paint. In each
case, the required optical access to the test surface was achieved by
installing some type of IR-transmissive window in a wall of the
flow channel. And, in each case, the infrared temperature mea-
surements were calibrated to thermocouples embedded in or at-
tached to the metallic test surface, under actual operating condi-
tions. This procedure not only corrects for the emissivity of the flat
black paint and the transmissivity of the viewing window, but also
accounts for the peculiarities of the overall radiative environment
unique to a particular setup.

The present study builds on the IR techniques described above to
investigate the overall cooling effectiveness of a Lamilloy “snow-
flake” cooling design applied to a flat plate specimen. The snowflake
design is illustrated in Fig. 1. Data from this specimen are used as a
baseline for comparison to new designs that reduce the quantity and
complexity of hole patterns and internal features, making them less
costly to manufacture. The data are also useful for improving the
predictive capabilities of the in-house Lamilloy design optimization
system (LAMILOPT), as new design features depart from the better-
understood aspects of the designs in current use.

Overall effectiveness, (Tg 2 Ts)/(Tg 2 Tc), is an appropriate
measure of cooling performance for the highly coupled combina-
tion of internal impingement, through-the-wall conduction, and
full-coverage film cooling found in double-wall film-cooled de-
signs such as Lamilloy. Martiny et al. (1997b) analytically dem-
onstrated the coupled nature of heat transfer in an effusion cooled
combustor wall and presented results in terms of overall cooling
effectiveness. Furthermore, the two-dimensional imaging capabil-
ity of the IR technique provides quantitative information about the
relative effects of internal convection, internal conduction, and
film cooling on the net surface temperature of the specimen. The

terms overall effectiveness and effectiveness will be used inter-
changeably throughout this report.

Facility and Instrumentation. Flat plate cooling perfor-
mance was measured using an existing flat plate heat transfer
facility (see Fig. 2) modified to provide optical access for two-
dimensional infrared (IR) measurement of specimen surface tem-
peratures. Overall cooling effectiveness,h, is calculated directly
from measured steady-state values of specimen surface tempera-
ture, free stream temperature, and cooling air temperature. The flat
plate facility uses electrically heated air at a nominal temperature
of 427°C and cooling air at 45–95°C to produce a free stream-to-
coolant temperature ratio in the range 1.9–2.2, and a free stream
Reynolds number (ReL) ranging from 1.03 106 to 1.8 3 106,
representative of actual engine conditions. The boundary layer is
removed immediately upstream of the flat plate specimen by
venting the air through a perforated plate. A trip strip is installed
between the perforated plate and the leading edge of the specimen
to ensure a fully turbulent boundary layer over the specimen
surface. Boundary layer bleed flow, cooling air flow, and free
stream hot air flow are measured with ASME orifice tube flow
meters. Free-stream flow rate is also calculated from a total pres-
sure rake and static pressure wall taps 30 cm upstream of the flat
plate leading edge. Free stream air temperature is measured by a
five-element shielded thermocouple rake spanning the center of the
flow channel height 28 cm upstream of the leading edge of the
specimen. Uncertainty in the precision of the hot gas temperature
measurement is estimated at 5°C. Cooling air temperature is mea-
sured by a six-element rake of closed-tip thermocouple wires
positioned inside the cooling air plenum approximately 25 mm
upstream of the back side of the specimen. An uncertainty in the
precision of the cooling air temperature measurement of 10°C was
estimated by calculating the worst case standard deviation of the
six thermocouple readings.

Specimen Design and Preparation. Martiny et al. (1997b)
have shown, in an analytical parametric study, that the ratio of

Nomenc la tu re

D 5 film (hot side) hole diameter
G*c 5 dimensionless coolant mass flux

L 5 specimen length
Ma 5 Mach number
Nu 5 Nusselt number

P 5 static pressure
Pt 5 total pressure
Pr 5 Prandtl number
Re 5 Reynolds number

S 5 diagonal hole spacing
St 5 Stanton number
T 5 temperature
X 5 streamwise location
Y 5 spanwise location
W 5 mass flow rate
a 5 film hole injection angle
h 5 overall effectiveness5 (Tg 2 Ts)/

(Tg 2 Tc)

D 5 measurement uncertainty

Subscripts

b 5 boundary layer bleed
g 5 free stream
c 5 coolant, upstream of test specimen
L 5 having specimen lengthL as charac-

teristic dimension
s 5 specimen surface

Fig. 1 Lamilloy T snowflake design Fig. 2 The flat plate rig uses electrically heated air to simulate the
proper free stream-to-coolant temperature ratio
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convective to conductive heat transfer (Biot number) in an effusion
cooled panel has a strong influence on overall cooling effective-
ness. To the extent that convection and conduction are even more
strongly coupled in a typical Lamilloy design, it is very important
that an experimental approach achieve reasonable Biot number
similitude. Because the experiment is run at temperatures and
pressures significantly below actual engine conditions, the convec-
tive heat transfer in the test specimen is approximately three times
lower than in the engine. The thermal conductivity of 6-4 titanium
is about 2.5 times lower than the cast nickel-base superalloys
typically used in turbine airfoil applications, and three times lower
than wrought cobalt-based materials. Therefore, selecting 6-4 ti-
tanium for the specimen material produces an experimental Biot
number that is from 83 to 100 percent of the actual engine
conditions. Applying the worst case (83 percent) discrepancy to
the results of Martiny et al. (1997b) yields an uncertainty in overall
effectiveness of about 3 percent. Titanium has the added benefits
of being easy to machine and easy to join by welding or brazing
processes.

The flat plate specimens used in this study are approximately
three times larger than actual engine scale and have overall di-
mensions of 17.8 cm long by 10.2 cm wide by 0.64 cm thick.
Specimens were fabricated by machining internal cooling passages
and impingement holes in a thick spar sheet (cold side) and film
holes in a thinner cover sheet (hot side), and furnace brazing the
two halves together. The portion of the specimen that contains the
cooling features is roughly 15 cm by 7.6 cm, leaving a solid
perimeter 2.5 cm wide for mounting the plate to the coolant
plenum. After brazing, each plate was ultrasonically inspected for
bond integrity and flow tested to detect any blocked holes or
passages. As shown in Fig. 3, three closed-tip thermocouples and
two static pressure taps were inserted into holes drilled through the
center of internal pedestals (normal to the plate surface), and laser
welded around their perimeter at the plate surface to create good
thermal contact with the plate material.

After instrumentation, the specimen surface was painted with
heat-resistant flat black paint and allowed to dry for no less than 12
hours before curing the paint by baking the plate at 260°C for 1
hour. The curing step produces a finish that will remain uniform
regardless of subsequent temperature variations encountered in the
actual testing process. Considerable effort was involved in select-
ing a paint that satisfied this requirement. Locating marks are
scribed on the painted surface near the four corners of each plate
to indicate the perimeter of the internal cooling passages, as
illustrated in Fig. 3.

Measurement Technique. A Thermal Image Processor (TIP)
system from Bales Scientific Inc. was used to make high-resolution
two-dimensional infrared measurements of specimen temperatures
in the flat plate rig. The TIP system yields direct pixel-by-pixel
temperature measurements without the difficulty of recording a

video image, grabbing frames, or converting gray scale levels to
temperature values in separate processes. The TIP system uses a
HgCdTe detector cooled by liquid nitrogen and has a spectral
range of 10 to 12mm. The Bales TIP system uses two internal
blackbody temperature references, no-drift circuitry, and a special-
ized factory calibration procedure to achieve a minimum detect-
able temperature difference of 0.1°C.

The flat plate rig is oriented with the test surface in a vertical
position, which allows the IR imager to be placed conveniently on
a horizontal surface adjacent to the rig. The distance between the
front face of the camera and the specimen surface is approximately
25 cm. A radiation barrier with an opening for the viewing aperture
is placed between the rig and the imager to shield the body of the
unit from the heat of the flow channel. The resulting image size for
this arrangement was generally 360 by 180 pixels, with a spatial
resolution of 0.4 mm per pixel. An integrated computer system
stores recorded images on the system hard drive.

Optical access for IR measurement of flat plate specimen sur-
face temperatures is provided by a 8.9 cm wide, 16.5 cm long, 0.95
cm thick zinc selenide window installed in the flow channel wall
opposite the specimen surface, as shown in Fig. 4. The window is
coated with a broad band anti-reflective coating to maximize
infrared transmission in the 10–12mm wavelength range. The IR
imager was tilted slightly, as shown in Fig. 4, to avoid reflection of
the cryogenic detector off the window and back into the camera,
creating an artificial “cold spot” on the specimen image.

Because the maximum service temperature of the coated win-
dow material is 200°C, as recommended by the manufacturer, the
inside surface of the window is cooled with a film of air injected
at room temperature. Although Reilly (1996) successfully used an
uncoated zinc selenide window at a hot gas temperature of 315°C
without cooling, the transmissivity of uncoated zinc selenide is on
the order of 0.6, compared to 0.95 for a coated window. Slot film
cooling correlations by Ballal and Lefebvre (1972, 1973) and
Stollery and El-Ehwany (1967) were used to determine the appro-
priate slot height, slot lip thickness, and coolant flow rate range
required to cool the window adequately using room temperature
air. Preliminary experiments using an instrumented stainless steel
plate in place of the window (with thermal conductivity very close
to that of zinc selenide) verified that the window slot cooling
design would keep the window surface below its maximum oper-
ating temperature of 200°C. The left-most surface of the cooling
slot shown in Fig. 4 (closest to the specimen) is flush with the
upstream wall of the flow channel. The cooling slot streamwise
exit plane just overlaps the upstream edge of the viewing window,
holding the window in place against the exterior window frame.

Accurate infrared surface temperature measurements were
achieved by calibrating temperature readings from the IR imager
with thermocouples installed in a flat plate calibration specimen

Fig. 3 Specimen preparation involves installing instrumentation and
scribing locating marks

Fig. 4 A film of air is used to cool the ZnSe window
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prior to testing actual specimens. The calibration plate was fabri-
cated from copper alloy 101 and thermocouples were embedded in
lengthwise slots along the back surface of the plate to minimize
conduction losses through the thermocouple leads. A row of 3.2-
mm-dia angled holes was drilled at the downstream end of the
plate to discharge cooling flow from the back side of the plate. The
surface of the plate exposed to the hot air flow was painted with
heat resistant flat black paint.

Steady-state calibration data were acquired over a range of plate
temperatures from 100 to 315°C at free stream gas temperatures of
200, 315, and 427°C. The plate temperature was varied at each hot
gas temperature by adjusting the cooling air flow over the back
surface of the plate. Each data point was acquired by recording
simultaneous readings from the infrared imager and calibration
plate thermocouples. Figure 5 shows the actual metal temperature
of the copper calibration plate as measured by the embedded
thermocouples plotted versus the Bales TIP-indicated temperature.
Based on the least-squares linear fit of the data points, the maxi-
mum uncertainty in this calibration is less than 4°C.

The combined influence of surface, coolant, and free-stream
temperature measurement uncertainties on the error in the overall
effectiveness measurement was calculated using the method of
error propagation described by Dieck (1992). The results of this
analysis are shown in Fig. 6 as a function of overall effectiveness
level. Figure 6 shows that the uncertainty in effectiveness de-
creases as the free stream-to-coolant temperature ratio increases
from 1.9 to 2.2 (increasing the free stream-to-coolant temperature
difference from 332 to 382°C). Furthermore, Fig. 6 illustrates that
increasing free stream temperature from the value of 327°C used
by Wittig et al. (1996) to the value of 427°C used in the current
study also decreases uncertainty.

The infrared temperature measurement technique has several
advantages over the traditional thermocouple approach to surface

temperature measurement. An obvious advantage is the full cov-
erage two-dimensional temperature image with pixel size spatial
resolution, eliminating all but two or three thermocouples from
each specimen. This reduces instrumentation costs and speeds
specimen preparation and installation time, while increasing the
quantity of temperature data by three orders of magnitude. Another
benefit of this technique is the improved accuracy of the IR
technique over embedded thermocouples when a careful temper-
ature calibration is performed to relate infrared temperature read-
ings to actual metal temperature. The thin coversheet associated
with typical Lamilloy designs makes it difficult to embed even the
smallest thermocouple leads in grooves along the hot surface of the
plate. In past experiments, the only alternative has been a
“through-the-wall” thermocouple installation prone to conduction
errors. Both thermocouple techniques alter the heat conduction
path through the specimen to some extent. The IR technique is
completely nonintrusive in this respect, and requires only a coat of
heat-resistant flat black paint.

Experimental Procedure. The overall cooling effectiveness
of each flat plate specimen was measured over the range of free
stream and coolant flow conditions shown in Table 1. The vari-
ability allowed in setting each of the run conditions is shown in
parenthesis below the column headings. Furthermore, the free
stream temperature was allowed to vary from the target value of
427°C (at ReL 5 1.0 3 106 and ReL 5 1.5 3 106) to 400°C (at
ReL 5 1.8 3 106), as long as the parameters in Table 1 were held
to the stated tolerances. Cooling air flow was varied by adjusting
the coolant-static-to-free stream-total pressure ratio over a range
typical of actual engine conditions. The range of pressure ratios
listed in Table 1 corresponds to blowing ratios from approximately
0.7 to 1.5. Decreasing the cooling air flow rate typically resulted in
a small rise in cooling air temperature, causing the nominal free
stream-to-coolant temperature ratio to vary by as much as67
percent. This variation was considered sufficiently small that ad-
ditional measures to control cooling air temperature were not
pursued.

The test matrix shown in Table 1 is designed to assess the effect
of coolant flow rate and free stream Reynolds number on cooling
effectiveness for each flat plate specimen. Acquiring each data
point involved adjusting the run conditions as required, and then
recording readings simultaneously from the TIP system and the
PC-based data acquisition system. Data recorded with the PC
system (air temperatures, flow rates, pressures) were averaged over
a three-minute period, while IR image data recorded once every 2
seconds with the TIP system (two-dimensional surface tempera-
tures) were averaged over a one-minute period, as shown in Fig. 7.
(Averaging the IR data over the entire three-minute period would
have resulted in excessive data file size.)

Fig. 5 The IR temperature calibration has an uncertainty of less than
4°C

Fig. 6 Increasing free stream-to-coolant temperature difference re-
duces uncertainty of effectiveness measurement

Table 1 The test matrix evaluates the effect of coolant flow and Re L on
overall effectiveness

Fig. 7 Infrared surface temperatures and rig flow conditions are re-
corded simultaneously
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Before starting the test matrix for a particular specimen, the size
and position of the IR image displayed on the TIP system com-
puter monitor was adjusted to match the portion of the specimen
inside the scribed locating marks. This step defines the surface area
for which temperatures will be recorded by the TIP system and
establishes a spatial reference between the recorded IR tempera-
ture data and the specimen plate internal geometry. The size and
position of the IR image were not changed as data acquisition
progressed through the test matrix. The registration uncertainty
between recorded image and actual plate features is estimated at
1.6 mm.

In addition to the 15 test matrix data points for each specimen,
three IR calibration check points were also recorded for each flat
plate specimen, using the three thermocouples installed in each of
the specimen plates. Because these thermocouples are inserted
through highly cooled internal pedestals normal to the plate sur-
face, this installation is quite vulnerable to conduction errors
through the thermocouple lead. Therefore, measurements from
these thermocouples were considered valid only when the speci-
men was at thermal equilibrium with no cooling air flowing
through the plate. Three of these no-coolant-flow “calibration
check” data points were recorded for each specimen—two at the
beginning of the test matrix, one at the end—at hot gas tempera-
tures of 200, 260, and 230°C, respectively. In all cases, the
calibration check points fell soundly on the line generated from the
copper calibration plate, as shown in Fig. 8, ensuring the accuracy
of the entire set of two-dimensional IR images recorded for a
particular specimen. The calibration check is useful for identifying
changes in the temperature calibration that may have been caused
by degradation of the zinc selenide window or specimen paint
finish over the duration of a test. However, after more than 50
hours of run time, no problems have been encountered with the
durability of the zinc selenide window or paint finish.

Results
The results that can be obtained using the infrared technique and

experimental procedure described above are demonstrated here by
considering the effect of film hole injection angle for a staggered
array of film cooling holes integrated with a highly effective
internal cooling pattern. Overall cooling effectiveness results were

obtained at hole angles of 90 and 30 deg for two different hole
spacings, as summarized in Table 2. Specimen geometry is illus-
trated in Fig. 9. Note that impingement hole spacing is identical to
but offset from the film holes.

Data Reduction. The two-dimensional surface temperature
data recorded with the TIP system infrared imager for each flat
plate specimen is combined with the corresponding free stream air
and cooling air temperatures to calculate overall cooling effective-
ness and is displayed as a two-dimensional contour plot, as shown
in Fig. 10. The corners of the contour plot correspond to the locator
marks scribed on the specimen plate and the edges of the plot
correspond to the perimeter of the internal cooling pattern ma-
chined into the plate (see Fig. 3). The distance from the boundary
layer trip to the upstream edge of the contour plot (X/D 5 0) is
20D. The regions of lower effectiveness around the edges of the
plate can be attributed to heat conduction from the uncooled
perimeter of the specimen.

For the purposes of making more quantitative comparisons of
cooling performance among specimens, the two-dimensional ef-

Table 2 Summary of test specimen geometry

Fig. 9 Lamilloy hole geometry consists of staggered arrays of impinge-
ment and film holes.

Fig. 8 Calibration checks for each specimen with no cooling flow en-
sure temperature measurement accuracy (specimen 1 is shown here)

Fig. 10 A two-dimensional contour plot is useful for associating cooling
performance with specific cooling design features
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fectiveness data shown in Fig. 10 is used to calculate a spanwise-
averaged effectiveness at one pixel increments in the streamwise
direction. To eliminate the edge effects evident at the top and
bottom of the contour plots, effectiveness values were averaged
across a strip 24 hole diameters wide along the center of the plate
rather than across the entire span. The width of the spanwise strip
over which the data are averaged had a negligible influence on the
averaged value for strip widths of 12, 24, and 48 hole diameters,
as shown in Fig. 11.

Also shown in Fig. 11 is the local cooling effectiveness along
the streamwise centerline of the plate (averaged over 1.5 hole
diameters). The sharp periodic effectiveness peaks in the centerline
curve indicate local areas of reduced surface temperature, as the IR
imager “sees” into the 90 deg hot side holes to the cold side of the
specimen plate. The two smaller peaks atX/D ; 45 andX/D ;
105 are pressure taps. The dashed line indicating the peak effec-
tiveness value in Fig. 11 pertains to the spanwise-averaged data.

The peak spanwise-averaged effectiveness can be determined at
each point in the test matrix, and plotted as a function of cooling
air flow rate, as illustrated in Fig. 12 for specimen 1. This format
allows comparison of various specimen designs on the basis of
cooling air requirements. Coolant mass flux is presented in dimen-
sionless terms to protect proprietary design information. The ap-
parent influence of free-stream Reynolds number (ReL) on overall
effectiveness illustrated in Fig. 12 is, more appropriately, the
influence of convective heat flux to the specimen surface from the
free stream flow. For fully turbulent flow over a flat plate, ReL is
related to Stanton number by the expression:

St; NuL /~ReL Pr! 5 0.0296 ReL
21/5 Pr22/3 (1)

Normalizing the overall cooling effectiveness values in Fig. 12
by the turbulent flat plate Stanton number renders the data inde-

pendent of ReL, as shown in Fig. 13.Therefore, subsequent pre-
sentation of overall effectiveness data will be for the ReL 5 1.5 3
106 case only.

Comparison. Span-averaged peak effectiveness levels of the
four specimens tested in this investigation are plotted as a function
of dimensionless cooling air flow rate and compared in Fig. 14.
Presenting cooling performance data in this format readily identi-
fies superior cooling designs and allows data points recorded at
similar cooling air flow rates to be grouped together, as indicated
by the dashed oval drawn on the plot. Grouping data points in this
manner allows further comparison of various specimen design
features at “constant”G*c using the contour plot and spanwise-
averaged formats.

Comparison of the four specimen designs on the basis of
spanwise-averaged peak effectiveness begins with the two baseline
specimens, 1 and 3, indicated by the open symbols in Fig. 14.
These curves indicate the cooling performance levels of the well-
established Lamilloy “snowflake” design. Changing hot side hole
angle from 90 deg in specimens 1 and 3 to 30 deg in specimens 2
and 4 produces improvement in cooling performance by enhancing
hot side film coverage, as indicated by the solid symbols in Fig. 14.
The improvement with 30 deg film holes is more pronounced for
the smaller hole spacing (S/D 5 10.5).

Baseline: Effect of Hole Spacing. Contour plots of overall
cooling effectiveness for baseline specimens 1 and 3 are shown in
Figs. 15(a) and 16(a), respectively. For each specimen, a drawing
of the pedestal/hole pattern is shown directly beside each contour
plot to associate design features with cooling performance. For
example, the small round dots shown in a lighter color in Fig.
15(a) correspond to the hot side hole locations on specimen 1
illustrated in Fig. 15(b). The larger round dots of a slightly darker
shade in Fig. 16(a) correspond to the cold side hole locations in

Fig. 11 Spanwise-averaged effectiveness values were independent of
averaging width for all specimens tested

Fig. 12 The test matrix yields span-averaged peak effectiveness data at
three free stream Reynolds numbers

Fig. 13 Overall effectiveness is independent of Re L when normalized by
Stanton number

Fig. 14 A film hole angle of 30 deg improves cooling performance by
enhancing hot side film coverage
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specimen 3 and demonstrate the strong effect of impingement on
overall cooling performance. As with specimen 1, the smaller dots
in Fig. 16(a) indicate hot side or film holes. Comparison of Figs.
15(a) and 16(a) reveals that impingement zones are not as pro-
nounced for specimen 1 because the closer spacing of the cold side
holes produces a more uniform hot side metal temperature than the
more sparsely spaced holes in the design of specimen 3. As

expected, the effectiveness of theS/D 5 10.5 hole spacing is
significantly higher than the more sparse array of holes.

Effect of Angled Holes. Contour plots of overall cooling
effectiveness for Lamilloy snowflake specimens 2 and 4 are shown
in Figs. 17(a) and 18(a), respectively. The pedestal/hole pattern is
shown directly below each contour plot. Comparing these plots to
Figs. 15(a) and 16(a) illustrates the influence of 30 deg angled hot

Fig. 15(b) Specimen 1 has film hole spacing of S/D 5 10.5 and injection
angle of 90 deg

Fig. 16(a) Large dot-shaped areas of high effectiveness correspond to
impingement hole locations

Fig. 16(b) Specimen 3 has film hole spacing of S/D 5 14.8 and injection
angle of 90 deg

Fig. 17(b) Specimen 2 has film hole spacing of S/D 5 10.5 and injection
angle of 30 deg

Fig. 15(a) Small dot-shaped areas of high effectiveness correspond to
film hole locations

Fig. 17(a) Hole injection angle of 30 deg enhances cooling film build-up

Fig. 18(a) Film coverage from angled holes augments effectiveness of
impingement regions immediately downstream of film holes

Fig. 18(b) Specimen 4 has film hole spacing of S/D 5 14.8 and injection
angle of 30 deg
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side holes on overall effectiveness. Improvement in the overall
effectiveness level is most evident for specimens 1 and 2, where
the closely spaced hot side holes enhance the development of full
film coverage on the hot surface. While the angled holes also
improve film coverage on the more sparse hot side hole pattern of
specimens 3 and 4, the effect remains more localized. The contour
plot in Fig. 18(a) also shows that film cooling from an angled hot
side hole, positioned directly upstream of a cold side hole, en-
hances the overall effectiveness of the impingement zone produced
by the cold side hole.

The quantitative influence of angled hot side holes on overall
effectiveness level is more clearly demonstrated in Figs. 19 and 20,
which plot spanwise-averaged effectiveness as a function of
streamwise location for theS/D 5 10.5 and14.8 hole spacings,
respectively. For theS/D 5 10.5 designs, Fig. 19 shows that an
overall effectiveness of 0.6 with normal hot side holes increases to
0.65 with 30 deg angled holes in the region 100, X/D , 120.
However, angled holes for theS/D 5 14.8 design produce neg-
ligible improvement, as shown in Fig. 20.

Conclusions

● An experimental approach that combines the application of
double-wall film-cooled design concepts to flat plate speci-
mens with an accurate, high-resolution IR temperature mea-
surement technique is a cost effective way to identify prom-
ising designs in a timely manner, while gaining insight into
the relative contribution of various design features to overall
cooling performance.

● The elevated temperature of the free-stream flow and large
coolant-to-free-stream temperature difference not only sim-
ulates the proper coolant-to-free-stream density ratio, but
significantly reduces experimental uncertainty in the overall
effectiveness derived from the measured temperature data.
Good Biot number similitude between engine hardware and
flat plate specimens was achieved by selecting 6-4 titanium
alloy for the specimen material.

● Film holes angled at 30 deg improved the spanwise-averaged
effectiveness of the normal hole Lamilloy snowflake design
by approximately 10 percent, for theS/D 5 10.5 hole
spacing. However, film holes angled at 30 deg did not
significantly influence the spanwise-averaged effectiveness
of the normal hole design for theS/D 5 14.8 hole spacing.
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Measurement of Eddy
Diffusivity of Momentum in
Film Cooling Flows With
Streamwise Injection
Measurements of mean velocity and turbulent shear stress are presented for the mixing
region of a film cooling situation in which the coolant is streamwise injected with an
injection angle of 35 deg. Measurements are performed using triple-sensor anemometry
so that all three instantaneous velocity components are documented. The free-stream
turbulence intensity level is 12 percent, the ratio of the integral length scale to injection
hole diameter is 4.0, the coolant-to-mainstream momentum flux ratio is 1.0, and the
density ratio is unity. From these measurements, values for the eddy diffusivities of
momentum in the lateral and wall-normal directions are calculated. Additionally, calcu-
lated values of the ratio of eddy diffusivity in the spanwise direction to eddy diffusivity in
the wall-normal direction are presented, which provide documentation of the anisotropy
of turbulent transport in this film cooling flow.

Introduction
Film cooling is commonly used to prevent distress in and failure

of gas turbine engine airfoils, which would result from excessive
operating temperatures. With film cooling, cool air is bled from the
compressor, ducted to the internal chambers of the turbine airfoils,
and discharged through small holes in the airfoil walls. This air
provides a thin, cool, insulating blanket along the external surface
of the airfoil. The cooling effectiveness is dependent upon the
approach flow characteristics (including velocity distributions, tur-
bulence intensity distribution, and turbulence length scale), the
film cooling flow characteristics, and the blade and film cooling
hole geometries.

Much effort has been spent simulating film cooling flows com-
putationally. Most calculations are usually done with a gradient
diffusion model where the turbulent diffusion is proportional to the
mean strain rate. The proportionality is the eddy diffusivity,e. For
most calculations, the eddy diffusivity of momentum for wall-
normal transport,eM,y, is calculated from models developed from
data taken in two-dimensional boundary layers. The lateral diffu-
sivity term, eM,z, used withu# / z to compute lateral turbulent
transport, is simply assigned to be the same. The presence of
discrete jets in a film cooling boundary layer creates a flow that is
three dimensional in nature, thus requiring accurate modeling of
the eddy diffusivity of momentum in both the wall-normal and
spanwise directions,eM,y andeM,z, respectively. Experimental mea-
surement of eddy diffusivity of heat and mass by Quarmby and
Quirk (1974) showed that the ratio of magnitudes of the diffusivi-
ties in the radial and circumferential directions in a tube ranged
greatly, with values close to unity near the pipe center and as high
as 100 as the wall was approached.

Numerically investigating film cooling flows, Sathyamurthy and
Patankar (1992) found that the assumption of isotropic turbulent
eddy viscosity (through use of a standardk–e model) produced
unsatisfactory predictions of coolant film lateral spreading. Leylek
and Zerkle (1994) agree. Sathyamurthy and Patankar attempted to
provide more accurate predictions of film cooling lateral jet
spreading by adopting the model of boundary layer anisotropy

developed by Bergeles et al. (1978), which is based upon an
approximate linear fit of the Quarmby and Quark measurements in
a fully turbulent pipe flow:

eM,z

eM,y
5 1 1 F3.5S1 2

y

dDG (1)

whered is the boundary layer thickness. Similar success with the
Bergeles et al. model for anisotropy of eddy diffusivity was re-
ported by Xu et al. (1990).

In order to develop computational film cooling models further,
experimental measurements of eddy diffusivity of momentum in
both the lateral and wall-normal directions must be made. Wang et
al. (1996) presented measurements ofeM,z and eM,y taken with a
row of streamwise-oriented film cooling holes of long develop-
ment length (L/D 5 7.0) under high (12 percent) free-stream
turbulence intensity conditions. Their eddy diffusivity ratios,eM,z/
eM,y, ranged from 3.0 to upward of 15.0. However, Wang et al.
provided measurements in the vicinity of only one spanwise loca-
tion, z/D 5 0.75. Furthermore, their spatial resolution is now
considered to be a bit coarse for such measurements. Thus, it is
desirable to investigate the magnitudes of eddy diffusivities more
fully in streamwise injection film cooling flows.

Present Study
The present study focuses on measurements of turbulent shear

stresses in film cooling flows where the coolant is injected inline
with the freestream flow, with an injection angle,b, of 35 deg.
Such measurements are taken ony–z planes at two streamwise
locations downstream of the film cooling holes. The measured
distributions of mean velocity and turbulent shear stresses are used
to calculate values of the eddy diffusivities of momentum in both
the lateral and wall-normal directions. The objective of this re-
search is to provide experimental documentation of the anisotropy
of eddy diffusivity of momentum in film cooling flows, as well as
to provide support for computational modeling of these flows. The
film cooling mixing region is investigated with a high free-stream
turbulence intensity (;12 percent) and a single row of 11 film
cooling supply holes of short entry length,L/D 5 2.3, andlateral
pitch to diameter ratio,P/D, of 3.0, representative of actual tur-
bines. For all the experimental cases, ambient air was used for both
the mainstream and coolant injection flows, resulting in a density
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ratio of unity. This density ratio is not representative of actual film
cooling flows. However, it has been shown that some flow char-
acteristics, like jet penetration, of the film cooling flow collapse,
somewhat, when momentum flux ratios match (Forth and Jones,
1986).

Experimental Configuration

Wind Tunnel. The free-stream flow is a wall jet, supplied by
a high-turbulence blown-type wind tunnel facility. The facility is
described in detail by Wang et al. (1996). The measured free-
stream turbulence at the 68.6 cm3 12.7 cm nozzle exit is nearly
isotropic with a free-stream turbulence intensity (FSTI) of approx-
imately 12.3 percent and a decay rate,(FSTI)/( x/D) of approx-
imately 0.12 percent, yielding a FSTI of approximately 11 percent
at the injection location. The FSTI level is characteristic of flows
exiting the combustor stages of actual gas turbine engines (Goebel
et al., 1993). The exit-plane turbulence intensity and mean velocity
are uniform to within 2 percent of their mean values. The integral
length scale, in the free stream above the holes (calculated from
a u9 power spectrum) is approximately 7.7 cm (,/D ' 4).

Test Facility. The test facility (Fig. 1) consists of an upstream
plate (25.4 cm3 68.6 cm), a film cooling test plate (15.2 cm3
68.6 cm), a downstream plate (91 cm3 68.6 cm), and the film

coolant supply system. The film cooling plates and the film cooling
geometry are shown in Fig. 2.

The upstream and downstream plates are fabricated of 9.53 mm
thick cast acrylic. The test plate, fabricated from a 2.54-cm-thick
silicon phenolic laminate plate, has a single column of eleven
streamwise-oriented film cooling holes distributed uniformly
across the plate. The film cooling holes, 1.9 cm in diameter, are
spaced 3D apart. These dimensionless parameters are representa-
tive of film cooling designs in modern airfoils.

Nomenc la tu re

D 5 film cooling hole diameter
DR 5 density ratio of coolant to main-

stream flow5 r c/r 0

FSTI 5 free-stream turbulence intensity
I 5 momentum flux ratio of coolant

to mainstream5 r cUc
2/r 0U 0

2

L 5 film cooling delivery length
, 5 integral length scale of turbu-

lence
M 5 coolant-to-mainstream mass flux

ratio 5 r cUc/r 0U 0

P 5 lateral distance between film
cooling holes

Reu 5 Reynolds number based onU 0

andu
ReD 5 Reynolds number based on hole

diameter and bulk coolant veloc-
ity

StD 5 Stanton number based on free-
stream velocity, frequency, and
hole diameter5 fD/U 0

u 5 streamwise component of veloc-
ity

U 0 5 time-averaged free-stream
velocity

Uc 5 bulk coolant velocity
u9v 9, u9w9 5 Reynolds turbulent shear

stresses
v 5 wall-normal component of

velocity
VR 5 coolant-to-mainstream ve-

locity ratio 5 Uc/U 0

w 5 spanwise component of
velocity

x 5 streamwise distance from
center of hole

y 5 normal distance from wall
surface

z 5 spanwise distance from
center of hole

b 5 film cooling inclination
angle

d 5 hydrodynamic boundary layer
thickness (99 percent)

d* 5 displacement thickness
eM,y 5 eddy diffusivity of momentum in

y direction5 2u9v 9/(u# / y)
eM,z 5 eddy diffusivity of momentum in

z direction5 2u9w9/(u# / z)
u 5 momentum thickness

uw 5 approach angle of flow to triple-
sensor probe

r 5 density

Subscripts and Superscripts

2 5 time-averaged
9 5 instantaneous values of velocity

fluctuation
0 5 free-stream flow
c 5 coolant flow

Fig. 1 Test section

Fig. 2 Measurement planes and film cooling geometry
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Serving as a boundary layer trip, a 1.6 mm3 13 mm3 68.6 cm
square-edged rectangular polycarbonate strip is attached to the
upstream plate, with its upstream edge located 21.1 cm upstream
of the hole centers. In all the experiments, the mainstream flow
velocity is maintained at a nominal value ofU 0 5 11.0 m/s, and
the coolant velocity is set to achieve a momentum flux ratio,I , of
1.0 (ReD ; 13,000). Theapproach flow conditions atx/D 5
24.0 ared/D 5 1.10,d*/ D 5 0.094,u/D 5 0.073, and Reu 5
960 (details of these measurements are given in Burd et al., 1998).
The coolant flow is supplied by a fan through a metering section
having two laminar flow meters and through a large, unrestricted
supply plenum.

Instrumentation. A triple-sensor hot-film probe (TSI Model
1299BM-20) was used to obtain velocity, turbulence intensity, and
turbulent shear stress measurements. The hot-film sensors on this
probe have a diameter of 50.8mm, and an active sensing length of
1.016 mm (approximately1

20 the diameter of the film cooling
holes). Due to its triple-sensor construction, the probe spatially
averages over a spherical volume of approximately 2 mm in
diameter. The probe was driven using TSI IFA 100 anemometer
bridges. A total of 262,144 (218) data points were taken at 5 kHz
for a total sampling time of 52.4 seconds. The hot-film voltages
were recorded using an IOTech ADC 488/8SA A/D converter
controlled via a GPIB interface. An automated GPIB-controlled,
two-axis traversing system (0.025 mm resolution) was used to
control the probe positioning in the wall-normal and spanwise
directions. Movement in the streamwise direction was accom-
plished with a manual traverse.

Experimental Procedure. The data used in this paper were
originally collected as part of an investigation into streamwise- and
lateral-injection film cooling velocity fields, presented in Kaszeta
et al. (1998). Triple-sensor profiles of the mean velocities, rms
velocity fluctuation, and turbulent shear stress amplitudes were
taken ony–z planes, withDz 5 0.3175 cm (Dz/D 5 0.167) and
y varying near-logarithmically fromy 5 0.3175 cm (asclose as
the triple-sensor probe mount could be placed to the wall) toy 5
2.86 cm (in thefree-stream flow).

Prior to data collection, the high-turbulence wind tunnel was
activated to allow the mainstream flow to come to steady state.
Next, the triple-sensor probe was aligned with the free-stream flow
(with the coolant flow turned off). Then the film cooling flow was
activated. After a sufficient warmup time, data collection was
initiated.

During data collection, care was taken that the approach angle,
uw, between the approach flow velocity vector and the sensor axis
did not exceed 35 deg. It was previously determined (Russ and
Simon, 1990) that this was the threshold angle of attack for the
probe. Beyond this, instantaneous flow reversal over one or more
of the three sensing films was sufficiently frequent that incorrect
flow measurements resulted. The long data collection times of
these profiles required careful monitoring of the flow temperatures.
First-order corrections of the triple-sensor response due to small
changes in room temperature were made.

Calculation of Eddy Diffusivity of Momentum. The eddy
diffusivities of momentum in the spanwise and wall-normal direc-
tions are calculated as the turbulent shear stress divided by the
local streamwise velocity gradient:

eM,z 5 2u9w9/~u# /z! (2)

eM,y 5 2u9v9/~u# /y! (3)

Since the velocity gradients approach zero at many locations in the
flow, we can expect large variations in the calculated values ofeM,z

and eM,y. Also, to achieve reasonable accuracy when calculating
these values, it is necessary to calculate the local velocity gradient
as accurately as possible. Our procedure for calculating the eddy
diffusivities is as follows:

1 The local values ofu# / y and u# / z over the entirey–z
profile are calculated from fitted smooth splines using MAT-
LAB (MathWorks, Inc.). This results in fairly accurate es-
timations ofu# / y andu# / z, with overall uncertainties of
about 12 percent.

2 The eddy diffusivities are calculated using (2) and (3).
Regions of the flow in which small streamwise velocity
gradients result in large (.30 percent) calculated uncertain-
ties in diffusivity values are discarded.

3 The ratio of eddy diffusivities,eM,z/eM,y, is calculated for all
points at which botheM,z and eM,y are available. Again,
points at which the calculated uncertainties exceed 30 per-
cent are discarded.

Experimental Uncertainty. The uncertainties involved in
triple-sensor measurements are difficult to assess. They result from
changes in fluid properties between calibration and measurement,
near-wall effects, alignment errors, and sensor drift. In order to
estimate the magnitudes of the uncertainties in the triple-sensor
measurements and verify that the triple-sensor probe can accu-
rately measure velocity and shear stress quantities, the probe was
used to measure turbulent shear stress and velocity profiles in a
turbulent pipe flow and the data were compared to the published
data of Laufer (1953). They compared within 5 percent. Addition-
ally, the film cooling data for in-line injection collected in this
study were compared with data taken on the same facility with a
single-wire probe (Burd et al., 1998) with nearly identical results.
From these experiences it was concluded that the errors present in
the velocity and rms fluctuation measurements are on the same
order as those of the single-wire sensor, 5–7 percent, while errors
in the turbulent shear stresses are larger, on the order of 8–10
percent. As mentioned previously, due to the uncertainties in both
the shear stresses and calculated velocity gradients, as well as the
low value of velocity gradients at many locations in the flow, the
uncertainty in value for the eddy diffusivities can grow to be quite
large (upward of 60 percent). However, our analysis procedure
discards values of eddy diffusivity with calculated uncertainties
greater than 30 percent. Uncertainty in the total coolant mass flow
rate is 2.3 percent. All uncertainties are expressed with 95 percent
confidence.

Cases Studied. Profiles of mean velocities and turbulent shear
stresses were taken at the twoy–z planes shown in Fig. 2,x/D 5
2.5 andx/D 5 5, y ranging fromy/D 5 0.2 toy/D 5 1.5, and
z ranging fromz/D 5 21.5 to z/D 5 1.5. Measurements were
taken about the middle of the eleven holes. Due to the large size of
the triple-sensor probe, very near-wall data (y/D , 0.2) were not
collected.

Experimental Results
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show distributions of normalized stream-

wise velocity,u# /U 0, and secondary fluid motion atx/D 5 2.5 with
I 5 1.0.While the boundary conditions of the flow are symmetric,
the profiles show a slight asymmetry. Such asymmetry is expected
to have minimal effect on the results present herein. It has been
observed in many streamwise film cooling studies (for example, a
similar asymmetry is shown by Kohli and Bogard, 1997). Due to
the high blowing rate and near-hole location, this case shows the
highest streamwise velocity gradients of all the cases and, thus, the
lowest values of uncertainty when calculatingeM,z andeM,y. There-
fore, the analysis of eddy diffusivities of momentum focuses on
this case. Examining Fig. 3(a), we can see that the coolant flow
acts as a blockage, which produces a region of decreased stream-
wise velocity directly downstream of the cooling holes. Examining
Fig. 3(b), we can see a matched pair of “kidney vortices” common
to streamwise-injected film cooling flows.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the turbulent shear stressu9w9 and
its associated mean strain rate,u# / z, which characterize turbulent
transport in the spanwise direction. Examining both figures, one
can see similar features in the two distributions. However, it is
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important to note some differences—the outer pockets of high
turbulent shear stress seen atz/D 5 60.6 have much weaker
velocity gradient counterparts than the inner pockets of shear stress
at z/D 5 60.3. Also, there are two regions of high shear stress
magnitude near the wall (y/D 5 0.25,z/D 5 60.2) that have no
visible counterparts in theu# / z distribution. Therefore, we can
expect some significant variations in the calculated value ofeM,z at
different regions of they–z plane.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the turbulent shear stressu9v 9 and
its associated mean strain rate,u# / y, which characterize turbu-
lent transport in the wall-normal direction. Again, each region of
high shear stress is generally accompanied by a region of high
velocity gradient. However, opposite of the shear stress in the
spanwise direction, we see near-wall regions of high velocity
gradient (y/D 5 0.25, z/D 5 60.6) with no associated regions
of high shear stress. Thus, likeeM,z, we can expect to see signif-
icant variations ineM,y over the entirey–z plane.

Using these data,eM,z (Fig. 6) andeM,y (Fig. 7) were calculated.
Examining eM,z (Fig. 6), we can see a number of interesting
features. First, over much of the measured field,eM,z is fairly

constant, ranging in value from 0.2 m2/s to 0.4 m2/s. However, in
the region of the film cooling jet periphery, for example atz/D 5
60.5 andy/D 5 0.25(corresponding with the region in which we
previously observed a poor qualitative agreement between the
distributions inu# / z andu9w9), there are regions of the flow in
which eM,z is negative, which means that at those locations the
local lateral turbulent transport of streamwise momentum is actu-
ally opposite in direction to that of the velocity gradient. A
reasonable explanation for these observed negative eddy diffusivi-
ties is that the flow behind the emerging film cooling jet contains
coherent unsteadiness. Eckert (1987) noted cross-transport of en-
ergy by boundary work in similar, coherent, unsteady flows, lead-
ing to energy transfer against the thermal gradient. Such boundary
work leads to momentum transfer against local gradients as well.
Eckert notes that local streamline curvature and unsteadiness are
prerequisites for such transport. Additional examples of such “neg-
ative viscosity” are presented by Starr (1968). With respect to this
flowfield, vortex shedding from turbulent jets in crossflow is well
documented. For example, McMahon et al. (1971) showed that a
wall-normal turbulent jet in crossflow sheds vortices in the same
manner as does flow past a solid, normal, circular cylinder. Spec-
tral measurements taken in the jet region in our facility under the

Fig. 3 Mean velocity distribution u# /U0 (a), v̄ , w̄ (b) versus y/D at x/D 5 2.5
with I 5 1.0

Fig. 4 Turbulent shear stress u *w * [m 2/s2] and associated gradient
u# /z [s 21] at x /D 5 2.5 with I 5 1.0

Fig. 5 Turbulent shear stress u*v * [m 2/s2] (a) and associated gradient
u# /y [s 21] (b), versus y/D at x/D 5 2.5 with I 5 1.0

Fig. 6 Eddy diffusivity of momentum in the z direction, eM,z [m 2/s], at
x/D 5 2.5 with I 5 1.0
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same flow conditions (Burd and Simon, 1999) show a localized
frequency peak suggestive of a coherent structure, such as vortex
shedding. This peak occurred at a Strouhal number based on hole
diameter and free-stream velocity, StD, of 0.06 (for comparison, a
rigid cylinder of the jet diameter in crossflow of the free-stream
velocity sheds vortices at StD 5 0.21). Note that in Fig. 6, most
regions of negative diffusivity are accompanied by neighboring
regions of higher than average diffusivity (for example, the region
of eM,z 5 10.4 m2/s located atz/D 5 0 andy/D 5 0.75 has an
adjacent region ofeM,z 5 20.4 m2/s located atz/D 5 0.125 and
y/D 5 0.8, asimilar pairing can be seen nearz/D 5 20.75 and
y/D 5 0.25), suggesting that in these regions the transport of
streamwise momentum is enhanced by the coherent unsteadiness
of adjacent flow.

Examining Fig. 7, we see a similar range of values for wall-
normal diffusivity as seen for the lateral direction transport. Much
of the flow-field is fairly constant, ranging in value from 0.2 m2/s
to 0.4 m2/s. However, likeeM,z, we still see localized regions of
negativeeM,y around the periphery of the film cooling jet.

Figure 8 show the ratio of eddy diffusivities,eM,z/eM,y. In the
region near the jet core (y/D ; 0.85, 20.5 # z/D # 0.5), the
ratio has, generally, a positive value in the range 1.5–4.0, clearly
showing anisotropic behavior. Within the region of strongest lat-

eral shear (see Fig. 4(b), y/D ; 0.4, z/D ; 0.25) we seethese
curious zones of negativeeM,z/eM,y, attributable to the negative
values ofeM,z. At the edge of the jet(0.75 , z/D , 1.0, y/D ,
0.5), where the jet flow is mixing with the free-stream flow and it
is presumed that the mixing eddy sizes are larger than in the region
of strongest lateral shear,eM,z/eM,y values range from 1.0–4.0,
again indicating strong anisotropy. Measured values reported by
Wang et al. (1996) for approximately this same region and in the
same case, but atx/D 5 5.0, arenear 7.0. With the benefit of
observing the steep gradients in this area (see marked region in via
Fig. 8), we suspect this difference in values is due to errors in
Wang et al.’s calculation of gradients. The values ofu# / z re-
ported by Wang et al. were calculated using finite differences
between twoy profiles with spacingDz/D 5 0.333, which
appears to be too large a spacing to accurately calculate the local
gradients. This results in calculated gradients that are too small,
and, thus, larger calculated values ofeM,z andeM,z/eM,y. To ensure
that the present study used a sufficiently smallDz/D, preliminary
data were collected usingDz/D 5 0.0833 instead ofDz/D 5
0.167, and nosignificant change in the calculated gradients oc-
curred, so it was concluded that aDz/D 5 0.167 wassufficient.

In computation, anisotropy has traditionally been incorporated
by a linear rise ineM,z/eM,y from 1.0 to a maximum value of
eM,z/eM,y 5 4.5 as the wall is approached, as proposed by Bergeles
et al. (1978). Recall that this model was based on two-dimensional
(non-film cooled) turbulent pipe flow data. Xu et al. (1990) and
Sathyamurthy and Patankar (1992) show that this model improves
the accuracy of the cooling jet lateral spreading rate. However, our
current results support the use of an anisotropic transport correc-
tion in the general range of values given by the Bergeles et al.
model, but do not support this particular distribution. Our results
indicate that the flow field is far more complex than the Bergeles
et al. model would imply.

Concluding Remarks
The results represent detailed documentation of the turbulent

transport properties present in a film cooling mixing region with
streamwise-oriented injection. These results provide useful insight
into the nature of turbulent transport present in these flows, and
also provide experimental measurements ofeM,z and eM,y which
may be useful to computational researchers. From these results, a
number of conclusions can be made:

1 Due to the presence of structured unsteadiness in the mixing
region, negative eddy diffusivities are calculated around the
periphery of the jet. These negative values suggest that
future investigations into turbulent transport in these flows
to account for both the structured and turbulent characteris-
tics of the flow are needed.

2 Eddy transport is somewhat larger in the lateral direction
than in the wall-normal direction, and, thus, isotropic turbu-
lence modeling should not be applied. Over a large portion
of the measured region, the eddy diffusivity ratio,eM,z/eM,y,
is larger than unity, lying in the range 1.5–2.5. However,
these values are considerably smaller than those previously
reported for this flow by Wang et al. (1996).

3 While computational work incorporating the Bergeles model
of anisotropy has shown some success, our results show that
the anisotropy of turbulent transport in this flow is too
complex to be represented with such a simple model.
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Technical Brief

A Two-Dimensional Numerical
Investigation of Transient Heat Flux
Gage Performance in Short-Duration
Facilities

J. Kim, 1 H. Sakamoto,2 and M. G. Dunn3

Introduction
Thin-film heat-flux gages have been used for the past fifty years

in short-duration facilities (test times typically on the order of one
to ten milliseconds) to measure local heat flux in a wide variety of
high-energy flow situations. These gages consist of a thin platinum
strip (typically 13 1028 m thick) bonded to a substrate material of
low thermal diffusivity, e.g., Pyrex glass. The substrate, which can
be contoured to almost any desired shape (e.g., strip inserts,
leading-edge inserts, buttons, etc.) is then embedded into the
surface of a component of interest such as a turbine blade. A
photograph of a button gage embedded in turbine blade is shown
in Fig. 1. The heat-flux gage is operated in a constant-current
circuit (typically 1 mA to avoid excessive heating) from which the
film temperature history during the experiment is deduced using a
temperature coefficient of resistance calibration for that particular
gage. The heat flux that must have produced the inferred temper-
ature history of the substrate surface is then calculated using a
one-dimensional, time-dependent heat conduction approximation
as described in Seymour (1987).

The reason for using a low-thermal-diffusivity substrate is to
“hold the heat at the surface,” i.e., the gage is usually embedded in
a metal component whose thermal diffusivity is so high that the
surface temperature increases by a very small amount during the
duration of the experiment. Use of the substrate material leads to
increases in surface temperature that are typically on the order of
five degrees Kelvin or larger, and the resulting improvement in
signal-to-noise ratio is an important factor in the success of these
devices. The surface temperature increase of the insulating sub-
strate may complicate the interpretation of the data, however. If
one elects to use a button-type heat-flux gage instead of the
contoured strip, then there exists a temperature difference between

the surface of the insulating substrate and the surrounding metal,
which has come to be known as a “heat-island.” The heat flux to
the gage is different from that to the adjoining metal by some
amount that depends upon many parameters, and it is the latter flux
that is desired.

This note reports the results of a simplified numerical inves-
tigation of the potential heat-island effect for a button-type gage
placed in a metal substrate, and is designed to obtain an esti-
mate of the magnitude of the deviations from the ideal calcu-
lated values that might be expected when using these gages. A
two-dimensional simulation of a strip gage embedded in a flat
plate normal to the flow direction was performed since a fully
three-dimensional simulation would have taken prohibitively
long given the available resources. Details of the two-
dimensional simulations are given in the next section. The
numerical results are compared with published experimental
results (Dunn et al., 1997) for which heat-flux measurements
were made for button-type and continuous strip-type gages (for
which there is no “heat island”) inserted in a three-dimensional
turbine vane just ahead of a downstream rotor, and simulta-
neously exposed to identical flow conditions with the turbine
stage operating at design-corrected conditions.

Problem Formulation

A transient, elliptic, conjugate two-dimensional heat transfer
simulation of the problem was performed using the commer-
cially available CFD code FLUENT. For simplicity, the three-
dimensional circular inserts were modeled as two-dimensional
strips normal to the flow direction. Three geometries were
studied. The first geometry (Fig. 2(a)) consisted of two Pyrex
strips embedded in a steel flat plate (no bonding agent is
present) exposed to a gas stream at elevated temperature and
pressure. The second geometry (Fig. 2(b)), which represents the
physically more realistic case, included modeling of the bond-
ing agent (epoxy) that is used to hold the substrate in the steel.
The third geometry was similar to the first, except the length of
Pyrex ahead of the platinum sensing element was increased.
The substrate was chosen to be sufficiently thick so that the heat
wave did not reach the bottom surface during the calculation
time. Fluid acceleration along the length of the channel was
negligible. A 3003 60 weighted grid was chosen. Transient
calculations of the wall temperature and wall heat transfer
coefficients along the wall were obtained from 0 to 26 ms with
a time step of 1 ms. Nominal inlet conditions are given in Table
1, and bracket the experimental conditions at the turbine inlet
(Dunn et al., 1997). A summary of the cases that were run is
shown in Table 1, while the assumed properties of steel, Pyrex,
and epoxy are summarized in Table 2. Additional details re-
garding the numerical calculations are given in Kim et al.
(1996).
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Dimensional Analysis
A dimensional analysis was performed to determine the relevant

problem parameters. Consider the case where a thin-film gage
painted on a Pyrex substrate is embedded flush with the surface of
a steel plate, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The deviation of the heat
transfer coefficient data at the center of the insert from the ideal
case of no insert is defined as

percent deviation5
hcalc 2 hstrip

hcalc
3 100 (1)

where hcalc is obtained from the solution for a wall of uniform
material andhstrip is the heat transfer coefficient indicated by the
gage. The percent deviation can be expressed as a function of the
following quantities:

percent deviation5 f @Tgl 2 Tw , T`

2 Tw , h, t, u` , a, x, rgl , cp,gl , kgl , rst, cp,stkst, r fl , cp,fl , kfl , m fl #

(2)

where the subscripts stand forgl 5 Pyrex,st 5 steel,f l 5 fluid,
andw 5 wall. Many of the resulting groups can be eliminated if
it is assumed that the following are constant: steel temperature (it

increases very little during the time of interest), gage width,
free-stream velocity, properties of the steel and Pyrex, and the fluid
properties. The numerical results showed that the nondimensional
Pyrex surface temperature could be written in terms of two other
groups as

STgl 2 Tw

T` 2 Tw
D 5 fSha

kgl
,

agl t

a2 D (3)

The percent deviation was also found to be fairly independent on
the location of the gage on the plate, and can therefore be described
by an equation consisting of three groups:

percent deviation5 fFha

kgl
,

agl t

a2 ,
r fl

rgl
G (4)

If epoxy is present, additional terms must be added to account for
the width of the epoxy and for the epoxy properties.

Results

Verification of Numerical Results. Three checks were made
on the calculations using the above-described grid and specifying
the entire wall to be a uniform material: (1) Steady-state cases run
using laminar and turbulent flow (k–e model) were found to be
well within 5 percent of the correlations for all cases. (2) An
unsteady case run to obtain time-dependent temperature profiles
assuming a wall of uniform composition (Pyrex), uniform initial
temperature, and a step change in wall temperature fort . 0
agreed with the analytical semi-infinite solid solution to within 2
percent. (3) A case simulating flow over a plate with an unheated
starting length agreed with the correlation given in Kay and
Crawford (1993) within 3 percent.

Table 1 Flow conditions for the numerical simulations. Other problem
parameters are: (1) free-stream velocity u` 5 70.6 m/s, (2) plate length 5
0.027 m, and (3) properties of air taken at 550 K. The effective Reynolds
number was changed in the calculations by specifying different gas
density values as was done in the experiment of Dunn et al. (1997).

Table 2 Material properties used in the simulations

Fig. 1 Photograph of a button-type gage embedded in a turbine blade.
The gage is about 1 mm in diameter, and is held in the blade using epoxy
(white material surrounding the gage).

Fig. 2(a) Flow domain for Pyrex/steel case

Fig. 2(b) Flow domain for Epoxy/Pyrex/steel case
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Results for Pyrex/Steel Surface. Typical variations in the
wall temperature and heat transfer coefficient with wall and gas
conduction are seen in Figs. 3(a, b). Results were obtained fort 5
10, 20, and 25 ms after flow arrival at the gage location. In the
experiment, the gages are read at a time corresponding to estab-
lishment of the design stage pressure ratio being achieved. For a
small turbine, this time may be as little as 10 ms, but for a large
machine a time after flow arrival of 15 ms to 20 ms is a safe time
to anticipate design flow conditions. It is desirable to read the
heat-flux gages as early as possible, because the percent deviations
were observed to increase with time and those for turbulent flow
were seen to be larger than those for laminar flow.

An equation that describes the numerical results to within 2
percent is given by

percent deviation5 H0.6051 297Sagl t

a2 D
1 F3141 39400Sagl t

a2 DGS r f l

rgl
DJ 1 H4.171 380Sagl t

a2 D
2 F1011 4160Sagl t

a2 DGS r f l

rgl
DJSha

kgl
D (5)

This equation was used to predict the percent deviations for the
experimental conditions of Dunn et al. (1997), with the under-
standing that the experimental data were obtained on a three-
dimensional turbine airfoil in a compressible flow. The percent
deviations for the flow conditions given in Table 3 at a time of
20 ms (the time at which the gages are typically read for this
machine) was found to be 11.8 and 16.1 percent for the low and
high Reynolds number cases, respectively. This is considerably
larger than the 5–10 percent uncertainty ascribed to the exper-

imental data. However, a significant portion of this discrepancy
can be shown to be due to not incorporating in the calculation
model the epoxy used to hold the gages in the component.

Results for Pyrex/Steel/Epoxy Surface. Calculations were
performed with epoxy of width 0.25 mm (value measured from
Fig. 1) inserted upstream and downstream of the Pyrex gages.
Typical variations in wall temperature and heat transfer coef-
ficient for a case with epoxy are shown in Figs. 3(a, b). Figure
3(a) shows that the epoxy heats up more than the Pyrex, with
the epoxy downstream of the Pyrex heating up more than the
epoxy upstream of the Pyrex, as expected. Figure 3(b) shows
that the heat transfer coefficient decreases sharply upon encoun-
tering the epoxy to a level even lower than that encountered
with the Pyrex only, since the epoxy is at a higher temperature
than the Pyrex. At the center of the gage, however, the heat
transfer coefficient has rebounded to a value significantly higher
than that corresponding to the steel/Pyrex case, resulting in a
significantly lower percent deviation.

The calculations indicated that the percent deviations for all the
laminar flow cases with epoxy were about 65 percent of the values
without epoxy. The turbulent cases with epoxy showed that reduc-
tions in percent deviations were slightly dependent on the density
ratio, and fairly independent of time and position on the plate. The
percent deviations for the turbulent cases decreased by approxi-
mately 66 to 83 percent for flow densities of 4.0–20 kg/m3,
respectively. Based on these results, the maximum percent devia-
tion for the high Reynolds number case of Dunn et al. (1997) is
expected to decrease by about 66 percent from 16.1 to 10.6
percent. The 10.6 percent value is consistent with the observed
upper limit on the experimental uncertainty of 10 percent. The
maximum expected percent deviation for the low Reynolds num-
ber case when epoxy is included is well within the experimental
scatter.

Effect of Pyrex Length. Strip inserts similar to those used in
Dunn et al. (1997) would have a substantial increase in the length
of Pyrex ahead of the gages (orders of magnitude greater than the
example used here). Increasing the length of Pyrex ahead of the
platinum sensing element decreases the percent deviation since the
flow has more time to adjust to the new boundary condition. To
quantify this effect, a case was run using a gage 1.5 mm wide
rather than the nominal gage width of 1.0 mm (no epoxy was
included in this simulation). The flow was considered to be tur-
bulent with a density of 4.0 kg/m3. The percent deviation for the
wider gage decreased by 25 percent from that calculated for the
shorter length of Pyrex.

Conclusions
A two-dimensional model of the button-type gage geometry

yields heat transfer coefficients that are within approximately
10 percent of the value calculated in the absence of the button
for the range of parameters studied here and for the flow
conditions of the experimental data to which these calculations
are compared. Modeling of the epoxy surrounding the gage is
crucial to obtaining accurate results. Smaller values of percent
deviations can easily be obtained by reading the gages at the

Fig. 3(a) Typical variation in wall temperature for cases with and with-
out epoxy

Fig. 3(b) Typical variation in wall heat transfer coefficient for cases with
and without epoxy

Table 3 Flow conditions for Dunn et al. (1997)
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earliest time for which the design stage pressure ratio is estab-
lished, or by increasing the length of the Pyrex substrate ahead
of the thin-film gage.
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